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HEALTH CAKE REFORM

THURSDAY, APRIL 23, 1992

U.S. Senate,
Committee on Labor and Human Resources,

Dundalk, MD.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:25 a.m., in the Roy

Staten Building, Dundalk Community College, 7200 Sollers Point
Road, Dundalk, MD, Senator Barbara A. Mikulski, presiding.

Present: Senator Mikulski.

Opening Statement of Senator Mikulski

Senator Mikulski. The Labor and Human Resources Committee
field hearing on "Health Insurance RefornT will now officially come
to order.

I want to thank you all for being here. On behalf of the U.S. Sen-
ate and as the Senator from Maryland, I am holding this hearing
today because we are in a war for America's future. We are now
fighting for jobs today and jobs tomorrow. And a very important
component of those jobs is health insurance for those who are un-
employed or underemployed or temporarily employed, who often
find that health insurance is not available.

Both families and employers are finding health insurance to be
very difficult in terms of its affordability, and everyone says that
we need to contain cost, we need to contain greed, and we need to

contain fraud.
As I have traveled throughout Maryland, I have heard the same

concerns. People want fundamental change. People feel that health
care and health insurance assistance in this country are hemor-
rhaging. They don't want bandaids to fix them. They want some-
thing that will really meet their needs. And again, whether I talk
to high-tech business or high-touch volunteers, or families trying to

meet their needs, they all say the same thing. They want reform

—

they don't want tinkering—and they want it now.
I wanted to hold this hearing because it is important for me to

hear what Marylanders are facing. I don't believe that a United
States Senator should only be talking to the gold letterhead crowd
who can afford to come to Washington and hire lobbyists at $300
an hour to tell their stories. I want to hear from real families. I

want to hear from business in Maryland. And I want to hear from
the providers, those in Maryland who are absolutely committed to
maintaining quality health care without shifting die costs to others
and who want to contain costs without cutting quality.

Marylanders face some of the toughest problems with health in-

surance in the country. Maryland: families are paying almost

(l)
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$4,500 a year for health insurance. This makes Maryland the 10th-

highest State in the country in health care costs.

Even though senior citizens have Medicare to cover hospital and
doctor bills, they are still spending 15 percent of their income on
health care needs. They often have to make choices between paying

for their health insurance or making sure they aren't cutting back
on utilities.

But the news is not all bad. In Maryland, we have begun to tack-

le some of those reforms. We have something called an all-payor

system that contains hospital costs without cutting quality. The
Maryland General Assembly has passed a "no frills" insurance pol-

icy that enables small business and individuals to afford health in-

surance. And third, Maryland is looking at comprehensive insur-

ance reform.
I look forward to hearing from all of you because I believe that

in Maryland, the people are my best advisors. And today I wanted
to get the best advice.

I wanted to hold this hearing at Dundalk Community College.

The Community College has always been a gateway to opportunity,
and we are looking forward to hearing this testimony.

[The prepared statement of Senator Mikulski follows:]

Prepared Statement of Senator Mikulski

Senator Mikulski. Thank you all for being here today. I am hold-
ing this hearing today because we are in a war for America's fu-

ture. One of the battles families and businesses face in this war is

the cost of health insurance.
As I have traveled throughout Maryland, I have heard the same

concerns. People want fundamental change, they want far-reaching
change. People feel that health care and health insurance systems
in this country are hemorrhaging and they don't want band-aids to
fix them. They want something that will really meet their needs.
Whether I talk to high-tech Businesses or high-touch volunteers

or families, they all say the same thing: They want reform and
they want it now.

I wanted to hold this hearing because it is important to me to

hear from you what should be done to change our health insurance
system and make it work better.

Marylanders face some of the toughest problems with health in-

surance in the country. Maryland families are paying an average
of almost $4,500 for health care every year. This makes Maryland
the 10th highest State in the country in health care costs.

It costs Baltimore businesses almost $400 per worker per month
for group health insurance.
Even though senior citizens have medicare to cover hospital and

doctor bills, they are still spending more than 15 percent of their

income on their health care needs. They often have to make impos-
sible choices between health care, rent, and food.

But the news is not all bad. In Maryland, we have already begun
to tackle some of the tough problems in health insurance reform.

First, we have an all-payor system for hospitals. That system has
kept hospital costs down below the national average and has made
hospital services available to people without insurance.
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Second, Maryland has created a "bare-bones* policy that elimi-

nates most State mandates to see if it can help small businesses
and individuals afford health insurance. There have been mixed re-

views of this plan, but Maryland should be given credit for trying

to find new solutions to our health insurance problems.
Third, Maryland, is continuing to look at comprehensive reforms

that can improve Marylanders
1

access to affordable health insur-

ance.
There are many directions we can take to reform our current

health care system. The types of reforms range from providing tax

incentives and small business insurance reform all the way to a na-
tional health insurance system that includes long-term care.

I look forward to hearing from all of the witnesses today. There
have been more than 40 proposals introduced in the Congress over
the past 2 years on health insurance reform. This hearing will help
me make some decisions about what I support in the Senate.

I look forward to everyone's testimony and moving this debate
forward so that everyone in Maryland and in America can find af-

fordable health care,

Tm now going to turn to our first panel and they'll tell you about
themselves. But if the Aliens would bear with me for a moment,
we have Mrs. Donna Welsh, who lives here in the Dundalk-
Holabird area. I became acquainted with Mrs. Welsh because I

dialed a wrong number.
Every time I call my sister, I have a unique way of pushing the

wrong first two digits, and I have met Mrs. Welsh through the tele-

phone. I have never met Mrs. Welsh in person until this hearing
today. But I believe that the Lord works in mysterious ways, and
I believe that sometimes the wrong number is the right phone call.

In talking to Mrs. Welsh, I asked her about her health insurance
situation—I like to just reach out to people and talk to them spon-
taneously—she told me her story, and I believe it is pretty typical

of what many families are facing, and that is why I asked ner to
join us today. So it was a wrong number, but the right choice.

And of course, we have the Allen family, who are small business
people form Montgomery County, and they have a particular story
that they want to tell, and we are looking forward to that.

Now, Mrs. Welsh, would you like to start off, and then we will

go to Karin and Elizabeth Allen.

STATEMENTS OF DONNA WELSH, DUNDALK, MD; ELIZABETH
ALLEN, BETHESDA, MD; AND KARIN ALLEN, BETHESDA, MD
Mrs. Welsh. I am testifying at this hearing with the hope that

new reforms will help people like my family to deal with the finan-
cial hardships that sometimes come when someone in the family
has medical problems.

First of all, we are a middle-income family paying $48.78 a week
for medical insurance. But all of our claims for medical equipment,
except one, have been rejected. They have included batteries that
cost $125; a battery charger that cost $130; a $450 charge for the
installation of a stair glide; $2,300 for a lift in our yard, and $385
for a ramp for our van.
As you can see, this equipment is very expensive, and these

prices do not include the maintenance and repair of the equipment.
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Lower-income families have Medicaid. Upper-income families can
handle this kind of expense. But where does the middle-income

family turn?
Senator Mikuuski. Mrs. Welsh, not to interrupt you, but do you

want to tell us why you need batteries, a van, and a lift—just a
little bit leading into why these issues are crucial, a little bit of a
family portrait, ifyou don't mind.
Mrs. Welsh. Yes. My son has severe complex congenital heart

disease, and as he grew older, he needed a scooter to get around
and be like other children, be normal. And when the batteries

broke down, we went to the medical company, of course, because
we didn't know any other options existed. Batteries were $125
apiece. Then the charger went out; that was $130. We borrowed a
stairglide from an organization called Volunteers for Medical Engi-

neering, but we did have to pay $450 to have the stairglide in-

stalled so that he can get up and down the stairs, because now he
is over 70 pounds. Before, it was very easy for us to carry him in

and out of the house and up and down the stairs, but now it is get-

ting more difficult as time goes on.

We have a lift in our yard, because I live right back here, and
we are on a hill, and out front it is just impossible to get him in

and out anymore. So now we have a lift in the back where he can
bring his scooter in and charge the batteries every night.

Because they wouldn't pay for a ramp for our van, we had one
made that was stainless steel by a welding company near us, to

help us get him in and out. Then eventually, later on, I guess there
will be a time when we will have to get an automatic lift because
it is heavy, and it gets more difficult as time goes on.

But as he is getting older, he needs more equipment to get
around and just lead a normal life.

Senator Mikulskl I interrupted you when you were going to tell

us about when your husband discovered what the batteries cost.

Mrs. Welsh. OK. In March, we needed a new battery charger,
and of course we went to the medical company that we bought the
scooter from, and it was $130. About a month ago, accidentally, my
husband met an engineer down at the North Point Recreation Cen-
ter, and he suggested that he go to North Point Road to the battery
warehouse, and there the batteries only cost $62. So the medical
companies are making a pretty big profit themselves when you
have to buy equipment from them.
Then on our income tax, because of the way it is written up, our

expenses were almost $4,000, but because of our income we were
only allowed a $625 deduction on our taxes for medical.
And last of all, an information network would be helpful where

you can get information about organizations that lend out medical
equipment, where to buy medical equipment at the most reason-
able prices, and where if possible you can get financial assistance.

I hope that my testimony has given a better insight into some
of the problems faced by people like my family. I also hope that
new legislation will give everyone a chance to get good medical care
and the medical equipment they need to live as normal a life as
possible.
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Senator Mikulskl Thank you very much, Mrs. Welsh. Well
come back and ask you some questions about your health insur-

ance, what it paid for, and so on.

Let's turn now to the Allen family. We look forward to your testi-

mony.
Ms. Allen. Senator, and members of the committee, my name is

Elizabeth Alien, and I am here today to tell you about my present

health insurance problems and to ask for your help in legislating

some type of national health insurance for ail Americans.
At age 28, 1 am forced to live with the results of 14 years of futile

interventions to align my bite. In 1977, orthodontics attempted to

close a simple overbite that I had, but the 2-year treatment left me
with a serious malocclusion, or open bite, which created the onset

of something called temporal mandibular joint dysfunction, better

known as TMJ.
In 1983, after all conservative attempts to correct the malocclu-

sion had failed, lower jaw surgery was performed. Unfortunately,
this surgery only brought short-term relief as I suffered a relapse,

and my bite progressively began to open up again beginning in

1985.
Seven years later, the pressure on my joints at this time has

worn down my condyles to where only my third molars contact, and
my joints now have severe arthritis. I have been advised by several

well-respected specialists that I need treatment and surgery as
soon as possible to minimize the pressure on my joints and proper
bite alignment. At the present rate of bone erosion, the joint pain
will become intolerable, and chewing will become difficult in the
very, very near future.

Up until last month, I was receiving treatment—x rays, molds,
et cetera—that were initiated by an admired oral surgeon right
here at the University of Maryland at Baltimore. Unfortunately, all

of this treatment came to an abrupt halt because my present
health insurance carrier will not pay for any pre-existing medical
conditions.

So here I am at 28, and I stand to lose everything that I have
ever worked for. In my particular case, I once had group health in-

surance through a large organization, but I was laid off over a year
ago. The COBRA for the HMO was unaffordable at over $160 a
month. Today's economic atmosphere has forced me into full-time

temporary assignments at another large corporation since July of
1981. This corporation, even though I am working 40 hours a week
and many times over 40 hours a week, this corporation, like most,
does not provide any medical benefits for temporaries. During this

time I have bought two cap insurance policies each for about 6
months, just to get by in the event I have any type of car accident.
While these policies are affordable, at approximately $70 to $80

a month, they do not cover any pre-existing medical care, they do
not cover any preventive care, and they have very large
deductibles. All standard insurance policies I nave attempted to ob-
tain, whether they be through Blue Cross/Blue Shield, Prudential
and many other carriers, are also very unaffordable for me. They
have high premiums, high deductibles, and yet they do not cover
any pre-existing conditions.
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It is very difficult for me to adequately express my outrage about

this health insurance situation. I believe Congress needs to begin

legislating a health insurance program that is affordable coverage

even for those people who are changing jobs, a program which en-

courages prevention and does not exclude medically necessary pro-

cedures, most of which are honestly pre-existing by nature.

Our current health care system is deteriorating at an alarming

rate. Personally, working for a large organization, sometimes in

their corporate benefits division, I know that there is a strong con-

cern on how to keep costs down without sacrificing health care for

their employees. The only suggested solutions that I personally

have been Hearing from the corporate offices are to continue to

raise premiums and deductibles, deliver less care options, and in-

crease the waiting periods. These options are only snort-term ban-
dages; they are not long-term solutions.

Canadians have continuous, affordable health insurance coverage
even for those who are unemployed or even temporarily unem-
ployed. Most European countries' health insurance programs have
worked for several decades because the foundation of their systems
are simple and streamlined. You don't have them wasting billions

of dollars in paper-pushing every year. It is streamlined. It is

under one roof. It makes sense. It makes a lot of sense.

I can only hope that our country adopts this type of universal
health care coverage soon. My future health and millions of Ameri-
cans' future health depend on it

Thank you for this opportunity.
Senator Mdculski. Thank you, Ms. Allen.

Mrs. Karin Allen.

Mrs. Allen. Senator Mikulski, I thank you very much for the op-
portunity to speak to you this morning about my particular prob-
lem.
Like millions of Americans, I have "job lock" and "insurance lock"

because of a pre-existing condition that was not my choice. Fd like

you to hear what it feels like for someone in my position.

I have been labelled by the private health insurance industry as
practically uninsurable because I have a back problem. I really be-
lieve that I would be a happier person if I lived in Canada or
France or Germany, and please forgive me for being so blunt, but
I really think that our present health insurance situation is un-
bearable, it is intolerable.

I work for a small business in a full-time position. In 1987, my
employer bought major medical small group health insurance. This
insurance policy promises a $1 million lifetime benefit for each
member of the group. In 1987, there were three of us. My daughter
was briefly included while she was in college. The original pre-
miums were $325 for three subscribers. Unfortunately, in 1988 I

needed back surgery, and Blue Cross and Blue Shield increased our
premiums following my surgery to $750 a month.

I have attached to my testimony a copy of the letter from Blue
Cross and Blue Shield that blames me personally, my $19,000
claim, for the rate increase and states very clearly that because of
this one claim the entire group was labelled as a "high risk.'*

To me as a health insurance consumer, it feels terrible—that's all

I can say—to be paying for this.
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In the meantime, I have been turned down for coverage by over

one dozen insurance companies because of my ongoing back prob-

lem. Among them were Cigna, Prudential, Kaiser Permanente,
Group Health, Alliance for Small Business, American Small Busi-

ness Association, and Bankers' Life Insurance Company. There
have been others that I can't even remember that have called our
small business—oh, yes, the last one, Mutual of Omaha, a Mr.
Ralph Ederesio, called and said, "Is everyone healthy?"

And I told him, "I'm sorry. No. I have a problem."

Anyway, I really feel that if my daughter and I lived in Canada
we would not suffer these perpetual anxieties about health insur-

ance. And while the rest of the world basically has national health
care, Americans unfortunately face the humiliating practice of med-
ical underwriting, high deductibles and copayments, all of which I

really believe are powerful deterrents to getting proper health in-

surance, and I believe even though maybe in those other countries,

the health insurance is taken over through taxes, they are elimi-

nating the copayments and deductibles, basically out-of-pocket

costs, and they are replacing it with a tax, which in my case I real-

ly feel is more fair because it takes the income of that person into

consideration.

In my particular case, there is absolutely no relationship be-
tween my income and my health insurance premium. My employer
presently pays $443 a month for my single coverage, which rep-

resents to my employer a 35 percent payroll tax, and over 50 per-

cent of my take-home pay, Senator Mikulski.
My employer for one would welcome an 8, and even a 10 percent

payroll tax
Senator Mikulski. Do you want to repeat that last point, Mrs.

Allen, about your take-home pay?
Mrs. Allen. My health insurance premium, the $443 a month,

which I am locked into because no other insurance company will

cover me, represents a 35 percent payroll tax to my employer and
is over 50 percent of my take-home pay. It is extraordinary. If this
were replaced with a payroll tax of 8 percent, I think my premium
would drop down to about $95 a month, which would be fair; I feel

that's the way we really need to go in this country.
I'd just like to add that our insurance company now uses strict

medical underwriting for new employees and their dependents. The
health questionnaire that I brought with me, on the second page
has 14 questions. These 14 questions cover over 40 medical condi-
tions. And if you answer "yes" to one of those questions, you may
not get coverage through our insurance company.

I have a map here, and I'd like to tell you that because I was
so frustrated as an individual and as a citizen, I wanted to know
what people who lived around me and my friends were feeling
about the health insurance problem. I got together a petition. We
live in a middle-class suburb in a neighborhood with about 585
homes, and I gradually wound myself from street to street, explain-
ing the situation and asking my neighbors how they feel. And it is

amazing—to date I have come face-to-face with about 180 of those
homeowners, and over 90 percent of these homeowners—the ones
that are pencilled in in yellow—support a universal health insur-
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ance program for all Americans, because that's what my petition

said, which I drafted up on my own.
The response Tm getting is phenomenal. You have no idea how

fed up people are. People are so upset about their own health in-

surance situation and that of their children or grandchildren. And
really, I just cannot emphasize strongly enough the point of how
serious the situation is for someone like me who is locked in. I can't

get insurance, and the insurance company is never going to let me
forget that I have a back problem. I can't ever put it behind me
because I am reminded with these health questionnaires con-

stantly, on the phone. Do you have a pre-existing condition?"

"Yes." "What is it?" Now I'm just beginning to hang up. I just can't

deal with it anymore.
I thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mrs. Allen appears in the appendix.]

Senator Mikulskl Thank you very much, Mrs. Allen. I think
that was very impassioned testimony. What you are saying is that
there is an urgency.
Mrs. Welsh, what is your son's name?
Mrs. Welsh. Darryl.
Senator Mikulskl Darryl is not going to get younger. Darryl is

going to get older, Darryl is going to get heavier, and congestive
heart disease is a situation that is chronic for Darryl. And it is

therefore a chronic health insurance system for the Welsh family
as well as for this young man, ultimately, coming from a loving

home and a school system that is trying to meet his needs, which
will make it difficult for him to find employment
Let me ask you a question, Mrs. Welsh, and then go to the Allen

family. Where does your husband work?
Mrs. Welsh. The Sun papers.
Senator Mikulskl And you have health insurance through his

employment?
Mrs. Welsh. Right
Senator Mikulskl So are the family's needs met through that

health insurance?
Mrs. Welsh. They have several HMO plans, and we're with Blue

Cross and Blue Shield. We have to take the best and pay the pre-
mium because when Darryl goes for his checkups once every 6
months, he goes to Hopkins, and the tests they take are very ex-

pensive. If we didn't have that plan, the tests would not be covered.
But as far as medical equipment is concerned, they don't touch

it
Senator Mikulskl So in your case, the premium that you must

go for is what is normally called a "high option" type, which in-

cludes more and complex benefits.

Mrs. Welsh. Right.
Senator Mikulskl And you have a copayment and a deductible?
Mrs. Welsh. Yes. Our deductible is $200 for a family, $100 for

each individual.

Senator Mikulskl So in your case, both your family's needs and
then Darryl's medical needs are being covered by the insurance
program.
Mrs. Welsh. For the most part, yes.
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Senator Mikulski. For the most part What you don't have is the

insurance for a family where there is a condition that requires

medical equipment. And what you are saying is that medical equip-

ment is a whole different situation.

Mrs. Welsh. Right
Senator Mikulski. But these wonderful technological break-

throughs that enable your son to be with you—a stairglide, a van,

so he can go to ball games and picnics and so on—-all of those

things are available technologically, but they are not affordable, or

they are not covered.

Mrs. Welsh. Right They don't consider those a necessary part

of his life.

Senator Mikulski. How old is Darryl?
Mrs. Welsh. Eleven.
Senator Mikulskl And HI bet his body heart is one way, but TO

bet his spirit heart is spunky; am I correct?

Mrs. Welsh. Right
Senator Mikulski. And again, the technology, like the scooter,

enables him to zip around the neighborhood.
Mrs. WELSH. With the other kids, sure.

Senator Mikulskl So the medical equipment is a lifeline, but be-

cause it is not oxygen—it's his lifeline to iust being able to—

—

Mrs. Welsh. To be able to get out and have a good time.

Senator Mikulski [continuing]. But even being able to go to

school and move around and do these other things.

Mrs. Welsh. Yes. He needs the scooter for school.

Senator Mikulski. And otherwise it would be very difficult for

him to go to school.

Mrs. Welsh. Right He couldn't walk. The school, Holabird Mid-
dle, is all on one floor, but it is so spread out that he could not
walk that far to get from one class to another, so he does use the
scooter.

Senator Mikulski. I see. Now, if your husband were to change
jobs, what do you think would happen?

Mrs. Welsh. Gee, I couldn't imagine.
Senator Mikulski. And you are a full-time homemaker?
Mrs. Welsh. Right
Senator Mikulskl Because again, Darryl's care requires you

Mrs. Welsh. To be home full-time, because if I had a job, I

couldn't come to you and say TO be out 2 or 3 or 4 weeks because
my son is sick. You just can't do that.

Senator Mikulski. Which is another whole cost to families and
to the caregiver.

Mrs. Welsh. Sure. We're a one-income family.

Senator Mikulski. But the thought is, based on the Aliens and
what I think we'll hear from others, that it will be very difficult,

and Darryl will face in his future—I'm sure you have wonderful
plans for him.
Do you have other children?
Mrs. Welsh. No.
Senator Mikulski. But I'm sure you have wonderful plans for

Darryl, and because of medical technology he would have a future,
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but it's going to be tough for him because, like Mrs. Allen said, she

is always going to have her back problem.

Mrs. WELSH. That's right
Senator Mikulski. Thank you.

Mrs. Allen, both of you have talked about the European plans

which are done through the government, and it was very inform-

ative. You should know that right now there are 30 different plans

pending before the United States Congress on health insurance re-

form. They range from simply tax breaks—which doesn't nec-

essarily change the system—to the single-payer system, which is

based on the Canadian model, and then to something called "pay
or play" which is based on the German model.

I believe that Congress should pass one of these even for the na-

tional debate, particularly either "pay or play" or single-payer, by
July—at least move it. And we are trying to get ideas as to what
are the best directions, and I have a feeling it will be the best ele-

ments of both.
But if I could go to you, Elizabeth, you are a temporary em-

ployee. May I ask your educational background and what is your
field of expertise?
Ms. Allen. I have a bachelor of science in journalism with a dou-

ble major in management, and an associate degree in marketing.
The company that I am now working for temporarily on a full-time

basis, because they aren't really hiring any management at this

time, I have been with them off and on since 1981. So I have been
there from right after I put myself through college and started
working.
Senator Mikulskl Do you feel that when you would apply for a

job at, say, a Pulitzer Prize-winning magazine or newspaper or
whatever that your condition would give an employer pause to hire
you?
Ms. Allen. Well, luckily for myself, until I became unemployed

when I was laid off, I was lucky enough to get into large companies
where you didn't have to fill out long documentation. It was never
an issue at that point. I was very, very lucky before. It is only now,
trying to go out on my own ana get my own insurance, that it is

terrible. Even the insurance that the company, the large organiza-
tion that I work with has, if I were to work permanently on a full-

time basis, they don't cover anything. In fact, I spoke with the par-
ticular carrier that they go through, and they told me that most
likely they would do a permanent underwritten exclusion of any-
thing having to do with my mouth at all.

And this is a complication that is through no fault of my own at
all.

Senator Mikulski. It's not behavioral or lifestyle. It is structural.
Ms. Allen. Basically, yes.

Senator Mikulski. Mrs. Allen, do you feel that you could change
jobs? You said you had "job lock.

Mrs. Allen. Yes, because my employer is going to be retiring
soon, and because the job situation is very poor right now. I have
seen Elizabeth send out over 200 resumes, and she hasn't found
anything. And I am over 50, and I don't have a strong educational
background. I just took some courses at Montgomery College. So I

am fearful that I would most likely wind up in a retail position in
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some large department store, but for me that would be prohibitive

because of my back problems. Standing for 2 hours would be very,

very difficult, and that's the situation I would be in.

I am really afraid that some of the small companies that we are

dealing with with interior designers don't have their health insur-

ance policies—they are fortunate to get health insurance and keep
theirs. I have two designers right now that I work with, that I see

almost weekly, who have dropped their health insurance because
they could no longer afford it because they have to shop. And even
though the Association of Interior Designers, I understand it is now
very difficult to get in. One of our designers tried to get health in-

surance and stopped midway because the health questions were so

severe. So she is just sticking with what she has now, which is

Prudential, which is around $400 a month, and she is afraid she
won't find other health insurance if she ever drops that.

I am just not confident with what I read in the paper and I have
seen on the news, with people being excluded, and this has now
been front-page articles in the New York Times and the Washing-
ton Post, that I would find a job that would cover my back problem.
It might be excluded.
Senator Mdculski. I understand. I think what we have heard

from you is what pre-existing conditions, medical or structural,

mean in terms of that, and also the impact on an employer.
In Ms. Allen's case, both the economy and her condition con-

verged to make it difficult for her to practice her craft, and for you,
Mrs. Allen, you have had an employer who has obviously stuck by
you and made a major effort, but for many, because of the cir-

cumstances of their own business or their own views of the world,
would not necessarily have done that
Mrs. Allen. If I may iust mention this, because I really think

it is very important, we nave tried to get group health insurance
through a large association, the Maryland State Floor Covering As-
sociation. I contacted them, and they sent us a small group screen-
ing, and again there were questions on that—have you spent over
$5,000 on medical bills in the past 12 months, or is it anticipated
that you might need further surgery—and I had to answer "Ves" to

that. And I was told by a Mr. Mervin there—and this was for
MDIPA, this was for an HMO through a large trade association

—

that they could "not accept me into their insurance trust" And now
I won't try anymore.
Senator Mdculski. I understand. Even the language that we

use—Elizabeth, you used words like "under COBRA, or "I was
under an HMO when the MDIPA got me into this and that"—for
most people, it's difficult even to be able to understand.
Ms. Allen. It has been a nightmare. The whole thing has been

an absolute nightmare. At this point right now, I am trying des-
perately to get into the study at NIH, but because I have already
had surgery, I don't meet their protocol. I am really in a pickle, so
to speak. I nave no avenues at this point.

I'm a very healthy 28-year-old. Everything else is perfect But I

can't even afford to go to a doctor at this point because the deduct-
ible is so high on my policy, which covers practically nothing, no
preventative care. I can't even go just to get a regular physical,
with a $500 deductible.



Senator Mikulski. We're going to have to move on now to our
next panel. We appreciate your candor and your willingness to

come. Ill tell you what we're going to do. Our next panel will be
senior citizens and their unique needs, and then we have asked
people associated with insurance to testify. So you are welcome if

you d like to stay, and we thank you. This has given both me and
the committee insights that we did not have.

Like you said, this sure shouldn't be happening in the United
States of America, and obviously, people who want to practice self-

I

help and self-reliance.

Thank you.
We're now going to turn to our panel of senior citizens, and 1*11

ask them to come forward. We welcome the AARP, the Gray Pan-
thers, the National Association of Retired Federal Employees, and
the National Council of Senior Citizens.

Good morning. We know that seniors have their own particular

health care needs, particularly lone-term care, the ever-increasing
cost of prescription drugs, ana while seniors have Medicare, which
was enacted in 1965 to cover many health care costs like hospital

and doctor bills, seniors still spend that 15 percent of their income.
We look forward to hearing your testimony. In my own case, with

my father who had Alzheimer's, I know the difficulty of determin-
ing what was covered and what was not as we looked for geriatric

evaluation, adult day care, and all of those things necessary. And
recently I had a "town hall" meeting with the Canton senior citi-

zens, and they emphasized the need for prescription drugs and that
this is an enormous problem.
So we look forward to anything you have to tell us as well as

what you think should be the direction we should go in with these
30 different ideas that are floating around Congress.

Let's hear from you first, Mr. Bloom. You represent the Gray
Panthers of Maryland, and are from Silver Spring.

STATEMENTS OF ABE BLOOM, GRAY PANTHERS OF MONT-
GOMERY COUNTY, SILVER SPRING, MD; MARTIN WISH, NA-
TIONAL ASSOCIATION OF RETIRED FEDERAL EMPLOYEES,
SILVER SPRING, MD; JOHN LAWNICZAK, NATIONAL COUNCIL
OF SENIOR CITIZENS, WASHINGTON, DC; FREDERICK F.

OTTO, CHAIRMAN, MARYLAND STATE LEGISLATIVE COMMIT-
TEE OF THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF RETIRED PER-
SONS, HAGERSTOWN, MD
Mr. Bloom. Senator, I am Abe Bloom, and I speak for the Gray

Panthers of Maryland. We are committed to advocate for a national
health plan based on a single-payer system. Our National Health
Committee has asked me to convey a special message to von. We
believe it is important that you should know that I and all in our
Maryland chapter are volunteers. As an organization, we do not
contribute to political campaigns, we hire no paid lobbyists and pay
no honorariums, we are not a special-interest group. Our activity

is based on the principle that health care is a basic human right
We hope that this hearing shows that you want to hear from us

ordinary people—and I have heard you say that We do not try to

match the money interests, but we know that we speak for the peo-
ple who are suffering from the failures of this country's health care
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nonsystem. The failures of our nonsystem show themselves in

many ways.
There is a crisis for the elderly. There is a crisis for the poor. For

the elderly, Medicare has failed. For the poor, Medicaid has failed.

We can go into those failures if you wish to ask further on that.

For all the others, there is a crisis because of a lack of access and
an unwarranted escalation of costs. Not only are our costs too high,

but they are continuing to escalate and are estimated to rise from
12 percent of GNP today to 17.5 percent in the year 2000.

This is neglect of prevention. For instance, Maryland has the

highest cancer rate of any of the 50 States. To rectify this, we must
develop effective programs to reduce smoking, alcohol consumption,
and to clean up our environment.
What is to be done? We recommend support for the single-payer

plan in Senate Bill S. 2320 introduced by Senator Wellstone and
cosponsored by Senators Simon and Metzenbaum. It provides a
comprehensive package of benefits including hospital and physician
care, lone-term care, prescription drugs, preventive care and men-
tal health benefits. Everyone would be covered and would only
have to present their health card to the provider of their choice to

receive treatment The Federal Government would be the single

payer, but the program would be administered by the States.

The plan would contain costs. The General Accounting Office has
estimated that the adoption of a single-payer system in the United
States would save $67 billion a year in administrative costs alone,

more than enough to pay for the coverage of all the uninsured.
In addition to these administrative savings, because the Federal

Government is the sole payer, it is in a strong position to contain
costs through negotiated prices on prescription drugs, negotiated
physician fees, global budgets for hospitals, and control of capital

expenditures.
This plan overall will not cost more money. There will be new

taxes, and these taxes will go into a dedicated trust fund that can
be used for health purposes only. There will be new taxes, but less

private spending on insurance and out-of-pocket costs. The net cost
for most people will be less. For instance, a family of four with in-

come of $39,200 will save $1,600.
We must respond to some of the horror stories that have been

spread by the AMA, the insurance companies and the Bush Admin-
istration about the Canadian single-payer system. They say that
people must put up with long waiting lines to get necessary treat-
ment These stories are untrue.
The reports we get from Canadian doctors are that in fact Cana-

dians are availing themselves more of services than people here in
the United States. There is more preventive care, which avoids
later more serious and expensive illnesses.

We have the advantage in this country that our health care ex-
penditures are at a higher level, 12 percent of GNP versus 8.6 per-
cent for Canada, and we have much high-tech equipment already
in place. Since there are no plans to cut these expenditures or fa-

cilities, we could in this country supply even better services, not
fewer.

Polls show that the Canadians are more satisfied with their
health care system than citizens in any other country. Similar polls
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show that U.S. citizens are least satisfied. Here in the United

States, we have 37 million uninsured who would just love to get

on the Canadian waiting lines.

Compared to the single-payer plan, we find that the pay or plajr

proposal introduced by Senator Mitchell as S. 1227 would set up
a very inferior system. S. 1227 mandates that employers provide

health benefits for their workers or pay a tax into a public fund
that would be used to provide insurance for all those not covered

on their jobs.

The major defect of this plan is its heavy dependence on private

insurance with its high administrative costs, high marketing costs,

and high profit margins. Their benefit payout averages 60 cents on
the dollar compared to public systems like Social Security and
Medicare which have benefit payouts of 98 cents on the dollar.

Insurance companies cannot be controlled because they are ex-

empt from antitrust laws and are regulated on a State level with
50 different sets of State regulations. S. 1227 has tried to prevent
some of the worst abuses such as the refusal of coverage for people

with previous health conditions, but there are so many other

abuses.
There are other problems with S. 1227. Many small businesses

cannot afford the mandated coverage or the added tax imposed. For
them, it can lead to business failures.

It has no provision for long-term care.

There will be an administrative nightmare to keep track of work-
ers who change jobs and have to change insurers and providers, or
those who become unemployed and must switch from the private

to the public plan.

For the elderly who are covered by Medicare, S. 1227 will be of
no help. They continue on Medicare with all its deficiencies.

Real cost containment will be sacrificed because the strength of
a strong Federal Government negotiator will be lost
The deficiencies of "pay or play" compared to the single-payer

plan are obvious. The insurance companies should not be allowed
to hold the American people hostage to an inferior program.
While we can understand why Senator Mikulski may want to

support the Democratic Party leadership by support of S. 1227, we
believe that she should recognize the superiority of S. 2320 and
also become a cosponsor of that bill. Senator Wellstone has done
just that.

We urge you, Senator Mikulski, to become a cosponsor of S. 2320.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Bloom appears in the appendix.]
Senator Mikulski. Thank you very much, Mr. Bloom, for that

really informative statement and outline of the bill.

Just by way of comment—and then well go on to Mr. Wish, rep-
resenting the Federal employees—the Kennedy committee on
which I sit has moved the so-called ^pay or plajr bill. The reason
for moving it was to advocate the debate. I think what we heard
from our previous testifiers as well as yourself is that there doesn't
seem to be the kind of urgency in the Congress that the American
people feel. So our committee said let's take an idea and move it

forward at least to get a reaction and get the debate going. So we
are trying to move this debate. And know that my commitment is

to the people of Maryland and the best system. My particular advo-
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cacy of an individual bill at that time was to promote the debate.

I have some problems with it, too, but well come back and have
a conversation.
Mr. Bloom. Td like to discuss the single-payer idea with you fur-

ther.

Senator Mikulski. Next let's go to Mr. Martin Wish, represent-

in? the National Association of Retired Federal Employees.
Mr. Wish, we give you a cordial welcome.
Mr. Wish. Thank you, Senator.

I am the immediate past president and director for Federal legis-

lation for the Maryland Federation of Chapters of NARFE, the Na-
tional Association of Retired Federal Employees.
There are over 110,000 Federal retirees and survivor annuitants

in Maryland. We have 35 chapters throughout the State, with a
total of about 24,000 members. We very much appreciate the oppor-

tunity to share our views with this committee.
With health care reform becoming a national issue second only

to the economy, as an organization, as Federal retirees, and as con-

cerned citizens, we are giving serious thought to where we stand
on this important issue. Our membership has been asked to discuss

and debate this issue thoroughly in preparation for our 1992 na-
tional convention in September.

In order to determine where we stand on the various proposals
that have been offered thus far, we need to first consider why the
problem has suddenly come to the front burner, and second, what
are some of the critical considerations for the membership we rep-
resent and seniors in general.

What are the problems? First and foremost is the recognition
that 32 to 37 million of our fellow citizens do not have coverage.
As concerned Americans, we feel this situation is intolerable and
must be addressed.
Health care costs are out of control and out of reach for millions

of Americans. We now spend $700 billion—I have heard $800 bil-

lion recently—for health care, and we aren't getting full value for

these vast sums.
Drug prices have increased an incredible 152 percent between

1980 and 1990. We are now caught in a vicious circle which forces
all of us to pay more and more for less and less coverage. We spend
more per person on health care than does any other Nation, yet
millions have little or no access to adequate care, and others go
without proper long-term care or become pauperized in the process.
Now, what are some of the critical considerations?
Federal retirees, survivor annuitants and Federal employees now

essentially have good health benefits coverage—except for afford-
able long-term care. This is particularly true for those of us with
Medicare coverage. If I may just digress, as a Federal retiree, I

have FEHB, and I have Medicare. I nave had in the last 3 years
or less three surgeries. For those three surgeries under our system,
I have paid less than $50 total in additional expenses.
So our system, FEHB and Medicare together, is excellent. How-

ever, there have been increased costs, and there is some need for

fine-tunine of the Federal Employees Health Benefits System that
has served us well. And the Congress is under the same system if

I remember correctly.
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The major gap in our present coverage is affordable long-term

care. While long-term care has been perceived as an elderly issue,

it is important to understand that 43 percent of all long-term care

users are under age 65. In a recent survey, when asked if they had
adequate insurance or other sources of money to pay for long-term

care, 77 percent said no.

I just want to add here—it's not in my written testimony—some-
thing about lone-term care. I know of your interest, Senator, and
what you have already accomplished in that area. One in every two
women and one in every three men 65 or older will spend some
time in a nursing home. One in four will spend more than a year.

Approximately 2.5 million Alzheimer's patients will need to be in-

stitutionalized. The average cost for nursing homes in this area is

over $36,000 a year. Half of the elderly living alone, by themselves,
would spend themselves into poverty after just 13 weeks in a nurs-

ing home. And according to "Families U.S.A.," 85 percent of older

Americans cannot afford long-term care insurance premiums; two-
thirds cannot even afford the lowest-priced nursing home care.

So, Senator, the issue of affordable long-term care must be ad-

dressed and cannot be deferred, and there are proposals before the
Congress now that do not include it We as an organization cannot
support any proposal that will not include an affordable long-term
care component

I have brought with me and given to your staff petitions from
2,000 of your constituents. These are only from those we were able
to reach. This is a long-term care campaign, and what these peti-

tions say—and I won't read the whole thing—is that because long-

term care is not covered by Medicare and most health insurance,
because millions of American families must face the prospect of
having their life savings wiped out by long-term care needs of a
parent or child or spouse, we support legislation for long-term care
protection for all American families that is comprehensive, includes
both skilled and custodial care, and is universal.
Another critical consideration is that any changes that would

have the potential for rationing health care or interfering with the
timely delivery of health care would be unacceptable.
The following are some of the elements that we look for in any

proposals that we would ultimately support. Do the proposed
changes control costs? Do they include long-term care with broad-
based financing to spread the risks? Do they keep financing of an
improved system at reasonable levels? Do they seek to preserve the
essence of our Federal Employee Health Benefits Program while
promoting ways to reduce costs through greater efficiencies, or at
a minimum, retain the existing level of benefits? Do they cover all

Americans irrespective ofjob status, income level, pre-existing con-
ditions, or age? And do they ensure quality health care based on
universal applicability of the best technology and medical exper-
tise?

While there are a myriad of proposals on the table at present
and more surface each day, at this stage we are not prepared to

support any specific proposal. We recognize the urgency of dealing
with the need for providing coverage for the uninsured and for

some action on cost containment. With respect to overall reform,
however, we feel that it is extremely important to resist a rush to
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judgment without full consideration of all the potential ramifica-

tions.

Thank you, Senator.
Senator MiKULSKL Thank you very much, Mr. Wish. I know that

the Federal employees have very good coverage, and of course now
there is also an increasing Medicare linkage to it But I also re-

member the disaster during the catastrophic debate in which the

Federal employees were going to potentially pay double for the

same coverage. And although Ms. Morella and I tried to change it,

it was a poor idea to begin with. But my point is that as this de-

bate moves on, we will absolutely be in consultation with the Fed-

eral employees, because I believe if it's not broke, don't try to fix

it Let's try to fix what needs to be fixed, and I think you and Mr.
Bloom have outlined some of those problems.

I just want to note that Dr. Otto is not here, which is so

uncharacteristic of him; Fm sure that there has been an unantici-

pated problem. The AARP testimony will be included in the record,

and we will so notify Dr. Otto, and ne might be coming in.

Let's next hear from the National Council of Senior Citizens.

Mr. Lawniczak. Good morning, Senator. My name is John
Lawniczak, and it is a pleasure to be here. I represent the National
Council of Senior Citizens. I am also here on behalf of our State
affiliate, the Maryland State Council of Senior Citizens.

Since Mr. Bloom and Mr. Wish so ably gave my testimony al-

ready, I would basically like to just summarize the remarks and
hopefully have the rest included in the record if I may.
Senator Mdculski. Yes. it will be included in full.

Mr. Lawniczak. We all know that our health system is in crisis.

You heard earlier this morning from some people who were having
some specific problems. But one thing that a lot of people do not
realize is that retirees are also affected by the problem. Most peo-
ple think that seniors who are supposed to be insulated through
the Medicare program are doing wen in today's system, but unfor-
tunately they are feeling the squeeze with the rest of the popu-
lation.

A lot of the problem is that Medicare leaves a lot of gaps in the
program, and these gaps are generally covered by supplemental in-

surance policies which are earned sometimes as a benefit while
they are working. These retirees depend on these benefits to cover
these gaps, and unfortunately a lot of businesses are now starting
to trim back on Medigap insurance coverage. According to the Em-
ployee Benefit Research Institute, over 50 percent of retirees re-

ceive their Medigap coverage from their former employers. These
benefits are increasingly at risk. As a recent EBRJ survey indi-

cated, 5 percent of employers that offer retiree plans intend to drop
coverage entirely within the next year, while 10 percent expect to
reduce the benefits or increase the cost-sharing. Over 30 percent
plan to increase deductibles and co-insurance that are required to

maintain the program, and these numbers will only increase as the
new accounting standards which were issued by uie Financial Ac-
counting Standards Board go into full effect
As you know, in January 1993, employers for the first time will

have to list as a liability any unfunded promises to provide health
insurance for their retirees. Not only will businesses have to in-
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elude their current retirees, but they will also have to include the

over 11 million current workers who are promised some kind of

health benefit after retirement.

An example of this is that General Motors recently put a $24 bil-

lion liability on their books to count all their future retirees and
current retiree health programs. This, of course, lowers their bond
rating to suddenly have a large liability put on their books and
lowers their stock prices, making the company less viable.

However, equally alarming to us is the disastrous effect that

bankruptcies and plant closings are having on retiree health bene-

fits. Also of concern, actually, is the trade policy. When a company
goes bankrupt or moves their plant or closes their plant, they often

take their retiree health benefits with them. For example, when
Pan Am went bankrupt, they had 20,000 retirees who instantly lost

their health retirement benefits. When General Motors was in the

process of laying off 74,000 people, these people, at least the older

workers, have to choose between taking a lower pension rate and
having their health care benefits paid for or taking a full pension

without health care benefits at all. As you know, Medicare starts

at the age of 65, so if you end up being forced out of work at age
55, then unfortunately in today's society, it is awfully difficult tor

someone 55 or older to find work, and you are essentially without
health insurance for at least a decade.
The trade problem is the same; as plants move to other coun-

tries, they also take their retiree health benefits with them. We
find that as we lose jobs, we are losing health benefits since health
benefits are so closely tied to the work force.

The National Council of Senior Citizens has a defined position on
national health care which we have honed over the years. Rather
than develop a specific legislative proposal, we have constructed a
set of 10 principles by which we endeavor to evaluate health reform
legislation. These principles are in our testimony and we would
urge you to look at them to help your own evaluation of any legisla-

tion that comes before Congress.
We have utilized these principles to evaluate the legislation be-

fore this committee and before Congress. While many bills meet at
least some of these principles, such as comprehensive benefits,

strong cost containment, and feasible and efficient administration,
we find that most of them fall by the wayside for the lack of a long-
term care program. Like Mr. Bloom and Mr. Wish, we will not sup-
port any legislation that does not include a long-term care provi-
sion.

Our examination of all these bills leads us to the finding that
H.R. 1300 and S. 2320, introduced by Congressman Russo and Sen-
ator Wellstone, come closest to meeting the intent of our principles

and promise a sound framework on which to provide comprehen-
sive and efficient services under conditions that would enhance
quality of care for all citizens. We believe that this bill will provide
an effective control of escalating health costs. While it is not per-
fect, it goes a long way toward meeting all our goals.

It is our experience that the most sound public programs enacted
are those which are inclusive by intent and design. Medicare and
Social Security are a good example. Everyone pays in; everyone
gets out So is community-level fire protection, so is Federal deposit
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i
insurance and public health requirements which include manda-
tory inoculations for children. Such programs respond to the sense

I of community, equity and practicality.

Instinctively, the American people have come to a recognition

i
that all citizens must have access to comprehensive quality health

care, not on the basis of income, employment status, age, sex, race,

j

geography or education, but rather on the basis of their member-

j

ship in the national community.
The single-payer model provides a clear approach to such inclu-

j
siveness in the provision of care to all while having the greatest po-

tential for holding the political support of working people and the

middle class.

In conclusion, the American people want a universal health care

system, and we believe that polls and the public call for reform
snow that the public is far ahead of those of us who work inside

the Washington beltway. They want a system where an inner city

youth or a rural widow will receive the same care and same quality

of care as the President of the United States. H.R. 1300 and S.

2330, among other bills, gives us confidence in the probability of

this level of care as the norm.
A single-payer approach makes it possible for us to expand ac-

cess and provide long-term care for the Nation's chronically ill pop-
ulation while holding down costs. S. 2320 will provide comprehen-
sive community and home-based care in addition to institutional

long-term care. As a practical matter, only the single-payer ap-
proach allows us to eliminate cost-sharing burdens which inhibit

access to care and increase administrative costs. S. 2330 specifi-

cally bars cost-sharing.

The administrative savings of adopting S. 2320 were mentioned
earlier. GAO says we will save $67 billion the first year by moving
to a Canadian-style health care system. Other studies have sug-
gested even greater savings. I believe the New England Journal of
Medicine ran an article where they suggest $110 billion a year
could be saved.
The adoption of H.R. 1300 and S. 2320 would not put the insur-

ance industry out of business. Life, fire and auto insurance policies

would continue to flourish. An interesting point as an aside is that
a lot of the health insurance industry are taking their claims proc-
essing jobs and moving them overseas. Signa does a significant

amount of their claims processing business m Ireland. Other com-
panies are moving them to English-speaking countries in the Car-
ibbean much as they do with credit card referrals and other things.
Anything that can be done over the phone is actually being shipped
out of the country.
We realize that some people are skeptical about the willingness

of the American people to adapt to this change. You are about to

hear the doubts of doctors, the hospital administrators, and the in-

surance industry. But we urge you to ask your voters, ask your
seniors, ask your blue-collar workers, ask your white-collar workers
and your middle-class professionals and small business persons,
and not just their representatives like me.
They are prepared to talk to you about what they want. They

want a national health care program that provides every American,
young and old, with comprehensive, quality health care. They want
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lone-term care included. They want help in keeping costs down,
and they want to make sure that the system is financed fairly and
progressively. They want the rights of patients and families pro-

tected, including the right to choose their own doctors. They want
healing and not redtape and paperwork.
This is also what the National Council wants and what S. 2320

gives the promise of making.
Thank you.

.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Lawniczak appears m the appen-

dix.]

Senator Mdculskl Do you have membership in Maryland, Mr.
Lawniczak?
Mr. Lawniczak. Yes. We have a large affiliate in the Maryland

State Council of Senior Citizens. I believe you came to their meet-
ing on Tuesday.
Senator MncuLSKi. Yes, that's what I thought I thought that

maybe one of the members would join you in the testimony
Mr. Lawniczak. Well, we did try to get someone, but unfortu-

nately there were a couple of snafus involved, and no one was able

to attend. We did make an effort to have someone here from the
State council.

Senator Mdculskl Thank you.
Dr. Otto, we wondered what had happened to you, because we

know you attend everything pretty much like Marty and Abe, who
I have heard testify also at community meetings and so on. I had
said that something must have slowed you down, and we were
going to put your testimony in, but now we've got you here in per-

son.

Mr. Otto. Good morning. It was Route 702. That's where the dif-

ficulty arose. Somehow, I continued on Route 702 instead of staving
on 675 until I came to Exit 39. The directions were quite explicit.

Senator Mikulskl Well, you probably went right down to Beth-
lehem Steel and ran into my pal Helen Bentley and made a U-turn
to come back to me. They call us the "salt and pepper" of the Mary-
land Delegation, so no time lost

If you have caught your breath, please proceed with your testi-

mony, and then well go into some questions for this panel, particu-
larly about affordability and coverage.
Mr. Otto. Actually, my opening remarks will be pretty much as

forwarded to you. I nave taken notes on "Condition Critical." I sup-
pose that most of you were able to observe that television show on
April the 8th where many societal issues were developed, and I

made a few notes, if I could share those with you after this.

I am Frederick F. Otto, AARP Maryland State Legislative Com-
mittee Chairman, speaking on behalf—I would hope—of approxi-
mately 600,000 American Association of Retired Persons in Mary-
land.
AARP members are deeply concerned about the sky-rocketing

cost of health care and about the fact that some 34 million Ameri-
cans, 570,000 Marylanders, have no health insurance, and another
20 million are underinsured, or about 340,000 Marylanders.
They are also concerned about the lack of a national long-term

care program for the growing number of Americans of all aces who
need sucn care. I think I heard the gentleman on my right refer
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connection with this statement—estimating that 43 percent of all

Americans reaching age 65 will spend some time in a nursing home
and that one out of five of these will spend 5 years or longer in

such a facility at a cost of at least $25,000 per year.

AARP believes that all Americans have a right to affordable,

quality acute and long-term care as they need it throughout their

lives. We are convinced that the United States has the resources

to ensure access to acute and long-term care for all, and to control

health care costs without compromising quality of care.

Any program that will provide all Americans with affordable

acute and long-term health care will cost money and will require

changes in the way health care is delivered and paid for in this

country. But it is important to understand that the cost of not re-

forming our health care system will be even greater.

If we do nothing, the cost of health care will continue to rise fast-

er than the overall inflation rate and will consume a greater and
greater share of our national resources. Additionally, the number
of individuals who are uninsured or underinsured or who find

health insurance unaffordable is likely to grow. Businesses will

likely continue to reduce the coverage they provide for workers and
retirees, and continued attempts to solve our health care problems
with piecemeal or bandaid solutions will only result in greater frag-

mentation of our health care system, more cost-shifting, and higher
administrative costs.

For these reasons, and for philosophical, political, economic and
pragmatic positions that cannot be developed here because of time
limitations, AARP is working to develop a comprehensive national
health care plan called "Health Care America'' that controls costs

and provides high quality coverage to everyone, including those
who need long-term care.

The goals of AARFs draft proposal, then, are: (1) to control costs;

(2) to assure access to care for everyone; (3) to provide comprehen-
sive benefits including long-term care; and (4) to finance die sys-
tem in a fair manner. The proposal is a draft that will be taken
to the AARP membership during 1992 for debate, discussion, sug-
gestions and modifications.

The cornerstone of Health Care America is the MEDICARD, a
single health insurance access card for everyone. With this card,
everyone, regardless of age, income or employment status, gains ac-

cess to an improved and expanded Medicare program or to equiva-
lent or better coverage provided through an employer. Either way,
there will be no more denials of coverage for pre-existing condi-
tions, no more people falling through the cracks, and no more over-
lapping plans and programs generating wasteful paperwork. The
card assures access to the full range of preventive, acute care, pre-
scription drug, and long-term care benefits. There is no cost-shar-
ing for preventive services, hospice, or hospital care, and only 10
percent coinsurance for most other services.

For most individuals, it will no longer be necessary to purchase
supplemental insurance. Strict cost controls, malpractice reforms,
and elimination of waste and duplication keep the program afford-
able.
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The need for health care reform has become so great that it over-

rides what some may view as an organizational self-interest. Al-

though AARP derives considerable revenue from providing health

insurance to members, the Association will gladly forego every

penny of it in exchange for a national system that provides univer-

sal access to quality care, real cost containment, and a way to pay
for it that is broad-based and fair.

Health Care American has the following important advantages:

It is easy to use and understand. Every person gets a health insur-

ance access card, MEDICARD, to present to the health care pro-

vider and receives one clear periodic accounting.

All of you have experienced the difficulty—perhaps some of you
have even found it difficult to know when you have paid all of your
health care bills because of the administrative networks. It is far

more efficient than our current system. Streamlined administration

and electronic billing reduce wasteful administrative overhead.

It controls costs using national and State budget targets, such as

they do in Hawaii, for spending. It also establishes standard rates

for providers, places strict limitations on prescription drug prices,

prohibits balanced billing and reforms medical malpractice insur-

ance to reduce unnecessary procedures.

It provides for comprehensive benefit coverage for all age groups.
Everyone automatically qualifies, regardless of employment status

or income.
It preserves the individual's freedom to choose health care pro-

viders, just like present-day Medicare.
It places new emphasis on preventive care, to catch small prob-

lems before they become expensive tragedies.

It provides all children with screening and treatment services to

meet their dental, vision and hearing needs.
It protects the already sick. No one can be excluded on the basis

of an existing condition.

It includes what most people don't have—lone-term care coverage

drugs, and affordable limits on total out-of-pocket expenses each
year.

It strengthens vital health research and quality assurance pro-
grams so that our health care will continue to improve.

It stigmatizes no one on the basis of income. Protections are
available for the poor and low-income without the drawbacks at-

tached to the welfare-based Medicaid program. Medicaid is abol-

ished.

It leaves employers free to provide the same or even more gener-
ous coverage for things like eyeglasses or dental work, through
benefit plans that meet the same strict standards for coverage and
cost containment
Now the rub—paying for the plan.

Most people believe that we are already spending enough to pay
for all the health care we need—figures suggest over $800 billion

in 1992. This plan reduces administrative waste. But those savings
are more than offset by the cost of greater benefits and services for

all. Unfortunately, there is no free lunch. Improvements in cov-

erage and the reduction in out-of-pocket costs must be balanced by

in the home, the community prescription
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some increased tax revenues, even as the total costs of health care

are held down.
Health Care America will lower out-of-pocket costs for most peo-

ple. The real impact of the plan, however, is that it gives the Amer-
ican people for the first time a means to limit the year-to-year in-

creases in the cost of health care. That statement was looked upon
with doubt by a member that I met with on Monday. He said, "I

took the data from the AARP plan and applied it to my own per-

sonal circumstance, and I can't believe that Fm going to be able to

receive the benefits that Fm going to be able to receive for the cost

that I computed."
It combines broader protection with effective controls on spend-

ing to provide real economic and health care security now ana into

the future. In order to make this possible, however, new taxes are

necessary. AARP has identified several sources of funding that are

adequate to pay for the plan.

"Sin" taxes on alcohol and tobacco would be doubled, reflecting

the health costs associated with their use. Corporations would pay
a 5 percent surtax on their existing corporate income tax, reflecting

the substantial savings that the plan offers many of them in lower
health costs. Estate tax rates would be brought back to the pre-

1981 levels in order to help finance the long-term care protections.

The new Medicare premiums, $500 per month for an individual

in 1993, would not exceed 20 percent of the cost of the improved
and expanded Medicare program. Monthly premiums would be set

according to family size. In effect, everyone enrolled in Medicare
except those too poor to pay, would contribute monthly payments
just as current Medicare beneficiaries do each month.

Employers would pay an 8 percent payroll tax. This tax would
be waived for employers who provide equivalent or better coverage
privately to their employees and dependents.
Employees covered under an employment plan would pay no

more than 20 percent of the private plan premiums. Special provi-

sions would protect new and low-wage businesses. The balance of
the necessary funding would come from one of the following two
revenue sources: (1) a special income tax of 3 percent that would
apply to all income above $15,000 a year for individuals, or $20,000
a vear for families, or (2) a new 5 percent tax on consumption
called a value-added tax that would provide to all goods and serv-

ices except food, housing and medical care. The tax would be re-

funded to low-income persons. Other tax adjustments would offset

the regressive impact of a consumption tax.

This plan presented in summary form here has been developed
in order to share with AARP members and the public a proposal
that is built upon the principles for health care reform already
adopted by AARFs board of directors. It is offered for discussion,
debate, suggestions and modifications.
The association knows that any comprehensive health care re-

form plan will be controversial. We do not think controversy can be
avoided if we are to fix the serious problems that our health care
system faces. Debate is the essence of a democratic society. We
hope this plan will move the health care reform debate close to res-

olution.
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The following charts which I have attached—and copies, I be-

lieve, are available at the table at the rear for those of you who
have come here today—and I believe that those who are here today

are going to play a significant role in the implementation of a de-

sirable health care reform plan and do recognize that what I have
said here is subject to continuing debate for the next year; there

are many arithmetical problems that need to be resolved, and all

will not agree with the final solution when it comes—these charts

reflect the cost-sharing concepts and also long-term care.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Otto appears in the appendix.]

Senator Mdculski. Thank you, Dr. Otto. Well enter those charts

into the record.

Fd like to now move for the next few minutes into some ques-

tions, and we thank you for your thoughtful testimony. Obviously,

a lot of analysis went into this and a lot of discussion within your
own groups, and we thank you for the thoroughness of the presen-
tations.

One of the things that I hear as I move around is that there are
the issues, of course, of access, affordability and coverage, one of

which is the issue of understanding insurance and understanding,
first, what you do have, and second, the very nature of the billing

both from providers and then the reimbursement.
And while we've been talking about single-payer, this payer, all-

payer, what about the payer, I <1 like to just get some pictures from
you, as regular people who use the system, as well as the abstract
analysis of a future plan. One of the criteria, and John, one of the
principles, should be that whatever means we come up with should
be user-friendly, and English should be the first language that is

used. I wonder if you could share with me right now what happens
to either yourselves or your members in terms of just the very na-
ture of understanding what they have and also the very nature of
the billing process.
Does anybody want to take a crack at that?
Mr. Otto. Well, my friend Tom Kaler, who is an attorney in Ha-

ferstown, says, "I turn it over to Jean. I can't fathom it I can't
andie it." His wife handles the health care insurance.
As I indicated earlier, maybe some of you have difficulty knowing

when your health bills have been paid, especially where you have
a number of different procedures and a number of different forms
to be completed. Therein lies the difficulties that I have experi-
enced.
Senator Mxkulski. And Dr. Otto, when you have been filling out

those forms, does your provider—either the physician or whomever
has done the intervention—fill out those forms for you, or do the
seniors do it themselves?
Mr. Otto. That has been improved considerably. Some insurance

offices are accepting the forms which the doctor prepares and for-

wards.
Senator Mikulski. Abe? Marty?
Mr. Wish. Of course, under Medicare now, fortunately the

change has been made tnat the provider has to send the form in;

you start with that. But it is a crying shame—and I think this ap-
plies, unfortunately, to survivor annuities or survivors—that while
the male bread winner in this society is involved in these things,
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we don't tell enough about it to our wives who are going to be our
survivors. As a result, when something happens, they are com-
pletely and utterly at bay and confused. It is a crying shame that

in this society under those conditions, there are not for-profit out-

fits that do nothing but take care of what happens with your bills.

There are any number of those around. So I think any system that

we come up with must take into account the need for simplification

of the process, whether it be a unified billing type thing or what-
ever. But that is a critical area.

Senator Muculski. Abe?
Mr. Bloom. Td like to add something to that A lot of people get

caught in the fact that they have to do their own billing—the doc-

tors will not do that for them—in which case they are so confused,

and they don't do proper filling out of forms, and they actually lose

money in the process. I think there have been estimates of millions

of dollars that should be reimbursed and are not reimbursed.
I'd like to put in a plug for the single-payer plan. You go in, you

show your card, and thats it. The doctor bills the single-payer and
gets whatever he is entitled to, or he negotiates their fees from
time to time. There is no problem with this at all.

Senator MlKULSKL The kind of horror story I heard goes some-
thing like this. A person is treated at one of our fine hospitals.

Let's just say he or she had a stroke. They go in for emergency
care, they are stabilized, the stroke is not so impairing that they
require a nursing home. And then let's just say they go to Good Sa-
maritan here in Baltimore for rehab, and then they are able to go
back home. Now, all of this might have taken about 6 weeks. And
when they get back home, there are piles of papers. The kind of
constituent call I get is from someone who, after wonderful speech
therapy, will say in a slow voice, "Senator Mikulski, I had a stroke
before I went into the hospital, but now that I'm home trying to

figure all this out, Fm ready to have another one." They are bewil-
dered first because they get bills that they thought were covered.
Second, they get notices from the insurance company that say,
This is not a bill," but they don't know what it is. The whole proc-
ess goes on, and then they will pay for interventions, or a consult-
ant who popped into the bedside for 10 minutes or whatever, and
some of these bills keep on coming for 6 months, 9 months. One
senior citizen thought she finally had it all straightened out, and
now is being billed 18 months later. She told me that, "If you don't
remember to bill me, Fm too old to remember to pay you. But es-

sentially there is continual confusing of both paperwork and cov-
erage.

Is this characteristic of what you hear, John?
Mr. Lawniczak. Yes, this is actually very characteristic, and we

get the same complaints from our members all across the country,
not just in Maryland, that this is happening.
A big part of the problem is HCFA and their explanation of Med-

icare benefits. We have attended several meetings with them trying
to make that more user-friendly, as it were, and they seem not to
understand the need of people to be able to understand what needs
to be paid and what doesn't need to be paid.

Another big problem we are having is that hospitals are
unbundling a lot of services. A lot of services that were formally
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covered under Part A and therefore would have been paid for in

full by Medicare are suddenly being shifted over to Part B. EEG's,

which used to be read at the bedside, which were under Part A,

are now under Part B, and so you receive a separate billing for

that. People just don't understand if they are in the hospital for

Part A, everything is supposed to be covered—but then they get

these other bills, and then they have no idea what to do, so they

just pay the bills whether they need to or not
Senator Mdculski. That's exactly right

Mr. Wish. If I may, I might just mention the Medicare forms. I

am delighted that more recently, in the last few months, they have
revised the information they provide, and it is a lot more com-
prehensive, and it is an improvement I think they ought to get

credit for that.

Senator Mikulski. One of the things that we have consensus on
even in this panel is that there are those who are advocating a sin-

gle-payer system, and if Congress does not go to a single-payer sys-

tem, at least go to a single insurance procedure or form so that all

companies, whether they are public, Medicaid or Medicare or pri-

vate—of which there are 1,500 insurance companies, and all are

using different forms, which drive the providers berserk as well.

Whatever we do, it needs to be user-friendly and oriented to the
customer, not to the bureaucracy, public or private administering.

Is that right?

Mr. Wish. That's exactly right
Senator Mikulski. And that would be a significant aid in control-

ling cost and also for efficiency in the process.

Mr. Otto. I used to work for a superintendent who suggested
that no one speak for at least 15 seconds after he had made a
statement, but because of the nature of this hearing I am going to

jump right in here, anyway. I wanted to let what you said register,

but true, from the "Phil Donahue Show" on April the 8th, he men-
tioned that there were 1,500 different insurers, followed by paper-
work/administration, paperwork/administration, paperwork/admin-
istration. That's the story there.

Senator Mikulski. I want to ask about long-term care. There are
a variety of ideas floating around, but one certain emerges—that
there needs to be a mix between both a public program and a pri-

vate program. There are many who say everybody ought to pay for

their own long-term care insurance, and why don't people just go
and buy their own policies? Senator Mikulski, you are in your 50s
now, and you know two things—you are going to get older—that's

not going to change—and some of the things that the panel said

—

the odds of at least one out of two women in the United States of
America will be in a nursing home. Why don't you just help your-
self?

I'm sure your members have heard that What have been your
experiences, and what would be your comments to those who say
we don't need Government in that, and people ought to just take
care of themselves?
Mr. Bloom. How will people afford it who can't afford it? Long-

term care is very high if you want to buy a policy, and the policies

are very peculiar, too; very many times, you cannot collect on them.
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So the whole business is very "iffy,* and I think we need the kind
of public program we are talking about.

Mr. Wish. I think what Mr. Bloom has said is exactly right The
cost of private insurance is completely prohibitive for most people

who need it It is very high. That, in addition to some of the small

print, some of the policies—and now they have improved—that

don't provide inflation protection and so on for the future—all of

these things all up to the fact that, yes. there are some people, a
very small minority really of seniors, who can afford that kind of

Erotectdon. What we need is broad-based universal coverage. As I

ave indicated, this isn't just a senior problem.
Mr. Lawniczak. Consumers Union puts out their consumers re-

ports, and they did a piece with regard to long-term care insurance,

and they basically said that none of the plans were worth paying
for because the benefits you would ultimately receive certainly

weren't worth the cost that you were going to pay in. For one thing,

you don't get the inflation coverage. You find out that all the re-

strictions placed on private long-term care insurance makes it so

you never actually receive the payments even though you are in

the nursing home.
This is a society problem and requires a societal solution, and the

way we solve societal problems in this country is by having the
Government act on our behalf. That's what we need to do in this

instance.
Mr. Otto. I listened to a consumer specialist not too lone ago at

the senior rally in Maryland. She was talking about health care
and long-term care. The next morning she was on the Today
Show" talking about fish. But as a consumer specialist, naturally,
she would be quite flexible in that regard.
Senator Mdculski. Your meetings sound like they'd be a lot of

fun, Dr. Otto. [LauehterJ
Mr. Otto. But she developed scenario after scenario, and after

each scenario she asked, "Now do you think we're ready for long-

term care insurance?" No. And she went through 15 different sce-

narios, and we never did quite reach the point of saying, "Yes, now
we are prepared, and all of these conditions are met, to purchase
long-term care insurance." And currently, as I understand it, it

runs around $2,500 to $5,000 per year for people who may not use
it in the lone-term. And of course, there is very little provision that
we can see for recovering that kind of an outlay once it has been
made. And then the inflationary costs are frequently not examined
very carefully by the would-be purchaser of long-term care insur-
ance.
Another point, though. There is a trend in this country—I work

with this now—I tried to retire, but I am now the executive direc-
tor for the Commission on Aging. The mission of that commission
is to keep people living independently, with dignity, for as lone as
possible. So any health care reform package should provide funding
for those kinds of services that can be provided in the home

—

health care services, personal care services—because all of this is

far less expensive than the $25,000 minimum for nursing home
care, and that's a very minimum cost, believe me.
Mr. Lawniczak. If I may, one thing that a long-term care pack-

age also needs to include is concern and compassion for the
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caregiver. We are often rinding a generation of women who have
raised their children and now find themselves looking after their

parents or their husbands' parents. It is a thankless job, and it is

a 24-hour-a-day job, and we need to be able to provide them with

some help and assistance in order to maintain these people in their

homes for as long as we can do so.

Senator Mxkulski. Marty?
Mr. Wish. I just wanted to mention on lone-term care, I know

you are familiar with the fact that there is a long-term care cam-
paign organization, and we have a group here in Maryland. But we
should recognize the fact that this umbrella organization has 70 or

80—I don't remember the exact number—national organizations,

from AARP to religious organizations to Families U.SA. to NARFE
and so on. All of them are involved and interested in this one issue,

the issue being affordable long-term care, and not tomorrow, but
today.
Senator Mikulskl It would be my intention to hold a separate

hearing on the dimensions of that, because it has been my observa-

tion that a lot of this is open to fraud and abuse, not by the

consumer, but it has been my observation that where there is a
compelling and desperate human need, there is often greed, so

there is quite a situation there.

Let me ask about one other dimension—and then well go on to

those involved with providing insurance or being a broker and
some others—the issue of prescription drugs. We heard earlier

today a woman named Donna Welsh talk about how medical equip-
ment is the lifeline for her son to be able to go to school ana get

out into the community. Now, prescription drugs, particularly the
maintenance drugs or what I call the lifeline drugs—whether it is

glycerine for the neart patient, the insulin for the diabetic, and so

on—all of these drugs cumulatively are very expensive.
I wonder what your comments are on prescription drugs, where

you have tried to provide in some instances even options tor your
members, what that experience has been, and any comments you'd
like to make on that issue.

Mr. Wish. Fortunately, as I mentioned before, we have a system,
the Federal Employee Health Benefits System—incidentally, which
is a pioneer. That system was supposed to be and probably still is

an example for the rest of the country as to what should happen

—

that, and what the unions did years ago in their negotiations.
But on prescription drugs, we are very fortunate because those

who have Medicare and Blue Cross, or whatever the organization
is under the Federal Employee Health Benefits system, we have
full coverage on prescriptions at the present time. But we do recog-
nize, forgetting that, that the escalation in cost of prescriptions for

others of us who are not that fortunate is something that must be
addressed; it is absolutely terrible.

Mr. Bloom. Not only that, but the cost of prescription drugs be-
gins to outstrip even the cost of going to the doctor in a hospital,
because long-term costs are high. And the peculiar part about it is

that these same drugs are available in foreign countries at much
lower prices. Why is that possible?

Mr. Otto. Pharmaceutical companies are entitled to receive
funds over a period of time to pay for the research required to de-
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' velop these drugs. There is some suggestion, however, that some
I companies are retaining those research funds for far longer periods

than they might necessarily need to.

Then there is the criticism about paying $8 for an aspirin tablet

in the hospital. Hospitals are going to recover their costs one way
or the other. As the system now exists, when we talk about the 34
million uninsured people, most of those people go to emergency
rooms, and that is their only contact with the medical world. And
that costs more for the hospitals to operate, and therefore those

costs are passed on to the paying persons, frequently. Now, I don't

know to what extent that exists, and I am sure it varies all over

the country from hospital to hospital, but those are some of the re-

alities of our existing problem of not providing universal health

care and access to everyone.
Mr. Lawniczak. Many of our members are actually pretty lucky.

We have a large contingent of union retirees that make up the Na-
tional Council and the Maryland State Council. And when they re-

tire, they have generally negotiated through their contracts a
Medigap insurance policy which includes pharmaceuticals with a
small repayment or maybe a deductible at best But for the good
majority of our members and for most seniors, they don't have this

option, and if you buy a Medigap insurance policy which includes

pharmaceuticals, it is very expensive. Certainly if you come from
a working class background, you aren't going to be able to afford

that kind of insurance policy. And when you go to the pharmacy
and find out that your pills are going to cost $100, $200 a month
just for maintenance drugs, it rapidly escalates into thousands of
dollars a year. And people just aren't taking them. They are finding
that they need to pay their rent instead, or they need to buy food,

so they end up not taking them at all.

Senator Mikuuski. Or they are cutting back. I have heard stories

where people just cut their dose, but you can't cut your dose.
Mr. Lawniczak. Yes, or they take a pill every other day instead

of every day, or every eight hours instead of every four. And these
people end up back in the hospitals, back in the health care sys-
tem, costing more health care dollars than they normally would
have cost
We are supportive of Senator Poor's legislation, S. 2000, to rein

in the health care pharmaceutical costs. But we are concerned that
the pharmaceutical companies will continue to, in essence, gouge
not just seniors but the American population as a whole.
Senator Mdculski. I am supporting that Pryor legislation, which

essentially says that if you want the tax breaks associated with in-

vesting in Puerto Rico, you have to provide very strong cost con-
trols, and that the rate of increase of a drug should be no more
than the cost of inflation.

Lake you, I was horrified to find that medications selling in a
Western democracy like Germany were selling for far less than
they were in West Baltimore or in Western Maryland, by the same
company. That is just unacceptable.

I believe we need to learn from our democratic European coun-
terparts on how we can do this. But I believe that what you are
saying is contain cost, and you can contain cost without cutting
quality by using simplified systems, by a common sense approach,
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and also by cutting out the greed and cutting out the fraud. There

are those—not the consumers—who are bilking Medicare for a sub-

stantial amount of money.
We thank this panel for their testimony.

Senator Mikuuski. Well now move on to the insurance panel.

We want to welcome a panel associated with the insurance com-

munity. We will be hearing from the CEO of Maryland Blue Cross

and Blue Shield, Mr. Carl Sardegna; Ms. Betsy Morrison, vice

president of financial services with a benefit planning and delivery

service—at one time, it was called an "insurance broker," and now
it is so tony—but it does require a very sophisticated approach that

actually tries to go to the insurance field, these 1,500 different com-

pany and determines how to provide it to individuals or to busi-

nesses. Then we have Ms. Barbara Hill, who is president of the

Prudential Health Care Plan, which I believe is one of the largest

HMO's in Maryland.
Ms. Hill. That's right, Senator. It is.

Senator Mikulski. Prudential essentially is looking at this from
the standpoint of both the provider and in one of the new modali-

ties that originally was supposed to meet all of our concerns.

Know that Fm an old hand to this discussion, going back to my
days in the House when I was on Congressman Waxman's commit-
tee and met and talked with many of you. I remember when Presi-

dent Carter offered his cost containment program, everything was
going to be solved. Then DRG's were going to solve everything.

Then we were going to have HMO's and PPO's, and Cheerios and
everything else—now the only O's I believe in are the big O's in

the new stadium.
We have now heard so many things, and of course, there are

many people, as you know, who believe that the insurance industry
is the problem. So this is a "no-fault" conversation. Fm acting here
as kind of a Senatorial vacuum cleaner to pick up any and all ideas

that I can on how we need to do it So I look forward to your testi-

mony, and I know you have been here listening to many of the con-

sumers describe what they are up against
So Mr. Sardegna, why don't we start with you, and then well go

to Ms. Morrison and then Ms. Hill.

STATEMENTS OF CARL J. SARDEGNA, PRESIDENT, BLUE
CROSS AND BLUE SHIELD OF MARYLAND, OWINGS BULLS,
MD; BETSY MORRISON, VICE PRESIDENT OF FINANCIAL
SERVICES, W.F. CORROON, HERGET DIVISION, OWINGS
MILLS, MD; AND BARBARA HILL, PRESIDENT PRUDENTIAL
HEALTH CARE PLAN, BALTIMORE, MD
Mr. Sardegna Thank you. Senator Mikulski, and I am very

pleased to have been asked to join in this panel.
I agree with your statement totally that we should not be about

trying to find fault It is a waste of energy. What we should be
about is trying to find solutions. We are alia part of the problem,
and we must all be part of the solution.

It is in that spirit that I would like to say that I have listened
to a lot of the testimony and would concur that the health care sys-

tem is in need of reform, and Blue Cross and Blue Shield agrees
with that In fact, in many ways, no one seems to be satisfied with
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the way the system is working. It is too costly, and not enough peo-

ple have access to it Too many people—in fact 35 million Ameri-
cans—do not have health insurance. We agree that the administra-

tive complexities and hassles are making it painful, almost as pain-

ful as the illness that may bring you into the system, to deal with
it
The piecemeal approaches that have sometimes been suggested,

we do not think will work. It is time for bolder and much more
comprehensive action.

If you were to look at the issue or the objective, I think there is

general agreement. One, we need universal access, we need afford-

able cost of health care, and we need to do this while at the same
time maintaining, or in fact, I think you can actually improve the
quality of health while you bring down the costs and increase the

access.

Currently, there are two programs that are most often mentioned
as solutions to the problem. One is called the single-payer, and the
"pay or play" plan. Quite honestly, I believe neither one will work.
I think the single-payer in the long run will not work because if

you look at the history of those countries who have employed sin-

gle-payer over the long-term, they attempt to reduce costs by doing
rationing in some form or other. Second, on the "pay or play," even
in the best enactment of that proposal, one-third of the uninsured
would remain uninsured. There is virtually no cost containment in
the "pay or play" proposal, and in fact many think it will actually
increase costs.

And finally, when you look at the cost of implementing either the
single-payer or the pay or play," it usually results in new funds,
which in a country with the budget problem that we have, we can-
not afford.

There is another alternative that is gaining increasing attention,
and one that we would favor. It goes under a number of names. We
call it the Consumer Choice proposal, which empowers the
consumer and gets the consumer involved in the system and that
we think will work.
The Consumer Choice proposal meets four fundamental objec-

tives. One, it provides universal and continuous access. Two, it con-
tains costs. Three, it preserves what is good about the system while
attacking the fundamental problems. And four, and very impor-
tantly, it remains budget-neutral—no new funds would be needed.
What are the key features of the Consumer Choice proposal?

Once again, it empowers the individual. It gives the individual pur-
chasing power directly to shop for value among competing managed
care system. It provides universal access regardless of health sta-

tus or regardless in change in job or where you work.
It is based upon a progressive tax credit on income. Now, let me

hasten to say, before everybody jumps and says that this is Presi-
dent Bush's proposal, that the only similarity between this pro-
posal and President Bush's proposal is that it happens to use a tax
credit. Beyond that there is very little similarity.

The Consumer Choice plan first of all provides a universal tax
credit to everyone in the country. It provides 100 percent of what
would be necessary to purchase a standard benefit package at pov-
erty or below poverty. It is scaled down to 50 percent for those
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earning $100,000 or more. The curve of this tax credit is such that

all families earning $50,000 or less would actually be better off fi-

nancially under this proposal than they are under the current sys-

tem.
The employer would be required to offer a standard policy and

a more comprehensive package. It should be recognized that this

standard policy would be very similar to the comprehensive policy

that Blue Cross and Blue Shield offers now, with increased empha-
sis on prevention and prenatal care.

Medicaid recipients would be treated like everyone else. The
acute care portion of Medicaid would be folded into the system, so

we would not have a two-tier system as we have now. Medicare
would not be touched.
Insurance carriers would be required to meet tough financial

standards. They would have to control administrative costs. There
would be a cap on total administrative costs. And because the tax

credit would be costed out equal to the standard benefit, it would
establish a target for all insurance companies, in a sense putting
tremendous pressure on the insurance companies to offer that
standard policy at or below that tax credit level. Providers would
operate under an intense managed care environment.
As far as cost containment features are concerned, first and fore-

most, the individual would be involved. I do not believe we can
solve the problem of cost if we attempt to attack it only on the sup-
ply side. We have got to also bring in the demand side. We are
talking about aggressive managed care. We are talking about ad-
ministrative efficiencies including the elimination of all medical un-
derwriting. We are talking about the use of one—and I notice that
you mentioned this—one, single claims form for all insurance. And
it would eliminate cost-shifting. And finally, and not insignifi-

cantly, it would be budget-neutral.
How do you have a program like this and pay for it? Essentially,

I believe there are sufficient funds within the system. The problem
is they are not allocated equitably.
Lets take a look at the current system. Right now, there is a

major hidden subsidy in the system in which we operate. Health
care benefits are not taxed. If such benefits were taxed now, it

would generate $65 billion nationally and $1 billion in the State of
Maryland. If you take the 35 million uninsured and divide it into
the $65 billion, that means roughly $2,000 per individual. Right
now, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Maryland can provide very
comprehensive coverage for $2,000 per individual.

In addition, the tax is perverse in that since no one declares it

on their W-2, those people at the higher income actually get a bet-
ter benefit from that because their tax rate is higher. So we have
a perverse system in effect.

The tax credit in a sense is a way of changing that and making
it equitable and redistributing income.

Specifically how would you fund it? Health benefits would be
taxed, but again remembering the curve would be such that people
with $50,000 income or less would actually get a sufficient tax
credit to offset the tax. Employers would pay a 4 percent payroll
tax which, interestingly enough, is less than the 8 to 10 percent of
payroll they now pay for health care.
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Taxes from increased corporate earnings would be put into the

Sot. Since Federal and State funds would no longer be needed for

ledicaid, that would also be put into the pot. And finally, you
would essentially eliminate most if not all of the uncompensated
care now suffered in the system, particularly in the hospital sys-

tem.
Will it work?
We had analyses done by the Center for Policy Research and also

by Lewin Associates. We tested this in Maryland, using it as a test

case. It works. It comes out budget-neutral. Also, this system is in

keeping with the culture of the United States in that in effect we
are talking about individual involvement and managed competi-

tion.

I also noted the comments made by one of the previous speakers,

talking about the Federal employee system. This would in many re-

spects be similar to the Federal system in that in the Federal sys-

tem, individuals in effect get what might be called a tax credit, and
they have over 400 plans from which to choose. It is interesting to

note that the costs of a system which the speaker said he felt was
working pretty well except for long-term care—which I would agree
with—actually have been less over the years than costs for private

insurance. I think it is in large measure a result of the individual
involvement.

Finally, there would be a major additional benefit to our econ-

omy. One, since it would reduce the costs for business, it would
stimulate business and investment Second, since municipalities
and States tend to be among the largest employers, they would
reap a major benefit. We estimate conservatively that should this

proposal go into effect in Maryland in 1992, it would have saved
the State $50 million. It would have saved the City of Baltimore
$25 million. It would have saved Baltimore County $10 million.

Those are conservative estimates.
What do we think the next step should be?
No. 1, we would encourage Congress, and we would certainly en-

courage local/State Government to pass small group market reform.
Small group market reform attacks most immediately the needs we
were talking about. It attacks pre-existing conditions, it attacks the
issue of coverage from individuals moving from job to job. About 40
to 50 percent of the uninsured work for firms of under 50 employ-
ees. Second, we would encourage Federal funding for State dem-
onstrations similar to the one that was proposed in Maryland in
the House of Representatives. Interestingly enough, that bill

passed 134 to nothing. It went down to defeat in the Senate, as you
know, but in the House, that bill passed 134 to zero.

We feel that it is critically important that we test any proposal
before we do it on a nationwide basis. Remember that we are talk-
ing about 13 to 14 percent of our GNP, one out of 14 jobs in the
country. When most Federal programs or single-payers went into
effect in other countries, their health care as a percentage of their
GNP was generally in the area of 2 to 4 percent. We are talking
about multiples of that.

And finally—and I want to congratulate Senator Mikulski—what
we need is continued education and dialogue similar to what we
are having here today, and I am pleased to be a part of it
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Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Sardegna appears in the appen-

dix.] _ _

Senator Mikulski. Thank you very much for that comprehensive

and innovative statement Well come back with questions.

Ms. Morrison.
Ms. Morrison. Senator Mikulski, I have put together a package

which I am going to condense, but it is available in the back of the

room. It also has a list of Hie resources that I used, in case people

want more information from specific sources.

My name is Elizabeth Morrison. I am vice president of financial

services for W.F. Corroon, Herget Division, in Baltimore. I am an
insurance broker, which means that I go to the marketplace and
shop for my clients in the area of life insurance, disability products

ana health insurance. I am wearing numerous hats here today, but
one specifically—I am the current health representative for the

Maryland State life Underwriters.
I rind myself in a very unusual position because I shop almost

daily for my clients, and these are clients such as the speakers who
preceded me on this panel today, saying, *I need help." And almost
inevitably, for a whole mixture of reasons, they are backed into a
corner where they are either uninsurable, or we cannot get insur-

ance for diem. So I am speaking today for a whole variety of peo-

ple, and I am going to speak from my own experience in the last

14 years in health insurance, because I am convinced of the follow-

ing: that health care is a multifaceted problem of access, cost and
quality of care, and that previous attempts at curtailing these costs

have simply resulted in cost-shifting.

Since there is a lot of legislation focused on access—and obvi-

ously, I am not a physician—I am going to focus my limited time
on cost, or actually, the spending on health care. I think it is help-
ful to realize that until World War II, health care was paid for al-

most exclusively by the individual consumer. It was only at the
time of World War II, when there was a ceiling on salaries, that
the employers sot involved, and because they could not raise sala-

ries, they decided they would help their individual employees by
helping them with some of their expenses, and those expenses were
predominantly in the area of health care.

Prior to World War II, there were about 10, or maybe up to three
dozen companies that were in the insurance business, and very
shortly thereafter, only a decade later, there were 200 companies
in the business. This was predominantly because of the tax laws
which were favorable to the employers being able to deduct what
they paid in premiums for their employees.
Now we are arriving at the 1990*8, and expenditure is clearly out

of control. As a community, we spend more annually on health care
than any other industrialized Nation, and I feel very strongly that
this information that is coming out indicates that we are unable to

compete on a global basis economically because of the health care
expenses that we have to build into any product that we bring to

the market on an international basis.

For all our spending, we aren't the healthiest Nation. We don't
live the longest Thirty-five million or so of our citizens have lim-
ited or no access to health care, and our infant mortality is 50 per-
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cent higher than Japan. We know we have a system that isn't

working.
A lot of quick fixes have been tried. Insurers have shifted from

community-based rates to experience-based rates, then to pooling

smaller employers into trusts or like groups, then to offering guar-

anteed issue only to employees of a certain minimum size, and
most recently, to the requirement of medical underwriting even to

participate in an employer group health plan. We heard people

speak earlier today who were subject to those restrictions.

Each of theses adjustments has reduced the risk pool, forcing em-
ployers to encourage employees with health problems out of the

group and into various open enrollment options, forcing employees
into "job lock," where they must stay with their current employers

at all cost because it is the only way they can hold onto their

health plans.

All of these steps are exclusionary, and none of them give people

better quality care or lower cost or expand the coverage of those

who do not have health care.

Many studies have gone into the research of what we are doing.

We are seeing this today. And I think regardless of whatever plan
we choose, there are specific things that absolutely have to be dealt

with. The first is that whatever plan we choose, it must offer basic
coverage to everyone. This means, in my feeling, incorporating the
currently insured, the currently uninsured, Medicare, Medicaid and
workmen's compensation coverage. Eighty-one percent of the unin-
sured are employed or are dependents of employees. The vast ma-
jority of the uninsured work for small employers who do not have
the potential tax benefits of the larger employer.
Health care costs can comprise up to 40 percent of an individual

employee's total benefit package for the very small employer. That
drops down to 16 percent of the total employee benefit package for

those employers who have 100 or more employees, and it drops
even further for the employer of 10,000 or more; you're only talking
5.5 percent of the employee benefit package.
Small employers say that even if access is guaranteed, they sim-

ply cannot afford the new plans unless they are significantly less

expensive than the plans that are available to them privately now.
In addition, these plans are notoriously less generous with the ben-
efits, and often require a very high percentage of participation,

which smaller employers cannot reach.
One of the panelists at the very beginning had three employees.

Most of the plans I am familiar with would require 100 percent
participation of a group of under 10 employees. If several people
are employed under their spouse's plan and have opted out, basi-
cally this leaves the other people unable to participate in a given
plan.

We have over 23 States now which have passed legislation which
allows or requires insurers to offer low-cost basic insurance, and 17
more States are considering—I think Maryland is in that category
at this point. Both the Health Insurance Association of America
and the National Association of Insurance Commissioners are advo-
cating guaranteed access to coverage without penalty for pre-exist-
ing conditions.
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However, a large number of State plans have not been the suc-

cess that was anticipated at their start Virginia in 1990 expected

a tremendous turnout when they started with their plan. They
have 350,000 uninsured Virginians. And yet by February of 1992,

only 27 small employers had signed on. They were concerned be-

cause the State plan has high deductibles, high copays, and limited

services.

What we are finding is in the long run, States like Florida have
had more success because large employers have joined their State

plan, and that has more readily balanced the plan.

We are also seeing another trend, and that is the problem of

health care now is so extreme that some employers are offering

cash bonuses to their employees not to join the plan. We are seeing

individual bonuses of $500 to $1,000 a year for people not to put
themselves or their dependents on their plans. And while some of

these bonuses I feel are legitimate so that the individual won't be
insured and the spouse insured redundantly, we are also finding

that they are incentives to eliminate an employee who may have
specifically, like the first panelist, a child who has significant

health problems that aren't going to go away, and by taking that
person off the plan, the employer can now move to another carrier

and substantially reduce that employer's costs.

The second thing that I think is imperative is that whatever plan
we choose must be a coordinated plan. We have at the moment in-

surance companies faced with coordinating 50 different plans in 50
different States, with 992 mandated benefits. Maryland, I am sure
you are aware, leads the Nation with 35 separate mandates.

It is generally believed that these mandate in our State add 10
to 20 percent to the cost of health care premiums. And I will be
the very first to say that I would be very unhappy to see all man-
dates eliminated, because I fought long and hard for some of these
in Maryland. And I am not anxious for mammography, which we
fought for before it became a State plan, to automatically be elimi-

nated, because we have now convinced people that this preventive
care is cost-effective.

What has happened, though, is that in the past, my own com-
pany—we analyze and work for large employers, and we show it

as more cost-effective for them to self-insure. Those employers who
self-insure are not obligated to follow the same requirements that
the smaller companies do, so they can get around a lot of these
mandates. We are also finding that it is more cost-effective for the
smaller companies, even companies as small as 250 employees, are
moving now to self-insured plans.
Over 88 percent of all self-insurers have modified their plans in

the last 3 years to control cost There have been a lot of studies
recently that show that the PPO's—and I think we are going to

hear from them shortly—are the most cost-effective on an annual
basis as far as premiums are concerned. The HMO's cost about
$2,600 per year per employee, the PPO plan, $2,900, and the in-

demnity plan is over $3,200. so there we are seeing a disparity of
costs.

In 1990, 82 percent of the State governments and 54 percent of
city governments offered HMO options to their employees. But all

of these options add enormous administrative costs. I don't know
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how many people are aware, but there is a control group that has
been working very hard on reducing the enormous amount of pa-

perwork, ana the private insurers say that within 5 years, all of

them can go to electronic billings, at a savings of literally millions

of dollars annually. There are over 450 claim forms for enrollment
and billing and so forth which can be dramatically reduced—one
for enrollment and one for billing, or just a couple.

Fm not going to go over the technicalities of this. You can pick

up a copy m the back. But I would like to mention one thing, and
that is the area of fraud. We talk about purposeful fraud, but one
of the areas that is becoming a very serious problem is that for the
34 million uninsured, workmen's compensation can be for them vir-

tually the only way they have access to treatment So we are seeing

more and more back door access for health problems that did not
happen on the job, but are going through the back door of work-
men's compensation because that does not have a benefit period,

and it doesn't have managed care, so it is clearly vulnerable to ex-

tended misuse.
I think whatever plan we choose, we must eliminate the oppor-

tunity to shift costs. In our system, we have pre-admission hospital

procedure, we examine patient bills, the insurer checks the check-
er, who checks the checker, and all of this adds to costs, yet doesn't

offer any additional health care benefits.

Other countries monitor the providers rather than the patients
and the procedures, and they review physician results by geo-
graphic regions.
We are also aware of the cost-shifting that happens as a result

of the uninsured who go to the hospital and as a result, those in-

surance costs are transferred to the people who have the insurance.
Dr. Otto spoke specifically of that just a few minutes ago.
We absorb over $27 billion annually in the costs of the unin-

sured, and the inner city hospitals now are literally going broke.
We have reached the point where there is no longer anyplace to ab-
sorb those costs.

Whatever plan we choose must curtail unnecessary medical
treatment
Senator Mikulskl Betsy, we have to clear the room at noon, and

I want to be sure we have time for questions.
Ms. Morrison. OK What I'd like to do then, is move to the very

last, and I am going to speak very specifically to a list of things
that I would like to say whatever plan we do must include the fol-

lowing.
It should be a master plan requiring participation of all States.
It should incorporate uniform rate-setting.
Birth defects snould be taken out of the system and solved on a

structured settlement basis, by a panel similar to the program that
is in place by the U.S. Department of Justice now.
Attorneys fees for litigation should be placed on a sliding scale

maximum.
Doctors should be encouraged to practice general medicine

through the use of scholarships.
Physicians should be required to update training on a regular

basis.

A national standards practices board should be created.
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We should have procedures reviewed by geographic area.

Premiums, as Carl just said, should be charged on a sliding scale

based on income, ana incentives should be incorporated into em-
ployee premiums for good health care.

The rest of it, you can see in the written testimony.

Thank you.
.

Senator MlKULSKl. You meant incentives should be incorporated

based on good health behavior.

Ms. Morrison. Behavior, yes.

Senator Mkulski. That's different from health care.

Ms. Morrison. Yes. I'm sorry. Behavior. I was rushing.

Senator Mkulski. Thafs okay. Which is essentially

Ms. Morrison. Non-use of tobacco—we have this in the life in-

surance premiums now—height to weight ratios; whether you are

in a visible program of exercise on an ongoing basis, etc.

Mr. Sardegna. Wear seatbelts.

Ms. Morrison. Yes, seatbelts are in here.

Senator Mkulski. Well, thank you, Betsy, and your whole state-

ment is going to be in the record.

Ms. Morrison. I understand.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Morrison appears in the appen-

dix.]

Senator MKULSKI. Ms. Hill.

Ms. Hill. Thank you, Senator Mikulski, ladies and gentlemen.
Here in Maryland, you could always count on three sure-fire

signs that spring was coming: cherry blossoms, lacrosse, and the
perennial General Assembly debate on mandating helmets for mo-
torcyclists. Most States long ago passed helmet laws. The medical
evidence in favor of helmets is overwhelming. The statistics are
abundantly clear, and the consequences of not wearing a helmet
are grisly.

So why didn't Maryland pass a helmet law years ago? Freedom
of choice, of course; freedom to ride with the wind blowing through
your hair; freedom to look tough and brave and cool.

In the end, however, it did come down to money. The Federal
Government stepped in and said: No helmet law, no money. This
year, Maryland passed a helmet law.
The debate over managed care reminds me of the debate over the

helmet law. I could quote you study after study that shows that
managed care not only saves money but provides superior care. The
world is full of countries with managed care systems, with citizens

healthier than ours. Why isn't managed care more popular in our
country? Why, freedom of choice, of course; freedom to choose my
own doctor; freedom for the doctor to prescribe as much care as he
or she chooses; freedom to spend as much of other people's money
as I want on whatever care I want, no matter how duplicative or
ineffective or expensive that care might be.

In the end, it will come down to money. America cannot afford

its current and lavish health care system of unmanaged care. And,
at its current price, it cannot provide health care for all its citizens.

So we have choices. We could choose to ration care, as is being
discussed in Oregon. But there are some of us who think it is fool-

ish to talk about rationing care before we have achieved savings by
managing it
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Still, as a proponent of managed care, I truly am sorry that

Americans are only interested in managed care for saving money.
I know I sound like a helmet manufacturer, but managed care real-

ly is good for you. We know there are those who believe in the

myth that managed care is second class care, so Fd like to look at

that myth with some examples, examples from my own plan.

First, just a word about our plan to put it into some perspective.

We were founded in 1984 as the Johns Hopkins Health Plan, a unit

of the Hopkins Health System. Since then, the plan has grown in

size to more than 120,000 members, placing it in the top 15 percent
of HMO's in the country. It joined the Prudential family in May of

1991, and its is now the second-largest of Prudential's more than
30 HMO's across the country.

Now, Myth Number 1: Managed care means second class treat-

ment We recently had a 5 year-old patient with leukemia. His
oncologist at Hopkins believed he had a very good chance of recov-

ery with chemotherapy in the hospital for several weeks. His par-

ents really hated the idea of having him live in the hospital; it is

not a very friendly place for anybody to live, but particularly for

a child. Our medical staff spent hours and hours on the phone and
in meetings with his doctors and others, making arrangements to

care for him at home. The result was a treatment plan agreed to

by the child's pediatrician, his oncologist, and his parents—chemo-
therapy administered at home by home health personnel with
equipment, care, drugs and supplies provided by the plan. The
child did beautifully, and everyone was pleased. And the cost of
care was less, without any hospital bills to pay.
The same thing couldn't have happened in the world of indem-

nity insurance because no one would have been paid to sit on the
phone for all those hours and make those arrangements. No pedia-
trician or oncologist would have done that, so the path of least re-

sistance would have been taken—straight to the hospital door.
Another example—one near and dear to my feminist causes—is

a woman member diagnosed with breast cancer. She went out of
our managed care plan, using her husband's indemnity insurance,
to see a surgeon recommended by her friends. The surgeon advised
her to have a mastectomy with plastic surgery for reconstruction.
Then, fortunately, the member decided to use her managed care
benefits and called us to see about having us pay for her surgery.
Our medical director got involved right away and got hold of the
medical records. What did he discover? That the cancer was very
small and not an aggressive type. What was aggressive was the
surgeon. We sent her for a second opinion to one of our
credentialed physicians who said mastectomy was totally unneces-
sary. The member had a lumpectomy performed, and has had no
recurrence of cancer. We know because we see her in our screening
program every 6 months.
The bottom line was less expensive care with a better outcome.
Myth Number 2: The only way HMO's save money is by denying

care. The truth is one of the best ways of saving money is by pro-
viding care—the right care at the right time. Unlike indemnity in-

surance, which only pays when you are sick, HMO's focus on keep-
ing you well.
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In Baltimore, we have an innovative program that not only

means better care for our members but saves taxpayers money, too.

As Maryland's largest HMO serving the Medicaid population, we
know the tremendous need for prenatal care among low-income ex-

pectant mothers. We know prenatal care will mean healthier lives

for them and for their babies. We know the tremendous personal

and public costs they and all of us will bear if prenatal care is ne-

glected.

Traditional approaches to health care have not been particularly

effective in addressing this need. The Medicaid population has

shown a poor understanding of the need for prenatal care. So sev-

eral years ago we created our "Better Beginnings" program. Better

Beginnings pays cash to mothers to come in for prenatal care. We
not only give them $10 for each visit, but we also give them useful

gifts when their babies are born—a further incentive to stay in

care. Well even pay them $10 for seeing our nutritionist, our social

worker, and a health educator—and we don't stop there. After the

mother returns home, we send a nurse to visit her. The nurse ex-

amines both her and the baby, answers questions, and gives a
short course on parenting. The nurse also has a chance to evaluate

the mother's ability to care for her child, right down to such basics

as does she have heat, refrigeration and water. The results—an
enormous increase in our prenatal visits, fewer premature babies

in the neonatal and intensive care units, and a better beginning for

a lot of kids.

I could go on and on. In a society where many medical proce-

dures are necessary and many more are preventable, there are lots

of stories, stories whose themes are clear. Managed care is dif-

ferent, and it takes getting used to. But the outcome is better medi-
cal care that saves money—clearly a win-win.
Employers in Maryland have discovered that win-win. A recent

Foster Higgins study showed that in the Mid-Atlantic region,

HMO's cost 24 percent less than indemnity insurance, and PPO's
cost 17 percent less. Those are important savings that can trans-
late into coverage for a lot of people who now don t have any.

Eighty-five percent of the people in this country have health in-

surance, but 15 percent do not, and that is 35 million Americans,
and that is 35 million more than any of us want But let's not
throw the baby out with the bath water by replacing coverage for

all the Americans who currently have insurance with a national
system that will solve the problem of access but not solve the prob-
lem of escalating costs. Let's control our costs with managed care
and look at how to provide insurance to those who have none.
How can we do that? Well, two-thirds of those with no health in-

surance are employed, usually by a small employer who either can-
not afford health insurance or can't get access to it because of the
problem that everyone is experiencing with insurance companies
being allowed to exclude those who are ill—that is called "cherry-
picking." Let's raise the playing field.

Suggestions have been made to create health insurance purchas-
ing commissions—independent agencies that would buy health in-

surance for small employers, pooling their employees as well as in-

dividuals into one large group to eliminate "cherry-picking."
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We can change the rules about pre-existing conditions. Just as

Mr. Sardegna said, most insurers agree that that is a bad policy,

but no insurance company can be the only one to stop it We all

have to stop doing it at the same time, and that means you need
a law to require everybody to change on the same date.

Give small employers tax credits to help them afford insurance.

Give all employers tax incentives if the care they purchase for their

employees is managed care. Extend managed care to those on Med-
icaid and Medicare, and save millions of dollars in tax money.
Allow all those below the poverty level to have access to Medicaid,
and allow the working poor to buy in on a sliding fee scale basis

as they re-enter the work force. And establish practice guidelines

that set standards that would make it clear that no insurer will

pay for unnecessary or ineffective medical procedures, and all in-

surers will pay for procedures that we all agree constitute quality

medical care.

The discussion earlier about claim forms—insurers would love to

see universal claim forms for providers. Just as people talked about
the problems with all of us having different forms, imagine if you
will how many physicians there are out there, all using different
billing forms which they then send to us. It is very difficult to cre-

ate electronic systems for paying doctor bills if everyone bills you
in a different way. That would create huge, huge savings for the
insurers.
Are any of these easy answers? There are no easy answers to

problems which face our friends and our neighbors, the health of
those friends and neighbors, and the health of those they love. But
radical surgery is not the right treatment plan for the problems we
are facing. The prescription is to use a good dose of common sense
to control costs and improve quality through managed care sys-
tems.
Thank you, Senator.
Senator Mikulski. Thank you.
Actually, this was a very creative panel and could have been a

whole morning workshop, and know that this hearing is not the
only conversation I'm going to be having with Marylanders on this
issue.

Let me go to you, Betsy, and then a question to Barbara and a
couple of questions for Mr. Sardegna.

First of all, whenever we hear testimony, or whenever small
business meets with me, one of the issues we continue to hear
about is malpractice reform. In your testimony, your suggested so-

lutions talked about certain practitioner modifications. In Mary-
land—this gets to my point—we have done a lot of innovative
things, with all-payer system—111 come back to that with your
ideal, Carl—the no-frills insurance that Cass Taylor pioneered and
many of you worked on. And of course, Maryland passed mal-
practice reform.
My question is now where malpractice reform legislation has

been passed, like in Maryland, was there a demonstrable reduction
in premiums, or was it

Ms. Morrison. Yes and no. Let me tell you one of the things that
happened that was very interesting. I think what happened is a
number of the physicians went back to being insured by insurance
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companies which were going to pay off in cases of serious mal-

practice.

There was a flight to off-site, offshore insurance companies,

which were hollow contracts because we had reached the point

where OB's were paying $35,000 a year for malpractice insurance.

On the Eastern Snore in Peninsula General, a whole slew of OB's

said, That's it" m . , m
Senator Mikulskl No, no. Tm not talking about what the doctors

pay. What I'm saying is this. The doctors come in, and they say,

"Because Fm paying these high premiums, Senator, if I could have
my malpractice insurance premiums lowered, this could be passed

on to the way F
Ms. Morrison. I didn't see anything specific, and I think you'd

have to ask the other two panelists, but cause and effect, no, be-

cause other things were rising fast enough so that they took over.

Senator Mikulskl But that is one of the issues small business

always says that if you limited malpractice cost—and there is no
doubt that the physicians are paying high fees and so on—that

then that would result in either lower fees that they charge their

patients, and ultimately, insurance.
Carl?
Mr. Sardegna. Senator, the premiums for malpractice obviously

add to the cost of insurance. But I believe the real problem is de-
fensive medicine. That's really where the costs are. And I believe,

going back to what Barbara talked about, there is an absolute need
for us to develop practice standards. Once you have practice stand-
ards, then the physician is in a position to deal with the patient
who sometimes, quite honestly, comes in and says, "My neighbor
got an MRI. Tve got a headache, and I want an MRI."
This way, if there are practice patterns which everyone in the

community agrees to—and by the way, these are being developed
nationally by superior institutions around the country, and Johns
Hopkins is one, tor glaucoma, but you can go around the country

—

develop that, and accept them as standards, have them enacted in

Maryland or on a nationwide basis, then the physician need not
practice defensive medicine, which is costing us far, far more than
the premiums for malpractice. And you are going to wind up with
more high-quality medicine because you can keep those practice
standards up to the State of the art and communicate them.

If we can get that accomplished, we will go a long way toward
solving one of the
Senator Mikulskl Could you tell me what a practice guideline

would be—and would that inhibit

Mr. Sardegna. Innovation and so on?
Senator Mikulskl —no—the delivery of care.

Mr. Sardegna. No. In my opinion, it would not A practice guide-
line would be—and now Fm going to set in way over my head
Senator Mikulskl Actually, nl ask the physicians this. What

Tm interested in is when we use words, everybody here used words
like COBRA's, HMO's
Ms. Hill. A practice guideline, Senator, would be for instance in

the case of a woman's breast cancer, at certain stages, certain
chemical or radiation treatment would be the appropriate treat-
ment for that stage of cancer at that stage of development, and it
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would be considered the standard and the norm to treat it that
way. So that a physician doesn't have to think to himself, "My God,
have I done everything I have to do to keep from being suedr Even
though he may have done what he believes is the appropriate
standard of care, he is so afraid of being sued because even though
we have put a limit on the awards, if I'm a physician in good

against me and how that besmirches my reputation as I am of hav-
ing three big suits.

Senator Mikulskl So the practice guideline would not stifle the

delivery of care.

Ms. Hill. No, no.

Mr. Sardegna. And actually will increase the quality, because
the practice guideline is based upon the best State of the art
Ms. Hill. And it would eliminate a bunch of duplicates.

Ms. Morrison. It would also, I think, allow the very smallest,

the most remote areas to have access to the best medicine that is

available on a nationwide basis. And the computer system is in

place. It is not that we need new technology. Just punch it up.
Senator Mikulskl OK. Also—and Fll follow this up with the in-

dividual providers when they testify later this afternoon—my ques-
tion then will be that this then could remove what many of them
tell me is almost an adversarial relationship in the doctor-client re-

lationship, and the very nature of the doctor-patient relationship it-

self is often part of the therapy.
Mr. Sardegna. Absolutely.
Senator Mikulskl Confidence, trust, the ability to communicate,

and not each seeing each other in a negative light
Mr. Sardegna. By the way, I think you will find when you ask

Dr. Nagel from MedChi, who is on one of the panels this afternoon,
that physicians quite honestly have been very reluctant to do this

because they are afraid of "cookbook medicine" or less generous

—

"Don't tell me how to practice medicine." Their opinion has
changed. And I think if you ask Dr. Nagel, MedChi is ready to pro-
vide the data and to support that kind of a program.
Senator Mikulskl I think you've explained the way I was trying

to express it through "cookbook medicine."
Coming back to "cookbook medicine"—this goes to managed

care—you went through a lot of the myths that I have heard, one
of which is that actually managed care is more bureaucratic, where
a physician in Highlandtown or Hagerstown has to call some 800
number in Pennsylvania to talk to some anonymous person with
whom he has no relationship to see can he admit, can he admit to-

morrow, or can she admit, and so on and so on. Just the sheer abil-

ity of moving through the bureaucracy, they want to say the heck
with it
What about that?
Ms. Hill. I have heard that from physicians many times, and I

know that complaint well. And I think some managed care compa-
nies do utilization management better than others. I do think hav-
ing an 800 phone number in another State is not the right way to

do it, and I think it is appropriate recent laws that say it needs
to be done in the region where the care is being provided so that
relationships can develop.

standing, I am just as concerned
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But I also think that most human beings don't like change, and
physicians are just human beings like the rest of us
Senator Mekulski. Understand the question—that the physician

feels that he or she is being second-guessed by someone who does

not know the patient, does not know the patient's circumstances.

An example is where a physician hears someone talk to him over

the phone, and he says, "I think Yd better admit you to the hos-

pital, and it just so happens I don't have any patients, and I can
meet you now and guide you through the process and get you set-

tled."

Managed care says, "Oh. no. There is a 24-hour waiting period,

almost uke gun control, before you can do this.

So then the physician says, "All right Go to the emergency room,
and 111 meet you there." This means mega adding of cost, and then
they feel that they have had to do all this consultation, which even
goes with one of the testimonies—I can't remember if it was Betsy
or Barbara who said we check the checkers rather than monitoring
the providers, for patterns of practice and so on.

How does that affect, though, managed care?

Ms. Hill. Usually in managed care, the provider doesn't need to

call for authorization to refer to a specialist or to get emergency
services for a patient. They have to call for authorization to admit
a patient for elective care, or after they have admitted the patient
for emergency care, they need to call and let the managed care or-

ganization know that they have done it and what their treatment
plan is.

I know that doctors who are unaccustomed in the fee-for-service

world to calling and checking in with anybody about the care that
they are doing feel as though big brother is suddenly watching over
them, and find that offensive. Unfortunately, you can't save 24 per-

cent off the cost of your health care dollar without having the sys-

tem that manages the care and pulls all the pieces together get in-

volved and start doing that. So that kind of a phone call is abso-
lutely necessary, but it brings so many resources to bear. The man-
aged care organization may say, "Doctor, are you aware of this re-

cent research that shows that this and such might be a better
mechanism for treating it? We happen to have a specialist who also
works at your hospital. Maybe you'd like to have that doctor meet
the patient in the emergency room." The resources of managing the
case then come to bear.
Senator Mikulski. I see.

Betsy, I'm going to ask you to give me after this testimony three
case examples of employers with less than 50 people with whom
you have dealt some that had successful outcomes, but how you
nad to essentially broker their situation, so we can see that
The president of this school is waiting to talk to me, and we're

running a little bit over, but Carl, the morning really cannot end
without me going over your "Choice" idea. First of all, Fm not sure
I understand it, so let me ask you these questions.
You talked about applying for a demonstration, and Fd like to

know if there is an application is pending at HCFA, but then how
is this provided? Is it an employer? Would the Choice plan be oper-
ated through an employer-based program? Could I hear a little bit

about the plumbing?
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Mr. Sardegna. Sure. By the way, when you get a chance, the

testimony is in the back, and it might help.

Senator Mikulski. I have read the testimony, but I must say I

cannot picture it working.
Mr. Sardegna. I know. It's a lot more complicated than to say

"single-payer" or "pay or play."

Here is the way it would work. An individual would get a tax
credit—let's say an individual at the poverty level—would get a tax
credit. With that tax credit, that individual would be able to pur-

chase, either at their place of employment, because the employer
would be required to oner the standard package, or that individual

would have the choice to go outside and purchase individually from
the marketplace, very similar in some respects to the way the Fed-
eral plan works right now, because you almost in effect get a
voucher from the Federal Government

Senator Mikulski. OK. Let me devil's advocate with you the way
I raised managed care with Barbara. When we say we're going to

"shop," first of all, that implies several things: 1) a cornucopia of
opportunity; 2) clarity and ease of knowing this. My question is

isn't it unrealistic to believe that a lot of ordinary people aren't just
going to be overwhelmed by the very nature of "shopping," and
whom will they shop through, or are they just supposed to go
through the Yellow Pages? Who will they shop through, and then
also, in shopping around, suppose they have a pre-condition—and
I'm not even talking about a catastrophic one, but one that is

chronic and maintained, like diabetes.

Mr. Sardegna. First let's start with the idea that we're talking
about a standard policy. In other words, there would be a standard
policy that everybody would understand, very similar to, again, the
Federal Government has a Blue Cross and Blue Shield standard
policy

Senator Mikulski. Now, let me tell you something, Mr.
Sardegna. There are 300 different plans
Mr. Sardegna. OK, let's forget the Federal Government.
Senator Mikulski. Marty was very kind about the retirees. I

have been in hand-to-hand combat with Connie Newman on the
Federal approach. If that's your model—whew.
Mr. Sardegna. OK, let's forget that. What you'd have is one,

single

Senator Mikulski. I, of course, have no opinion on the matter.
[Laughter.]
Mr. Sardegna. I should have left the Federal program out. You

have one, single basic plan so that anyone, whether it is in New
York, Maryland or Oregon, who is going out and buying the stand-
ard plan would know at a minimum what they were getting. So
they would first of all know what they were getting.
Most people will purchase it at the place of employment simply

because at the place of employment you can get it at the group
rates which are going to be more favorable. So it doesn't disturb
the system. It does put that added pressure on the system, though,
that in effect because you have a standard policy, and you have a
credit that has been created that matches the actuarial value of
those benefits, in effect, Senator, what you have is a standard of
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cost against which the insurance company and everybody else will

have to try to come in under that cost
So the individual will know, number one, what the standard pol-

icy is, and number two, there will be a qualified carrier approach.

You cannot be in the system unless you do at least a couple of

things. One is you've got to pass certain very stringent financial

screens. No. 2, you have to demonstrate you have the capacity for

managed care. No. 3, you have to agree that your administrative

costs will not exceed a certain amount No. 4, you have to agree

to use a single form—to just name a few.

Senator Mikulski. That's simplified.

Mr. Sardegna. Simplified. So you have a standard policy in that

you know the company you purchase it from will have passed sig-

nificant screens. And by the way, it requires no bureaucracy at all

because essentially what you're really doing is using the tax sys-

tem.
Senator Mikulskl Part of your testimony was that people are

experiencing the consequences of their choices. I happen to believe

in that First of all, though, it shouldn't be a barrier, but there

should be a consciousness. In a variety of situations that I am per-

sonally familiar with, what we hear is, "Don't worry, it won't cost

you anything. Insurance will pay for it" So you get it—or they sell

it to you, or they want to send it to you, or any number of other
things. And of course, that is then paid for.

Could you tell us how the consequences of choices would be a
form of conscious-raising and awareness development, and yet at
the same time, people will say, gee, I don't want to do this because
it might raise my premium or my deductible. like in automobile
insurance, sometimes you just get the windshield fixed, and don't
call anybody.
Mr. Sardegna. Right now I would say that nine and one-half out

of every ten employed people have no idea how much the employer
is paying for their health care. What this would do would be to pro-
vide a tax credit on the individual's tax form. They would be very
aware of the value of that money. It would become essentially their
money.
Now, it can only be used to purchase health care, but it essen-

tially would become their money, and I believe they would spend
it wisely, which is missing now because you never see the 75 or 80
cents out of every dollar that you spend which is hidden in the cost
that the employer bears.
So I think it puts the individual into the system in the way that

they've never been involved before, and I personally believe you
will never control health care costs as long as you try to do it from
the supply side only. It's like trying to stop drugs from coining into
this country by putting a ring of destroyers around the country. It

will not happen unless you stop the demand for it
Senator Mikulski. Well, I think there is no silver bullet solution.
Mr. Sardegna. No.
Senator Mikulskl I have many questions, but for today's con-

versation—because this has been a very creative panel in terms of
the variety of ideas presented—I have one more question. I want
to go to Medigap for a moment, because you heard the senior panel,
and you know about the issue of prescription drugs.
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Mr. Sardegna. Yes.
Senator Mdculskl You have had in your Medigap high-option at

one point one that provided prescription medication. I understand
that is now closed. Could you tell us—and again, this is no-fault

—

I understand from our other conversations that it is because the
prescription drugs were so high for high-option. Could you tell us,

if you would, number one, your experience in providing that, and
number two, as we look at any national plan or any reform for

Medicare, your thoughts on providing prescription medication? And
you might also want to just give me a little cameo today and give

me a more detailed response in writing.

Mr. Sardegna. Yes, I may have to give you a very short cameo,
because I'm not sure of the details of the program, Senator.

Senator Mdculskl My ultimate Question is will Congress be able

to provide an insurance framework that will involve prescription

drugs, or are we setting ourselves up for such failure because the
costs would run way up. And actually, that was one of the things
that was really a nail in the coffin of catastrophic—there were
many coffins as well as many nails.

Mr. Sardegna. Well, the program that we're talking about in
Consumer Choice, I believe, if you in fact get the individual in-

volved—I'll go back to this because I think it is critical—that you
can provide some coverage for drugs. I really think you can.

I also believe that we are on the threshold of starting to look at
drugs from a managed care point of view as we have never looked
at it before. It is in the backwater, and it is coming to the front
Mental and nervous came to the front before.

Senator Mikulski. And this would be almost like part of the
practice guidelines?
Mr. Sardegna. Absolutely. And then you get formularies, for ex-

ample. We have a program right now which is starting up where
we can clearly demonstrate—without the use of generic drugs, but
with the use of formularies—where in fact you can get the same
impact as another drug, cutting the costs significantly.

So we are just at the beginning of doing that I would not give
up on the drug situation at all.

Senator Mdculskl I don't want to, either, but when you talk
about involving- the consumer, the consumer are involved for the
simple reason that very few insurance policies actually cover it So
they know what they are getting. They also feel they have no
choice, that when someone writes a medication for them, if some-
body says, "George, you have to stop smoking," that's a choice; you
either stop or you don't, and here are the consequences to you, not
only your insurance rates, but the consequences to you. But when
somebody is on insulin, or somebody for a variety of reasons might
be on a well-known medication like Tagamet, they take it and have
little choice about whether or not they take it. And yet at the same
time, if we move it into insurance, there is the whole issue of cost.

Mr. Sardegna. I will give you a more detailed answer to that
Senator Mdculskl I'd like to know what happened in Medigap

because I think there are lessons to be learned. And when I ask
about why the high-option was closed, again, the original Medigap
high-option, with the exception of long-term care, nursing home,
meaning custodial care, you really covered then what seniors view
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as the ideal Medigap. And then the private sector said, wait a
minute, because there are certain costs out of your control, because

there are no cost controls on medication.

Mr. Sardegna. Absolutely.

Senator Mikulskl And in many instances, there is no competi-

tion because the very nature of it may be an individual pharma-
ceutical, unless it is generic—I don't know all that. But I think

managed care, along with not only procedures, but pharma-
ceuticals.

So you would be talking about perhaps managed care combined
with practice guidelines that would include procedures, pharma-
ceuticals and processes. We often talk about surgical intervention

or pharmaceutical intervention, but very often there is a process

intervention. And I don't only mean mental health, but for exam-
ple, rehabilitation.

Ms. Hill. One of the important things, Senator, that managed
care can do with pharmaceuticals is by developing what Carl was
referring to, formularies, where you hand a book to the physicians

and say if you are going to pick from these five drugs that all have
the same action^pick this one every time unless there is a medical
reason not to. Then the managed, care companies can negotiate

with the pharmaceutical companies for discounted prices based on
volume. So instead of the pharmaceutical companies being able to

charge their retail off-the-shelf price to the insurance companies,
the insurance companies have the leverage to negotiate prices,

which helps bring the premium for pharmaceuticals down.
Senator Mikulskl I know a lot of these ideas are pretty con-

troversial.

Ms. Hill. That's correct
Senator Mikulskl And I am not embracing them today; what I

want to do is just get it out on the table.

Ms. Morrison. Senator, there is another whole area, too, pop-
ping up in the area of pharmaceuticals, and that is, for instance,
if you take high cholesterol, which everybody is focusing on now,
there is a homeopathic series that is coming up that is very con-
troversial. Instead of the Mevecor or what-have-you at $1 per pill

ad infinitum, there are alternatives, another whole way of treating
patients. That is a new area, too. So there are just numerous alter-

natives.

Senator Mikulskl Well, that's another whole topic. I believe that
because traditional forms of medicine do not acknowledge bona fide

and certified and those able to be licensed complementary forms,
then they move into fringe areas, and I am a big believer in re-

search in these complementary areas in terms of really determin-
ing their safety and efficacy, and knowing what they would then
oner in a complementary way to our Western modality. But there
has been such hesitation even to examine it, and then people want
to go to Mexico and drink apricot juice to cure a problem—and
maybe apricot juice is great, and we ought to look at it, but I be-
lieve we really need to do this. And there is a myth about over-the-
counter drugs as well.

Well, I am now late for my appoint with the president, but that's

okay; this was important
This committee will stand in recess until 1:15.
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Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 12:20 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene

at 1:25 p.m. this same day.]

AFTERNOON SESSION

Senator Mikulskl The committee will come to order.

For those who missed the morning session, we heard from Mary-
land families, a special panel on senior citizens, we heard from
Blue Cross and Blue Shield, we heard from someone who functions

as an insurance broker serving medium to small sized business,

trying to make insurance available to the "good guy" employers
who want to at least try to provide insurance, and then we heard
from Barbara Hill, who heads up the largest HMO in terms of in-

novative ideas on how to maintain costs in her mind without cut-

ting quality.
This afternoon we are going to hear from a panel on business

and labor people; then, later on, well hear from those who rep-

resent associations that would be regarded as individual provid-

ers—doctors, nurses, social workers, and optometrists—and last

but not at all least, well be hearing from our institutional provid-
ers, those who provide long-term care, home care, as well as hos-
pital care.

So as you can see, we're trying to do a lot today, and I willJust
share with everyone the wav we nave been proceeding. First of all,

what rd like to do in these hearings is act like a little Senate vacu-
um cleaner. I'm trying to pick up the best ideas I can as we're
going to be moving on national health insurance and insurance re-

form, what are the best ways to do it So know that Fm just trying
to gather as many ideas and as many personal examples that peo-
ple nave experienced, and also approaches that have worked.

Also, in terms of the way that we have been running the hearing,
it is in a "no fault" atmosphere. Very often, when people watch
CNN or C-SPAN. particularly the kind of brutal hearings that
went on in the Clarence Thomas hearings and so on—this is not
spring hazing. For all of you who will be testifying, I am interested
in the ideas; questions will be asked. If I am going to play devil's

advocate, I will declare that So right now, I am trying to gather
ideas, and everyone can relax. No one is going to have to undergo
a quizzing or a grilling. And I would hope my colleagues would
learn from the way Senator Barb runs her hearings, and maybe
we'd get more done. I'm sure you feel that when all is said and
done, more gets said than gets done.
Now well move to our panel. Fm going to call upon you and then

ask you to introduce yourselves as you testify, to tell us who you
are and how you are involved in the health insurance debate.
Ms. Riley, why don't we start with you?

STATEMENTS OF ANITA RILEY, UNITED FOOD AND COMMER-
CIAL WORKERS LOCAL 27, TOWSON, MD; DON SILLIER, MNC
FINANCIAL INC., BALTIMORE, MD; AND MARY AMELING,
FREE STATE INDUSTRIES, INC., BALTIMORE, MD
Ms. Riley. First of all, Joseph Kerhart, the executive assistant

to the president of our local union, was supposed to testify today
and unfortunately, due to a car accident, he is unable to be here.
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My name is Anita Riley, and I am his assistant at United Food
and Commercial Workers Local 27, and he has asked me to come
and read his testimony for him.
Senator Mikulski. OK Will you please tell Joe we are very

sorry, and we hope it's nothing serious.

Ms. Riley. It was pretty bad, but he is coming along real well.

Senator Mkuiskl OK Well talk to you about that; we'd like to

drop him a note, please.

Ms. Riley. OK
I am basically going to tell you that Joseph Kerhart is the execu-

tive assistant to the president of United Food and Commercial
Workers Local 27. He is also the treasurer of the Baltimore Area
labor-management committee. He serves as trustee on several

large Taft-Hartley benefit funds and actively participates on many
committees in support of health care reform.

Local 27 has the privilege to represent more than 27,000 mem-
bers in Maryland, Delaware, parts of Pennsylvania, West Virginia

and Virginia, and our international union represents approximately
1.3 million members nationwide.
Having participated in collective bargaining negotiations for our

local union for over 20 years, Joe relates that he has witnessed a
virtual revolution on the other side of the table. It used to be that
the mere mention of the words "national health insurance" would
bring an angry response from members of the management team.
There would be loud references to "some sort of socialist plot," plus
repeated breast-beating about the American health care system
being the best in the world.
But now the revolution has come. Those same doomsayers are

now conceding that virtually the only solution to the health care
crisis is some form of national or mandated health insurance. They
say they want very much go get the health care issue out of the
collective bargaining arena entirely. We on the labor side of the
table agree.
The shift has been very, very dramatic It is no longer a question

of whether we should have national or mandated health insurance,
but when.
The change was sudden, but no more sudden than the skyrocket-

ing cost of health care for our members. In one of our major con-
tracts, for example, the cost of health care more than doubled from
the beginning 3-year contract to the end of the next 3-year con-
tract. That is impressive inflation. More than that, it positively
boggles the mind.
Think what this means to the whole question of competitiveness.

How can an American car company compete effectively with a for-

eign company when the American company is saddled with the full

health care load while its competition gets health care through a
national health care system?
But to me the most amazing development of all is a recent state-

ment by the American Medical Association, which has been unal-
terably opposed to every aspect of social reform in medicine. Did
any of you see the issue of the Journal of the American Medical
Association which was devoted to clarion calls for health care re-

form? It was amazing. There were actually 13 separate resolutions
proposed by the AMA.



1 Can you believe the statement by Dr. C. James Tupper, presi-

dent of the American Medical Association, as faithfully reported in

the New York Times—and I will quote
—'The AMA's old style was

to react and be against things. But there has been a philosophical

change in our House of Delegates. We will be out front where the
action is. We will stop being just selfish and only thinking of our
own welfare. If we start taking good care of our patients, they will

I
take care of us.*

A startling statement, certainly, and very much overdue.
We welcome the American Medical Association and all the other

forces that can be a factor in bringing this country to the end of

|

the 20th century and into the 21st century.

Labor's message is apparently getting through. For decades now
i

we have been saving that health care should be a right, that all

Americans should have universal access to quality health care. We
j

support a national or mandated system that covers every American
and incorporates Medicare and Medicaid. The AFL-CIO rec-

ommends the establishment of a cost containment program to in-

clude a cap on health expenditures, a capital budget, and Federal
authority to negotiate uniform reimbursement rates for all payers.
Compare the United States with the rest of the world. In 1990

we spent an estimated $675 billion on health care. That was one-
third more than Canada spent to cover all of its citizens. That fig-

ure was twice as much as Germany and Japan spent for universal
programs. Astonishingly, we have almost 40 million citizens with
absolutely no coverage and millions more with inadequate cov-
erage.
Labor believes we should create a national commission of con-

sumers, labor, management, Government, and providers to admin-
ister the right program.
Labor doesn't have a buttoned-down mind on the issue. We think

basic and specific goals for such a national system should include
universal access, cost containment, and administrative overhaul,
and we welcome the opportunity to discuss the legislative package
that could achieve those goals.

Count on us for full support of your efforts to bring universal
health care to all Americans.
Thank you.
Senator MlKULSKl. Thank you, Anita.
Mr. Hillier, we'd like to hear from you now. You are from MNC

Financial, Inc., and I believe you have been active with something
called the Labor-Business Council that came together feeling that
neither of you, although each of you were involved in employee-em-
ployer relationships, had no control over the cost of health insur-
ance, and you came together in a coalition. So we would like to

hear, one, your experiences with the coalition, and also your ideas
and insights. I heard you in Annapolis.
Mr. Hillier. Thank you, Senator.
When I was in Annapolis, I was waving around a thing on my

arm
Senator Mikulski. That's right. Are you feeling better?
Mr. Hillier. Yes, somewhat
Senator Mikulski. And you had those wonderful nautical slides

of sails.
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Mr. HlLUER. Yes, sailing ships.

Senator Mikulski. Yes. I sail against the wind all the time.

[Laughter.]
Mr. Hilleer. Well, it is a pleasure to be here. As matter of fact,

Joe Kerhart and I work closely together in the Labor-Management
Health Action Committee which several of us formed about 2 years

ago. Ernie Crowfoot is the labor co-chair of that organization, and
I am the management co-chair.

In last years session of the State legislature, we had put to-

gether a proposal which would have created a data review commis-
sion which would have focused on ambulatory data to be collected

and gathered an analyzed. That bill was defeated, so we decided

that we were going to do that as a private initiative, so we have
continued alone that path, and that has resulted in a company that

you may have Been reading about called MEDALCO, which stands
for Medical Data Analysis Company.

Let me just go back for a moment and turn to some of the things

that I was planning to say in the written testimony that I have

fiven to you. I am not going to repeat a lot of what you have been
earing over and over again, but I think the fact that so many peo-

ple are saying the same thing means that it is extremely impor-
tant. This Nation is spending, depending whether you're talking

about 1990 dollars or 1991 dollars, $800 billion on health care

—

$800 billion. Within two to 3 years, that number will be $1 trillion.

And we saw those numbers down in Annapolis in the presen-
tations.

That is 14 percent of our gross national product So we have by
far the most expensive health care in the whole world. There is not
another developed Nation in the world that spends more than 9
percent of its gross national product, and every one of those that
is spending that much is providing care to every citizen. And yet
we are leaving 40 million of our citizens not covered—or 37 million,

depending on whose number you look at, but let's just say 40 mil-
lion.

And yet our system is not serving us well. In spite of its tremen-
dous expense, and the fact that at its best it does perform probably
better than any other health care delivery system in the world,
nevertheless on the average it is not doing that well. Our life ex-
pectancy and our infant mortality rates and a number of other
measures do not compare favorably with other Western nations.
So I think a consensus has finally developed that the current

structure is too flawed to be easily fixed. It must be restructured,
and the nature of that restructuring has to provide more care to

more citizens at a lower cost
I think the United States has a certain degree of arrogance, and

we think we are smarter than everybody else. Well, if we are so
smart, how come we can't do health care for 9 percent of gross na-
tional product? Nobody else spends more than that So Yd like to

see us get into more of that mode.
I'm not going to talk about any particular proposals that are out

there now, and there are thousands of them, and they tend to fall

into three different categories, and you have heard those described
by other speakers. But in looking at the various oroposals that
come along, there are certain things that I look for. Une of the first
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things that I look for—and this is obviously missing, because our
Nation does not have a national health care policy; our Nation has
to have a national health care policy. It doesn't need to be more
than two pases long. It should address those fundamental features

of what our health care delivery system is going to look like in the
United States. And two of the things it has to address are access

and cost Access, to my way of thinking, if I were writing that piece

of it, would say that every citizen should be provided health care.

And if I were writing the cost piece of it, I would say it can't cost

any more than 9 percent of our gross national product as a target

to work for.

I am frankly tired of hearing people talking about being cost-neu-

tral and not costing any more than we are spending now. We are
spending too much now. And if we stay at 14 percent as the gross
national product increases, we will continue to be spending far too

much and not being competitive in the world and not doing an effi-

cient job.

If you do a little bit of mathematics, at $800 billion and 14 per-

cent of gross national product, every one percent of gross national
product equates to $57 billion. If we in today's dollars had a health
care delivery system that was at 9 percent rather than 14, it would
save $285 billion. If we were at 9 percent, we would be spending
$285 billion less right now than we are. Well, now, that is a great
big number. If that doesn't get your attention, then I don't know
what will.

You have probably heard the statement that if you were to cut
the cost of the health care delivery system, that quality would suf-

fer. Well, I think—and Barbara Hill would probably agree if she
were still in the room—that that's not necessarily so. Efficient

health care can be less expensive than it is in today's dollars, but
just as good or better in terms of quality. And I think that the na-
tions that are scraping by, if you want to call it that, on 9 percent
of their GNP are providing as much quality to their citizens as
measured by the outcomes as we are—or better.

Any of the proposals that come along also would have to be com-
patible with the United States culture that we have right now.
Frankly, I think a single-payer system, while it might have a cer-

tain attractiveness in certain respects, a system that would put
1,499 out of our 1,500 health insurance companies out of business
is going to have a hard time passing that test.

Whatever we come up with must effectively contain costs—and
I don't mean just now, but I mean in the future. Carl Sardegna
was talking about that in his comments. Some of the proposals that
are out there really are totally absent in the area of effective ways
to contain costs. So as far as I am concerned, that would have to

be a strong feature of any proposal that I would personally endorse.
Towers-Ferrin, which is a large consulting firm, recently pub-

lished a survey which surveyed the benefits people, primarily in
large corporations, in terms of the kinds of things that they would
like to see going on—and there is a list in the material I gave you,
so I won't bother to read that in the interest of time, because I did
notice that you wanted us to keep it to five minutes. But there are
several of them there.
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Let me just go a little bit beyond what I put in my comments
and talk about some things that I think might be practical. One is

that we need to do some incremental things while we are waiting

for the national solution. My belief is that the answer has to be ini-

tiated at the national level, and I don't think that is going to hap-

pen any time soon. I think it will happen eventually, but I don't

think there is going to be a consensus on an approach. I am not

seeing a consensus develop. I hope one does. In the meantime, we
have to be working on some incremental things that we can be

doing.

I would also suggest, as Carl has suggested, that several States

or localities be designated as laboratories where different ap-

proaches can be developed and see which ones work, which ones

don't, which ones could be expanded to a national scale and become
perhaps the basis for a national system.

Let me just talk about three or four things that I think have
promise that could be done, incremental things that could be done
very soon.

You are all aware of the Medicare reimbursement system, the re-

source-based relative value scale, RBRVS for short There are
many companies that I am aware of, and unions, too, that are con-

sidering expanding the RBRVS concept into their own medical
plans. That is a reimbursement system which has been carefully

worked out with input from physicians right down the line in terms
of being a fair way to compensate providers for their services. But
why not expand that and use similar concepts in the medical plans
that we are all using as an interim step? I won't go into all the
implications of that, but there are many.

In Maryland, there is a proposal that has been submitted by the
governor to the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation which would cre-

ate a secure data utility, which would wind up being an electronic

method by which physicians and other providers would put all

their information into a system, and at its extreme, our whole
health care delivery system in Maryland would become virtually

paperless, and the cost savings would be so great that you could
take those cost savings and use them to cover virtually all of our
uninsured citizens if mat's how you chose to use the money.
You have heard a lot of discussion about the data, you know, if

you don't have information on where the money is going, then how
can you get your arms around the problems that we have. I was
just today given a report put out by Travelers. They quoted the
Health Insurance Association of America as saying that one of the

Eroblems that we have is fraud; HIAA thinks that that fraud ninn-
er is $60 billion a year. Well, how do you identify where fraud

might be happening? One way to identity it is to have informa-
tion—not iust data, hut information. MEDALCO, the company that
I talked about, is working very hard to gather information that em-
ployers and unions ana others—because we have arrangements
with research communities, too—-could use for those kinds of analy-
ses.

Let me just finish with one last thing. Barbara Hill was talking
about the implications of managed care and how managed care can
really save money, and I believe that. In my company we have been
proponents of managed care for a long time, and we have it in all
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of our plans. Some of those concepts can be plucked out of HMO's
and used even in an indemnity situation so that they are usable
by companies that are not using HMO's or by smaller companies.
One that we have used—and we developed it in cooperation

—

Peggy Vaughn, who is Wilsie Associates medical director, and
WiTsie Associates is a third party administrator here in Maryland

—

developed a product which we call CareTrack for us, but other

groups are using it as well, and we implemented it on January 1st,

and it takes many of the managed care concepts that you see in

HMO's—a coordinator who coordinates all the care of patients with
certain kinds of conditions—diabetes was an example that she
used—to work with the family, work with the primary care pro-

vider, to work with the patients themselves, to be sure they get the

very best care in the most appropriate setting, and it saves money
every time, and the patient gets better care every time. That is

something that anyone can use, and that can be used now, while
we are waiting for the national solution. You know, what do you
do in the meantime?
So m close on that point
[The prepared statement of Mr. Hillier appears in the appendix.]
Senator MncuLSKl. Thank you very much, Mr. Hillier.

We want to turn now to Mary Ameling, who heads up Free State
Industries, Inc. You are typical of a small business that has been
bounced around. We spoke to Betsy Morrison this morning, an in-

surance broker who tries to work with folks like yourselves, and
she also expressed her frustrations. Now we want to hear what you
have had to deal with as you have tried to gain access to the sys-

tem for yourself and vour employees. And thank you for coming.
Ms. Ameling. As the Senator said, I am Mary Ameling, and I am

president of Free State Industries. We are a construction equip-
ment distributor here in Baltimore.
The health benefit crisis is an issue discussed almost daily in my

office. This discussion is not because we enjoy talking about health
issues, or that we have nothing else to do, but rather it is always,
"What are we going to do? We can't go on continuing to pay these
outrageous rates, not as a company nor as individuals."

In 1986 my company went from publicly owned to privately
owned. From a corporation of 750 people, we went to a company
of 26, grew to 70, and have now once again returned to 50.

With the drop in the employee numbers came a huge increase in
health insurance rates to have the same benefits. We nave tried for
the sake of our employees to maintain the level of insurance pre-
viously offered by our owner. However, as years have gone by,
chances of continuing to maintain such levels are now nonexistent.

In the past 6 years, every year we have made a change in the
company providing our coverage. Why? Because after an initial,

wonderful premium to entice us to join, the renewal rate is exorbi-
tant. These rate increases have gone anywhere from 13 percent to
64 percent each year. This past year, our increase was 34 percent
So we switched to another carrier and have only minimum cov-
erage, primarily catastrophic coverage, which was medically under-
written. I have to interject here that the 13 percent, the lowest in-

crease that we got, was after we had submitted our application on
this medically underwritten insurance policy. The day that we sub-
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mitted them, my husband had a heart attack and caused the 13

percent increase on the originally quoted rate.

We at Free State have tried just about every form of coverage.

We have had the typical Blue Cross/Blue Shield, we have had
HMO's and PPO's, we have been self-insured, and now we have
gone to catastrophic. We have tried offering what we call the cafe-

teria plan.

But what is the problem? All my people want to have the chance
to have equal coverage. But that is not possible unless the company
is able to pick up the majority of the premiums, and unfortunately,

with the present economic times, the company cannot afford such

a luxury. The salesperson who makes $60,000 a year can certainly

better afford to pay $400 a month toward his coverage. But what
about little Joe who, in order to cover himself and his wife, it will

cost him pre-tax one-fifth of his income? Is it fair that he cannot
receive the same coverage that the salesman can?
What has caused increases? Doctors who have ridiculous rates

caused by the cost of malpractice insurance because we as a nation
have nothing else to do except to sue. Doctors who charge insur-

ance companies far more than they are willing to accept For exam-
ple, I had surgery a year ago. The doctor accepted $1,500; however,
the bill that was submitted was $4,000—he had an explanation for

that as well. Doctors who constantly get patients to return weekly
or monthly for unneeded checkups at the rate of no less than $50
per visit Doctors who encourage "well baby care" visits. I don't

know about you, but when I was growing up, I went to the doctor
when I was sick, not healthy. Pharmaceutical companies, who 10
years ago charged $2, now charge $50 for the same drug, making
them the most profitable industry in the country. Hospitals who
charge far more than what is used for your care.

As I said, my company is involved with the rental of equipment
to construction sites, industry and Government The only increases
we have seen in the past 10 years are in the cost of the equipment
and the overhead to keep the company afloat. However, the cost of
staying well has gone over the hill. A normal person can literally

not afford to get sick.

Truly today, I wonder if dying isn't cheaper.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Ameling appears in the appen-

dix.]

Senator Mikulski. That was very powerful, Ms. Ameling, and Fll

come back to you for questions.
Let me go to the United Food and Commercial Workers first

Now, United Food and Commercial Workers have a large contract
with Giant
Ms. Riley. Yes.
Senator Mikulski. And even though I'm going to use company

names, it is really for descriptive purposes. One of the outstanding
relationships that I think has developed is the retirees.
Ms. Riley. Yes.
Senator Mikulski. In my conversations—and you know, you

can't be a political candidate without standing outside of a Giant.
You see more people there, and vou also have a chance—one of the
ways I try to keep in touch with people is to every other week go
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and shop in a different supermarket, and I learn a lot—bypassing
the baloney and listening.

But Giant and also some of the other places talk about the re-

tiree issue. Could you tell us about your experience with that, and
do you know how many Food and Commercial Workers are covered,
ana then what does that mean to the premium? And then how does
all this affect labor-management negotiations, because one of the
things I worry about is generating jobs—jobs today and jobs tomor-
row. And many are saying that we are now sinking under our
health insurance for both our current employees and our retirees.

But Giant has never said that I just asked them their numbers,
and the numbers were startling. And particularly where you have
had a loyal work force, where you encourage people to stay with
you, that moral and the relationship with the company, because
that is productivity. Then they retire, and you are holding this, as
compared to being at a competitive disadvantage with people who
only hire temps, only hire people who work 11¥2 hours and are
able to essentially eliminate that.

Ms. Riley. Speaking of Giant, I will just use that as an example,
we are going into major negotiations with the company in Septem-
ber, and health care is the number one issue that we are going to

have to deal with.
We have a two-tier system in Giant Food, and the cost of health

and welfare for the Tier 1 people, who are the older employees

—

not chronologically, I might add, but have been around for a long
time
Senator Mikulski. In terms of seniority.

Ms. Riley. —right—their health care for full-time right now, by
the end of this contract, will cost over $700 per month per person.
Senator Mikulski. Is that the retiree?

Ms. Riley. No. That's the employee who is on-hand right now.
We have—this is a ball park figure as far as retirees are con-
cerned—we probably have 2,000 retirees

Senator Mikulski. Seven hundred dollars a month.
Ms. Riley. Yes. for Blue Cross/Blue Shield and the extras—drug,

optical and dental.
Senator Mikulski. That's $8,400.
Ms. Riley. Yes, it's very, very high. Now, come September, Sen-

ator Mikulski, that is going to be our major issue with the company
is the cost Even the second tier people, it is beginning to get a lit-

tle outrageous; it's probably over $300 per person.
Senator Mikulski. But that's $3,600.
Ms. Riley. Yes. And of course their benefits are not the same as

the Tier 1 people. Of course, the Tier 1 people get the better bene-
fits because of the longevity and because of the situation being that
the cost is getting so exorbitant that somebody had to do something
about it These people could not possibly get what the other people
get because the companies cannot afford it

Senator Mikulski. Would you say this is one of the most serious
problems in labor-management?
Ms. Riley. Definitely. It's our number one issue, and it is our

biggest problem come September, because we are dealing with
Safeway also, and we're also dealing with Super Fresh. They are
our three major food chains. And basically all the Tier 1 people
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have the same benefit plan, which is the same cost. So where is

it going to go? How is the employer going to foot the bill for this?

Our biggest problem is going to be where the company is going

to come back to us, because up to this point, the employees don't

pay anything. The company is paying tne bill. We know that the

company is either going to want to give them a lesser benefit, or

they're going to come back and say you have to pay half the cost.

And as you said earlier, most of the people in the food stores are

part-timers. There are very few full-time employees. They don't

hire full-time anvmore; they hire part-time. Now, who in the heck
can spend that Kind of money on health care when you are only

working 20, 25 hours a week? It's just impossible.

So health care is the major issue. All the moneys that we nego-

tiate for contracts, unfortunately—and not just Giant Food, but a
lot of the other employers also—all the moneys that we generally

negotiate, the employer wants to put into health care, which means
that they're not really going to get anything else.

Senator Mikulski. So in other words, even where an employer
says we're doing XYZ in health care, you aren't going to get a wage
increase.

Ms. Riley. Ifyou do, it will be a very small wage increase.

Senator Mikulski. Nor will there be, say, in terms of opportuni-

ties—because there is a different kind of work force now, particu-

larly with more women
Ms. Riley. Yes. A lot of single mothers, too.

Senator Mikulski [continuing]. So an employer is going to say,

Fm not going to do something for day care for the young mother,
because I'm paying either health insurance or the health insurance
for the older worker. Is this all part of it?

Ms. Riley. Oh, yes.

Senator Mikulski. In other words, because health insurance is

so high, it affects wages, and then any other opportunities that es-

sentially enable people even to stay in the work force, like help
with day care.

Mr. Riley. Right We have a lot of single mothers, too, and that
doesn't help, either.

Speaking of retirees, I just want to make one point here. About
10 years ago, as part of our negotiations, the retirees did not pay
any benefits. Then it went to $40, and then it went to $60. About
a year and a half ago, it tripled; the cost absolutely tripled for re-

tirees, and now they must pay $172 for their benefits, which is

something they never had to do before, because of the rising costs.

Senator Mikulski. I see.

Ms. Ameling, what do you need to be able to provide health in-

surance for your employees? Obviously, you've made an extraor-

dinary effort to find a way that you could do something.
Ms. Ameljng. Literally what we're trying to do right now is just

get our people to stop and think before they go and use a doctor.

When we went to the catastrophic, obviously, it's only going to pay
if they end up in the hospital. So we're trying to get them to actu-
ally stop and think about how many times they go to their doctors
throughout the year, and is it really a necessary reason for going,
or is it just that the doctor said I should bring my new baby back
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in to make sure it is healthy, when they full well know that it is

healthy.
We dropped our prescription card, and they stopped to think

about how much they were paying each month toward that pre-

scription card, plus the amount they had to pay as the copayment.
All of a sudden they started thinking: This doesn't make sense.

I'm paying for all this. But in their minds they were saying: Oh,
but if I block this out each month, then Fm not really paying it
But they really were paying it Also, we had to change ours so that
we made them pick up part of the premium while we were picking
up the majority of it, and it was surprising—the more they had to

pick up—
Senator Muculskl I think those are very interesting rec-

ommendations on the consequences of behavior. But as an em-
ployer, would the kinds of things that Mr. Hillier was recommend-
ing like tax incentives that would enable you—for example, you as
a small business cannot deduct the cost of your health insurance
in the same way as, say, Chrysler or General Motors. As another
example, the people who would run a Chrysler dealership do not
have the same tax benefits as Chrysler Corporation itself in terms
of deductibility. Would that be something that would help the small
employer?
Ms. Ameleng. Oh I think anything is going to help us—tax bene-

fits, anything to help us figure out how we can make sure that he
has the same benefits as I do—anything, because I don't think a
national health care system is going to take place very soon. And
that's the only reason we just keep going back to our employees
and saying, "You are going to have to control your costs because
that's the only way we are going to be able to go back to the insur-
ance companies"
Senator Mikulski. Why do you think it won't happen soon?
Ms. Ameung. I just think it takes an awful long time to get

through the Senate. And at this point, I don't think it has hit hard
enough. Too many people can afford it at this point. There aren't
enough who can't afford it versus who can afford it
Senator Mikulski. Do you agree with that, Mr. Hillier?

Mr. Hillier. Yes. There are so many different approaches to re-

structuring our health care system, and there does not seem to be
consensus nuilding around every one of them. Every one of them
that Fm aware of has at least three fatal flaws. So I think it's going
to be a while. I think well get there. And in an election year, that
makes it even tougher. So I think it is going to be a while before
well have true health care reform, yes.

Senator Mikulski. Well, I share your frustration. I find that
there is such a significant gap between the compelling need for

change articulated by people at the neighborhood level, whether
they are a business, whether they are an ordinary family—every-
one is talking about the need for change, and dramatic change, not
tinkering change.
But I think it goes to, crucially—a lot of people say it's the

money, it's the lobbyists, and a lot of that is part of the dynamic

—

but I agree with you, Mr. Hillier, that first of all, we don't have
a national policy, so we don't know how to organize ourselves. A
national policy would say what are we going to pay for, and what
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are the most important elements of it—like preventive care, for ex-

ample—and so on.

If I had my way, I would like to follow a model that we used in

Desert Storm—now, I know everybody is saying, "What is she talk-

ing about?" Well, the President of the United States and the Con-
gress of the United States were absolutely agreed on a national

policy that Saddam Hussein had to be stopped. He had to be eject-

ed from Kuwait We all agreed that that was our policy. We were
agreed on the objective we sought. Then we began a debate that

occurred over a couple of weeks time that was probably one of the

finest things that I nave participated in as a member of the United
States Congress. We stopped everything, all the meetings, all the

receptions, and all of that hoopla, and we told our staffs to leave

us alone, because we knew we were voting on something that
would determine the destiny of so many Americans in the united
States of America. We were going to determine a declaration of

war.
Why I say it was so wonderful is that we went to the meetings,

we paid attention—yes, we listened to the polling—but not because
we wanted to go by some whim or fashion. We understood the con-

sequences. We listened to our constituents. And we knew that only
we could be held accountable for this. We went to meetings after

meetings, talked to many people, and then we began a prolonged

Eublic debate which as you might recall was one of the finest de-

ates that the Nation has seen, and the Nation appreciated that.

Then we ultimately took a vote.

All of that occurred over a three-week period. If I had my way
to establish what is our national policy, and then suspend every-
thing, that would be the only thing we would do, with a time cer-

tain tor a vote. And then let the public watch this debate, partici-

pate in it, as we would lead into it, and then put aside everything
else and just focus on this.

But you need a national policy. We had the national policy. We
debated the means, and some of us, as you know, had very dif-

ferent views. But then once it was decided upon, we all embarked
upon it with due speed. That is truly what rd like to do. But in
the absence of a national policy, I think we are going to fool

around, and I think many in Congress are afraid of making mis-
takes rather than getting out there an advocating a change.
Let me ask a couple other questions, and then well move on to

the providers. Do you think that malpractice reform will play a sig-

nificant role in cutting costs?
Mr. Hilljer. Personally, I think that malpractice reform is a nec-

essary thing to do. I don't see it has having the kind of dramatic
impact that I think some people might As malpractice premiums
have started to come down again, we have not seen charges going
down correspondingly. Some would say there are other things that
are going up faster and are offsetting it.

Carl Sardegna was talking about protocols this morning. I think
that that would probably be much more powerful—you know, let's

grab this thing by the front end instead of the back end. If physi-
cians had protocols which had been developed by the practice
guidelines, which had been developed by themselves—this is the
way you treat this condition at this step—then they would not have
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to practice defensive medicine, and the number of lawsuits would
go down. And yes, we need to have reform in the malpractice area
as well, but that then would fade and become a relatively minor
piece of the whole thing. I think a more important thing is getting
people to practice in accordance with the practice guidelines in the
first place, and then everything else recedes.

Senator Mikulski. Well, we re going to get some reaction to that

managed care in a minute.
I'm going to ask each one of you if you had a chance to come to,

say, a caucus of Senators, or to meet with the President, what
would be the top couple of things that you would say? These are
going: to be among the things that I want to take back to this ongo-
ing discussion.

What about you, Anita?
Ms. Riley. Anything?
Senator Mikulski. Yes, focused on health care.

Ms. Riley. I think what the doctors charge—is that what you are
referring to, Senator?
Senator Mikulski. No. Fm saying to you here is the debate on

national health insurance. If you yourself could be in the kinds of
rooms I am in, what would be a couple of the points that you would
want to make? Do you want to think about it for a minute?
Ms. Riley. Yes, please.

Senator Mikulski. Ms. Ameling?
Ms. Ameling. I think Td ask
Senator Mikulski. Not ask. What would you say—one of which

is, I think, "Move it." [Laughter.]
Ms. Ameling. Yes—make it a speedy change. Don't take the next

four or 5 years to come up with a change in health care. We need
it now. Five years—well all be dead before we can afford to go and
get medical insurance. Make some change now, good or bad. At
least make some change.
Ms. Riley. Yes. I was going to say speed up the process a little

bit I think there is too much fooling around. I don't know whether
it has to do with general politics, or whether it has to do with the
lobbyists, as you said before, but something has got to give. I don't
know whether people in the Congress or the Senate really don't
care, because someone made a comment a few weeks ago that I

found very interesting, and I don't know how true it is, but some-
one said that half the people we place in Congress never had a
work a day in their lives because they are very wealthy people, and
so they really don't understand what is going on out there or the
people in general.

When you hear these things, you kind of wonder—maybe that's

true. Don't they care? Don't they see what is going on here in the
United States?

Senator Mikulski. I think they care, and you need to know that
80 percent of the U.S. Senate are millionaires. Senator Sarbanes
and I laugh at our colleagues who we call the "dynasty Senators,"
while we are the "diner Senators."
Ms. Ameling. Well, isn't that the problem, because if you've got

80 percent who are millionaires, the cost of getting medical atten-
tion doesn't affect them.
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Senator MlKULSKl. But most of them became millionaires

through private sector routes; only very few are of inherited

wealth. They ran their own companies or law firms or so on. But
part of this is what you pay for, and then people are afraid. There
is always going to be somebody who comes in and talks about a
highly expensive, unusual procedure that they want covered rou-

tinely. So that is part of that hesitation.

What about you, Mr. Hillier?

Mr. Hillier. I think you can probably guess that where I would
start would be the necessity to develop a national health care pol-

icy which takes into consideration all the things that you have been

hearing about concerns for long-term care, providing care for all of

our citizens. Start with that, and you should be able to build con-

sensus around that fairly quickly. And then start with a clean

sheet of paper and say, okay, let's come up with a couple different

approaches which will address each of those concerns. Then, having
done that, now we have the real world of what is out there to deal

with. Which one of these approaches is most implementable, and
which one could we do, or how can we adjust the health care deliv-

ery system and also adjust the design of what we come up to have
something that would actually be able to work.
Frankly, my own experience is that when you start off with a

goal and you know where you are going, you're going to get there,

and it's worth it spend the couple weeks of debates in Congress to

get a consensus around that Once you have done that, then you
can move very quickly, and I would agree with everybody else that

speed is of the essence. We are out of time.

Senator Mkulskl And so is this panel. So we want to thank you
for being here.

Now we are going to hear from those who actually provide health
care and get their insights, because they see it from both trying to

deliver care and also trying to comply with all the insurance regu-
lations.

We welcome Dr. Nagel, Ms. Eckardt, Ms. Rodgers, Ms. Wheeler,
and Dr. Werthamer. And Dr. Hill, why don't you join us as well,

from the Maryland Academy of Family Physicians.
We have heard a lot today, and when we talk about providing

health care, you can see just the array of people at this table. Ana
there are many other providers, individual specialties, individual
modalities, but we needed to contain it a bit. But we want to ac-

knowledge that the dental community also has very strong interest

in this, as well as individual practice areas with special modalities
like the delivery of psychiatric care. We appreciate that, and our
record is going to remain open for others who wish to submit addi-
tional testimony. But we felt that you were kind of the minimum
core, if you will, in terms of what is the team approach in giving
care.

Dr. Nagel, why don't you start off? You are the president of
MedChi, and you are representing the umbrella organization for

physicians—knowing that there are many other individual areas of
practice that would have liked to testify individually, but I guess
you are going to be one of the generic docs.
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STATEMENTS OF J. DAVID NAGEL, MJX, PRESIDENT, MEDICAL
AND CHIRURGICAL FACULTY OF MARYLAND, BALTIMORE,
MD; ADDIE ECKARDT, ADMINISTRATIVE DIRECTOR, RENAL
SERVICES, BON SECOURS HOSPITAL, BALTIMORE, MD; DR.
EARL HILL, MARYLAND ACADEMY OF FAMILY PHYSICIANS;
EGON R. WERTHAMER, SECRETARY-TREASURER, AMERICAN
OPTOMETRIC ASSOCIATION OF MARYLAND, BALTIMORE,
MD; MARGERY F. RODGERS, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN PHYS-
ICAL THERAPY ASSOCIATION OF MARYLAND, LARGO, MD;
AND CAMtLLE B. WHEELER, PRESIDENT, MARYLAND ASSO-
CIATION OF SOCIAL WORKERS, BALTIMORE COUNTY DE-
PARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES, TOWSON, MD
Dr. Nagel. Sure. A lot of docs don't like the word "generic."

[Laughter.]
Senator Mikulski. I know that
Dr. Nagel. Senator, thank you for including us on the panel. It

is certainly my privilege to be here. I have to preface my remarks
by saying it was very hard to sit back there and listen to some of
the testimony without responding. And I will not go into my pre-
pared text too much, but perhaps our impromptu discussion after-

ward may reflect our views
Senator Mikulski. Yes. Why don't you go through your text, and

then later on we'll have some discussion.
Dr. Nagel. The question is is it possible to have increased access

to the health care system at less cost We have all heard the cry,

let's do something about our 35 million—or, Mr. Hill used 40 mil-
lion—who are uninsured. But we have also heard cries who say our
health care costs are too high. We must change the system so that
it will cost us less, or at least cost us no more.
Some may say you can't have lower health care costs while pro-

Now, to my point How do we solve a problem if we can't really

identify it? From what I have heard, it is very difficult to identify

the problem. That is because it is a multifaceted problem.
Some legislators are prepared at this point to vote for implemen-

tation of the "Canadian" health care system in the United States.
In the Canadian system, all people are "covered" for health care
benefits, thereby solving part of the equation, that of access. How-
ever, some studies indicate that if the Canadian system were im-
plemented in the United States, there would be a cost of about
$2,500 per American household beyond their current health care
costs. Fd like to know how those studies were developed and the
criteria upon which they were conducted to get to those points.
Another point—rather than getting together to try to identify the

real problem, with the exception of the meetings held by the Sen-
ator today and the Governors' conference that was privileged to
hear the Senator back in November, precious little is being done
to identify the problem. A plethora of solutions like the Canadian
system are being cast as an answer.
A recent news article in the Washington Post in August of 1991

begins to shed some tight on the problems affecting health care
costs such as the rapid rise in HIV cases and the concomitant rise

in health care costs, some estimating more than $75,000 per HIV
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case for lifetime treatment; or, the problem of 375,000 drug-exposed

babies, a much higher proportion than in Canada.
These social problems are not the same as in other countries. In-

deed, violence in the United States is far greater than in any other

country, with more than 20,000 homicides annually, some ten

times greater than that of Great Britain or Germany and four

times higher than that of Canada.
Even with this distinction between cost containment and in-

creased accessibility, especially for the 35-40 million people without
insurance, a general approach is still needed—a plan, if you will.

Perhaps we should look at developing some criteria for such a
plan before we attempt to develop a solution. The criteria of a
workable plan should include: 1) it should aim toward a workable
approach, not creating an ongoing test of public policy based on
who is the "stronger

1
' elected official; 2) it must avoid direct govern-

mental micro-management, relying a great deal on the economic in-

centives demonstrated over the years between patients and their

physicians; 3) it should not be considered the end-all or panacea of

the problem, but rather an ongoing attempt to try to "eat the ele-

phant one bite at a time."
Most of you who are at least my age will remember physicians

as the kindly, understanding gentleman who made housecalls and
treated you even if you didn't have money or health insurance. I

wonder now many of you remember those days, and how many of

you think those days are gone forever.

Well, they probably are gone forever because nothing stays the
same. There are televisions instead of radios, and video games in-

stead of checkerboards.
Well, let me tell you that the vast majority of physicians in

Maryland still see patients without compensation. In fact, a recent
survey indicated that 20 percent of physicians in Maryland see
Medicaid patients regularly and do not even bill for the care. One
reason for this is that a physician is only paid $10.50 per day for

caring for a Medicaid patient, and emergency physicians are paid
$9.50 for a Medicaid emergency visit, and the cost of processing the
paperwork after everything is said and done becomes more than
what you are reimbursed.
But it is very important to know that nationally, it has been esti-

mated that physicians are providing free, uncompensated care,

amounting to $11 billion annually, for those who are uninsured.
Can health care services be delivered with high quality at afford-

able cost, and if so, how?
Well, we need to look at the following recommendations. We

must encourage health promotion and disease prevention. Both
physicians ana patients need to be encouraged to become more ac-
tive participants in health promotion and disease prevention, in-

cluding teaching the public about healthier lifestyles. TO just inter-

ject that I know that Mr. Hillier's program has emphasized just
that process.

Such activities favorably affect not only the extent and quality of
life, but also significantly reduce the cost of care. For example, one
recent estimate indicates that 35 percent of all hospitalized pa-
tients are there due to alcohol or drug abuse problems. Health-re-
lated problems due to other lifestyle choices such as smoking have
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been widely documented in recent years. Smoking is related to

nearly 400,000 deaths each year in the United States, more than
eight times the number of soldiers killed during the 10-year Viet-

nam War.
Second, patients should be free to choose, to determine from

whom and the manner in which health care benefits are delivered.

Patients should remain free to choose their physician and their

health care delivery setting.

Third, implement reductions in the administrative costs of health
care delivery and the excessive and complicated paperwork night-
mare faced by patients and their families who seek to obtain bene-
fits.

It is estimated that by reducing a lot of the paperwork of the
Medicare and such, of the $800 billion spend in the United States,
that we could save perhaps 10 percent, or $80 billion. Divide that
among 37 million, and you come out with a nice number.

Fourth, encourage cost-conscious decisions by patients. Insurance
companies, employers and Government programs should provide
patients with clearer information prior to the service of the cost of
such care and, more importantly, what benefits the insurance plans
will provide.

Patients have to participate in making decisions about their own
lives.

Fifth, we have to reduce health care costs through malpractice li-

ability reform which, although it has been alluded to in the past,

certainly there is concern about the administration's willingness to

include that in any packages. However, we have heard that both
sides of the aisle may be looking favorably at this. Clearly, the mal-
practice liability reform is important not only in the fact of reduc-
ing physician premiums, which is iust the tip of the iceberg, but
the cost of defensive medicine has been estimated at up to 7 per-

cent of the technology that we have, and that number has to come
down so we can spend the money on our patients, not on our law-
yers.

It has been estimated that liability insurance premiums and de-
fensive medicine add about 15 percent to the average physician's
bill.

Senator, I think I have used my time. I'd be happy to answer
questions later.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Nagel appears in the appendix.]
Senator MlKULSKl. Doctor, thank you very much, and we will be

coming back to talk in more detail about malpractice. And you've
heard a lot about managed care, and I'm going to ask you for some
comments on that.

Ms. Eckardt? I'd like to hear from the nurses next—Fm going by
the way the testimony is in my book, by the way.
Ms. Eckardt. Senator Mikulski, panel members, colleagues, and

those who want to improve the health of the citizens of Maryland.
Senator Mikulski. Excuse me, Ms. Eckardt Could you tell me

what "C.S." stands for? I see you have a master's degree in nurs-
ing. Is that from University of Maryland?
Ms. Eckardt. Yes, it is. And "C.S." is "clinical specialist." I am

a psychiatric mental health clinical specialist That means that I
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am certified as a clinical specialist by the American Nurses Asso-

ciation Certification Center.
Senator MlKULSKl. Thank you.

Ms. Eckardt. I am Addie Eckardt, immediate past president of

the Maryland Nurses Association and a resident of the Eastern

Shore. Tnank you for this opportunity to discuss nurses' perspec-

tives on health care reform.

The Maryland Nurses Association is working very hard to design

a health care system which improves access to care, quality of care

and cost-effectiveness of care.

Maryland's 45,000 registered nurses deliver essential health care

services which assist people attain and maintain their health. We
also deliver services which promote health and prevent disease.

Nurses work in all health care settings. Nurses also work in places

where health care needs exist but which do not usually have health

care providers present These settings include schools, the work-
place, and the community.
The Maryland Nurses Association is one of 53 State and Terri-

torial constituents of the American Nurses Association. The ANA
and 70 other nursing organizations, representing 700,000 nurses,

have developed and endorsed "Nursings Agenda for Health Care
Reform," a bold new plan for the health care system of the future.

In October 1991, the Maryland Nurses Association and other
nursing organizations sponsored the first Maryland Nursing Sum-
mit for Health Care Reform. Maryland has an active coalition of

nurses who are currently working for health care reform. The coali-

tion will continue to refine ideas and create an inventory of

nursing's initiatives which have promise for the health care reform
of which I talk.

We will do this through town meetings across the State to listen

to consumers and to crystalize nurses ideas about the problems,
opportunities and solutions required to meet the health care needs
of Maryland.
Nurses are frequently the first and sometimes the consumer's

only point of contact with the health care system. However, restric-

tive reimbursement policies have aggravated the legacy of an ill-

ness-oriented, hospital-biased and health care provider-focused
health care system. We are firm that one reform which must occur
is the expansion of private and public insurer coverage to include
the services provided by qualified nurses and other qualified

nonphysician providers.
Expanding consumers' choice of primary care provider will re-

duce high-cost physician office or clinic visits, reduce emergency
room visits, prevent hospitalization, and delay institutionalization.
There are literally hundreds of studies which document improved
quality of care and quality of life associated with the expanded
practice of nursing.
Maryland, because of its Medicare waiver, is the only State offer-

ing an all-payer system which assures access to hospital care by
regulation of reimbursement rates. Acute hospital care operates in
a fashion similar to public utilities. The Maryland Nurses Associa-
tion believes this has been an effective model and has potential for

review by other States in considering a national health care reform
plan.
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Acute care, however, is only one components of health care serv-

ices. Nurses in Maryland have found that by providing community-
based services, health care can be provided earlier to vulnerable
populations. Teaching and counseling by nurses prevents costly

hospital care. There are mobile treatment teams in Maryland
where nurses act as clinical case managers for the chronically men-
tally ill, treatment-resistant psychiatric clients living in the com-
munity. Health care services are coordinated by the nurse case
managers. Through early intervention, prevention, teaching and
counseling, costly, lone-term psychiatric hospitalizations are re-

duced or can be avoided
Another innovative example of allowing nursing knowledge to be

implemented in a nontraditional way is a program which is meet-
ing the needs of the homeless in Baltimore. Established by a group
of nurse practitioners, "Paul's Place" is a model which fosters

consumer responsibility for personal health, self care, and informed
decisionmaking about health care services. Efforts are directed to-

ward reducing fragmentation of the present system of health, so-

cial, educational and vocational services, and creating advocacy for

special populations.
Maryland nurses are committed to delivering care whether the

health needs are and where the people are—in homes, in schools,

colleges, and in the workplace. Several pilot projects illustrate how
nurses are implementing nursing knowledge in new ways.

Several nurse educators are currently involved in a project that
provides information on creating a safe environment for older citi-

zens living at home. Therefore, clients can remain in the home and
reduce nursing home or other kinds of institutionalized settings.

Nurse practitioners are providing health education and primary
care services to high school students. Some of these children do not
qualify for Medicaid, nor are they covered under parent's employer-
based health care plan.

The nursing literature describes strategies such as nurse home
visiting, which is not a new concept, which is reducing infant mor-
tality and avoiding the use of costly, high-tech services for low
birth weight babies. The lone history of public health nursing in
particular has shown the wisdom of prevention programs targeting
infant, preschool and school age groups.
Senator MlKULSKl. Ms. Eckardt, maybe some of those case exam-

ples could be provided when we eo to the Q and A. Could we go
to your "Nursing's Agenda for Health Care Reform"?
Ms. Eckardt. Sure. There are several key features for "Nursing's

Agenda for Health Care Reform" which we believe are instrumen-
tal in effecting reform in Maryland.

First, we support universal access for all citizens, provided
through a restructured health care system. This system will pro-
vide a State-defined package of essential health care services fi-

nanced through a public plan and employer-based private plans.

A 1991 Maryland law defined a basic insurance benefits plan.
Evaluation of the utilization and effectiveness of the implementa-
tion of this law and other laws that were introduced during last

year's session will provide information needed for summer study in
1992 and for proposed legislation in 1993. We are closely monitor-
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ing the implementation of this law and its articulation with pro-

posed legislation.

There are 30,000 to 40,000 Marylanders who are uninsured. Be-

cause of the complexity of these uninsured needs, we do not feel

an employer-provided health care system will have all the answers
nor all the access for all citizens.

Senator Mikulskl Could we just go down the recommendations,

and then elaborate on them later?

Ms. Eckardt. OK.
The Maryland Nurses Association supports a shift in focus to

provide a balanced distribution of scarce health care resources used
to diagnose and treat disease, and die resources needed to promote
health and prevent disease.

Third, we support enhanced consumer access to services by deliv-

ering primary health care in community-based settings.

Fourth, we believe in several further steps. If consumers have ac-

cess to a full range of qualified health care providers, including ad-

vanced practice nurses such as nurse practitioners, certified nurse
midwives, and clinical nurse specialists, aggregate health care costs

will be reduced.
We believe that providing early treatment, prevention services

and health promotion services at convenient sites, as I stated be-

fore, like schools, colleges, workplaces, churches and other settings,

will increase access and make the system more user-friendly.

We believe that administrative costs can be reduced by auto-
mated health records, electronic billing, uniform claims forms—and
that's a big one.

We support nursing case management, also called care coordina-
tion, for people who have continuing need for health care services.

And we believe that public and private funding for a comprehen-
sive continuum of long-term care services must be provided while
yet preventing personal and spousal impoverishment.
We also support insurance reforms such as community-basing

premiums and mandatory coverage of pre-existing illnesses.

We have been actively involved in looking at a number of nursing
initiatives which will provide solutions to our problems. We are
pleased that we have several elements in place, and we will con-
tinue to explore and refine information and will be glad to supply
you with that

[The prepared statement of Ms. Eckardt appears in the appen-
dix.]

Senator Mikulskl Well, first, Ms. Eckardt, know that your en-
tire testimony is part of the record and anything additional that
you'd like to provide.
Well now go to Dr. Hill from the University of Maryland Medical

School, and then to Dr. Werthamer, and then I will come back to
the people involved in processes. We have the nurse who does both
acute care as well as involved in the educational public health proc-
ess. The physicians tend to be involved in procedures and some of
the process. And then we'll do the rehabilitation and the counsel-
ing. That's the way I have tried to organize it And I know every-
body is a process, but that's not the way you're usually reimbursed.

Dr. Hill.
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Dr. Hill. Madam Chair, my name is Earl Hill, M.D. I am not
here representing the University of Maryland. My statement is

submitted on behalf of the Maryland Academy of Family Physi-

cians. In addition, I am a member of the board of directors and
chairman of the Commission on Legislation and Governmental Af-

fairs for the American Academy of Family Physicians.

I would like to commend you for holding this hearing on Mary-
landers' views about health care reform, and I particularly want to

State that I appreciate your enabling me
Senator Mikulski. Didn't vou get an award? Do you remember

when I came to that breakfast in Washington—you were named
some big deal.

Dr. Hill. I appreciate it

As you know, this month the AAFP released its proposals for as-

suring access to health care and strengthening our health care sys-

tem for all Americans. The AAFP plan is supported by the Mary-
land Academy of Family Physicians.

"Prescription for Health: The Family Physicians' Access Plan"
would provide for universal access to health insurance and effective

control of rising health care costs. Whereas many other health re-

form plans also offer strategies to assure access and control costs

—

some of them similar to the prescription for health plan and some
different—ours is the only one to address comprehensively a major
failing in our health care delivery system—the severe shortage of
generalist physicians.

In most countries, at least one-half of their physicians practice

in the generalist specialties—family medicine, general practice,

general internal medicine, and general pediatrics. In the United
States, however, over 70 percent of all physicians are subspecial-

ists. A growing body of research literature indicates that this vast
overspecialization of medicine in the United States is a key source
of our problems relating to access, rising health costs, and concerns
about the appropriateness and quality of care.

I would draw your attention to two recently published articles

which are submitted with this statement and will be part of my
testimony. The first is authored by Barbara Starfield and compared
ten nations on the basis of their primary care systems and found
better public health outcomes and higher public satisfaction in na-
tions where a generalist model of health care delivery predomi-
nates.

The second article, by Kravitz, Greenfield and others, studied
treatment patterns across medical specialties and found generalists

to be far more cost-effective due to their prudent use of hospital
services, tests, and expensive procedures.

These and other studies confirm what is already intuitively obvi-

ous to many of us. A system of health care delivery based on a gen-
eralist model makes sense.

Patients need to have a well-trained generalist physician who is

their ongoing source of health care, who can help them seek appro-
priate referrals to specialists when necessary and who can ensure
that all medical care is properly coordinated, both to maximize the
patient's health outcomes and to minimize costs.
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Unfortunately in the United States today, while the vast major-

ity of health care needs relate to primary care, the vast majority

of our physicians are trained as subspeciausts.

Without a sufficient generalist medical corps—at least 50 percent

of all physicians should be generalists, and at least half of the gen-
eralists should be family physicians

Senator Mikulski. I think you've made the point about the im-
portance of the generalist

Dr. Hill. There are certain components to this plan which I

think are important I think you should know that our plan assures

universal access to health insurance primarily through employ-
ment-based plans with a publicly-sponsored plan providing health

coverage for Americans not otherwise insured. Small employers
and low-income individuals would be eligible for subsidies under
the publicly-sponsored plan.

Our plan provides for a basic health benefits package that would
offer comprehensive coverage with reasonable cost-sharing in cer-

tain instances. Insurance reform would ensure that coverage is of-

fered in a nondiscriminatory manner and remains portable for peo-
ple who change plans.
Our plan would control health care costs through a variety of re-

forms including the establishment of a national health care com-
mission authorized to set a global budget for health care spending
growth in the United States each year. These spending goals would
be implemented by health plans at a local or State level and could
be met through managed care arrangements and other means.
However, the national commission would have power to enforce

spending growth limits in plans failing to meeting? national targets,

and if necessary by controlling the growth in provider fees.

To ensure meaningful access and affordability, our plan would
promote various reforms to ensure that over time, at least 50 per-
cent of all U.S. physicians are generalists.

Finally, our plan would require all Americans to have a personal
physician, trained in one of the previously mentioned specialties,

and to encourage participation in this model of care, health insur-

seek nonemergency care from a subspeciafist without referral from
their personal physician.
A complete copy of this is available. I appreciate the time.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement and attachments of Dr. Hill appear in

the appendix.]
Senator Mikulski. Thank you very much, Doctor. I think many

of your recommendations parallel the legislation Senators Daschle
and Wofford have introduced.

Dr. Werthamer.
Mr. Werthamer. Thank you, Senator.
As you know, I am Egon Werthamer, doctor of optometry, in pri-

vate practice in East Baltimore, MD. I have been through the
chairs of the Maryland Optometric Association and the American
Optometric Association, and I appreciate the opportunity to appear
before you to discuss health care reform.
As both a health care practitioner and a health care consumer,

I am very much interested in the issue of health care reform. In

ance plans would impose alty on patients who
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the interest of time, rather than reading the whole submitted testi-

mony verbatim, I would like your permission to interpolate some
personal observations in there.

Senator Mikulski. Yes, please do.

Mr. Werthamer. Obviously, we already discussed access. It

should be available to everyone, but certain underserved popu-
lations should be particularly targeted to receive essential health
care services, in both rural and metropolitan areas. Apropos to this,

just this morning I received "AOA News," and 70 percent of all

U.S. counties were medically underserved in 1990, according to a
new report by the National Association of Community Health Cen-
ters. While most of those counties are in rural areas, nearly 75 per-

cent of all underserved people are in metropolitan counties. So we
are talking about 70 percent of all counties which contain 25 per-
cent of the underserved people, and 75 percent are in metropolitan
areas. These are people who are not getting the health care they
deserve.
One way to improve access is to allow the patient to select the

health care practitioner of their choice. There should be an empha-
sis on promoting and maintaining health through primary care and
the expansion of public health functions. By promoting primary
health care, the U.S. health care system can become proactive rath-
er than reactive. This would reduce more costly care that is many
times necessary when a condition or disease has progressed beyond
a certain stage.

Our health care system has always been a crisis health care sys-
tem. It never has been a preventive. Nobody has ever come to-

gether and said, hey, we spend $5 billion on preventive health care;
we can save $100 billion or more on crisis health care.

I am particularly proud that my profession, optometry, has al-

ways placed preventive eye care as a priority item in its armamen-
tarium.

Cost-effectiveness should be promoted. Cost-effectiveness can be
accomplished through quality care measures—reducing unneces-
sary surgery, like 25 percent of the hysterectomies—and more effi-

cient management of health care systems.
A couple months ago, we got some Medicare printouts back, and

every one of them was denied. I called my contact person at Medi-
care, and she said, "Well, you know, Dr. Werthamer, we process 6
million claims a year, and we only have a 1 and 2 percent error
rate."

I asked, "Why does all the 1 and 2 percent have to be in my of-

fice?" And we sent them all back, and they were all errors that
they made. So we are all paying for those errors, plain and simple.
Whatever direction the health care debate takes, I would like to

recommend that any legislation that is enacted include optom-
etrists as equal providers who can provide services as authorized
by State law. The best argument for this inclusion is Medicare,
which defines optometrists as physicians for all covered services
within the State Scope of Practice Act
The Physician Payment Review Commission has also declared

that optometric services are the same as those provided by doctors
of medicine or osteopathy. And the Health Care Financing Admin-
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istration has also said under the new fee schedule, optometric serv-

ices will be the same as all other services.

In many of the health care reform proposals that have been in-

troduced at both the State and Federal levels, there are provisions

to eliminate mandated benefits because of their effect on the cost

of health care. What I would like to do is point out the difference

between mandated benefit laws and freedom of choice laws—and if

there is one thine that you come away with from my testimony

today, it is to understand, the difference between mandated benefit

laws and mandated provider laws.

There has been great confusion between those two. Mandated
benefit laws actually require that a health care plan cover certain

benefits such as coverage of mental health, foot care, cataract exci-

sions, and so on. Freedom of choice laws, which are the mandated
provider laws, only require that there be no discrimination of pro-

viders for services that are already covered by health insurance
plans. So if you have a freedom of choice law, it does not increase
the cost of services. It makes it more accessible, and may actually

decrease the cost of services, because if we provide the same qual-

ity eye care services as an ophthalmologist but at a lesser cost, we
are talking about money that is saved.

Access to health care services can be improved through freedom
of choice laws. Optometric services are available in approximately
6,400 communities in the United States. In 4,000 of these commu-
nities, doctors of optometry are the only primary eye care provider.

Optometrists provide approximately 60-70 percent of the primary
diagnosis eye examinations in the united States. Thus many peo-
ple who need eye care are relying on optometrists to provide such
care.

Failure to maintain access to non M.D. health care providers in
any national health care reform legislation seriously jeopardizes ac-

cess not only to those who are already covered by health insurance,
but also to the 37 million who are currently uninsured and the 40
million who are underinsured. That's the second thing I want to
leave you with.
We are talking about health care reform. We are not talking

about medical care reform. Health care reform includes physicians,
but includes any number of other professions such as optometry,
podiatry, psychologists, and they all have a role to play in a com-
plete health care system.

I'm not going to repeat all the figures you have heard. The $800
billion—let s bring it down to something that you may understand.
Americans are spending nearly $1.4 million per minute on medical
care. In the same newspaper that I got this morning, the average
household spent $8,000 on health costs in 1990, which made up a
little better than 15 percent of the average family's personal in-

come and almost 20 percent of its cash income. That means we're
spending one-fifth of cash income on health costs.

Hopefully, by incorporating the principles that we have outlined,
the health care system will become more efficient, making it more
cost-effective and more accessible.

As optometry is only a small part of this giant health care sys-
tem, I want to do and my profession wants to do what it can to
make optometry part of the solution and not part of the problem.
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Senator Mikulski, I appreciate the opportunity to present my
views to you today.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Werthamer appear in the appen-
dix.]

Senator Mikuuski. Thank you, Doctor. That was a very quick-
paced and comprehensive testimony.
Now, Ms. Rodgers, let's hear from you. You are here representing

i

the Maryland OT Association and the Physical Therapy Associa-
tion, as well as the rehab specialists.

Ms. Rodgers. My presentation today represents the views of the
Maryland Occupational Therapy Association, the Maryland Phys-

; ical Therapy Association, and the Maryland Division of Rehabilita-
tive Services. We represent rehabilitation professionals providing

I
services in hospitals, rehabilitation center, nursing homes, home
health, and public and private practices.

Our three associations advocate reform which incorporates the
principle of universal, nondiscriminatory access to a continuum of
comprehensive benefits ranging from preventive to continuing care
services. Assured appropriateness and quality of care, improved
system efficiency and equitable cost containment should also be
central goals of health care reform.
Inherent in these principles is in our view a need to recognize

medical rehabilitation as an essential ingredient of basic, cost-effec-

tive quality health care.

While many of the legislative proposals pending before Congress
contain positive and constructive features that are consistent with
the principles we believe necessary to effective reform, others fall

short in their efforts to address fundamental health care needs.
Rehabilitation services are individualized, goal-oriented medical

services which are designed to maximize functional ability and pro-
mote quality of life and independence for individuals who, whether
through accident, illness, congenital condition or birth injury, have
acquired a temporary or permanent disability.

These services are multidisciplinary in nature and are provided
by qualified health care professionals including occupational thera-
pists and physical therapists.

It is estimated that over 253,000 Marylanders between the ages
of 18 and 64 have conditions that interfere with their life activities

and more than 125,000 are severely disabled, preventing them
from working, attending school or maintaining a household.
The number of Americans with debilitating conditions are pro-

jected to increase significantly due to factors such as medical and
technological advancements which save and prolong life, and the
aging of our population. Medical rehabilitation services have prov-
en to be a necessary and cost-effective treatment for the conditions
that prevent Americans from maximizing their potential.

Persons benefiting from rehabilitation services include individ-
uals who have sustained a heart attack or stroke, have arthritis,

cancer, or a neurological disorder, have undergone an amputation
or point replacement, have developed sensory deficits or have chron-
ic intractable pain, have experienced a traumatic accident or debili-

tating illness, or suffer from chronic pulmonary disease, and chil-

dren who are born with or develop physical impairments. Medical
rehabilitation speeds recovery, prevents recurrence or
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rehospitalization, and maximizes the restoration of functional ca-

pacity. Rehabilitation services are essential to ensure that these in-

dividuals can function as independently as possible and return to

their homes, communities, and particularly their jobs.

Rehabilitation has proved a cost-effective alternative to extended
institutional acute care, as a variety of studies have demonstrated.

For example, a survey conducted by the Health Insurance Associa-

tion of America, of its member companies found a savings of $11
for every $1 invested in rehabilitative services, and a savings per

claimant of between $1,500 and $250,000. Similar results have
been demonstrated in studies conducted by insurance and case

management companies.
We endorse the following principles and recommend that Con-

gress incorporate these elements in any health care reform initia-

tive: that all Americans, regardless of age, income, disability or em-
ployment, must have access to a basic package of appropriate, af-

fordable and quality health care. Access should be based on health
care need as opposed to the employment status or income level.

Discriminatory health insurance industry practices should be elimi-

nated. Arbitrary rating and underwriting practices, such as exclu-

sions based on pre-existing health conditions and waiting periods,

are unfair and particularly discriminate against persons with dis-

abilities. Continuity and portability of coverage should be assured
for all Americans.
Health care reform should ensure the availability of a full range

of services necessary to provide a continuum of quality care and
should provide adequate access to these services in the most appro-
priate settings. A core health benefits package must include cov-

erage for medical rehabilitation services in hospitals and home and
community-based settings. Benefits should also be included for

items that are critically important to achieving functional inde-

pendence such as prosthetics, orthotics, durable medical equip-
ment, and assistive technology.
The promotion of appropriate, quality care is essential to a

health care system that values outcome while containing system
costs. A central element of reform should be accelerated efforts to

develop research-based, multidisciplinary practice protocols to ver-

ify therapeutic effectiveness and provide guidance to practitioners
and consumers alike.

From the medical rehabilitation perspective, measures of quality
and appropriateness should be based on defined standards of care
which incorporate uniform functional assessment and outcomes
measures.
We support a coordinated health care system that assures indi-

viduals the type and level of treatment most appropriate to their
medical condition. However, we are concerned that flaws inherent
in many of today's managed care models would be continued and
promoted by health reform proposals that mandate managed care.

Certain current and contemplated forms of managed care can cre-

ate disincentives for treating persons with disabilities and other
persons suffering from severe disease or injury.
Neither managed care nor individual case management should be

considered a panacea in the quest for reform of the health care sys-
tem. Case managers must be trained professionals with a clinical
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understanding of rehabilitation and the unique health care needs
of persons with disabilities to assure appropriate, quality care.

As you know, there continues to be a critical need for additional
rehabilitation professionals. As Congress considers legislation au-
thorizing support for allied health care personnel, we urge that pri-

ority be given to funding schools of physical therapy, occupational
therapy, rehabilitative nursing, speech pathology and audiology.
An efficient and equitable health care system should appro-

priately distribute resources as well as responsibility, and must in-

clude effective and fair cost containment mechanisms.
A balanced health care system demands that emphasis and re-

sources be distributed along a continuum of care, beginning with
preventive services and including acute care, rehabilitation and
continuing care services.

Health care reform must provide incentives to reduce unneces-
sary and duplicate health care and administrative costs. Cost con-
tainment efforts should not be based on inadequate reimbursement
for health care providers or limited, noncomprehensive benefit
packages. Efforts to control system costs predicated on
noncomprehensive benefit packages and insufficient reimbursement
for health care providers will not promote system efficiency and
will stifle efforts to promote quality health care and successful
health outcomes for all Americans.
Senator Mikulski. Do you want to just move on down to employ-

ment-based coverage and the public plan?
Ms. Rodgers. Both look at the same. Specifically, the revision of

S. 1227 that has been reported by the Labor and Human Resources
Committee
Senator Mikulski. That's the "pay or play" plan.
Ms. Rodgers [continuing]. That s right All of those are basic

medical coverage, and they do not specifically mention rehabilita-

tive services. They exclude rehabilitative services both in the em-
ployer-based coverage and in the AmeriCare plan. If these are im-
plemented, it will in fact put us back behind what our current ben-
efits are today.

In summary, Senator, our country has the best acute care in the
world. Our commitment to rehabilitation must equal our commit-
ment to saving lives. If rehabilitative services are not provided,
people will be institutionalized or re-institutionalized at a much
greater cost both in financial and human terms.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Rodgers appears in the appen-

dix.]

Senator Mikulski. Thank you very much, Ms. Rodgers. Being on
Senator Kennedy's committee, we moved S. 1227, and I had many
serious reservations about that bill. But we moved it in the com-
mittee to try to iump-start the actual movement of the process.

I feel that although the community feels an urgency, as you have
heard from the previous panel, there is a Seragoca Sea or a glacial-

like quality to moving this. And I want to acknowledge that the
"pay or play" bill does not have the rehab services in it, and I ob-

jected to that in my conversations with Senator Kennedy, and I

know some of the other members did as well. I will come back to

that in the discussion. And many of the issues that you have raised
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concern about are also parallel with what Dr. Nagel has raised,

about these so-called mechanisms of control.

Now, Ms. Wheeler, let's hear from my own field, social worker.

I couldn't hold a hearing without having an M.S.W. They'd run me
out of the Corps, they'd rip offmy buttons, bum my diploma.

Ms. Wheeler. We would never do that, Senator.

I am Cam!lie Wheeler, and I am the president of the Maryland
chapter of the National Association of Social Workers. We rep-

resent 135,000 professional social workers nationwide and about

3,500 social workers here in Maryland.
I will not go through my entire statement, but will say briefly

that we as an organization have developed a replacement plan for

the current way the health care system is delivered in this country,

a proposal that is a single-payer, publicly administered system.
Those people who have much greater intellectual depth than I do

have certainly studied this subject extensively. My testimony sup-
ports the idea that this is by far the bets way to deliver health care

in this country; it speaks to the whole question of access, and it

also speaks to the point of cost, and Fm not going to go through
that because I know that has been discussed here extensively al-

ready today.

We are prepared to talk about how this kind of a plan gets paid
for as well as the common criticism having to do with the rationing
of care ifyou have national health.

In my professional life, I am also director of the Baltimore Coun-
ty Department of Social Services, so Fll make two points that are
not in this testimony. One is that increasingly we see people driven
onto the public welfare system because of the need for health care.

It is not accessible to them. The people who are not covered in this

country are the working class people for the most part They often
have to leave work and receive public welfare because with it

comes a medical assistant card. In that also is escalating costs for

the States, which is causing us all problems as taxpayers.
The other thing I want to say is that much of what we do has

to do with things like child abuse and all of that I am impressed
particularly in other countries where they have national health
that much of the provision of services in order to avoid child abuse
and those sorts of problems comes through their national health
system. I think in this country we would be well-served if we were
more progressive with regard to how we deliver the health care
services.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Wheeler appears in the appen-

dix.]

Senator Moojlskx Thank you, Ms. Wheeler. The entire testi-

mony will be included in the record, and if the national association
wants to submit additional testimony—I know they have come by
to see me about their comprehensive plan—and they are to be con-
gratulated that they just went ahead and developed one, long be-
fore there was "pay or play" and so on.
Now I want to ask some questions. Ordinarily, we would ask

what plan do you support—there are 30 different plans around.
What I am trying to get is a core set of elements that would accom-
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plish our goals of access, affordability and containment of cost

without sacrificing quality.

Very often, those who come and testify in Washington are those
who represent not only national associations, which I appreciate,

and many of them you belong to, but are also think tanks or acad-
emicians who do not have to live with the consequences of what we
do. They advise us, but they do not have to live with the con-

sequences.
So for example, if a major university. Dr. Nagel, comes in and

says we should have managed care, and they go through a whole
technical thing they might live with it ultimately as a patient, but
unlike yourself or Ms. Kodgers or any of the others at this table,

they don't have it So that is why I'm going to move away from
those kinds of Washington questions ana go to questions affecting

the way it would really work in practice and what you are also

finding out in the street as you are dealing with people.

One of my questions to you. Doctor, is do you find that the cur-
rent situation around money, health insurance, co-insurance and so
on, interferes with the doctor-patient relationship? Do you find that
the very nature of this chaotic and unsatisfactory situation inter-

feres?

Dr. Nagel. Senator, if I had known you were going to ask that
question, I would have brought a letter to the editor
Senator Mikulski. I want to get to the human aspect here.
Dr. Nagel. In 1985, I wrote a letter to the editor of the Sun pa-

pers, saying that the current reimbursement systems are impacting
the doctor-patient relationship. That was in 1985. There is no
doubt that the current reimbursement systems impact from the
standpoint of depersonalization to physicians having to make
choices, whether it is de facto or really, about what services they
will recommend to their patients, and that is flat-out wrong—but
it is real. And the answer is obviously yes.

In terms of managed care situations, the American Medical Asso-
ciation has not opposed managed care, but looks at it very seriously
with the concept that physicians should do the management of
care. So in that respect we are in favor of managed care as long
as physicians—and I think Dr. Hill's program certain would point
to that—the primary care physician would be the "best manager"
of care.

Senator Mikulski. And who manages it now?
Dr. Nagel. Pretty much the patient: they can go wherever they

want They can have an X-ray done three straight days in a row
if they choose three different doctors. There is no universal way of
knowing these things. And you can have a physician who may be
rushed and doesn't nave an opportunity to find out that the patient
had an X-ray. The specific example is the drug abuser, who can get
three prescriptions from three different doctors in the same day.
Now, I understand that the health department is setting up ways
to track that
Senator Mikulski. And that could also be true of someone who

would be the white-collar junkie, the valium junkie, the amphet-
amine junkie.

Dr. Nagel. Oh, absolutely—the senior citizen who has found a
way—we had a presentation from a physician at the Hershey Medi-
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cal Center who said you can ask your average patient coming in,

and they are on seven medicines.

Senator Mikulskl One of the issues that I hear—and I will raise

this with you and then anyone else on the panel, the physicians,

and the other part of the health team—first of all, anything that

we have ever heard in the Congress about cost containment has
been a bust And I have been at this now for over a decade. First,

HMO's were going to solve everything. If we only had mandated
HMO's, they were going to solve everything. Then we were going

to have PPO's, and thev were going to solve everything. Everybody
looks for the silver bullet In terms of hospitals, it was going to be
DRG's, and well be hearing from them later. Now we near man-
aged care.

It seems like we spend a lot of money on rearrangement of struc-

tures without necessarily being able to contain cost And now, even
as I hear managed care, there seems to be confusion about that

—

does this mean that it would interfere with your practice decisions?

Does it mean that you are going to call—and if you were hear this

morning, I asked Barbara Hill this—an 800 number, and you're

fping to get an anonymous person in Pennsylvania or the Cayman
slands for whom you have no idea even what their expertise is,

and then say you can't administer this drug or do that procedure,
and so on and so on. That is one area of concern I have.
rd like to know what your thoughts might be on cost contain-

ment and then also what you think of practice guidelines.

Dr. Nagel. Let me just say on the managed care that I think it's

the buzz word of the 1990's

Senator Mikulskl It is, just like the second opinions and so on.

Dr. Nagel. Right I think if one looks at the issue of case man-
agement as opposed to managed care, an example of that would be
the discussion with Mr. Sardegna. If you take 100 doctors, only 15
of those doctors probably need to have utilization review. So don't

spend the money on the other 85 doctors; spend it somewhere else.

Now, the 15 doctors—do case management Now the responsibil-
ity is with irresponsible doctor or an irresponsible patient or an ir-

responsible payor. You've now got it down to wherever the irre-

sponsibility is. If it is with the patient, the insurance carrier can
say, Tin sorry, Mr. Smith. Given the set of circumstances, I know
you want this, but this isn't within the now practice parameters
and guidelines that the physicians have set up in conjunction with
the other payers." And that is where the practice parameters come
in.

AMA has been in the process with the specialty societies of devel-
oping close to 700 practice parameters already, so we're onboard
with this. We need to tie it in to things such as case management
and malpractice tort reform.
Senator Mikulskl Dr. Werthamer?
Mr. Werthamer. One of your qualifications was there should be

quality of care. Having been a private practitioner, and still am,
and having worked with a managed care system locally, I could not
render the same quality of care under the managed care system.
Why couldn't I? No. 1, I did not get the best of equipment My of-

fice is up-to-date, and I have the best equipment; there, I get sec-
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ondhand or maybe thirdhand or antiquated equipment, and I could
not do as well.

Second, in my office, I could spend as much time as I wanted to

bring that case to successful conclusion and make sure the outcome
was okay. With managed care, I had to see a patient every 15 min-
utes whether I was finished or was not, without anybody to work
him up ahead of time. I had to see four patients an hour, and I

was booked for four hours. You cannot render quality eve care
under those kinds of circumstances. That is the reason I left, be-
cause I don't want to compromise the standards that I set for my-
self.

Senator Mkulskl I understand, and I am familiar with where
your practice is in the Broadway area. First, you have senior citi-

zens, many of whom tell their story in more anecdotal ways. Also,
as I understand your population, you serve people whose first lan-

guage is not English—the older Eastern European immigrants,
some of the new Hispanic members of our community—and it takes
a bit of time even to find out what they want you to look at Isn't

that correct?

Mr. Werthamer. Luckily, being born in Europe, I know a few of
those little phrases.
Senator Mkulski. But still, in other words, it takes a little more

time.
Dr. Hill, did you want to say anything, or Ms. Rodgers.
Dr. Hill. In terms of case management, I agree with Dr. Nagel

that "case management" is a preferred word. I think what we are
trying to do is look at outcomes. We're looking at walking a par-
ticular pathway and achieving the best possible outcomes for the
patient that we can in the most cost-effective manner.
Now, when people are able to go to the buffet and pick whatever

they want whenever they want because cost is no object—which is

a translation for Tm not paying for it"—although they really

Senator Mkulski. That's right—actually, we all are.

Dr. Hill. The point is there is no control over that system. But
if somebody comes to me and gets an examination ana finds out
they don't need to go to a thoracic surgeon first, and they don't
have to go to a cardiologist to have a mega-workup because they
have chest pain, but it's that they were too active shoveling dirt the
day before, and they now have muscle strain, there is a significant

cost saving immediately, and then it is up to me to convince them
that I have enough expertise to say that, yes, indeed, you do have
only muscle pain, and it will resolve.

And what have I charged them? Maybe $25 or $30 versus $3,500
for a workup. So the cost saving implications are obvious.

Senator Mkulskl That's an interesting point, though. The case
manager is somebody with expertise and who also has an ongoing
relationship with the individual as compared to an anonymous per-

son with artificially created criteria for the delivery of care, like

seeing somebody every 15 minutes.
So Dr. Nagel, let's just say a patient comes in, and this is the

seventh time in 1 year where they have really insisted on being
sent to Hopkins or a Prince George's County counterpart, and they
say I want an MRI, I've got this and that, and you just know there
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is a pattern here where the patient himself seems to have no
awareness and wants the most high-tech for what you already

know is sinusitis.

Dr, Nagel. That problem is faced by the physician day in and
day out as to where to draw the line between practicing what is

"good medicine
1
' and what is defensive medicine and just covering

your own backside.

Fortunately, in my own practice in Baltimore County, I have a
cadre of patients with whom I don't really have to face that, but
the problem is there.

With practice parameters and guidelines, the physician will have
much safer grounds to actuate that decision and say, 1 recognize

this is what you want These are the criteria I have used to make
my judgment You have the right to seek a second opinion."

Senator Mikulski. So the practice guidelines would be very wel-

come, then.
Dr. Nagel. Certainly.

Senator Mikulski. And also wouldn't that again de-emphasize
this almost adversarial—I use the word "adversarial"—relationship
where you are afraid that the person across from you is going to

mention a situation to somebody, like their son who is practicing

"lawyer law" or "combat law"?
Dr. Nagel. That's exactly right. Practice parameters would be

very beneficial in that respect Actually, we have some physicians
who don't want to hear it because it is, quote, "cookbook medicine,"
but as it is being developed through specialty societies, it is not
"cookbook medicine"; it is good medicine.
Senator Mikulski. And then ultimately, it's not the parameter,

but it is your skill in the delivering of the protocol.

Dr. Nagel. That's correct—what we learn in medical school.

Senator Mikulski. Fm going to go to Ms. Rodgers and Ms.
Eckardt, Dr. Werthamer, before I come back to you.
Ms. Rodgers. If we could go to the HMO models, for example,

for a couple of minutes—take CHAMPUS, for one, that does a lot

of Federal employees. When the rehab services are seeing some-
body who is appropriately referred by a physician, after the first

visit we must contact a person, and it is usually secretarial in na-
ture. It isn't necessarily a nurse practitioner or anybody else associ-
ated with health care. But before we can see that patient again, we
have to get written confirmation from them to continue. And at
times, they ask us what we are doing and why we are doing it and
come back and say this appropriate or not appropriate. They have
not seen the patient. They haven't done anything but get verbal or
written testimony from the provider based on an evaluation, and
they are making judgments about things that we have seen, having
seen the patient, that the doctor has already referred for.

Further than that, aside from delaying care, and particularly,
say if it is a stroke person with a balance problem and the poten-
tial for further injury, there are significant limitations in the rehab
areas for limiting equipment.
For example, one of the HMO's that does refer people within the

State will provide one wheelchair in a lifetime. Now, if it is a cere-
bral palsy child at age 12, it obviously will outgrow child, and one
wheelchair in a lifetime is inappropriate. In some cases, a wheel-
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chair is not an essential piece of equipment for a quadriplegic. I'm

not quite sure how they follow that logic, but that is in fact the
case. In MDIPA, for example, which is a large HMO plan around
the Capitol area, they will have rehabilitative services for a par-

ticular diagnosis once in a lifetime, and for an arthritic person, now
do you explain to them that this is what you can do and this is

what you cannot do, limited by their coverage.

Senator Muculskl So what you are saying is the very nature of

the bureaucracy rations care.

Ms. Rodgers. No question about it

Senator MlKULSKL While everybody is so up-tight about ration-

ing care, the bureaucracy is already doing it
Ms. Rodgers. And it leads either to falsifying documents, or

—

well, I shouldn't say it like that—I should say "playing the game,"
because it becomes a game. Somebody, much like you said, has si-

nusitis. Well, next time, they have an inflammation of the right
sinus cavity—whatever. Their diagnosis seems to change, but we
wind up seeing them for similar conditions.

Senator Mikulski. So—if I might assist you—you kind of jiggle

the diagnostic category so that you can get them back for what
they should have had, the seven visits that they should have in the
first place.

Ms. Rodgers. Exactly.

Senator Mikulski. Ms. Eckardt, did you want to say something?
Ms. Eckardt. Yes, I just wanted to make a comment about the

clinical practice guidelines. I think moving toward outcome-based
options for care based on scientific evidence is the way the move-
ment needs to go, and I know the nurses in Maryland have partici-

pated in that, in some of those guidelines for pain management
that have been an interdisciplinary model.
My second point is that nurses have been real successful in pro-

viding clinical case management—by "clinical" I mean the use of
the nursing process in really looking at the total person and know-
ing where to direct the person as you walk them through the
health care delivery system—and that has been very effective in
several different models. So I have proposed that nurses prepared
in utilizing the nursing process, that becomes a very viable alter-

native.

Senator Mikulski. You made several interesting points in your
testimony, one of which was the role that nursing plays in public
health education, not only in the delivery of what we would call

traditional public health services, but public education. Many of
the people who have testified today from both the business commu-
nity and the insurance community have talked about the lack of
awareness on the part of the patient or the consumer. And it is not
malevolent, but many of them just view medicine—and part of it

is our own success in this—as kind of "magic bullet" situations,

where you come in at the last minute, and they want to scoot on
in, and it's almost like they want you to be a Jiffy Lube" doc or
rehab specialist—pull me in, fix me up—if they've got a colon prob-
lem, it's almost like changing a muffler at Midas—and part of it

is because they themselves have never been through any type of
education about public health.
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Many people don't even know about their own body, which is

part of the problem in the school system, and so in fact when they
come to the physician, there is, number one, an unrealistic expecta-

tion, and number two, the expectation of some quick fix or magic
bullet, and no personal responsibility for either lifestyle change,

lifestyle cooperation in the treatment process, as well as the cost

—

oh, well, insurance pays for it, like, on, well, the Federal Govern-
ment pays for it—like there is some tooth fairy who does every-

thing.

Now, having gone through my own little anecdotal thing, do you
see this as an important role for the nursing profession, that is,

larger education on public health and particularly those things re-

lated to general lifestyle education?
Ms. Eckardt. Very much so, and then the other part of that is

the specific education that might come along. Let me share a per-

sonal example. I do inpatient psychiatric mental health nursing,
and one of the things we do with our clients when they come in

is teach them about the disease process and about the medication.
We now have formalized modules to do that, and I think we have
seen a real significant difference in the recidivism as a result of
that.

One of the aspects of the nursing process is that we assess the
patient; we are always in the business of assessing individuals for

readiness, when they are ready to learn, whether it is crisis inter-

vention and whether you need to be a little more directed with
your approach, how much time you have to sort of play with, to be
able to direct those kinds of nursing interventions that would be
helpful, and education is a very real option.

We find that we are able to take into consideration the
sociocultural factors as well and look at people's readiness to learn
and then provide the kind of information that is available. Many
times, it is informing people about how to manage the health care
system—whom you go to, for what, where the providers are, whom
to call for different things. So yes, I think nursing has a very sig-

nificant contribution both in prevention and education and then in
the management of long-term care as well.

Senator Mixulski. Dr. Werthamer?
Mr. Werthamer. I think it behooves all health care practitioners

to act as ombudsman for their clients, for their patients, in order
to educate them and change their lifestyle. Patients who perceive
themselves as well don't see a physician for a number of years, and
when they get into their 40's, they have to see the eye care practi-

tioner because their arms aren't long enough. When they get to

that point, then we can counsel them, take their blood pressure,
counsel them on diabetes if they have it, and other things.

To get back to the clinical care guidelines, you know, those
things are not going to be mandatory; it won't be mandatory until

it becomes a State of care in the community. As you know, the
Agency for Health Care Policy and Research, which is a Federal
agency, is now coming up with Federal clinical care guidelines
which are strictly voluntary on the part of the practitioner. They
already issued two of them—one was on pain, and one was on uri-

nary incontinence—and a third one is going to be on cataract care.
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Senator Mikulski. Well have to move along because our final

panel is waiting to testify. I do want to go to some of the simplified
things that do not involve clinical judgment and practice and
whether they relate to cost containment.
We have heard much about the bureaucracy of health insurance,

and there has been talk about a simplified insurance claims form.
There are 1,500 different companies, and I'm sure each and every

i

one of you has been involved filling out maybe 1,300 of them. Con-
versely, the insurance companies nave also talked about uniform
provider billing. Has that been discussed in your associations? I

wonder what your thoughts are on that
Dr. Hill.

Dr. Hill. It's part of our plan. There is a strong suggest that we
i

have one form. We would also promote the use of electronics, an
|

electronic form. In fact, I know that HCFA is working toward this,

I

and they are trying to put incentives in with increased turnaround
times on reimbursement It also allows them to check more quickly
for any errors. And the use of the electronic form in the physician's

!
or other health care provider's office is going to reduce errors be-

;
cause they have certain formats that they can use that will help
reduce the numbers of problems that are coming from that area.

But overall the idea is for one form. It takes so much longer, and
you have to have so many more people to walk through these
forms, and when you're going from one form to another, it's like

getting into a left-hand drive car, a right-hand drive car, and then
a car with the steering wheel in the back seat—where do you put

Sour feet today, and where do you put your hands? It is incompre-
ensible when you have a myriad of forms, and each one individual

strokes their own particular insurance company. Ifs impossible.
Senator Mikulski. Dr. Nagel.
Dr. Nagel. I would echo Dr. Hill's comments. We too endorse one

form. I think it's really a very small item in the whole agenda. I

think what is behind the payor and the form is really, as we talked
about before, what services can and cannot be rendered. The forms
can complicate things sometimes.
As far as electronic billing, I am one of the few people who still

write on brown paper bags, and I have not had the problem of
Medicare not paying me because of computer glitches and dumps
and things like that I think our membership would have a problem
with endorsing uniform electronic billing if it evolves to that as the
way things happen.
Senator Mikulski. But not uniform billing.

Dr. Nagel. Fm sorry—electronic billing. Uniform billing I think
would be an acceptable process.
Senator Mikulski. I have problems with electronic billing, too.

I'm still from that generation where Yd like to have a passbook.
Dr. Nagel. Or a brown paper bag.
Senator Mikulski. That's right—I don't know if it was my fa-

ther's grocery store or not.

What seems to be emerging from our discussion so far is that,

number one, Congress is going about it in the wrong way, that by
focusing on health insurance reform, we are forgetting a couple of

things, one of which, as Mr. Hillier said, is that we don't have a
national health policy that then becomes the organizing principle
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around what our national goals are and therefore what our core

would be in terms of benefits to be provided, the minimum benefits
available in a democratic society and so on. So number one, we
need a policy.

No. 2, Congress making synonymous the provision of health in-

surance with health care, and they are not synonymous. Health in-

surance is a reimbursement system, but health care goes far be-

yond anything that we would be reimbursing. That goes to preven-
tive health, and it even goes to things that you could challenge us

|

on. Barbara Hill spoke about the helmet law and how people would
end up in trauma care. I happen to believe that gun control is a
very important public health policy. It is a very controversial issue

to advocate, but yet if we spend time in the emergency rooms of

many of our facilities, our doctors feel like they are in Lebanon,
U.S.A. So there are a whole variety of other things going on in our
society that impact upon health care. Alcoholism is a big one, lead-

ing to something called drunk driving, leading to horrendous acci-

dents or family violence, the terrible abuse of children while you
are abusing yourself, and so on.

So number one, it is a health policy, it is prevention, it is those
things that impinge upon behavior, and then it is the delivery of
clinical practice from a variety of modalities. But you can't talk
about reimbursing for clinical practice until you really have the
policy. And then the reimbursement systems would have a more ra-

tional approach, and if—two things—we could get away from "com-
bat law," and the physicians would have the benefit of outcomes re-

search and practice guidelines, this would go a long way to resolv-

ing these problems. I mean, if we were talking about a core, the
core practice would be the traditional practices in our society, the
enhancement of team membership with rehabilitation, social work.
We didn't even talk about discharge planning, discharge monitor-
ing, things that then aid the other providers to do that

Is this right? When I go back, every Tuesday, each party has
lunch, and they talk about issues and strategy. It is very informal,
off-the-record, and these are the kinds of things which, based on
other conversations and what you have told me today, would be the
things to advocate. Am I on the right track?

Dr. Nagel. Yes, you are, Senator. When we met several months
ago* you mentioned that you had read about Dr. Todd's proposal for

a national board. I think that would go a long way to beginning to

have a health policy agenda established.

Senator Mikulski. Do you feel the absence of one as a clinician?

Dr. Nagel. Tremendously. You talked about Desert Storm. We
don't want something to happen where 1 day we don't have that
"smart bomb0 to go down that tube. We want that "smart bomb"
to go down that tube. We just have to figure out how we can pay
for it and keep everybody else happy.

Senator Mikulski. I think the military model is one thing—we
need "smart" weapons, just like we need "smart" technology and
unusual procedures. But essentially, Desert Storm was won Dy or-

dinary men and women under General Schwarzkopfs direction who
were willing to do the ordinary with enthusiasm. But at the same
time, you need an array of dazzling technology, well-trained people,
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organized under leadership for which there is a national goal to

achieve. And it all got acted out in various foxholes and cockpits.

Dr. Nagel. It is affordable as long as we stop wasting money.
And God knows, the medical profession is spending a lot of money
on things that maybe it needn't do, and Fm sure all the other pro-

viders are doing it So if we can cut out some of the waste, maybe
we can spend it somewhere else.

Senator Mkulski. Thank you.

Camille.
Ms. Wheeler. I want to say one thing just in reference to what

I have heard, particularly earlier, and that is that it's going to take
time to move on this issue. I really don't think that that is nec-

essary, nor do I think the public, at least in the conversations that
I've had with the public, is really going to be that patient about all

this. I think that it is very important that somebody begin to ar-

ticulate a vision, which has, I think, been translated into that plan,

and in my opinion, I think that vision will be taken up and carried

forward.
Senator Mikulskl I think the public is impatient, and I think

that elected officials who do not respond do not understand the
dominant emotions that are prevalent in the United States of

America today—anger, anger at the status quo, anger at the leth-

argy, anger at the glacial approach to the way we solve problems,
and then fear, fear for their future, concern about jobs today,
health insurance, being able to meet the day-to-day needs of their

families by being able to have a job to provide for them, a safety

net in case something goes wrong, and a good public school system
that they can rely upon. And you either get with that program, or,

I think, if you don't get with that program, the voters are throwing
you out It's not anti-incumbent; it is pro-change and pro getting
back to basics.

Ms. Wheeler. I agree.

Senator Mekulski. Well, thank you. Well have to move on.

I think we're doing remarkably well. As we turn to this panel,
I will say that we've had six panels, 18 witnesses, since we started
at 9:30, and I have really learned a lot because in addition to the
formal testimony, we've tried to get some anecdotal examples be-
yond the technocratic approach to things.

You are our last panel, and you represent what we would call the
institutional providers. Very often, you are the ones who are the
most regulated and yet feel the most powerless in the system.
As you know, there are many different ideas pending on health

insurance reform, and very often, you are the ones who are most
targeted for "cost containment" and yet you are the ones who are
also the catch-all.

So I'm going to ask Michael Bronfein to lead off, and just know
that this is an atmosphere where I am trying to gather all the in-

formation I can. This is a "no-fault" environment, so please say
what's on your mind, and you aren't going to be quizzed or har-
assed.
Michael, you are the president of NeighborCare Pharmacies.

Please go ahead and give us your views.
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Mr. Bronfein. Yes. Fd like to bring to your attention something

that has been occurring over the last four or 5 years and that in

the last 24 months has escalated to a feverish pitch, and it affects

everyone on this panel and really all institutional providers. I am
really going to speak to two issues that are related. One relates to

outpatient care, the other inpatient care, but the same thing is oc-

curring just from different mechanisms.
About 10 years ago, prescription cards became a mechanism for

payment in this country, and as a result, many people began to use
|

their prescription drug benefit plans in an increasing manner. This
led to a dramatic increase in the amount of expenditures by people,
both inpatient and outpatient, for pharmaceuticals. It eventually
led to organizations who were paying the bill looking for ways to

contain costs. Their methodology was to approach the target which
was easiest in their minds to contain, and in this case it was the

Eharmacy provider. So they basically unilaterally reduced the reim-
ursement rates that they would pay to pharmacy providers both

on inpatient and outpatient, while at the same time increasing the
amount of services that they were requiring.

What is important to note here is that 60 percent of the popu-
lation in this country are unindemnified for prescription coverage,
which means that 40 percent are covered. Of that 40 percent, 25
percent are covered under some Medicaid program. So the profile

you have in this country—and by the way, this is exactly Mary-
land's profile—is that 60 percent of the people who go to a phar-
macy or who are in a nursing home and use pharmacy services pay
for it out of their pocket ana either turn it in through some major
medical claim or just bear the expense themselves. You have an-
other 10 percent who are covered by the Maryland Medicaid pro-
gram, and then you have 30 percent who are covered by an indem-
nity card of some kind, whether it is through an HMO, a third
party processor plan, or a traditional insurer indemnity-type pro-
gram.
What has occurred basically is that you've got cost-shifting that

is taking what I would call the organized groups, the ones that are
covered under some kind of indemnity plan, and those insurance
companies or other parties who are involved in those kinds of prac-
tices have gone to the people they buy services from and have said,

"We used to pay you $1 for this service, but starting next week,
we've decided it is only worth 90 cents." Period. There is no nego-
tiation, no discussion whatsoever.
This happens, like I said, both in inpatient and outpatient envi-

ronments, and as a result the provider still has the same cost of
providing the services. They haven't changed any. So the providers
are shifting those costs that one party is unwilling to pay to an-
other party. So what you find today is that the fastest growing cost
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for an uninsured person or an under-insured person would be phar-
macy relative to a person who is insured. So basically 60 percent
of the people out there are underwriting the cost of prescription
plans for the 30 percent who are willing to have the plan.

Ironically, Maryland Medicaid probably has one of the more fair

reimbursement rates of any third party today and provides with a
return to the provider both inpatient and outpatient that is reason-
able and allows you to cover your costs of operations and make a
reasonable profit

I raise this spectrum because it really leads to something we've
heard a lot about today, which is getting at the drivers of cost. Too
much of what I see in all venues—managed care, HMO's—it

doesn't really matter where it is—is well-intentioned people with
good ideas and good plans, but unfortunately the nth degree of a
piece of legislation or a rule or a new agreement isn't thought
through.
A perfect example is the Pryor bill, with the "best price" provi-

sion that was supposed to lower the cost of drugs to the Federal
Government for their purchase. Well, instead of doing that, it

precipitated the drug companies cancelling contracts which they
provided to independent providers previous to the Pryor bill which
allowed those providers to provide services in nursing homes and
long-term care facilities ana other such places and make a reason-
able return. With the Pryor bill they said, "Look, we can no longer
give you these kinds of special discounts, because if we give them
to you, we have to give them to other parties who may or may not
buy through the same mechanism and the same efficiencies and so
forth and so on, and therefore well cancel them all," and instead
of lowering the cost to the Federal Government it just raised the
cost to everybody else.

So we've got to be very sensitive to the implicit problems of try-

ing to legislate free market issues. It seems to me that incentives
have to Be put in place that influence the way people buy their

services or they get their services or they are paid for their serv-

ices.

The Rand Corporation did a big study about 2 years ago where
they had two controlled employee groups. One group paid a signifi-

cant portion of their health care costs; the other was given 100 per-
cent as an employee benefit It was a 20-80 plan versus a 100 per-
cent plan. The group that made a 20 percent contribution had a
significantly lower total cost of health care with no discernible dif-

ference in the outcome of their general health, and the study con-

cluded that when people were made more aware of what they were
spending for and now it was being spent, that they became much
more responsible for those dollars.

So I would hope that whatever course of action is taken, it leads
to personal responsibility and awareness of people so they under-
stand exactly what they are buying and what they are paying for,

because right now, you have a situation—and I know this is true
with drug cards, ana I suspect it is true with a lot of other things

—

where it has really become a blind item. If I turn over my card,

and I pay a $5 copay for a $50 prescription, then as far as I m con-

cerned, the prescription costs $5, when it really costs $50, and
there may have been a drug therapy that was $3 or $6 or $10 that
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could have been appropriate to start with, and had I been paying
for it I may have said, "Wait a second—should I start with this,

or can I start with something that's less expensive, and if this

doesn't work, then go to a more progressive therapy.'' So I think

there can be that kind of educational process.

Finally, you've got another type of cost-shifting which occurs

which has to do with the way that drug companies are allowed to

price drugs under Federal law. They have created a multdtiered ap-
proach. For some reason, if you are in a hospital bed, the Tylenol

you buy should cost you less than if you walk in off the street and
buy that same Tylenol. The disparity is dramatic. You basically

have a four-tier structure. Hospitals get the lowest price; then cer-

tain parts of the Government get the next highest price, which is

very close; then HMO's get a price that's higher than that but less

than retail, and then you go to the general retail public. Well, the
majority of the drugs are purchased over-the-counter; they are not
purchased through hospitals. Yet again you've got cost-shifting oc-

curring; people who are walking in off the street are paying top dol-

lar while people who are sitting in hospital beds or other places are
paying much lower costs. So there is an inequality that is occurring
here. We need be sensitive to, whatever we do legislatively or from
a public policy standpoint, beginning to look at methodologies
which influence the behaviors of how people spend their money,
how responsible they are with it, and move away from policies

which really promote cost-shifting. Just about everything I have
seen in the recent pastJust says, look, we've got to lower this

cost—fine, well take it off of here and pass it on to somebody else.

And it's not just in pharmacy. It is in all areas, and I know that
Sandy, who is also in the long-term care business, can speak to it

in other ways. It seems to me not really any particular mindset,
but really has to do with eliminating costs or finding out why costs
are there.

In my business, if I have a cost that is escalating at an unaccept-
able rate, I figure out a different methodology for that particular
task to get it back to where it belongs, and u I can't, then I have
to find alternative uses.
Senator Mikulski. But you know, consumers themselves don't

prescribe their own medications.
Mr. Bronfein. Correct
Senator Mikulski. So even with the awareness, whether it is the
5 repayment—you talked about the $50 drug, in their mind it was
5, and maybe not the one that cost $27.50 instead of $50—they

aren't writing that, so that is another issue.
The other thine is that pharmaceuticals made by American man-

ufacturers and sold overseas where there are national health insur-
ance frameworks, like the German model, sell for less in West Ger-
many than they do in Western Maryland. And the public is cranky
about that
Mr. Bronfein. And they ought to be.
Senator Mikulski. Yes. And the rising cost—you talked about

how pharmaceuticals jumped most precipitously in the last 5 years.
But anyway, I know that you are at both the retail end or what
I'll call a group practice—not only the individual retail stores.
What do you think that's attributable to?
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Mr. Bronfein. A couple things. One of the problems that we
have in the practice of pharmacy today is that we are the point of
distribution whether it is in the nursing home or to the retail

consumer, so the cost is associated with the distribution point.

If you go back and look, what you find is that the manufactured
component, the drug itself, has risen at a dramatic rate, and that
the amount of income that the provider who distributes it gets has
actually decreased dramatically.
Senator Mkulskl When I raised the issue of the public being

cranky, they know that the distributor, in this case the local phar-
macist, is not profiteering, let's say, off of their situation.

Mr. Bronfein. Fm not sure I would agree with that. I think they
don't discern who is making money.
Senator Mikulskl Well, the ones I talk to, the ones who speak

to me at Broadway market, the ones who speak to me at the
"Gucci" Giant off of Reisterstown Road, have a pretty distinct dif-

ference. And when we were voting on the Pryor bill to take away
the Puerto Rican tax credit unless they wanted to control cost, they
were very clear on where it was. Now, you may not hear it when
they come in to the local pharmacy, but by and large, those Amer-
ican citizens who are using what Fll call lifeline medications, the
seniors and disabled and so on, they know. They are really very
clear. Union members are pretty clear. And they don't under-
stand—and I have yet to get a satisfactory answer.
Mr. Bronfein. Do you mean as to why those costs are escalat-

ing?
Senator Mikulski. Yes. Why is it less in West Germany than it

is in Western Maryland?
Mr. Bronfein. I think it's another form of cost-shifting. They are

absorbing all the marketing costs and other things for the drugs in
the United States, and they are selling the drugs outside the coun-
try on the marginal cost theory that says all of our fixed costs are
already covered, so whatever the pill costs us to manufacture is

what we're really going to sell it for.

Senator Mkulskl Actually, it's a topic for another conversation.
I happen to believe that the issues related to the ability of pharma-
ceutical companies to comply with FDA, that we in this country
will always insist on safety and efficacy, but we also can ensure
timeliness. And very often our own Government is part of the prob-
lem, as well as our antitrust laws, as well as our capital gains ap-
proach to research as compared to making hubcaps, where there
isn't the same types of risks and time line.

Do you think there ought to be a pharmaceutical component to

any national health insurance framework?
Mr. Bronfein. I really don't I think there ought to be an ability

to pay for it, but I think there ought to be a mechanism to make
sure that people understand that there is participation on their
part They should have access to it, but I think the use of a low
copay card has dramatically increased the amount of waste in the
system which has led to a lot of wasted money being spent.
When you go into people's homes, youll find medicine cabinets

filled with half-used prescriptions. And based on conversations I

have had with many of our patients, a lot of times that card has
contributed to that I think there has to be a greater nexus be-
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tween the fact that Fm buying this, and I am paying for this, ver-

sus Tm just getting it
Senator Mdculskl Well, we could go on. I asked you some other

questions just because I know you're going to have to leave—Fd ap~

Freciate it if you'd stay as long as you can, but if you must leave,

understand.
Mr. BRONFEIN. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Bronfein appears in the appen-

dix.]

Senator Mikulski. Mike, let's hear from you next on the Mary-
land Hospital Association's perspective. Fd like to, in fact, thank
everyone who has participated, but really, it was the Maryland
Hospital Association, working with me when I was a House mem-
ber, that helped me develop the so-called all-payer system. Had I

not had the Maryland Hospital Association to turn to, as well as
the cost review commission that generated the kind of data that I

need, I could not have advocated the all-payer system, which I

think has really been a key factor in our being able to contain costs

in Maryland without an artificial DRG system. I wanted to thank
you for that
Mr. Merson. Senator, I think that's a great place to begin be-

cause you certain deserve a lot of personal credit for buying into

the vision of the Maryland Hospital Association and other provid-
ers to create something as unique as the Health Services Cost Re-
view System, which has uniquely stood Maryland residents in good
and very different stead from health care consumers in the entire
rest of the United States. And as part of my comments, Fd like to
speak more about that
Fd like to back up just a bit because, as you see in the paper that

I have submitted to you, I am here wearing the label of the Helix
Health System, something that is not a common household term in
Maryland or anywhere else, like the University of Maryland or
Johns Hopkins. So in the briefest of terms, I will tell you that the
Helix Health System is a nonprofit holding company that operates
Union Memorial and Franklin Square hospitals, and 20 other
health-related entities including home care, durable medical equip-
ment and all the other kinds of typical provider relationships that
a system that aspires to be horizontally and vertically integrated
to be able to serve a large, defined population needs to nave as part
of its responsibilities for caring for people.

I myself have been in the health care business for 25 years as
a health care executive, in 10 different roles. In the last 10 years,
I have spent 5 years as the CEO of Franklin Square Hospital,
which is the predominant deliverer of acute health care in this im-
mediate community, and for the last 5 years as the president and
CEO of the Helix Health System.
My comments do not actually reflect those prepared for the

Maryland Hospital Association; they represent my own opinions.
The other hat I wear is as the chairman of the board of the Pre-
ferred Health Network of Maryland, which is licensed as an HMO
but is not what one would consider to be a classical HMO. And
Senator, before I forget, I would like to personally extend an invita-

tion to you at whatever time you have available to come and "kick
the tires" of the Preferred Health Network, which is right here in
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Catonsville and is an incubator, funded by the Associated Group in
Indiana, which is the Nation's largest Blue Cross plan and the
most successful Blue Cross plan, as an incubator for fourth-genera-
tion managed care and is the only fully functional, up and operat-
ing, triple-option, flexible benefit plan in the State of Maryland,
and one of the few fully operational and functioning in the United
States today. We have 30,000 enrollees. Half of those enrollees are
hospital employees, who certainly know the difference between
good health care plans and benefit structures and those that don't

allow for good quality care. So I'd love to offer you that opportunity
ifyou can ever take the time.

Senator Mtkulski. Do those tires kick back? [Laughter.]
Mr. Merson. I would like to skip through most of my prepared

comments and highlight a few particular themes. No. 1, 1 think the
Federal Government, the State Government, and the private mar-
ketplace are all inextricably linked in a very Darwinian, capitalistic

process that mirrors what is going on in the rest of our society

today. It is very much almost a mirror image of what is happening
in banking ana airlines and everything else. And one can say that
those things are very important to your pocketbook or airline safe-

ty, and I mink our health care safety certainly deserves that level

of attention and importance as well.

In my mind, we have been through generations of health care ad-
vocacy, adding benefits and programs in Medicare and Medicaid,
all well-intentioned, all trying to help people, every one with a
whole series of unanticipated effects on society that really have a
massive transformation as well as a cost effect.

Most recently, the Federal Government, in my estimation, by en-
acting the Prospective Payment System, was really a budget-driven
action that says we're going to look out for number one and take
care of our own financial Lability. What that does is have the indi-

rect effect of furthering this Darwinian process by extricating Medi-
care to a defined financial level and then letting everybody else

fight over all the rest of it
Now, as I said, Maryland is excluded from this Darwinian proc-

ess thanks to people like yourself, but the rest of the country is in

absolute turmoil in my estimation—and I spend a good bit of my
time in other parts of the country with my colleagues.

I think it is essential that we provide a stable financing mecha-
nism or mechanisms for Americans to feel safe and secure about
having access to good, basic health care, and it certainly should be
on a nondiscriminatory basis.

The rest ofmy comments are going to focus on four main areas

—

the American society and the consumer; health care providers,

their construct and their use of technology; the current inequity in

insurance, and the benefits of an all-payor system where we began.
Senator Mtkulski. Can you do that in five minutes?
Mr. Merson. Real quick. I think, as has been stated by many of

the providers, we have to look at demand before you can just start

to look at the supply or even the insurance financing mechanism.
People spoke about rates of homicide, suicide, and all kinds of
things that are not unique to this society, but may consume costs

at a highly disproportionate share.
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The other thing that Fd like to point to is what we call "futile

care," which is the demand to kind of live forever irrespective of

whether or not all those units of cost that people demand be ad-
ministered to them have any value whatsoever. They are in the
tens and tens and tens of billions of dollars that go on forever.

I could talk about innumerable examples of waste, and the bot-

tom line that I would like to leave you with is that those people

who believe that we should be rationing now—in my estimation,

rationing before curing waste is really immoral.
Senator Mikulski. I think that's a great point.

Mr. Merson. I believe that with great sincerity.

The second basic issue is health care providers and their use of
technology. People scream about the overuse of technology and so

on, but nonetheless it has produced awesome results. The ability

to add to life nonetheless costs a great deal of money, and that s

what we're doing; we're adding to life and adding to more demands
on the system as we extend life. But we should not stop the revolu-

tion of technology, particularly the biological revolution that is un-
derway. More money should be invested in it, because the basic

economic paradigm that's wrong in health care that has worked in

every other segment of the economy is that you replace the human
cost—the farmer plowing the trenches by himself or herself—with
mechanization that allows much greater productivity. We are still

doing personal piecework, addingtechnology cost on top of people
cost, with no substitution factor. The technology and biological rev-

olutions will replace that fundamental mis-economic equation that
we currently have and will get it into a fundamentally successful

economic model over time.
I will support all the comments that have been made about de-

veloping clinical pathways and protocols. I think we are far enough
along to begin that process, and information systems technology
can integrate and link that in the future very nicely.

Fm going to skip over an awful lot of my written testimony and
talk about the all-payor system.
Senator Mikulski. The entire statement will be included in the

record, includingall the materials you submitted.
Mr. Merson. Thank you.
Again, the all-payor system in Maryland has driven hospital

costs down from 30 percent above the national average in 1974 to

now 10 percent below the national average, and in support of that
I brought the Maryland Hospital Association's latest brochure,
which I will give you afterwards and would like to enter into the
record, which graphs that 17-year period of time and all of its eco-

nomic ratios for your perusal. But the outcome is that we have
proven that hospital costs can be contained, that the public can
maintain good access to medical care in all of Maryland's hospitals
without any serious disruption.
The other point that I'd like to make is that every other insur-

ance and financing proposal, single-payer, tax reform or whatever,
without the basic elements of fairness and equitable payment
across all payers, is fundamentally flawed. If you don't solve that
problem first, just as Mr. Bronfein indicated, cost-shifting will be
inherent in any other solution. I would encourage a very careful ex-
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amination of the underpinnings of any all-payer system as a proto-
type for further reform.
The other point I wanted to make is that I would examine very

carefully on a Federal level the misuse of the gross national prod-
uct. The gross national product is not as has been reflected, the
cost of health care. It is the cost of all goods and services in that
measured sector of the economy, and it may be vast different from
country to country, and I think that in and of itself bears Federal
scrutiny.

Comparing Canada, Norway and Sweden to the United States in

my mind is like comparing a Subaru to a Mercedes and saying that
they are the same.
And finally, just so that everyone knows, the Maryland Senate

has already passed uniform billing legislation that has been en-
acted. The models will be UB-82 billing forms for hospitals, and
they have already passed legislation indicating that the HCFA
1500 form or something like it will be used for all other providers.
So the discussion about that, at least for Maryland, has already
been pretty well solved.

I'm sorry for taking more time than I was allotted.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Merson appears in the appen-
dix.]

Senator MlKULSKl. Thank you very much.
OK, Sandy.
Ms. Martin. Hi. My name is Sandra Martin. I am a registered

nurse and also a licensed nursing home administrator. I have been
involved with a family-run nursing home that my mother and fa-

ther have owned and run for 30 years, so I basically grew up
around it, and I am currently the first nurse and first woman
president of Health Facilities Association of Maryland.
Rather than go through the testimony that you have before you,

there are a couple of things that I think we need to make points
about in terms of long-term care. The most recent health plan that
just came out for the State of Maryland has defined long-term care
to include care for the functionally impaired. Many people think of
long-term care as only care for the aged who are disabled and need
custodial-type care. That is not real. That is not what exists out
there in what you term nursing homes today.
Nursing homes today have intensive rehab services; they are tak-

ing care of AIDS and communicable disease patients; they have
mentally ill and mentally retarded patients who have physical
needs that now require more in-depth care. The State is planning
this summer to pass regulations so that nursing homes can care for

ventilator-dependent patients, head trauma patients and medically
complex patients as well as Alzheimer's, just to name a few of the
different complexities that we are caring for currently in the State
of Maryland.
As you look throughout the Nation, you will find long-term care

facilities are also taking care of children and all age populations

—

long-term care, not care of the elderly. So I think that is important
to understand because as people talk about medical coverage and
new reform, the words "long-term care" seem not to appear there,

and most people are trying to avoid payment for long-term care in

their reform. If we do that, we will not just be ignoring the elderly
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and their needs, but we will be ignoring long-term care for all ages,

and I think that's an importantpart to keep in the forefront.

Dr. Tyler, who is with MedCni and is on the medical directors

committee, has defined care for long-term care facilities as "mainte-

nance care, rehabilitation care, and terminal care," not in the

terms of a 6 months' terminal, but terminal in that their care will

no longer go forward or stay the same, but will go on and slide and
will be providing for the needs of the terminally ill person. That is

the kind of care that is existing now in facilities in Maryland.
Maryland, as you hear everyone speak of, is very innovative and

always has been with their hospitals and their all-payer system. In

addition to that, the nursing homes and nursing facilities in Mary-
land have been under a case-mix reimbursement system since

1985. When the system was designed, it was designed for certain

goals to be met, and those goals were met through a proper reim-

bursement system that first decided what it wanted to accomplish
and then figured out how to reimburse it Through that type of

mechanism we were able to meet the needs of the medical commu-
nity.

Because we have been in a reimbursement system over this time
and also have been affected by the economy, we recently completed
a study that looked at the payment for nursing facilities in 1989,
and we found that 65 percent of our costs in nursing homes were
not covered. Unfortunately, we still continue to care for the same
types of people, and we also often have to resort to cost-shifting be-

cause we have the populations in our facility.

We then asked the State to begin to look at the system under
which we were reimbursed, and rather than dealing with it from
a reimbursement issue, because each year it was cut simply be-
cause there weren't sufficient finances—and this is what we have
learned from this, that that's not the way to deal with systems

—

we were cut, and no sense was made of it; there just wasn't enough
money. Now we have been able to sit down with the State and ask
them to once again define their goals—what is it they want us to
be, what do they want us to look like, what kind of people do they
want us to care for—and from that, then design how you are going
to pay for that system. I think that's extremely important
We have also done a great deal of data collection, and we have

that available if you would like to look at that.

Perhaps our Maryland Delegation needs to think about the fact
that Maryland may be an excellent model for the whole United
States both in terms of their long-term care coverages as well as
their hospital coverages, and maybe a trial could be done in the
State without a great deal of difficulty since we have these systems
already in place and have had them in place for several years. It

may be a starting point
Long-term care has been able to adapt to the changes. Fifteen

years ago, if you walked into a nursing facility, it would not look
like it does today. We have been able to adapt by educating those
people who are in our facilities and by bringing in professionals to

teach and train them. Not always is it necessary to bring in addi-
tional professionals, but rather, to have the educational portion
paid for so that you can upgrade your people who are already pro-
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viding care. That is another way to have cost savings, is to bring
in the educational people and provide that for your current staff

I'm just trying to think if I left anything out
Senator Mikulskl HI tell you what While you think about it,

why don't you just wrap up, and then HI go to Ms. Curtis, and
then well have a chance for a little dialogue in the question period.

Ms. Martin. OK. Basically, those are tne most important issues.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Martin appears in the appendix.]
Senator Mikulskl Thank you.
Ms. Curtis.
Ms. Curtis. Thank you, Senator Mikulskl.
I like some of the others want to avoid going over the written

testimony that I have given you and to just summarize.
Senator Mikulskl Thank you. You are our wrap-up speaker.
Ms. Curtis. Home care has been around for quite a while, but

I don't think much notice has been given to it until the last 10
years, when there was quite a growth, which brought quite a bit

of attention from HCFA to the home care industry, which has been
quite a bit of problem for home care agencies. We have had to go
to task with HCFA quite a bit over some of the issues.

I think one of the things that HCFA failed to take into account
when they came up with the Prospective Payment System was that
these patients who are leaving hospitals much earlier and much
sicker were going to have to enter other delivery aspects of the
health care system. So there was quite a bit of attention given, and
there was a move to be quite restrictive with the home care benefit
But all in all, we are still a very small percentage of the Medi-

care health care dollar. We are approximately 2.48. We service a
small portion of the Medicare population, but what we are finding
is that those individuals are very, very sick. And I think I would
caution any changes in our system to look at how Medicare has re-

acted to systems that try to curtail costs without looking at the
quality and the services that our beneficiaries, our constituents
need.
There is very little hard data on home care, so I did take some

information from the home care program at Saint Joe's and started
looking at changes. What I have seen is that since 1989, our visits

have increased from 13.2 visits per patient to, for the first half of
this year, 19.6. I think this reflects tne sicker patient and the more
elderly patient. We have more and more patients coming out who
need daily and even twice-a-day services.

We have seen a change in the age of our patients to where, in

1988, 27 percent of our patients were over 85, and we now have
over 21 percent And we nave 62 percent over the age of 75. So we
are seeing a much sicker population and a much older population.

I think one of the biggest problems we have, and it goes into the
need for lone-term care, because as home health agencies we are
reimbursed tor skilled care, but not custodial care. I would say on
the average of once a week, we have to make a referral to adult
protective services—not because these elderly people are being
abused or neglected, but because there is inadequate care in the
home. It is a 97 year-old cared for by a 98 year-old, or a 97 year-
old cared for by a 72 year-old, and there is no funding. If they are
fortunate enough to nave savings, whether it is in-home care or
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nursing home care, $35,000 to $40,000 a year. And then if it is a
spouse—and I'm sure this has been talked about this morning—-if
it is a spouse, and they go into a nursing home with Medicaid, they
are left just about indigent and unable to maintain their home and
have to look for alternative living accommodations. So it is not sur-

prising that they are resistant to the solutions of remaining in

their homes.
The programs that are availability in the community are not ade-

quately funded; they tend to be more of a frustration than a solu-

tion—gateway programs, Office on Aging, Department of Social

Services—with waiting lists that are months long.

Senator Mikulski. Waiting lists for what?
Ms. Curtis. For in-home personal care assistance. This is what

so many of our chronically ill and elderly need. There is skilled

care available through our insurance companies, whether it be
Medicaid, Medicare, or other insurance companies. What is lacking
is long-term care, custodial, nonskilled care. If you go to a for-profit

or private pay agency, the minimum generally is $8 an hour, and
if members of the family are gone from the house ten hours a day,
working, it is $80 a day, which comes to about $30,000, $35,000 a
year, out of pocket.

Senator Mikulskl Which is the same as being in your facility.

Ms. Curtis. In a nursing home.
Senator Mikulski. Unless you say it's mom living with Dick and

Jane—and at least they know that if mom were with you or one
of the members of your association, there would be safety, there
would be supervision, there would be meals, and so on.

Ms. Curtis. Right, and you don't have to worry about the person
that you've hired not showing up, and then the caregiver has to

take off work or try to get a substitute. So there are a lot of prob-

amazed that they can go out and provide such wonderful care and
not get totally burned out, because they have to deal with so many
social problems. The medical problems, we can deal with, but it is

the social and economic problems that we're seeing.
When I went to work at Saint Joseph's about 7 years ago, we had

to change our forms because almost all of our patients went into

our statistical gathering of over 65, because we weren't even cap-
turing that kind of data, and we're seeing the patients getting older
and older.

Senator Mikulski. Do you want to come to your recommenda-
tions now, because I want to come back and ask you some ques-
tions. I think that gives us some pretty good pictures.

Ms. Curtis. I have case examples in my testimony.
Senator Mikulskl Yes, I saw them, and well go over them more

carefully.

Ms. Curtis. I think what we really need to look at is not ration-
ing; we have to look at regulations. I don't think we solve the prob-
lem by over-regulating and trying to limit services. The paperwork
burden is immense, more so probably for home care than anyone
else—probably 35 percent of our cost is involved with paperwork
and administration. And certainly, we have to look at tax incen-
tives, some very serious tax incentives, for alternative lifestyles,

whether it be group homes or tax incentives for living centers and

lems out there. I see my staff frustrated. I am always
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for families who want to take care of these people—I mean sub-
stantial, not just that you get $2,100 because you now have an-
other dependent in the home—because I don't see that institutional

care is going to be a total solution. Certainly home care can be
somewhat effective, but not in a lot of cases. So I think there is a
big problem with that segment of our country when we are trying
to come up with health care benefits. And I didn't even touch on
theyounger population.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Curtis appears in the appendix.]
Senator Mikulski. Well, thank you very much for your testi-

mony.
What we have here is essentially a continuum of care rep-

resented by the three of you here, both the provider of acute care;

home health care is supposed to be an intermediary step after

someone is discharged from a Maryland Hospital Association facil-

ity, perhaps, or discharged from there into one of the nursing home
facilities for rehabilitation and followed up. But essentially, you are
the triad around which so much of the elderly population or, if not
elderly, the kinds of people that you have described, Ms. Curtis,
and that you described. Ms. Martin.
Now, in all of the debate that is going on in health insurance re-

form, these two—you, Ms. Martin, ana you, Ms. Curtis—are left

out And yet, Mr. Merson you can't really run your hospital with-
out these two—am I right?

Mr. Merson. Correct.
Senator Mikulski. I mean, essentially, at a point of discharge for

certain of your population, you must turn to them, because this

whole idea of people leaving with very white teeth and beautifully-

set hair, walking into a loving family is only a portion
Mr. Merson. That's a myth.
Senator Mikulski [continuing]. It's a myth—particularly for the

older or the more seriously injured or the more seriously ill, where
you've done what you can do there.

Mr. Merson. All the incentives in the acute hospital stay are to

in effect get the patient out as soon as possible, which implies that
there have to be other components of a continuum of care that are
ready, willing and able in terms of accessibility to expedite that
kind of discharge and ensure good continuity of care, appropriate
safety, etc.

Senator Mikulski. I know you have reviewed the three basic
frameworks for health insurance reform—the Bush tax thing, "pay
or play," and the single-payer. Is it your observation that t>y the
very nature of many of their cost containment mechanisms, it will

only intensify shortening of stays and the discharge of patients

—

and presume we're not part of the all-payer system—in other
words, by the very nature of reforming the system, we are going
to break other parts of it.

Mr. Merson. I think it's the kind of thine where the genie is out
of the bottle, and once it's out for any single payer, it's out for all.

Wherever you go in America, the incentives are basically the same,
that is, to in effect limit hospitalization on the front end or the
back end—and it doesn't make any difference whether it is Medi-
care, Medicaid. MediCal, Aetna, Travelers, whether theyare in an
indemnity product or a managed care product, HMO, PPO, or any-
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thing else—those are the essential elements and economic incen- P

tives or drivers in the entire system at this point in time. And with f

that is bringing both good, in that it is bringing more efficiency,

tougher management, more rigorous approaches, working with phy-
sicians and nurses as teams to shape care protocols, critical path-
ways to expedite patient treatment, not forsaking safety. Many of

these things are very positive, and they are in stark contrast to
j

how acute hospital care is delivered in most of the rest of the coun-
try where lengths of stay are much longer, in many ways the way !

care was delivered in the Forties and Fifties in the United States.
[

Senator Mikulski. What do you think should be the core ele-

ments of a health insurance program?
Mr. Merson. I think the core elements have to be a good, bal-

anced set of benefits—the insurance policy itself. But within that
context I think there have to be strong incentives because of the
consuming nature of the American public, strong incentives for peo-
ple to be channelled toward
Senator Mjkulskl Do you think we have an insatiable appetite

for everything, including health services?

Mr. Merson. We do nave an insatiable appetite. We have an ab-
solutely insatiable appetite for health services, life extension, life

expansion. But I think Dr. Hill is essentially correct that we've got
this vast disproportion of the main caregivers. Patients should be,

through their health insurance product, channelled into a primary
care or incentivized to pick a primary care caregiver who then is

responsible for the management of that patient's care. But on the
other hand, I think people should be able to use their own cash
out-of-pocket resources to buy whatever they want as Americans,
as long as it doesn't come out of the Federal or the State tax dollar
or out of somebody else's health insurance premium or the em-
ployer. If I make it and save it, I believe I ought to be able to use
it. But I think I should be channelled or incentivized into that kind
of structure that then controls and manages my care and resources.
That physician provider then needs to be incentivized to do the
best job all the time—not rationing care as capitation does, but not
overpaying as fee-for-service reimbursement does.
These models that I am describing are now being developed and

are coming into the marketplace and, in my estimation, really have
hope.
Senator Mikulski. And they will. Earlier we heard from the

business community. Ms. Morrison is one of those who help the
business community find insurance products. Here is a question for

you. You talk to a small business, and they have had a catastrophic
situation, one that is not behavioral—the need for a bone marrow
transplant, or the need for a premature baby who comes to St.

Joe's—and I have toured your very fine, beautiful facility—and all

of a sudden, that's about $100,000—-is that a month, or is that a
week, now
Ms. Curtis. I hope it's a month and not a week.
Senator Mikulski. But all of a sudden, it's $100,000, and the

baby will thrive and survive, but it needs careful monitoring.
Ail of a sudden, if you've got a business of ten people, zing, it's

wiped out. not just for the family. Do you think there ought to be
a national catastrophic pool that would essentially take care of
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these things that private insurance, if you keep it at small groups
or community risks, that would just really break it?

Mr. Merson. One way or the other, whether it be
Senator Mdojlskl People talk about, number one, those things

associated with aging, and well come back to that, or a chronic and
progressive situation. Those are what you are engaged with. Then
there is the normal acute care like gall bladder surgery. I mean,
I've got the longest living gall bladder in my family, and I am ripe
for it But under Zucker-Bailey's technique now, I can be in and
out, and my insurance will cover that. OK. But when we then get
to these others, extraordinarily expensive prolonged care that real-

ly must be dealt with in an acute care facility and in many prob-
abilities will require the complementary team after discharge, do
you think there has to be a national pool for that, or do you think
that should stay with the private insurance system?
Mr. Merson. I think either way can work. I believe it has to be

an essential element There are several ways—the basic problem is

getting enough mass to be able to break that liability in an insur-
ance product. The smaller the mass, the more difficult the ability

to rate it and charge for it So whatever vehicle is chosen, it's just
a matter of developing an economic model that gets enough mass
into then what can be purchased by anyone as an excess liability

insurance premium, whether it is purchased by the State and then
sold back to health insurance plans, purchased by the Federal Gov-
ernment, sold back to the States and then resold back to private
insurers. There are an infinite number of ways to do it It's just a
matter of defining how one wants to aggregate the mass, associate
a cost to it, and then levy a premium that then can be passed on.

But I think it is an essential element that Americans deserve to
be indemnified from.
Senator Mdojlskl I want to come back to what you find, Ms.

Curtis, and then to you, Ms. Martin. Ms. Curtis, what you're saying
is that when someone is discharged from St Joe's or an acute care
facility, you are licensed to provide home health care. And if I could
summarize your testimony, what you are finding is that in conjunc-
tion with the home health needs being met, often they are of short
duration; it is the need for home care, and for that, there isn't a
wink available.
Ms. Curtis. There is none at all.

Senator Mdojlskl And because of the lack of home care, they
then end up back in acute care. For example, looking at your exam-
ples, the diabetic who, because of improper bathing—just very mod-
est things in the home—then develops infections or goes into dia-

betic arrest because they didn't eat right
Ms. Curtis. And one of the problems even with a payer system

like Medicare is that they will not cover preventive care. In fact,

a typical example is

Senator Mdojlskl There is no preventive home health care?

Ms. Curtis. It's an exclusion in Medicare home health. They will

not pay for preventive services. So we find instances where we no
longer nave a reimbursement system because the bedsore isn't deep
enough. But if the bedsore gets deep enough, we can go in once a
day, twice a day, we can get very expensive beds. But once it gets
to a certain stage where it is healing, we no longer get reimbursed.
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So we either had to provide a free service, a charge, or we have
to wait and pull out and let it get bad again. It makes no sense.

There is no sense to the system.

Senator Mikulski. I want to ask you about discharge if I could,

Mr. Merson, while we're engaged in this conversation. Are you ade-

quately reimbursed for discharge planning and discharge monitor-
ing?
Mr. Merson. Yes, under the Maryland all-payer system, abso-

lutely.

Senator Mikulski. And what about nationally, as your associa-

tion works? So it's not only the planning which is the right plan,

often a home visit and so on, but then after that person is dis-

charged. At times, particularly after, say, your two Medicare visits

or whatever have expired, that which is certified for skilled care

—

is there a plan for discharge monitoring, particularly for what we
would call high-risk situations or medium-risk?
Mr. Merson. To the best of my knowledge within hospitals,

whether it be Maryland or elsewhere, once the patient leaves the
hospital, unless the hospital has its own home care agency, the
hospital in effect ceases its liability when the patient walks out the
door.

Senator Mikulskl I understand.
Mr. Merson. They have a responsibility to assure some contin-

uum.
Ms. Martin. Could I just add one point there which is very im-

portant? Within a nursing home, as we begin to get more and more
technical skills and technical patients, and we receive them much
sicker from the hospitals—I have received central lines, I have re-

ceived people on Gumco suction, and so on and so forth, i.v., etc.

If I—I, a nursing home—had better accessibility to the resources
that the hospital possesses, and we could share those resources, it

would be much less costly for us to take those patients and sain
the expertise. But that is not the way it works right now. The hos-
pital is saying, Take this patient," and I am saying, "No, wait a
minute—you don't understand—I haven't had Gumco suction for 15
years." One, I've got to figure out where I'm going to rent the piece
of equipment. I can't get it from you because you won't do that for

me, so I have to go somewhere else. And then I have to figure out
how do I do it again.

Senator Mikulski. And do the regs prevent that?
Ms. Martin. Do the regs prevent it?

Senator Mikulski. No; why can't you do that?
Ms. Martin. There is no mechanism to correlate hospitals and

nursing homes to create that united care for the patient. It really
does not exist
Senator Mikulskl Is it a payment or a reimbursement issue? Is

it a regulation issue? Or is it just the way we do business?
Mr. Merson. I think it's a byproduct of something, again, that

really was not anticipated as the rigorous pressure is put on hos-
pitals to discharge patients earlier and earlier and sicker and sick-

er. It is just a byproduct that has transferred a certain slice of
what used to be taken care of in the hospital into the nursing home
or into the home care situation, for which people didn't anticipate,
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weren't prepared, and are underfinanced to be able to gear up to

accept that level of responsibility.

Senator Mikulski. Nor are they reimbursed to provide that.

Mr. Merson. That's right
Ms. Martin. It also expands into mental health. We often receive

patients who have been seen as at a level that we could care for,

and all of a sudden they go into a critical or acute State of mental
illness, and we have a very difficult time getting services for them,
either within our own facility, because the reimbursement is some-
thing like $8 for a psychiatrist to come out and review the pa-
tient—well, forget it; it just doesn't happen for Medicaid. And often
when we send them to the hospital, they are medicated and sent
back. Apparently, it is difficult for them to re-accept them as a new
admission, so there we sit with a patient who is very dangerous
and no resources to go to.

We could probably do the care, but we can't get to the resources
to help us.

Senator Mikulski. Ms. Curtis, did you want to comment?
Ms. Curtis. I always thought one of the frustrations is that Med-

icare will not allow a Medicare-certified home health agency to pro-
vide service to a patient in a nursing home. Yet I think that could
be part of the solution to some of uie dilemmas that Sandra has
because in home care, we are doing i.v.s, we are doing the equip-
ment, we are doing tnat level—but if that patient needs to be in
the nursing home, whether Medicare is paving for it or not, if they
are even private pay, we will not get reimbursed for our service to

go in and assist the nursing home with that level of care.

Senator Muculskl Here is one of the issues now in terms of the
Rockefeller bill, which I have cosponsored, which will be different
from the national health insurance. You see, nobody wanted to take
on long-term care—vou are exactly right—because it seemed like,

first of all, most of the situations are chronic, and they are progres-
sive, and they weren't sure how to get a hold on it, and then you
get into the cost—I won't go through all the debate, but you can
anticipate it
Now, Senator Rockefeller has used the Pepper Commission Re-

port to introduce his long-term care reimbursement system. It pro-
vides for some continuity of care. However, it doesn't deal well with
reimbursement And I told Senator Rockefeller, HI go on it, but I've

got real problems with this.

First of all, the reimbursement for you is really only at inflation

plus what you would do for capital facilities; isn't that right, Phyl-
lis? What is the reimbursement in the Rockefeller?
Ms. Albritton. Two sets of payments, one for patient care and

one for capital investment
Ms. Curtis. Is it based on the care the patient receives, in other

words, the case mix, ifyou need heavy care versus
Ms. Albritton. Yes, it is case mix adjusted.
Ms. Curtis. Does it go beyond activities of daily living and get

into these more specific areas, such as
Senator Mikulski. I think it's screwed up, OK? You can go

through your criteria. I know that your executive director is Ms.
Wilzack, who really developed the innovative reimbursement sys-

tem for the State of Maryland. What would be most useful as we
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move ahead in the debate on long-term care is if I could have the
description of the Maryland reimbursement system from your per- i

spective. I will get a description of it from the Department of -

Health, but from the person who must provide that care, it would
be very useful to know how this system works and, because of the
shrinking Medicaid budget, the implications of this.

We all read and were horrified about the man who was taken by
J

his daughter out of a long-term care facility and abandoned. I

maintain that that man was abandoned by his own United States

Government. That in no way excuses family or personal respon-
sibility. I am a very strong advocate of that But in this situation

family responsibility was going to lead to family bankruptcy. And
for someone to do that to their own father either implies a callous-

ness or a level of desperation. We don't have a national system for

long-term care. We have now Medicaid as the safety net. And we
are paying for it. Everybody says we don't want a payroll tax, but
the cost of Medicaid being passed on to the business community of
all types by essentially a payroll tax, whether they call it that or
not So that's a way of saying I would like to see how the Maryland
system is working, and also how the Medicaid cuts are affecting

your ability to provide safe, satisfactory and clinically appropriate
lone-term care, as well as your patient distribution.

That would also go for you, Ms. Curtis, because I think it's the
same approach.
Now, let's talk about this custodial care, and then Fm going to

wrap up. Ironically, I have got to be at a Johns Hopkins Public
Health 75th Anniversary.
We talk about care in the home apart from, say, the skilled care

as unskilled care. Do you really think that's unskilled care?
Ms. Curtis. No, but I think we've gotten brainwashed by our

third party insurers, whether it be Medicare or the other insurers.

I think it's unrealistic to expect families without any kind of assist-

ance or training to do such things as enemas and eyedrops and
how to give a bath and how to take care of a bedsore and how to

feed and how to give medicines. These are not things that a
layperson automatically knows.

Senator Muculskl Ms. Curtis, has the home health care commu-
nity thought about this—here is a paradox that we are in, and that
I am presenting to you. No. 1, my first concern would be someone
who was intellectually and ethically competent to be in the home
to provide care for activities of daily living, because I would be con-
cerned about abuse. I think we have all heard those stories, and
Fm sure you hear them, where they bring someone in, and ifs a
horror story, or their boyfriend comes around and they are robbed,
or any number of terrible things. So that means training, that
means licensing or certification, that means bonding, and so on.

That then implies a level of cost which then takes us from $8 to

$15 an hour, am I correct?
Ms. Curtis. You're right
Senator Muculskl Is there a way, or has the association thought

about how people can do this so that we meet the concerns about
safety and adequacy without having an enormous cost—or is it just
impossible?
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Ms. Curtis. We have struggled, and I have to say that I think
it is probably impossible to Keep the costs down. We have reg-
istries, like employment
Senator Mkulskl I know, and some are great, and some are

shaky.
Ms. Curtis. Yes. There really are no regulations controlling the

care and the people to any extent And they might be $6, $6.50 an
hour. Then your next level is an agency that is licensed, so they
are employees, they do have workmen's comp and so forth—but
now you're up to $8.50, $9.00, $10.00, $12.00, $13.00 an hour. And
as far as the training, you have to look at what you're paying for.

You are taking a nonskilled person and paying them not much
more than minimum wage. So you cannot expect them to have the
kind of commitment you would of a nurse or a physical therapist.
They tend to be somewhat transient themselves.
And one thine—I don't know why insurance companies never

want to try it—they always exclude family from taking care of the
person. It is always an exclusion in the contract whetner it be the
Medicaid personal care program where it can't be immediate fam-
ily, or whether it is major medical. Why not? I mean, where are
you going to get better care than perhaps from a family member
if you pay them the same amount of money you'd pay somebody off

the street? It has never been looked at. For some reason, there is

an attitude that if it's a family member, they're cheating, they're
just taking the money and not doing anything. But I see it is to-

tally different when we're in the home. There is a real concern, but
with the economy, the daughter or grand-daughter, whoever, needs
to be out there working. So if she can work at all, all she's doing
is paying for that person to come into the home and take care of
her mother or grandmother.
Senator Mkulski. We see that also with the care of a handi-

capped child at home.
Ms. Curtis. That's right, whether it be the elderly or the chron-

ically ill.

Senator Mkulski. We heard from a mother today who kicked off

our hearing, Mrs. Donna Welsh of Dundalk, whose son has conges-
tive heart disease. He is able to go to school and so on, but he re-

quires monitoring, so they are a single-income family, and also
there needs to be the safety net
But there is no pro-family help there for that, and it will also ul-

timately affect Mrs. Welsh's Social Security—and I could go on.

I think that's an excellent point
Well, there are many other issues that we could go into. I think

the debate on long-term care is going to take longer than the initial

health insurance framework. But this is not the only conversation
we're going to have. I have learned a lot. And before I close, is

there any final wrap-up statement that any of you would like to

make?
[No response.]
Senator Mkulski. I want to thank you all. We've gone through

six panels and about 23 witnesses, and Fm going to get a quiz. Sen-
ator Kennedy is going to call me in 15 minutes. But this is an offi-

cial hearing of the U.S. Senate, and your testimony is going to be
included as well as our discussion.
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I want to thank you for what you are doing. When I hear about
the complexities of reimbursement and the obstacles that are
placed in your path to do your mission, it is amazing to me that
anyone wants to continue to do it, really, and I say that in the most
sincere way. The complexity of the delivery of patient care is. in
and of itself, extraordinarily challenging and oifficult, and then
when you go out and have to deal with this whole other system,
it must be extraordinarily frustrating. So I think one of the core
elements must be simplification and minimum bureaucracy that
you then have to contend with, as well as adequate reimbursement
Thank you all very much.
[Additional material supplied for the record follows:]
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FLOOR COVERING RESOURCES m) wrrwx,
4212 Howard Avenue

Kensington. Maryland 20893 *

Statement of Karln Allen .

Before the U.S. Senate
Labor and Human Resources Committee

April 23, 1992

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: ^

I thank you for the opportunity to speak to you on behalf

of Floor Covering Resources*. a small business located In

Kensington,* Maryland.

Ny name Is Karln Allen, and I would like to ask Congress

to establish a universal single-payer health care system for all

American citizens.

I have worked for Floor Coverlns Resources In a full-time

position since January 1984, and I would like to tell you

about this company* s experience with group health Insurance,

which I am sure Is the same experience for thousands of small

Maryland businesses.

In 1987, this company bought small gro'jo na.ior medical

heal*-n Insurance from Blue Cross and Blue Shield of the National

Capital Area. The policy has a 01 million life-time benefit

for each group member. Insurance coverage became effective

on November 1, 1987.

Our group had three participants:

AGS 1987 COVERAGE RATE

Karln Allen. 47 $168.92
Elisabeth Allen 24 77-96
Michael Brandland 24 77-96

loffirmMB^YBEHms $324.84

Elizabeth Allen is my daurhter. She was a full-time

college student in 1987 > thus eligible for dependent coverage.

In July 1988. this company received a letter from Blue

Cross and Blue Shield Informing us that beginning in October

1988, any pre-existing conditions of new employees and their

dependents would be permanently excluded from coverage.
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According to a spokesperson at the Maryland State Department of

Licensing and Regulation Insurance Division, this benefit

exclusion was new and was beins implimented throughout the

Insurance Industry. The prime targets of this change were

small companies with fewer than 9 employees.

When Blue Cross and Blue Shield renewed our contract on

November 1, 1988, total monthly premiums Increased to $400.92

AGE

Karln Allen 48
Elisabeth Allen 25
mchael Brand!and 25

TOTAL MONTHLY PREMIUMS

In December 1988, I had emergency surgery for a herniated

disk at George Washington University Hospital, and Blue Cross

and Blue Shield promptly paid almost all my medical bills,

around $19 , 090.

In August 1989 a 31ue Cross and Blue Shield Informed us that

they felt It necessary to raise our rates again. Beginning

November 1, 1989 » monthly oremlums Increased by 70 percent.

The Insurer explained that "the adjustment Is based In part on

your group's claims experience as well as the collective

experience of other local croups similar in size to yours."

The 70 percent Tate increase was imposed^en^the entire

croup

.

AG£ lg8^ COVERAGE RATE

Karln Allen 49 $379-96
Elizabeth Allen 26 131.74
Michael Srandland 26 181.74

TOTAL MONTHLY PREMIUMS $743-44

When I lodged a complaint about the steep rate Increase

with the Maryland State Insurance commissioner, the Insurer

stated that because of my claim, our. group's claims to premium

ratio was greater than 71 percent , and Floor Covering Resources

was classified as a high risk group.

The Maryland State Insurance commissioner's office assured me

that Blue Cross and Blue Shield was not in violation of the

state insurance code

.

1988 COVERAGE PATE

$208.48
96.22
96.22

$400.?2
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Snail businesses like the one I work for now face strict

medical underwriting. Our insurance company demands detailed
information from new employees and their dependents covering

over *0 medical conditions. This oractice Is more than out-

rageous, it is humiliating.

Floor Covering Resources hired a new sales person in July, 1991.

As the group administrator I filled out the necessary forms

immediately, and my new coworker submitted the required health

questionnaire to Blue Cross and Blue Shield. It took the

insurance company over 3 months to let ay coworker know that

they had not received sufficient medical information from her

physicians and that they had closed her file.

My daughter lost her job with Demar Corporation in Rockvllle,

Maryland over one year ago. She had to cancel her health Insurance

coverage through Lincoln National because she could not afford

the $160 monthly Cobra payments. She was fortunate to find work

on the temporary staff of a large Bethesda based corporation.

Even though she has worked 40 hours a week for the past 9 months,

she does not qualify for medical benefits. My daughter receives

her "medical care" at Planned Parenthood. If my daughter and I

lived in Canada or any other Industrialized country in the world,

we would not suffer these perpetual anxieties about health insu-

rance. It seems unbelievable that our current health care system

penalizes people like my coworker and I for having an on-goina:

medical problem.

As of November 1, 1991 » my premium for single coverage has

soared to $143 per month. Over one dozen health insurers have

refused coverage because of ray back problem. My current $M3
a month health insurance premium represents a 35 percent payroll

tax and 50 percent of my take-home Day.

Many clients of this small business are having difficulties

holding on co their health Insurance policies because of rising

costs. j

I am afraid that I will not have health insurance much longer.

My employer will soon retire and another employer may not offer

medical benefits. I can assure you that I will not be able to

afford a conversion policy from Slue Cross and Blue Shield.

Their standard non-group policy without major medical offers very

poor coverage, and it costs over $200 per month.
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Please enact a universal health care plan which will provide

access to comprehensive, quality health care for all American

citizens.

Thank you very much for your attention.

Sincerely

,

Sarin Allen

Blue Cross

Blue Shield
ol mm Nation* Capital

900 fflfc Si—i S.w.
ox.;

NR. ROGER FLAHERTY
FLOOR COVERING RESOURCES
40 11-1 1ETHES0A AVE.
IETHES0A NO 20114

Dear NR. FLAHERTY

i

jSlyTTfTa
5'

Rat Letter af Aaanatoaat Regarding
Mods col Underwriting af Naw
Participants Effactiva Octabar I, 1MB
Oraup Contract •• AOIt

Ha doubt you ara aware af tha otaadily incraaeing coata af Koalth cara eevoraaa
offered by all haalth ineuraaca coapenies. including Blua Croaa and Blua Shiald
af tha National Capital Aran (ICSSMCA). aawap tha ratoa cherecd by BCBSMCA
auat bo aufficiant ta cevnr tha claias OMPawaa that Ma incur an bahalf af onrollod
oaployoaa and thair dependents* it is ta our autual adVantaea far ua ta take ateps
ta slaw tha incraaaa in rata*. Ona iapartant way ta da that ia ta raduca tha
claias expenea by battar control 1in* underwriting risks.

At BCBSNCA. wt have olroody taken aavoral paaitiva
Aa you nay recall* aaaa af than arei

:o claiaa

Mininixing inappraariata aarvicaa and tha ovoruao of aarvicaa by addins cur
"Managed Cora Pregras" ta all af aur gasaunity-ratad groups (effective durino
lfS7>.

Hinisizins tha underwriting risk relative ta eaalayeea and their dependants
•he da net enroll in tha health care ereeraa when first eligible by excluding
benefits for pre-existing cendttieas {effective March 1, 1917 >.

Conductino> an e regular baaia. caaplianca audita ta help assure that greuee
ara enrelline only these eapleyees and dependants who ere eliaible in accord-
ance with eligibility previa! ass af the group contract (offoctivo Fall 19B7>.

Minieizing tha underwriting risks assacieted with high riak greup epplicenta
by raauiring the coaptation of haalth sueetiennairaa and excluding benefits

(effective March 1, 190B).

Effective October 1. ItSB. enothet sasssrs will be iaoleaented which alsa ahauld
hava a favoroblo ianact an claiaa expense. ALL ELIGIBLE EMPLOYEES AND THEIR
ELIGIBLE DEPENDENTS MHO ENROLL IN YOUR GROUP ON OR AFTER OCTOBER 1. 1910. HILL BE
REQUIRES TO COMPLETE AN ENROLLMENT FORM MUCH CONTAINS HEALTH QUESTIONS EVEN
THOUGH THEY ARC ENROLLING WHEN FIRST ELIGIBLE. Thair coverage will becena effective
en the first of the eenth following coapletien of the Medical underwriting, but net

mm- ereup'a eligibility.period has bean aatiafiad. Benefits will net bo
rasas far are-exietiae health cenditlene. (A asall supply of this new fare ia

ilasad for your uaa. Yau say* af course* reproduce it far future mm. or call
illneet specialist far additional cesiee as needed. I

i monthly anrallsant svarsge 10 or sere during our annual review
il notification letter will, advise yau that new aapleyeea and

ita enrolling during the casing contract poriod will eat be reouired ta
mm- tha health eueetiene included en the enrolloont fern. Of course, the
il lB-neath waiting poriod will castisua ta be applied to new enrol loea.
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riMM attach this Lattar af Inin damt ta yaw cooy af tha Group Contract.

Should yaw hovo ony ovoationa oeowt this policy chanoa. plooao contact tha
onrollnont ooocialiat far your aroup by calling tha toloohono niabir ahatai
-our santhly aillino. It is aur ploaauro ta cantinua ta bo af aorvico to >

Vary tew-ly. yours .

I. H. Saasla. Jr.

Contract Adainistretii

AUG9SY 17. 1989
111. A0CEB FIAIEETY
PLOOft COVItXJIC RE3O0KCE3
MI 12 I0WA1B at!
KEMJtSXXGTOX ITS 20895

KCi G80UP XUKBEB 1819
RATES EFFECTIVE • 1 1SO 1/89

DEAft HE. FLAHEITT

,

iftor careful review of your group's subscription rates, we find
It naoassary to raise your aonthly premus effective 11/01/89.
Ma axa taking this atap because of increases this ysaz la tha cost
and utilization of health oaza services in tho Washington
metropolitan azaa. Tha adjustment is based in part oa your
group's claim* ewperleaoe as wall as tha collaotlva aaporlaaoa of
othar local froups stailar la also to yours. Your monthly
subsorlptloa rata* for tha ooalng oontraot pazlod ara attached to
this lattar.

Booauso wo valua your business, lot ao point out that thara aza
sovaral stops your group can tax* to halp offset tha effects of
this premium increase. Bapaadlag on the type of coverage you hava
nou and what Modifications you make in the near future /your group
aay realize significant savings. I'd ba happy to work with you*
if you Has. to reevaluate your axisting benefits plaa to Identify
what changes. If aay* might ba la your group's best Interests.

In general, however, tho following aeasures will cushion the
iapact of this rata lnorease. They include • raxsrng your group's
annual deductible, reducing tha suabar of hospital days that are
available, Le youx amrloyous ox Changing the iov.i o± reimbursement
under your group contract for doo tor's bills and other profescxonal
nodical services.

In addition* please considez two new products si uo Cross and Blue
Shield of the aatloaal Capital Area '(BCBSMCA) h*s developed during
the past year to help oar customers coatala costs.

Tho ±lxn\ lo called Baal Optica. With this produot* your employees
hava a choice of joining a traditional indemnity plaa. or selecting
MHO- type benefits through BCBSMCA *s affiliate* CapltalCaza
Adalnlstzatlva Servioes. Inc. ' Both options — traditional
indemnity aad IHO — aza priood tha same. That way* your employees
can ohoosa the type of health benefits program that bast salts
their family- or Individual ^xeeds * instead of making a decision
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basod on price. Each option ofiezs a comprehensive benefits
package that includes hospital, maternity, wall-baby and physician
eazt, medical tzaatMant in an •aargancy. outpatiant diagnostic
testing, laboratory services and x-rays. Tha two options differ in
thaix out-of-pocket expenses and in tha fzaadoa of aooass your
employees and tholz eligible dapandants will hava to doctors and
hospital- in tha Washington metropolitan araa.

Ua also hava anothaz now product, built around our Preferred
Frovldar network, that any sava your group up to 15 pareant. Tha
Preferred Provider network is an arrangement between BCSSXCa and a
group of 26 local hospitals and ovar 2, 600 doctors and othar
aadlcal specialists la tha Washington metropolitan araa. laeausa
of our spacially nagotiatod discounts with thasa providers, wo oan
offar your group a loss expensive altarnativo to tha traditional
iadaaaity plaa you hava aow. Xotwork subsczlbars aay go to tha
doctors and hospitals of thaix choice, but they raoelve a
financial incentive in the fera of enhanced benefits and fewer
out-of-pocket costs for using tha Preferred Provider netwoxk.

Finally, to follow up oa the Letter of aaaadaeat we seat yea la
July of 19M, year group has beea classified as aadlcally
underwritten for the coatract period which coincides with this
rate increase. This designation Is based oa the auaber of
eaployees who were enrolled la year group at the tlae of oar rate
review. What this aeans Is that any participant froa year group
whose coverage becoaes effective during the new contract period
will be required to fill out and file a aadlcal history
questionnaire with as before qualifying for covered services, as a
result, these subscribers nay be peraanently excluded froa
receivlag blue Cross and Blue Shield benefits for conditions which
existed before they enrolled.

I'd be happy to explain all thasa alternatives to you and compare
rates so that you can decide which one is best for your group.
Plaase call ma at .your aarliest convenience.

Sincerely.

B. A. FREEH1K
accouat Executive
C202) a?9-as>t0
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i mm MmtuH*

Blue Cross

Blue Shield
ClfMtM

Total uam CaMaSUK

September 27, 1989

Mr. Sal P. Ercolano, Sr.
Acting Chief investigator
Life and Health
Department of Licensing and Regulation
Insurance Division
501 St. Paul Place
Baltimore, Maryland 21202-2272

Dear Mr. Ercolano:

This is in response to your letter of September 7, 1989 regarding
rate Increases for Floor Covering Resources. Ms. Karin Allen has
addressed our group rating practice for small groups. With that
in mind, I have provided a description of our rating practices
and alternatives available for Floor Covering Resources.

Floor Covering Resources is part of our 2-49 Community Rated
Pool. The base rates are established by using the aggregate
claims expense of the entire pool.

During the past two years, we also differentiated our rate
increases in this pool by classifying those groups as either low,
average or high risk groups.—This was-done to more equitably
distribute the rate increases so that those small groups which
used the least health benefits received a lower increase than
those groups which used more health services.

The determination of risk category was made by comparing the paid
claims of the prior calendar year with the premium generated
during the same period. To safeguard against penalizing a group
account for large individual claims, any participant claims in
excess of $2,500 were discounted prior to the comparison of
claims to premiums. A group where claims to premiums ratio is
greater than 71% is considered a high risk group.

Floor Covering Resources was classified as an average risk group
on their November, 1988 rate renewal. On the subsequent
November, 1989 renewal, the 1988 incurred claims were $19,840.
Of those claims, $15,064 were discounted because they were
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Floor Covering Resources does have alternatives available to

lower their health care costs. The group can retain their
current benefits with our PPO Overlay Option and still reduce
their rates as shown in the following illustration:

Age Current Rates Rates With PPO Overlay Option

29 and under $181.74 $156.22
45-49 $379.96 $324.68

As you may notice, by retaining their current benefits with the
PPO Overlay, Floor Covering Resources can realize an immediate
savings of 14.38% over their new rates. Another option that is
available for them to consider is our Standard Hospitalization
and Major Medical with a $500 deductible and a $2,000 stoploss.
The rates for that program would be $144.42 and $299.12 for both
the individuals covered.

We at Blue Cross and Blue Shield of the National Capital Area
share Ms. Allen's concerns about the escalating health care
costs. Our rating method does provide a more equitable
distribution with lower rates to lower utilizers of health care
services. Conversely, groups with older/higher utilizers of
claims receive higher than average premium rates. One of our
Representatives will be in touch with Ms. Allen to discuss the
various options that are available to Floor Covering Resources.

Thank you for the opportunity to respond to Ms. Allen's concerns.
If you have any further questions, you can reach me at (202)
479-8800.

Sincerely,

Vice President and General Manager
Consumer Accounts

re: Karin Allen
Group SA819

GROUP NUMBER: A0!9

MONTHLY RATES

ACE RANGE SELF-ONLY FAMILY

29 AND UNDER * 96.22 * 22M.50
30 - 3*1 120.23 269. M0
35 - 39 1MM.32 314.30
M0 - MM 176. M0 M26.S6
45 - M9 208. M8 538.80
50 - 5M 256.58 606. 16
55 - S9 30M.68 69S.96
60 - 6M 360.82 808.20
65 AND OVER MM1.00 987.80

COMPLEMENTARY TO MEDICARE • S131.6M
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Gr.OUP NUMBER « A8 190000

MONTI! LX KATES

ACE RANGE

29 AND UNDER
30 - 3M
35 - 39
MO - *H
MS - M9
50 - 5««

55 - 59
60 - 44
65 AMP OYER
COftrOSXTE KATES

SELF-ONLY

* 181. 7M
22M.22
265.70
323.34
379.96
M6M.90
5*9.66
6M8.96
790. SM
280.85

COHPLEIIEICTAXY TO MEDICARE • U7M.66

GKOUr NUMBER A0190000

riUKT.; L j RATES

FAMILY

429. 12
507. OM
586.56
783.38
980.20
1098.20
1255. 7M
IMS2.56
1767. M6

0.00

AGE RANGE SELF-ONLY

29 AND UNDER * 173. 8M
30 - 3M 2 14.34
25 - 39 25M .82
«I0 - MM 308. 8M
MS - M9 362.82
!>0 - 5M MM3.82
55 - b9 52M .00
60 - 6M 6 19 . 30
65 AMD OVER 75M.30
COMPOSITE KATES 308.83

FAMILY

M10.66
M85.60
560.70
7M8. 28
935.8ii
10M8 . M2
1 190. MO
1386 . 06
1606 . 18

0. 00

COMPLEMENTARY TO MEDICARE : *1M1.7M
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i

Enrollment Information Form
with HMlth Questionnaire

MASJTAL STATUS BATE Of SMITH

I WISH: (CHECK ONLY ONE BLOCK)

SELFONLT COVERAGE SELF I DEPENOEMTS

D COVERAGE COMPLEMENTARY
TO I

a Btua Ooaa artdtor Btua Steatd Plan, a I Musses Onj—laHsw IMMO) or atom losasasss carrta*7 M you or

Data or Birth. Set 1 1 Mala Ml

i Company/HMO;.

1 PoMcy Covers. 1 1 Policy Holder CI Two Person (name ©I dap*

4. Eitective Data o» Policy:
mo. oat . rcAa

6. Coverage is '*t: Medic*' Vat U No .'

5. CanceitaHon ilaie ol Puilcy:
MO DAT rfcA*

Yas i i no Omw i ires * i No

Ot«|i OYu UNO LI Oahar (SpacHy)

t. For psraMs Irving apart, gtva iha nama and relationship or the parson roaponiible lor providing imdicsJ <

Relationship to Applicant:.

8. ' Check this block II you (or any othe-- person^) Irstad on tMa appi•cation) ara eligible lor or

undar Medicare. II you have checked ine block, ptsaaa otvs: .- *
"

D Apt as or ewer O KMeey assess 1 1 PMaStofl

Ion i i Pan A i
1 Pan B

tor 1 1 Pan A 1 1 Pari b

10. Qeyt
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P. 0. Box 164
UMUnQton, UP t0t9S

1301) 6tt-3t13

Ayr smd Ytmmh m Actum

Senator Mikulaki Beering on

ealtk Car* 4/23/92

Gray Panthers ofMontgomery County

For Information Contact: Akrakaa Blooa (301) 942-4254

My nana la Akrakaa Blooa and I an presenting tain atateaeat

for the Gray Paatkere of Marylaad. Vo are coaaltted to tka aeed

for a Matioaal Bealtk Plan baaed oa a Single Payer Systea.

Bveryoae la aware that aar present Health Care aen-Systea

la In crisis „ It skews ltaelf la aaajr ware

.

For tke lldarlv Medicare haa failed. It doea not cover

dental care, eye care, preacriptloa drag*, or long ten care, all

of wboae costs have keen rising at two to three tlaea tke rate of

inflation. As a raaalt aaalara today pay 18Z of tkelr lacoae for

kealtk care centered to 13Z la 196S kefore Medicare went into

effect.

For tke Poor Medicaid kaa failed . It depends on state

aoney for kalf lta budget. Tke atates keing in a financial bind

bare failed to fuad Medicaid adequately. In Maryland, incone

eligibility la set at 402 of tke poverty level. Payments to

providers baa been cat. Medicaid baa becoae a poor quality

progreal ~ ~
*

~

For %11 Pollers There la a lack of access and an unwarranted

escalation of coats.

Oae peraoa la fear la aalnaured, 1/3 are cklldren. Voaea go

witkout p-e-uatal care aad cklldren wltkout needed inoculations.

Ve spend aore than any other country in the world, yet other

countries insure everyone, and get better health results. 22

countries bsve lower infant aortality and IS have higher life

expectancies;

Mot only. are oar coata too high, but they are continuing tr

escalate and are estiaated to rlae~f¥oa 12 Z of (GMP) today to

17 .3Z la tbe year 2000.

VBit *9 b* <99fi * We recoaaend support for tke Single
Payer Flea la Senate Bill S. 2320 introduced ky Sen. Velletoae
aad co-sponsored hy Sea. Siaon and Sen. Metzeakaua.

It provides a comprehensive package of benefita, including
koapltal aad pkyaiclaa care, long term care, prescription drags,
preveatlve cere aad mental health benefita.
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Everyone would be covered and would only have to present

their health card to the provider of their choice, to receive

treatment. The federal government would be the single payer, but

the program would be administered by the states.

The plan would contain costs. The General Accounting Office

(CAO) haa estimated that the adoption of a single payer system in

the U.S. would save $67 Billion in administrative costs alone,

ore than enough to pay for coverage of all the uninsured.

In addition to these administrative savings, because the

federal government ia the sole payer, it Is in a strong position

to contain costs thru negotiated prices on prescription drugs,

negotiated physician fees, global budgets for hospitals end

control of capital expenditures.

This plan overall will not cost more money. There will he

new taxes, but less private spending on insursnce snd out of

pocket costs. The set cost for most people will be less. For

lnstsnce, s family of four with income of $39,200 will save

$1600.

we must respond to some of the horror stories thst hsve bees

spresd by the AHA snd the Insursnce Companies about the Canadian

Single Payer Syaten. They ssy thst people must put up with long

waiting lines to get neceassry trestaent. These stories sre

untrue

.

Beports from Canadian doctors sre thst in fsct Canadiaaa are

availing thenselves nore of services than people here in the U.S.

There ia more preventive care, which avoids—later -more—^serious

and expensive illnesses.

We hsve the advantage in this country that our health care

expenditures are at a higher level, 12X of GIT vs 6.6% of GBP for

Canada and we have much high tech equipment already in place.

Since there are no plans to cut these expenditures or facilities

we could in this country supply even better services not less.

Polls show thst Canadians sre more sstisfied with their

heslth csre system than citizens in any other country. Similar

polls ahow that U.S. citizens are least satisfied. Here in the

U.S. we have 37 million uninsured who would just love to get on

the Csnadian waiting lines.

Compared to the Single Payer Plan, we find that the Play or

Pay proposal latroduced by Sen. Mitchell as S. 1227, would set up

a very inferior system.

S. 1227 mandates that employers provide Bealth Benefits for

their workers or pay a tax into a public fund that would be used

to provide insurance for sll those not covered on their jobs.
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The m.ior defect of thia plan i. if heavy dependence on
^ivate insurance^ with if fclgH edniaiatratlve costs? high"
MTietm M»ti , «md kith prolit arcinTTTiWt—benefit payout
averages 60c on the dollar, compared to puhlic systems like
Social Security and Medicare which have henefit payout, of 98c on
the dollar.

Insurance companies are difficult to control. Because they
are exempt fro. anti-trust laws and are reflated on a state
level with 50 different aef of .tate regulation.. CS.1227 ha.
tried to prevent some of the worst abu.e. aueh a. the refu.al of
coverage for people with previous Health condition.).

There are other problems with S.1227:
Many .nail bualaease. cannot afford the msnd

the added tmu inpo.ed. For the., it can lead to buaines.
failure..

There will he an administrative nightmare to keep track of

worker, who change jobs, and have to change ln.urer. and

provider, or tho.e who become unemployed and aunt .witch froa the

private to the puhlic plan.

For the elderly, who are covered by Medicare, S. 1227 will

he of no help. They continue on Medicare with all it.

deficiencies

.

Heal cost containment will he sacrificed, becau.e the

strength of a strong federal government negotiator will be lost.

Th*> deficiencies of Play or Pay compared to the Single

Payer Plan are obvious. The insurance companies should not be

allowed to hold the Aigritin peopJLe hostage to in inferior

program.

Hitile_jl'c_c_an_anders tandL why Sen Mjkulski may want to supper

t

tke Democratic Party leadership by support of S.1227, we believe

that she should recognize the superiority of S.2320 and alao

become a co-sponsor of tkat bill. Ve urge ker to do so.

Finally we should briefly discuss am aspect of people's

health that doea not get enough attention. While a good health

care system is essential, it is not enough. Improvement in

people's standard of living is another eaaential, particularly

for low income persons. Good healtk depend, strongly om good

mutrltion, good kou.lng, good sanitation and good education.

Ve must also put muck more empkaai. om prevention. For

instance , Maryland kas tke unfortunate distinction of kavlag tke

kxgkest cancer rate of any of tke 50 states. To rectify tkis we

must develop effective programs to redmce smoking, alcokol

consumption and to clean up our environment. ?

Thank you.
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Jonathan Lawnlcxak, Senior Health Policy Analyst

Rational Council of Senior Citizens

Introduction

Good aornlng. Madas Chairman, Members of the Committee. It Is

a pleasure to be here today. My name Is Jonathan Latmlczak. I am

the Senior Health Policy analyst for the Rational Council of Senior

Citizens (HCSC). HCSC represents over five million older Americans

nationwide through our 5,000 affiliated clubs and State Councils.

The National Council was founded in 1961 to lead the fight for

Medicare. After its enactment—an event we considered the first

step in the creation of an American Rational Health Care

system—the Council turned to other advocacy issues. These Include

Social Security and retirement income, housing, civil rights,

transportation and employment programs for older citizens. But

today we see these Issues being overwhelmed by the economic and

social pressures generated by the need to reform our national

health system and to provide for the inclusion of long-term care in

any national health plan.

Health System in Crisis

Every day a new story about
-
the deterioration of our health

care system appears in the press. The stories range from the

effects on individuals and impacts on business, to our global

competitiveness and the economic stability of the nation.

On October 9, 1991, the Washington Post reported that the

Pentagon plans to consolidate its health care system in order to

use defense dollars sore efficiently.

On October 5, 1991, an article in the Los Anoeles Times

discussed the situation of .employers in Los Angeles who pay almost

twice as much for health' insurance than employers do in other parts

of the nation. Employers, so the report states, could save

hundreds of thousands of dollars without reducing benefits by

relocating. Of course, fox workers, the choices are devastating:

lose your job or move away from your family and friends.
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October 6, 1991, the Washington Post ran an extensive

article on the costs of home care and how consumers are often taken
I

advantage of due to the lack of government regulation.

The Christian Science Monitor reported on October 4, 1991

that by the year 2000, doctors' income will have doubled to an

average of $458,000 per year.

On June 28, 1991, the Wall Street Journal reported the

results of a poll on important issues facing the nation. The poll

identified health costs and coverage as the most important issues
j

long with the state of the economy. The poll showed an activist

mood on the part of the public—51 percent said the Federal

government is held responsible to solve the health care issues.

Sixty-nine percent would be willing to pay more taxes for a program

"guaranteeing everyone the best health care available." Sixty-nine

percent said they could support a health system similar to Canada's.

Retirees Affected

Seniors, who were supposed to be insulated from health care

costs through the Medicare program, are feeling the squeeze on a

par with the rest of the population. In 1981, the Medicare Part A

hospital deductible was $204. Today it is $628—an increase of

over 300—percent.^-_Over the unme periods Social- Security- benefits

fcewe increased only 34 percent and few private pensions have any

cost-of-living adjustment provisions at all. Ten years ago, the'

Medicare Skilled Nursing Facility co-payment was $22.50 in 1981.

This has increased by over 350 percent—to $78.50. The Part B

premium was $11 a month in 1981. Now it is $29.90—an increase of

270 percent. In 1995, the premium will reach $46.10—an increase

from 1981 of 420 percent. The only Medicare out-of-pocket expense

for the elderly and disabled which has remained relatively stable

is the Fart B deductible. In 1981, it was $60. Today it is

$100—an increase of 67 percent. In 1981 the elderly spent 12.7

percent of their income on health care. In 1991, this figure is

approaching 20 percent—more than they spent on health care before
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the passage of Medicare. Cost increases in Medigap policies show

the sane out-of-control patterns.

And, I should make the point, Madam Chairman, that the rise in

Medicare costs has been less than in some other sectors of the

health care system.

Our members have consistently fought the battle for a national

health care system. Our organization has always considered the

passage of national health care to be our number one long-range

priority, and this in the face of our evaluation that seniors

actually had the least to gain from passage of such an act.

However, in today's climate, we find that seniors have much to lose

through Congressional inaction, and will benefit greatly from the

prompt passage of a comprehensive national health insurance bill.

Many retirees depend on benefits earned while working to

provide supplemental insurance to plug the gaps which Medicare

leaves open. According to the Employee Benefit Research Institute

( EBRI ) , over 50 percent of retirees receive their Medigap coverage

through their former employers. These benefits are increasingly at

risk. A recent EBRI survey indicated that five percent of

employers with retiree plans intend to drop coverage entirely,

while over ten percent expect to reduce benefits. Over 30 percent

plan on increasing retiree deductible and co-insurance. These

number:* will only increase as the new accounting standards issuea

by the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) go into full

effect.

Under FASB rules, employers, for the first time, will have to

list as a liability any unfunded promises to provide health

insurance programs for retirees. Not only will businesses have to

include their current retirees, but they will also have to include

the over 11 million current workers who are promised some type of

health benefit after retirement. The possible implications of this

action for the maintenance of retiree health benefits are

staggering

.

Equally alarming is the disastrous effect that bankruptcies

are having on retiree health benefits. When Eastern Airlines went
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out of business, they took their retiree health benefits with

them. In large part, the Pittston mine strike was about retiree

health benefits and broken promises. When LTV decided they could

not stay in business, the first thing they wanted to do under

bankruptcy reorganization was to eliminate their obligations to the

men and women who spent their working lives building the company.

Congress helped ameliorate this problem somewhat when it passed a

I

law stating that retiree health benefits did not automatically

disappear when a company filed for Chapter 11 protection. While

this was a helpful first step, it does not go to the root of the

problem. - I

Even with the protection provided by the Medicare program and '

with sound supplemental policies, most elderly persons have

critical unmet health care needs. Sixty percent of the elderly pay

for prescription drugs totally out of pocket. The one area where

the majority of consumers are responsible for all costs is in

prescription drugs. Yet, according to the Senate Special Committee

on Aging, drug prices in America are higher than in any other

country in the world. From 1980 to 1990, while general inflation

was 58 percent, inflation in the price of drugs was 152 percent.
i

Obviously, controls are needed to contain costs in this area. We

th.nk the nost feasible method of containing drug costs will be in

the context of a universal national health program which covers

pharmaceuticals

.

Long-term Care

Community-based and institutional long-term care is a critical

need of older persons as well as of impaired citizens of all ages

and their family caregivers. The Pepper Commission estimated that

at least one-third of all those who could use long-term care are

under the age of 65. But families are affected in other ways:

fifty-two percent of families who now have elderly parents have

been caring for one or both of them from between three to eight

years. Fifty-six percent spend more than 12 hours a week cooking

I
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J

meals, running errands, helping with checkbooks, and giving

|
medicines. Twenty-six percent of the caregivers are part of the*

"sandwich generation," caring for both their children and their

' parent simultaneously. The average age of caregivers is 50. NCSC

j

has always felt that long-term care must be an integral part of any

|
comprehensive reform effort.

NCSC Position

Madam Chairman, the national Council has a defined position on

national health care which has been honed over the years. Rather

than develop a specific legislative proposal, we have constructed a

set of ten principles by which we endeavor to evaluate health

reform legislation. These principles have undergone change. In

January of 1990, at our Constitutional Convention in Chicago, our

delegates deleted a principle calling for a role for the insurance

industry. Last May, our General Board added a principle stating

that any legislation supported by the National Council must

incorporate clear steps moving toward a single-payer system

including a uniform national payment mechanism. We attach these

principles here in the hope that you and your colleagues will use

them in crafting final legislative proposals for comprehensive

reform legislation.

NATIONAL HEALTH CARE PRINCIPLES

1) Universal Access

Under the program, every American will be covered,
regardless of ability to pay. Basic health
protection must be considered a right and the program
must clearly establish this principle.

2) Comprehensive Benefits Including Lono-Term Care

In addition to protection for hospitalization and
physician services, the program must cover all
medically necessary health and preventive services,
long-term institutional and home health care, and
other essential health services.

3) Financing

Any system of financing a new national health care
program must be broad-based and progressive, based
upon our nation's traditional approach to financing
social insurance programs.
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4) Cost Sharing

Cost-sharing requirements on beneficiaries must not
create economic barriers to receiving adequate health
care. Deductibles and co-payments penalize the sick
and therefore should not be relied upon as sources of
financial support for the program. All physicians
would be required to accept assignment and would not
be allowed to pass along additional fees to bene-
ficiaries.

5) Quality Assurance

Standards would be established to govern patient care
in all medical settings. Independent oversight of
the medical profession and peer-review organizations
would monitor the quality of all medical care. Phy-
sicians , nurses and other health care professionals
who have demonstrated a commitment to providing the
highest quality care should be recognized and
rewarded.

6) Cost Containment

A system of budgeting for all health care services
would be established and adhered to in determining
payment policies to service providers. Prospective
hospital budgeting and a national physician fee
schedule coupled with expenditure targets and
negotiated on an annual basis will act to control
health care costs.

7) Health Planning

Resources for capital expenditures on new
construction and rehabilitation of existing
facilities would be allocated on the basis of local,
state and regional needs for additional health care
services. This will ensure that the health care
needs of all our citizens will be considered in
determining spending patterns for the use of new
technologies and services.

8) Patients ' Riohvs

Patients must be treated in a timely manner and with
compassion and decency and a patient -grievance
procedure must b° established. The burden of seeking
reimbursement for services rendered should fall on
the health provider and not the patient.

9) Program Administration

The national health program will be administered in
such a way as to assure a strong role for the Federal
government and the states. In addition, health care
consumers must have the right to participate in the
administrative and policy-making decisions at all
levels of government.

10) Payment Mechanism

In working toward a single-payer system, the Rational
Council should support legislation incorporating
progressive steps creating a uniform national payment
mechanism financed through social insurance prin-
ciples .
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Madam Chairman, we have utilized these principles in

evaluating legislation pending before this Committee and the

House. Many bills meet at least some of these principles, such as

comprehensive benefits, strong cost-containment and feasible and

efficient administration. Our examination of all the pending bills

leads us to a finding that H.R. 1300 and S. 2320, introduced by

Congressman Marty Russo and Senator Paul Wei Is tone, come closest,

at this time, to meeting the intent of our principles and promises

a sound framework on which to provide comprehensive and efficient

services under conditions that would enhance quality of care for

all citizens. We believe that this bill will provide an effective

control of escalating health costs. It is not perfect, but it goes

a long way toward meeting our goals.

We suggest that this bill deserves the support of citizens

young and old and the serious consideration of the Congressional

leadership and all Members.

Madam Chairman, it is our experience that the most sound

public programs enacted are those which are Inclusive by intent

and design. The most popularly supported Federal and local

programs are those which meet, at a basic level, the common needs

of citizens. These programs incorporate equitable methods of

universal contributions in exchange for benefits or services

received by all within a range of reasonable definitions of

qualification. Medicare and Social Security are good examples. So

is community- level fire protection. So is federal deposit

insurance and public health requirements which include mandatory

inoculations of children. Such programs respond to the sense of

community, equity and practicality.

Health care, we believe, is one of the few issues which merits

consideration as a basic human need and right. Instinctively, the

American people have come to a recognition (and we believe that it

is growing every day at a rapid rate) that all citizens must have

access to comprehensive quality health care, not on the basis of

income, employment status, age, sex, race, geography or education,
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but rather on the basis of their membership in the national

community. *
j.

The single-payer model provides a clear approach to such

inclusiveness in the provision of care to all while having the

greatest potential for holding the political support of working

people and the middle class. Madam Chairman, at bottom, we are

talking about the viability of this legislation in terms of

political support and a reasonable promise of efficiency and cost

containment. Our judgment is that the model provided by H.R.

1300/S. 2320 does best inspire that support and the confidence that

costs of care can be held to a reasonable part of personal and

national budgets.

There remain concerns about the possible adoption of H.R.

1300/S. 2320. Questions arise, such as, "Can the government run

such a large program? Can we see the doctor of our choice? Will

we have to wait in line for necessary surgery or services? Won't

we have to ration care in order to cover everyone?" These are

serious concerns and deserve our serious attention.

There is abundant evidence that our government can do the

job. Governments in every industrialized national of the world

provide health care "for their citizens. The U.S. government

finances and manages health care for 33 million older and disabled

Americans through the Medicare program while retaining a private

provider infrastructure for the delivery of care. Our government

provides health care for our veterans, for military personnel and

their dependents, for civilian employees, for low-income citizens

and for other groups. The U.S. government runs the Public Health

Service and the National Institutes of Health. The public sector

of this country already pays 42 percent of all health care*

expenditures. Again, the performance is not perfect, but it

provides an excellent base for the creation of a publicly

accountable system of health services.
i

Under H.R. 1300/S. 2320, citizens would be able to see the

physician or provider of his or her choice. While this freedom of

choice is recognized as being one of the most important aspects of

!
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our health delivery system, Americans are really able to see a

physician only if that doctor accepts the insurance held by the

patient or if the patient is willing to pay the entire bill out of

pocket. As more and more people join managed-care organizations,

they will find their choices even more restricted. Other proposed

health care legislation would continue the restrictions already in

' place or would Impose more restrictions upon consumers. A

single-payer system, such as administered in Canada, would allow

consumers a wide range of freedom of choice of providers. H.R.

1300/S. 2320 mirrors this model of choice.

Would we support a national health system in which people had

to wait in line for necessary surgery or have to ration care? Of

course not. The experts state that we currently have enough excess

capacity to provide universal coverage, with long-term care, for a

decade without lines and without rationing. No one is proposing a

ratcheting back of our health system. We only want to get costs

under control. Only when we fill those 300,000 hospital beds which

go empty every day should we add more beds.

In short, we should manage our health care services on the

basis oi rational choices from among existing or feasible options.

Our current syctem responds largely to market forces, bureaucratic

private restrictions and to uncoordinated public programs. This

har led to our current crisis and a future bleak with the nightmare

of further restraints on services even as we bleed our economy dry

with the unconstrained costs of a system out of control.

Conclusion

The American people want a universal health care system and we

believe that polls and public calls for reform show that the public

is far ahead of those of us who work inside the Washington belt-

way. They want a system where an inner-city youth will receive the

same care as the President of the United States. H.R. 1300/S. 2320,

among other bills, gives us confidence in the probability of this

level of care as the norm.



A single-payer approach makes it possible to expand access and

provide long-term care for the nation's chronically ill population
!

while holding down costs. H.R. 1300/S. 2320 provides comprehensive
;

community- and home-based care, in addition to institutional

long-term care. As a practical matter, only the single-payer
^

approach allows us to eliminate cost-sharing burdens which inhibit

access to care and increases administrative costs. H.R. 1300/

S. 2320 specifically bars cost sharing.

The administrative savings of adopting the H.R. 1300/S. 2320

model are incontestable. The General Accounting Office reports

that the nation could save $67 billion a year by adopting a

Canadian-style health care system. Other studies have suggested

J
even greater savings. Such savings could be used to create new'

services and to continue the U.S. lead in research and innovation.

The adoption of H.R. 1300/S. 2320, or a similar model, would

not put the insurance industry out of business. Life, fire and

auto insurance policies would continue to flourish with the U.S.

economy

.

We realize that some are skeptical about the willingness of

the American people to adapt to this change. Tou already have

listened to the doubts of doctors, the hospital administrators, to

the Insurance industry. Now, we urge you to return to year

districts. Hold town meetings. Ask your voters. Ask your

seniors. Ask your blue-collar workers. Ask your while-collar

workers and your &iddle-class professionals and small business

persons.

They are prepared to talk to you about what they want. They

want a national health care program that provides every American,

young and old, with comprehensive, quality health care. They want

long-term care included. They want help in keeping costs down and

they want to make sure that the system is financed fairly. They

want the rights of patients and families protected including the

right to choose their own doctors. They want healing and not red

tape and paperwork.
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That is also what the National Council wants and what H.R.

1300/S. 2320 gives promise of making possible.

Madam Chalnan, we need your support and your leadership. We
want your guarantee that H.R. 1300/S. 2320 will have a full and
fair hearing before this body, and the Congress as a whole.

Thank you.

TESTIMONY ON HEALTH CARE REFORM

Offered at a Hearing Held by United States Senator Barbara A. Mi leu1 ski

at Dundalk Community College on Thursday, April 23, 1992

I am Frederick F. Otto, AARP Maryland State Legislative Committee Chairman speaking
on behalf of approximately 600,000 American Association of Retired Persons in Maryland.
AARP members are deeply concerned about the skyrocketing cost of health care and about
the fact that some 34 Billion Americans, 570 thousand Mary landers, have no health
insurance and another 20 Billion are underinsured, 340 thousand Mary landers. They are
also concerned about the lack of a national long-term care program for the growing
number of Americans of all ages who need such care. (A report in the "New England
Journal of Medicine" estimated that 43 per cent of all Americans reaching age 65 will
spend some time in a nursing home and that one out of five of these will spend five
years or longer in such a facility at a cost of at least $25,000 per year.)

AARP believes that all Americans have a right to affordable, quality acute and long-
term care as they need it throughout their lives. We are convinced that the United
States has the resources to ensure access to acute and long-term health care for all
and to control health care costs without compromising quality of care.

Any program that will provide all Americans with affordable acute and long-term health
care will cost inney and will require changes in the way health care is delivered and
paid for in this country. But it is tmpoi i*ant to understand that the cost of not
reforming our health care system will be even greater. If we do nothing, the cost of
health care will continue to rise faster than the overall inflation rate and will
consume a greater and greater share of our national resources. Additionally, the
number of individuals who are uninsured or underinsured or who find health insurance
unaffordable is likely to grow. Business will likely continue to reduce the coverage
they provide for workers and retirees and continued attempts to solve our health care
problems with piecemeal or "band-aid" solutions will only result in greater fragmentation
of our health care system, more cost-shifting and higher administrative costs.

For these reasons, and for philosophical, political, economic and pragmatic positions
that cannot be developed here because of time limitations, AARP is working to develop
a comprehensive national health care plan called Health Care America that controls
costs and provides high quality coverage to everyone, including those who need long-

term care. The goals of AARP's draft proposal then are: (1) to control costs; (2)

to assure access to care for everyone; (3) to provide comprehensive benefits including
long-term care; and (4) to finance the system in a fair manner. The proposal is a

draft that will be taken to the AARP membership during 1992 for debate, discussion,
suggestions and modifications.

The cornerstone of Health Care America is the MEDICARD, a single health insurance
access care for everyone. With this card, everyone , regardless of age, income or
employment status, gains access to an improved and expanded Medicare program, or to

equivalent or better coverage provided through an employer. Either way, there will
be no more denials of coverage for "pre-existing conditions," no more people falling
through the cracks, and no more overlapping plans and programs generating wasteful
paperwork.
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The card assures access to the full range of preventive, acute care, prescription

drug, and long -term care benefits. There is no cost-sharing for preventive services,

hospice, or hospital care, and only 10% coinsurance for most other services. For

most individuals it will no longer be necessary to purchase supplemental insurance.

Strict cost controls, malpractice reforms, and elimination of waste and duplication

keep the program affordable.

The need for health care reform has become so great that it overrides what some may

view as an organizational self-interest. Although AARP derives considerable revenue

from providing health insurance to members, the Association will gladly forego every

penny of it in exchange for a national system that provides universal access to

quality care, real cost containment, and a way to pay for it that is broad-based and
fair.

HEALTH CARE AMERICA has the following important advantages:

• It's easy to use and understand. Every person gets a health insurance
access care—NEDICARD—to present to the health care provider, and receives
one clear periodic accounting.

• It's far more efficient than our current system. Streamlined administration
and electronic billing reduce wasteful administrative overhead.

• It controls costs, using national and state budget targets for spending.
It also establishes standard rates for providers, places strict limits on
prescription drug prices, prohibits balance billing, and reforms medical
malpractice insurance to reduce unnecessary procedures.

• It provides for comprehensive benefit coverage for all age groups. Everyone
automatically qualifies, regardless of employment status or income.

• It preserves the individual's freedom to choose health care providers,
just like present-day Medicare.

• It places new emphasis on preventive care, to catch small problems before
they become expensive tragedies.

• It provides all children with screening and treatment services to meet
their dental, vision and hearing needs.

• It protects the already sick. No one can be excluded on the basis of
an existing condition.

• It includes what most people don't have—long-term care coverage in the
home, the community and nursing homes; prescription drugs; and affordable
limits on total out-of-pocket expenses each year.

• It strengthens vital health research and quality assurance programs, so
that our health care will continue to improve.

• It stigmatizes no one on the basis of income. Protections are available
for the poor and low-income, without the drawbacks attached to the welfare-
based Medicaid program. Medicaid is abolished.

• It leaves employers free to provide the same, or even more generous coverage,
for things like eyeglasses or dental work, through benefit plans that meet
the same strict standards fo<" coverage and cost containment.

PAYING FOR THE PLAN. Most people believe that we are already spending enough to pay
for all the health care we need-^over $800 billion in 1992. This plan reduces admin-

istrative waste, but those savings are more than offset by the cost of greater benefits

and services for all. Unfortunately, there is no free lunch—improvements in coverage
and the reduction in out-of-pocket costs must be balanced by some increased tax revenues

even as the total costs of health care are held down.

Health Care America will lower out-of-pocket costs for most people. The real impact
of the plan, however, is that it gives the American people, for the first time, a

means to limit the year-to-year increases in the cost of health care. It combines
broader protection with effective controls on spending to provide real economic and
health care security—now. and into the future. In order to make this possible, however,
new taxes -are necessary. AARP has identified several sources of funding that are
adequate to pay for the plan.
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"Sin" taxes on alcohol and tobacco would be doubled, reflecting the health costs
associated with their use. Corporations would pay a 5% surtax on their existing
corporate income tax, reflecting the substantial savings that the plan offers many of
then in lower health costs. Estate tax rates would be brought back to the pre-1981
levels in order to help finance the long-term care protections.

The new Medicare premium--$500 month for an individual in 1993—would not exceed 20%
of the cost of the improved and expanded Medicare program. Monthly premiums would
be set according to family size. In effect, everyone enrolled in Medicare, except
those too poor to pay, would contribute monthly payments just as current Medicare
beneficiaries do each month. Employees would pay an 8Z payroll tax. This tax would
be waived for employers who provide equivalent or better coverage privately to their
employees and dependents. Employees covered under an employment plan would pay no
more than 201 of the private plan premiums. Special provisions would protect new and
low-wage businesses. The balance of the necessary funding would come from one of the
following two revenue sources: (1) a special income tax of 3X that would apply to
all income above $15,000 a year for individuals or $20,000 a year for families;
or (2) a new 5X tax on consumption, called a Value Added Tax, that would apply to all

goods and services, except food, housing, and medical care. (The tax would be refunded
to low income persons.) Other tax adjustments would offset the regressive impact of
a consumption tax.

This plan presented in summary form here has been developed in order to share with
AARP members and the public a proposal that is built upon the principles for health
care reform already adopted by AARP ' s Board of Directors. It is offered for discussion,
debate, suggestions, and modifications.

The Association knows that any comprehensive health care reform plan will be controversial.
We do not think controversy can be avoided if we are to fix the serious problems that
our health care system faces. Debate is the essence of a democratic society. We hope
this plan will move the health care reform debate close to resolution.

The following two charts reflect significant elements relating to Cost Sharing and
Long-Term Care:
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Deauctible
Single/Family

5200/5400

Annual Our-of-Pocicet Lisit
c i n/i i a / Pami.lv

$1500/93000

Hospital Services, Inpatient 0% coinsurance

Physician 4 Surgical
Outpatient Services

lot coinsurance

Hose Health Care 10% coinsurance

Post-Acute Nursing Facility 10% coinsurance

X-Ray and Laboratory 10% coinsurance

Mencal Health:
• inpatient
• outpatient

0% coinsurance
lOt coinsurance

Preventive Care
(Mammography; pap smears

;

colorectal « prostate
cancer screening; dental,
vision and hearing screening)

0% coinsurance

Prenatal and Well-baby Care 0% coinsurance

Prescription Drugs lot coinsurance

LQMG-TEKM CASE

Coverage Individuals of all ages with
serious disabilities or
impairments.

Benefits Home and rn—unity-based
services including respite
and adult day care.

Nursing Home care.

Cost Sharing

Deductible None

Coinsurance 20% for home a community-based
services.

Maximum at 35% (room & board)
for nursing home care, with

financial protection for
poor, low, and moderate
income individuals.

Financial Protection Income related caps on

Mo asset test.

administration national public program
administered ss part of
Medicare.

States contract with care
Management agencies
which determine
individuals' need for
services.

Cost containment Within an overall budget
target, rates are set
for nursing homes and
home 6 community-based
services are competitively
bid. !

Quc.i: _y Strengthened and independent
quality assurance agencies.

1 Focused on patient well-being.
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CARL J. SARDEGNA
CHAIRMAN & CEO

BLUE CROSS AND BLUE SHIELD OF
MARYLAND, INC,

Good Morning. I would like to thank Senator

MikuLski for convening this hearing today to discuss

this very important topic - health care reform.

Problems with the health care system have been

discussed for many years. However, the time has come
when action, and not just words, is necessary.

Virtually everyone is unhappy with at least some
aspect of the way our health care system works. Access

and cost have been identified as the two major issues of

concern.

The problem with addressing an issue as

significant as health care is that when the need becomes

so great to change the current system, there is

sometimes an urge to seek a "silver bullet" to solve all

of the problems. The system is so complex, simple

solutions and slogans, such as "single payor" or "play

or pay," will not work. I am reminded of H.L.

Mencken's words: "There's always an easy solution to

every human problem — neat, plausible and wrong."

The reasons for change are clear:

• Spending levels on health care are far too high -

between 12 and 13% of the gross national product

and climbing;

• Approximately 34 million Americans and 570,000

Marylanders are uninsured;

• Health care costs are rising at more than two times

the general inflation rate;
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• Citizens who lose their jobs have additional fears

about losing their health care coverage;

• Growing employee benefit expenses reduce

business competitiveness;

• Piecemeal approaches have not resulted in

affordable health care for all; and

• Administrative complexity and hassles are an

increasing burden on the entire system.

Several proposals to address comprehensive

reform to our nation's health care system have been

proposed. When we distill them, three basic models

stand out.

These are single payor, play or pay and consumer

choice, which involves the use of tax credits/vouchers.

I center- 5 that neither the single payor model, nor

the play or pay model should be the models of choice

for health care reform in the U.S. The result of the

experience of other countries which have adopted the

single payor system is a system which attempts to hold

costs down through some form of rationing of health

care. The single payor model discourages the

competitiveness to develop new technologies.

The play or pay approach does not provide

universal coverage. Under this approach, one-third of

the population is left uncovered, including the

unemployed and many part-time workers.

Both of these approaches would require a
substantial increase in new funds at a time when the

country is staggering under the weight of our deficit.
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I am pleased to express support for a Consumer
Choice approach, one version of which is being actively

considered in Maryland as a statewide demonstration.
I believe it can work in Maryland and I believe it offers

a model for the nation, because unlike the other

approaches, it achieves four critical health care reform
I goals. It:

j

• Provides universal and continuous access to quality

health care benefits regardless of health, job or

insurer;

• Moderates the increase in health care costs

through the close management of health care and

administrative costs and, critically important,

through the involvement of consumers as prudent

buyers and users of health care services;

• Achieves budget neutrality by using dollars which

are already in the system; and

• Preserves what's good about the current system,

particularly the right to choose the health care

coverage that suits individual needs.

Under the Consumer Choice approach, each

individual has access to a standard health care

insurance package and can add more benefits if they

desire. As a purchaser of health care insurance, each

individual then becomes a stakeholder in the health

care system.

One of the key reasons why health care costs are

consistently higher than the Consumer Price Index is

that the end users of health care services, consumers,

are not usually directly involved in the cost/benefit

decisions in health care spending. Traditional

insurance by its very nature has shielded both

consumers and health care providers from the

economic consequences of their health care choices.
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In the normal marketplace, when consumers spend

money, they seek the greatest value for the products

being purchased. They purchase based on price and

quality, that is, value. The same incentives are needed

for health care coverage to provide the ability for

consumers to choose between competing managed care

systems. By empowering consumers, the system will

become more efficient. Consumers will have a

powerful tool in the free market enterprise — the power

of the purse.

Basically, the Consumer Choice proposal utilizes a

progressive tax credit to make a comprehensive benefit

package accessible to all. It maintains the connection

with the workplace and does not cause any economic

disruption. In addition, because it uses the tax system,

no new government bureaucracies are needed.

Specifically, the tax credits, which can only be

used to purchase health insurance, are distributed as is

shown in the Table 1. This tax credit is progressive,

with the size of the credit geared to pay 100% of the

estimated cost of a standard health care benefit

package for those below the poverty level and scaled

down until it provides 50% of the cost of health care

for families with incomes over $100,000.

TMU

1

mOGMSSVf TAX CRBXT

Famty tncom* TaiCraA % of Premium

•3.400 ICO

•11360 ••28.718 •3.060 90

•28.718 - Ml.MS •2.880 85

•804*00 • 198,899 82*210 85

•10O000 •1.700 SO

^ Ptwtf t>i* f9K0f of four

.
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This progressive tax credit reverses the current

system. The way the system works today, high income

individuals are benefited from the fact that there is a

hidden tax subsidy for health care benefits. Currently,

employees do not pay taxes on the value of the health

benefits paid for by their employer. This is a perverse

tax since it benefits the wealthy who otherwise would

be taxed at higher rates. The total value of the subsidy

is estimated at about $65 billion nationally and more
than $1 billion in Maryland.

Consumer Choice corrects this inequity.

(Table 2)

Under Consumer Choice, health care benefits are

taxed, but the value of the progressive tax credit is

calculated to offset these taxes in such a way that most

families earning less than $50,000 in income stand to

gain from this proposal. Those who earn more than

$50,000 will have to pay more than they do now.

However, it is anticipated that employers, who
currently offer health insurance will want to continue

to cover the higher income employees for competitive

reasons. Under this assumption even individuals at the

$100,000 of family income level break even compared

to what they pay now.
TAKE 2

RMANOA1 MPACT OF CONSUMER CHOICE HEALTH PROGRAM ON
REPRESENTATIVE FAMILIES

Nat Co« Impact

fefltytaOMM No Employ Contribution Wflth Empioyw Contribution

•11080 1.200 1.200

121,000 422 713

MSjOOO 2S 421

171.000 (676) ISO

$100000 (1.100) (12)
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Currently, employers do not have to offer health

care insurance for their employees. Under Consumer

Choice, employers would have to offer both a standard

and a more comprehensive insurance package to their

employees, but as is the case now, there would be no

requirement that they pay for it. They would,

however, pay a 4% payroll tax. Those employers who
currently offer health insurance pay approximately 8 to

10% of their payroll for that purpose. Thus, they

stand to benefit from Consumer Choice.

To protect the consumer, insurance carriers would

have to be certified as qualified carriers. They must be

fiscally sound and their administrative costs will be

capped. They will also have to demonstrate that they

have the capability to manage care effectively.

The presence of the tax credit will exert

tremendous pressure on insurance companies.

Consumers armed with a tax credit will search out

those companies that are able to keep their premiums

at or below the level of the tax credit. In effect, a

target will have been established.

These qualified carriers will offer standard

benefits packages similar to Blue Cross and Blue Shield

of Maryland's comprehensive benefits package. Such a

package would encourage early intervention and

wellness and would include preventive and primary

health care, hospital coverage, laboratory/diagnostic

care and catastrophic coverage. Issuance of the

standard insurance package would be guaranteed

without regard to health conditions. Individuals would

be free to move from job to job without fear of losing

their medical coverage.

In addition, under Consumer Choice, the acute

care portion of Medicaid would be folded into the

program. Accordingly, current Medicaid recipients
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would have benefits similar to everyone else. What is

truly important here is that all citizens, no matter what

their income, will have the same choices for health care

and the same access to it. There will no longer be a

two-tiered system for health care coverage.

Providers will negotiate with qualified carriers as

they now do with insurance companies and HMOs.
The providers who offer high quality care in an

efficient manner will benefit and pressure will increase

for providers to change practice patterns in order to be

included in preferred provider organizations.

A major benefit of Consumer Choice is its cost

containment mechanisms. It utilizes free market

forces, rather than forced provider rate setting, to

contain costs. Forced rate setting has proved to simply

reinforce the current cost-shifting that has added to

TAKE 3

FINANCIAL IMPACT Of CONSUMES CHOICE HEALTH PfiCGf

ON COUNTY/STATE EMPLOYERS

EfltatiMd Nat Santos Under

Conaumar Choica

MomI

lattJ&MglBd •60

HWwiqnr •26

• 10

Aflnt Anjftdal Counn M

C+HV fru^Y • 1

Caca County •1

ftaa rWi Firm •1

i that oowxnmant —toy— *• cortaatvattvafr i

2 Actual aavtnoa* ba a function of aacWona by I

26 currant contribution* toward hearth i

comributiona lor :hair amptoyaas.
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today's escalating health care costs. Under Consumer

Choice, cost containment is addressed through

aggressive managed care. Additionally, administrative

efficiencies would be achieved through the elimination

of medical underwriting, use of common billing forms,

and the elimination of cost-shifting designed to recover

uncompensated care costs.

There is also a major economic benefit to the

economy and in particular to states and to local

governments. As I indicated before, employers who
currently offer benefits stand to gain under Consumer

Choice. State and local governments are major

employers. A conservative estimate of the cost savings

to the State of Maryland and some sample

municipalities, for example, are included in Table 3.

One issue of great importance is how all of this is

financed and how Consumer Choice can be budget

neutral. The answer is that there truly is enough

money in the current health care system to give access

to all. The problem, to date, is that the dollars have

not been allocated to achieve this goal. Sources of

funding of Consumer Choice include the following:

• Health care benefits would be subject to individual

income tax;

• All employers would participate financially

through a 4% payroll tax;

• Corporate taxes on gains in income would be

realized as employee tax credits reduce the level of

employer expenses for health benefits; and

• Federal and State acute care Medicaid funds and

other public funds currently spent on the health

care system would be applied to the program.
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Using Maryland as an example, funding of the tax
credit is shown in Table 4.

That's an overview of Consumer Choice. While
on the surface this may appear to some to be similar to

President Bush's proposal, probably the most
significant similarity is that both plans use two of the

same words — tax credit.

The differences, however, are many. Consumer
Choice applies a tax credit to everyone as opposed to

individuals and families with certain incomes. Health
benefits are taxed. The funding is far different as well.

Consumer Choice does not touch the Medicare system.
It does, however fold Medicaid into the total system.

TASLf 4

CONSUMER CHOICE HEALTH PROGRAM
Furuflni •< Tu Cr*tH In Maryland

|
TAX CPCDIT COST »4.-»4C

I

INCREAf JO INDIVIDUAL TAX REVENUE 1 » 1 .00

PAYPOLL TAX OF 4.0% 2.600

|
INCREASED EMPLOYES TAX REVENUE2 472

REALLOCATED FEDERAL/STATE MEDICAID DOLLARS3 346

REALLOCATED HOSPITAL UNCOMPENSATED CARE
DOLLARS AND OTHER REVENUE SOURCES 280

TOTAL FUNOINO SOURCES M.740

STATE gjOOfXftgA£I 0.0
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The issue of health care reform is not a partisan

one. Finger pointing has caused more problems than it

has solved. True solutions are vital now. The fact that

Senator Mikulski and others are taking the time and

putting forth the effort to address the issue of health

care coverage is significant.

I urge the Congress to support funding for state

demonstration projects to test approaches for universal

access. Testing is important because of the dramatic

changes that potentially could occur with a significant

part of the economy. When other countries moved to a

form of national health , health care spending was

approximately 3 to 4% of the GNP. Ours is now in

excess of 12%. We cannot afford to make errors that

would impact our economy in a negative way.

Is Consumer Choice likely to work? Yes, I believe

it will. The potential for success has been

demonstrated through the current Federal Employees

Program (FEP) which is structured like the Consumer
Choice Program. The FEP has been successful and
offers over 400 plans to federal employees in a cost-

effective and efficient manner.

Let me end by quoting Franklin Delano Roosevelt,

who said: "Hie test of our progress is not whether we
add more to the abundance of those who have too

much; it is whether v/e provide enough for those who

have too little."

A Consumer Choice type approach will do just

that in the health care arena.

Thank you.
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Elizabeth S. Morrison

Senator Mikuliia, thank you for giving me the opportunity to participate today.

My name is Elizabeth S. Morrison. I am Vice President of Financial Services, W F
Corroon - Herget Division in Baltimore, Maryland.

I have 14 years experience in the insurance area as a broker responsible for finding

life, health and disability insurance for my clients.

I have been active in health legislation, both at the local and national levels and helped

develop the Maryland legislation which extended health benefits to employees prior to

the COBRA legislation. In addition, I am the current Health Representative for the

Maryland State life Uwlerwrilers.

I think I am in an unusual position here today in that I am not financially impacted by

any change in legislation, yet I deal almost dairy with clients — employees and

employers - seeking help with their health insurance.

As a result of my 14 years involvement, I am convinced of the following:

Healthcare is a muftifaceted problem of access, cost and quality of care. Previous

attempts at curtailing costs have simply rented in cost shifting.

Since there is untold legislation focusing on access, and I am not a physician, I plan to

spend my allotted time today focusing on that part I know most about — the second

component - cost or to be more exact, «p>*^»f tor healthcare.

Health insurance as we know it is only about 50 years old. Before WWII, consumers

paid almost all healthcare costs out of their own pocket. During WWII, when wages
were frozen, employers found they could reward their employees through increased

benefits which were not frozen. Since purchase of benefits was more cost effective in

large amounts, it was natural that healthcare would become most available through

employer-based groups. Before 1940 only about 3 dozen insurance companies sold

health insurance. 10 years later, over 200 companies were in the business. Tax laws

played a very large part in the expansion of group employer-based benefits because

they were a jeductible expense to employers.

Now we arrive at the 1990's — with expenditure on healthcare out of control.

As a community, we spend more annually on healthcare than any other industrialized

nation and it is beginning to seriously impact our ability to compete economically on a

global basis.

For all our spending, we are not the healthiest nation, we do not live the longest, 35

million of our citizens have limited or no access to basic healthcare, and our infant

mortality is 50% higher than Japan. — Clearly the system as we now know it is not

working.

A lot of quick fixes have been tried. Insurers have shifted from community-based

rates to experience-based rates, then to pooling smaller employers into trusts or like

groups, then to offering guaranteed issue coverage only to employees of a certain

minimum size group — and most recently to the requirement of medical underwriting

even to participate in an employer group health plan.

Each of these adjustments has reduced the risk pool; farcing employers to encourage

employees with health problems out of the group and into various open enrollment

options; forcing employees into "job lock" where they must stay with their current

employer at all cost because it is the only way they can hold onto their healthcare plan.

All of these steps are exclusionary; none gives people better quality care or lower cost

or expands coverage to those who don't have health insurance.

Many studies and much research have gone into examining the current delivery of

healthcare in America.
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Regardless of the plan we adopt in the future, there are several areas that seem to be
specifically in need of change.

i- WHATEVER PLANWE CHOOSE MUST OFFER BASIC! COVERAGE TO
EYERYQNL

This means incorporating the currently insured, the uninsured, Medicare,
Medicaid and Worker's Compensation coverage.

81% of the uninsured are employed or dependents of employees. The vast
majority of the uninsured work for small employers who do not have the

preferential tax benefit! of the larger employer. Healthcare costs can comprise
up to 40% of an individual employee's total benefit package in a very small
company - yet average only 16% of the total benefit package for an employer
of over 100 employees and only 5 1/2% of the benefit package for companies
with over 10,000 employees. Creating guaranteed access to coverage will help,

but if the coverage is still too expensive, it won't accomplish much.

Small employers say that even if access is guaranteed, they simply cannot
afford the new plans unless they are significantly less expensive than plans now
available privately

.

In addition, smaller employer plans are notably less generous with benefits and
often require a high participation percentage which smaller employers can't
reach.

Over 23 states now have passed legislation allowing - or requiring - insurers
to offer low cost basic medical insurance plans to small employers. 17 more
states currently are considering such plans. Both the H1AA and the NAIC
(National Association Insurance Commissioners) have advocated guaranteed
access to coverage without penalty for pre-existing conditions.

However, a large number of state plans have not been the success that was

anticipated at their start. In 1990, when Virginia announced their plan, they

expected to attract a large number of the approximately 350,000 uninsured

Virginians. By February 1992, only 27 small employers had signed on. Many
small employers are concerned about the state plans high deductibles, high

copays and limited services. In the long run, they dc not see these plans as

much value to them. States such as Florida, where large companies as well as

small employers banded together, have apparently had more success.

Tue problem of healthcare costs for employers is now so extreme that some
employers are offering cash to employees qoj to join their plan. Other

employers offer bonuses ranging from $500 - SI ,000 a year to employees not to

put dependents on their plan. While many of these bonuses are legitimate

savings to avoid duplicate coverage on two employed members of a family,

some bonuses are incentives to eliminate an ongoing employee medical liability

so that the employer can move the entire plan to a less expensive carrier.

2. WHATEVER PLAN WE CHOOSE MUST BE A COORDINATED PLAN.

We have a fragmented system which results in high cost of delivery of healthcare.

Insurance companies are still faced with coordinating SO different plans in 50
different states and a total of 992 mandated benefits. Maryland leads the nation

with 35 separate "»^M?rt It is generally agreed that mandated benefits add

10% - 20% to the cost of healthcare premiums. However, those who fought

long and hajd for benefits such as mammography long before it was included

under^pMfttaw, are loathe to accept any plan which eliminates mandates

unless the replacement plan covers such items as well-baby care, etc.

In the past, large employers have been able to avoid mandates by simply

moving to self-insured plans. However, no longer is self-insurance die

exclusive territory of the very large employers. More than one-third of

employers with 250 - 500 employees now self-insure. Over 88% of all self-

insurers have modified their health plan in the last 3 years to control costs.
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Numerous cost-cutting measures have been implemented especially in the area

of managed care. H1AA data shows that in 1990, average HMO costs per

employee were $2,683 while the PPO plan per employee cost $2,952 and an
average indemnify plan per employee cost $3,214 annually. In 1990, 82% state

governments and 54* city governments offered HMO options to employees.

The mixture of indemnity plans, HMOs, PPOs, etc. adds to the burden of

paperwork. Other countries with more centralized systems have half the

administrative costs we have. HCFA estimates $34+/- billion was spent in

1991 on general administration, utilization review and processing claims.

Private insurance carriers say that all the technology is in place to move to total

electronic billing within the next 5 years at savings of millions of dollars

annually. Over 450 different claims forms can be standardized for enrollment,

billing, etc resulting in raster payment, clearer understanding of care giver and

better confidentiality of patient records.

Electronic billing would also substantially reduce the opportunity for fraudulent

billing which is presently estimated to cost approximately 10% of insurance

premiums paid. The National Health Care Anti-Fraud Association presently

has over 380 members composed of private insurance companies, Blue Cross

and Blue Shield organizations, healthcare reimbursement organizations, and

stale and federal law enforcement and regulatory agencies. They are working

together to reduce fraud and eliminate schemes which inflate medical claims.

Another area of fraud is the increased misuse of Worker's Compensation. By
not dealing with the 34+ million uninsured, many employees without coverage

are going through the back door of Worker's Compensation to receive care for

health problems unrelated to the work site. Worker's Compensation has no

deductible, no benefit period and no managed care so it's vulnerable to

extended nti^iy

WHATEVER PLAN WE CHOOSE. WE MUST ELIMINATE THE
OPPORTUNITY TQ SHIFT CQSIL

Until recently the cost of healthcare was roughly shared equally by the federal

and state and local governments. However, in recent years, due to legislation

requiring balanced stale budgets, any increases in spending on healthcare has

had to be balanced by increased state taxes. As a result, for the past 5 years the

combined spending by states ard local governments has stayed fairly constant at

about 13.5% while federal spending has increased from under 13% to over

15%.

In our system, we have preadmission hospital procedures; we examine patient

bills, the insurer checks the checker who checks the checker. All of this adds

tc costs, yet offers no additional healthcare benefits.

New studies show that while managed care can show modest reductions in

hospital admissions, instituting extensive employer-based plans actually have

cost large employers more dollars than dollars saved.

Other countries monitor the providers rather than the patients or the procedures.

They review physician results by geographic regions.

Cost shifting runs the gamut. One obvious example is transferring costs

sustained by emergency room care for the uninsured to bills paid by those

people who carry insurance. As a country, we absorb over $27 billion annually

in Tr—nTTt of the uninsured. Inner city hospitals are going broke because we
have finally reached the point where the unreimbursed costs can no longer be

added to the bills of the insured.
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We are also seeing a new type of cost shifting where outpatient procedures are

costing the patient more than the same procedure would cost on an inpatient

basis. This cost shifting is taking place because inpatient expenses have caps

not extended to outpatient procedures.

4. WHATEVER PLAN WE CHOOSE MUST CURTAIL UNNECESSARY
MFDTCAL. TREATMENT.

Recent studies of inappropriate or unnecessary medical care are adding to the

frustration we all have about healthcare costs.

A 1991 Milliman &. Robertson study cites 53% unnecessary hospitalization

nationally New York, Chicago and Maine lead other cities with over 60%
unnecessary hospitalizations each. Other national statistics cited are an average

15% unnecessary outpatient services, with Los Angeles at 36% unnecessary
outpatient services.

While these numbers are certainly disturbing, I can't hdp but relate them to the

problems I bear from physicians here in Maryland who are trying to keep an

elderly patient in the hospital an extra day because he or she lives alone and

can't manage if sent home too soon. Extra hospital days may not be the

appropriate answer, but clearly spending on medical care is inextricably

interwoven with the social issues facing our society for which we have not

found answers.

Shock trauma centers now routinely save people who previously would have

died without hi-tech medical procedures. As a society we have yet to deal with

the huge cost and life-long care often attached to these cases,

We spend enormous amounts of money on saving premature babies. The U.S.

has over 375,000 drug exposed babies, at an estimated 5 year medical cost of

$63,000 each. Low birth weight babies cost us S2.6 billion annually, but at the

same time, we are unwilling to fund WIC programs.

These are not problems that will be solved by offering insurance plans to small

employers. These very expensive problems will only be addressed when we, as

a nation, decide that the cost of withholding basic healthcare is more costly than

offering it to all our citizens.

Other areas that add to the high cost of medical care include defensive medicine

to protect against suits. Malpractice insurance now costs obstetricians over

$35,000 anr.ually. An attorney m«-nd of mine called over a dozen OBs before

she could find one that would accept her as a patient - so pervasive is the fear

of suit.

All of these are significant areas which add to the overall spiraling cost of

medical care. Yet they t o not impact the real base-line problem of providing

basic care to all Americans.

PROPOSED SOLUTIONS - Numerous plans have been put forth, 3 major ones

include universal care, play or pay and consumer choice. National organizations are

also offering their own proposed solutions. I will just mention three:

The National Association of Health Underwriters has developed an eleven point

program that includes support for 100% tax deduction of premiums, risk pools and

elimination of state mandated benefits, limits to medical malpractice awards, uniform

funding for hospitals, disclosure of medical service costs and cost containment through

managed care.

Patrick Rooney, President of Golden Rule, supports the concept of a medical IRA.

Mr. Rooney bases his plan on estimates that 2/3 of all medical care spending is under

$3,000 per person annually. Based on this figure, he supports a plan whereby an

employer would credit $3,000 to an employee account and let the employee decide

how it is spent over the year. If the money isn't used op, the employee would retain it

and be able to add to it the next year. New enrployees would have access to short term

interest free loans if they didn't have the necessary funds built up. Individuals who
lost employment would retain their medical IRA and could use this money to pay their
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healthcare premiums until they found new employment Under this plan, paperwork
would be drastically reduced because only expenses over the $3,000 amount would be

billed to the insurance company. Amounts over $3,000 would be treated as normal

charges over the plan stop-loss.

The Coalition of Health Cue Reform, Dr. Henry E. Simmons, President, has

developed an employer-based play or pay proposal that includes formation of a

National Health Review Board, reforms in cost control, malpractice and administration

among its many suggestions. This bipartisan group which includes Republicans,

Democrats, representatives of business and labor, as well as Presidents Ford and

Carter, has spent over 18 months developing a gpdficl plan which I fed deserves

our serious attention.

Everyone agrees that the more involved the individual is with his own care, the more
effectively his dollar win be

I believe the final plan should include the following:

1. It should be a master plan requiring participation of all

2. It should incorporate uniform rate setting. Delivery of services should

not be discounted with the expectation that the loss will be made up in

other sectors. Realistic costs must be set and charged to an. Credits

can be apphed for those who cannot pay.

3. Birth defect suits should be carved out and settled by a panel of

representatives from the medical community, insurance companies,

citizen representatives and lawyers. Structured settlements based on

need and payable for the life of the annuitant only are now being

implemented by the U. S. Dept. of Justice in conjunction with DPT
litigants. The same process should be used in case of birth defects.

4 Attorneys fees for litigation should be structured with a sliding scale

similar to federal estate tax scales currently in use.

5. Doctors should be encouraged to practice general medicine through the

use of scholarships in medical school.

6. Physicians should be required to update training on a regular basis.

7 A National Standard Practices Board should be created with a price

structure for basic procedures adjusted by geographic region.

g Procedures should be reviewed by geographic area and by physician

result. Results should be :eadily available through computer access.

9. Premiums for medical coverage should be charged on a sliding scale,

10. Incentives should be incoiporated into employee premiums based on

good health behaviors, e.g., naHobacco use, lowered cholesterol, use

of seat bens, active exercise programs.

We must understand that our current patchwork system isholdi^£
economicaUy competitive on a global basis. We must imderstand th* healdicare

spendmgistiedto^c^
Sea^tfthef^

to pay in the not too distant future.

I thank you for the opportunity to participate today.
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I'm glad I'm not a politician, for a lot of reasons.

One is that legislators like San. MlknlskJ ana doing a

much batter job than I could do.

another is that our citizens want to complala about the

things that impact their lives, like the economy ,

unemployment and BEALTBGASB, and they mat them Fl IKI),

but they and the press won't let candidates for major

office present their Ideas as a basis for whom to elect.

The focus instead Is on who is "slick" or who boonced *

One of the big anticipated issues in this ommpaign waa healthcare reform. It

hasn't been in the forefront so far, I hope it will be in the future. But

campaign issue or not, lt'a a BIG ISSUE for our country, at 14% CMP and a

cost that will be at $1 Trillion in 2-3 years, it affects every aspect of

American life including our international competitiveness,

^nd yet, it doesn't aerve ua well. There are 40 million uninsured, and our

national health (life expectancy, infant mortality, etc.) ranks low in

comparison with other countries. It does an outstanding job in some

respects, but a poor one in others and the sua total is disappointing. No

other developed nation spends as much and achieves so little.

Sj a consensus has finally developed * the current structure is too flawed to

be easily "fixed**, it must be restructured to provide MORE CASE TO MORE

CITIZENS at LOWER COST, if every other developed nation can provide good

care for ALL its citizens for 9% of GXP or lass, we can too.

At last count there were 7,281 different reform proposals, with more being

developed. I won't pretend to know ell about them, but there are some

jeneral things I look for in reviewing proposals - both from the perspective

of someone who's been involved with many aspects of healthcare for quite a

while and from the perspective of the person responsible for the self insured

medical plan of a large corporation.
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1) It should be based on a national health policy. The policy should

be no nore than 2 pages long, should address access end expenditure

levels.

2) It should provide healthcare to every dtisen. Maryland provides

hospital care to all citizens, yet hospital coots are lover than

neighboring jurisdictions. This proves that universal access

doesn't need to cost sore.

3) It should save money. Most proposals either admit they will cost

sore than we are spending today and bssoan the lack of a way to

come up with the extra funding; or they claim to save money/be cost

neutral- Comments by "experts" than point out the flaws in the

numbers and state that the proposal will actually increase costs.

So it seems that while the purpose of most bills is to address oost

and access, cost is sacrificed in the name of access. But it

doesn't need to be, as I just pointed out in the case of hospital

care. We can have both, but it won't be easy. If I were writing

legislation my approach would be am follows:

X. Many developed nations provide excellent healthcare with

better outcomes for all citizens at a cost of 9* or less

of GRP.

B. We can too. Its not aecessary to be cost neutral, we ar*

spending too much and much of the excess is waste and

inefficiency.

C. If we are now spending $800 Billion a year which ±& 14%

of CMP, 9% of CMP would be $515 Billion, a savings of

$2S5 Billion in today's dollars.

D. any proposal must satisfy both requirements. Universal

access at a cost of no more than 9% of GNP. These would

be the cornerstones of a national policy and a yardstick

against which to measure proposals.

E. "But quality will suffer", etc! Bonsense. Quality is

just as good/better in countries "scraping by" on 9%.

The difference is not quality, its efficiency, charges,

utilisation, etc.
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The proposal must be compatible with the American culture

in 1992. Proposals that would pot 1499 of our isoo

health insurance companies oat of business ere not.

Sis proposal anst effectively contain costs, not only

initially not in the future. The Canadian system we talk

so aneh about costs e little less than ours r but is

growing at the sane rate. Most U.S. proposals I've seen

ere very weak in this area, and would wash away some very

effective cost containment initiatives developed by

sjpXoysa and state/local gc

recent survey done by Towers Ferrin aleo shows that

,ts professional* in primarily large corporations

1. Tax incentives to encourage small business,

self smpl owed and other uninsured to purchase

health coverage - 77%.

2. Managed care for all including Medicaid (77%)

end federal pre-emption of state laws that

restrict managed care (65%)

.

3 . Federal Pre-emption of state mandated benefits

- 62%.

4. State insurance law reform - 70%

5. Before medical malpractice laws - 93%

84%

They also oppose making some or all of benefits

contributions taxable by 72 - 92%.

I don't have "The answer*. If I did, I would cell it. as I see it, e

national solution is needed, but unlikely anytime soon. That means to me

that we must do Incremental on a national scale such as adopting sbrvs

principles for all payors, and the ones just mentioned, while using several

states as laboratories - like Oregon and Maryland - to develop approaches

that can be applied nationally.

we must more quickly - we are out of time.
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MARY K
.
AMELING PREE STATE INDUSTRIES

, INC.

The health benefit crisis is an issue discussed almost daily
in ay office. This discussion is not beoauss we enjoy talking
about health issues, or that we have nothing else to do. But
rather it is always, "What are we going to do? He can't go on
continuing to pay these outrageous rates not as a company nor as
individuals."

Let me briefly tell you what has occurred in ay company over
the past € years.

trior to Dee of 1986 Free State was owned by a publicly held
manufacturer with a work force of over 750 people. The health
benefit package was wonderful, lot only in its coverage but an
individual paid no more than $20 maximum per month.

Xa Dec of 1946 we became a privately held company. Our
employees numbered 26. Because a sale la often very traumatic for
oaaa staff, we felt compelled to maintain the level of health
benefits supplied by our previous owner. - One Immediate problem
ntaee~ The rate one gets when one is s email business vsa large
buslaeas is outrageously different.

/la our search we finally ee^^
knoaa alue-Xross/Blae Shield. They gave na-a rate wMnh seated wa
and FIX was able to still only charge a very minimum to each
employee.

: U Bes of 1967 it was renewal, time. We expected an Increase
but mere atusned by what arrived on my desk. 6 64% increase- He
assured ourselves that had to be wrong but conversations with our
BC/mS agent only confirmed the Increase.

Oar search for health insurance began again. This time we
chose an HMO/pro plan. Why? Still in an attempt to keep benefits
and cost to as close to the old level ss possible.

The HMO proved great for all who lived in the Baltimore area.
But what about all of those employees in VA, So. MB, 6 the Eastern
shore? The HMO benefits were null. It just wasn't equitable for
^11.

Pur several employees, the cost to the HMO was bugh. Hhy?
Employees who rsrely had gone to doctors because of out of pocket
expense were now there once a week having every part of their body
checked and recbecked. What a ridiculous waste of health care

As the year drew to a close we were once again on a mission to
find health care benefits that were affordable, and had necessary
coverage.

This time re chose tc be sel f-insured. Why??? cost savings
and yet the benefits were there. He chose an administrator who was

small but supposedly well -recognised in the area. What a disaster
this proved to be. It may on a monthly basis have been cost
effective but when one figured in the time I spent talking to
doctors, reconciling the account & talking to the administrator,
the coat went over the hi 1 1

.

At 1989 renewal time we switched to a different administrator,
hy? He had searched the health market and still self-insured was
the only way we could afford to go. He could only pray that our
1988 problem was the administrator.

He were proven wrong' again. The new people were better at
first but then fell right down the stairs. I constantly received
calls tsam doctors for non-payment or rejection of claims. „

la 1990 when renewal time came good ol Blue Cross/Blue Shield
presented the best plan. Bias- Z a sucker to go back? The answer is
probably. "yea" but X know what they mould do and, of course, to gat
ua back; a wonderful rate was granted u»;~ My sanity was at stake as
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lowwr, brtutf busin**' was atill not Mhoro.lt needed to be

me hod to change tho way we- were charging the empl 07000. Re

chanced from 80% payment bj FBI to payment for '009107000 only.

BverTone was harp/bicottM they wcrenack with BC/BS'«nd tho coot

to P8I was not their concern or problem. I could now conceivably

time on tho problem* of tho 0009007 and tho economy.

in December of IMP 01 wwrm in o recession 00 Mil 00

fighting o war wdloa away.}

Ifll renewal time arrived with Blue Crooo/Bltto Shiold

presenting o 34* incroooo even though our claaam were under tho

total premiums we hod paid for tho yar. Book to tho drawing board

oaoln for health insurance. WI could not poooibly continue to

offer the level of coverage which wo had hoped nor could we

continue to fund a* much an wo ban previously.

But another problem orooe. Bow could we place the harden on

our employees? After all, in Jen of 1991 wo laid oft 20 people

(reducing our force from 70 to 50), put o freeze on wage increase,

cut out the majority of overtime and gave any one from a supervisor

to the Chairman of the Boord a 5-15% reduction in oalary and no

idea as to when these cut« might be restored. Bow were we now

going to ask people who previously paid as little as $20 per month

to pay over S300 per month to maintain the level of coverage they

had had for years.

Whet was our answer? A medically under-written plan coupled

with a cafeteria plan so esch individual could determine what

coverage thev could afford. Is it fair? Is it equitable? By no

means but I had no other choice. My company just couldn't afford

any other way. As a company we also picked up a very minimum

portion of each persons premiums. The salesman who makes S60.000 a

year can more easily afford to have all the bells and whistles.

But Little Joe who cleans the shop can hardly afford to have
minimum coverage. His insurance if we had kept BC/BS would have
coot him pre-tax one-fifth of his weekly wages. On my side as a
small business owner I can't afford to pay the large premiums so he
can have better levels of coverage which he can't afford to pay.

In presenting the new insurance I tried to get each person to
review how much doctors, etc. would have cost the previous year if
no coverage was available and to pick their level of coverage based
on these facts, trying to get away from dollars earned. Almost
everyone thought a proscription card was a must until they figured
the cost of *"he premium va what the medicines cost. I personally
chose the lowest level. Sot because I can't pay more but I'm going
to bet my doctor bills aro loos than what I would have paid in
premium. Still I pay f254 out of pocket for catastrophic coverage
only for three people and it otill only pays 70% of the bill if I

go Intr the hospital...
•v we -chose- medically underwritten because we felt we were an

extremely healthy group. Rates initially were given to bo altered
upon receipt of applications. The day after forms were submitted
my hnihand had a heart attack. Do you know what that does to
rates! Aloe, an employee with a "possible" need for a pacemaker
was refused coverage.' My husband was accepted, I presume because
it was found his boarfr attack was extremely mild with;-no heart
damage. However, this caused an increase of 13% on tho previously
quoted rates.

"-: flo you oay> fThanpo tho coverage, or don *t oovor'yowr husband.
That I could do but who mode my people feel certain levels of
coverage were necessary? Doctors and insurance companies. I go to
see the CTH and for 15 adn. I got charged 5120.00. I have a cold,
my doctor visit before medicine is no loos than $50. 2 have a baby
and I nave to take it back every wonthfor we11-baby visits. I had
fibroid tumors removed a'yoar ago. A 3 nr. surgery had a doctor
bill of 54000.00. Was the surgery really worth 54000? Obviously
not as my doctor accepted as payment 51500, that amount exactly
which BC/BS allowed. This same doctor has now changed his
acceptance amount to $2500 but 2 can bet he'll submit
much more than $4000 to the insurance company.
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I can't as an individual afford these services without
insurance but as • company I can't afford to pay so my employees
can have these benefits either. My employees try to understand hut
let's face it as long as people see machines/merchandise constantly
moving in and out of the yard they feel we are making all kinds of
money. The large majority don't get involved with the personal
property tax which is levied by each county, or the huge fines
which get levied by DOT if found in violation, or the new laws
enacted by our legislators on behalf of EPA. They don't thin.",
about the cost of electricity or the phone bill. These are just a
given. They don't ask how much I psy just to cover my equipment
incase an accident occurs and I end up in court. They only know
that they need health coverage and I seemingly am responsible for
supplying It.

Our state and nation need the small business person. But
little by little each is being destroyed by laws saying we must pay
such 6 sueh. There are many days when I wish I could aall these
who levy our laws and say "Why don't you oome in and run my
business for a month? Ton get to handle all the problems. You can
talk to vendors who want to get paid in 30, 60, even 90 days. You
can also talk to our customers who tell us why they can't pay us in
30, €0, 90 and more. Tou can talk to my employees about health
costs and coverage and why I can'* t afford to fund as much as
before. . Tou can write letters to our state and national
representatives sad toll thorn what It is really like in the real
world of small business. It isn't fun right now and Z don't know if
the fun will ever ran back. Certainly making changes in our
health care system that cost the small business person more money
isn't thai answer if yon want the small business person to continue
to exist.* •

.

.
- Having a health plan which mandates guaranteed ability to

got' coverage moans absolutely nothing if I as a small business
person lean.'t afford to pay the premium and certainly means nothing
at all if I am forced to close my doors because of lack of funds
caused by government mandates. Toe, changes need to be made in. our
health care services but the victim of these changes cannot be the
small business owner.

amaa care - increased scckss
AMD COST CORTAXNMKHT

Is it possible to have increased access to the; health care

system at less cost?

We all have heard the cry's, 'Lets do something about cur 35

million people who are uninsured,* but: we also have heard the cries

from those who say, "Our health care costs axe too high - we must

change the system so that it will cost us Less - or at least cost

no morel

Some may say you can't have lower health care j costs while

providing more, health cars,

sow, -to my point —
i

Bow can wo solve a rr"H— if wo can't Identify it, which as wo all

know is the first stop in problem solving.

Vor example, soma legislators are ready to vote tor the

fmplemeni nf tun of the -Canadian" Health Care System in the united.
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State— . In the Canadian System all people axe "covered" far

health care beaa£iu>, thereby solving a part of the equation, that

of access.. . • However, some studies indicate that if the ^«^«-ti

Syeteat -sere implemented today in the ti*h +s\ States, there would be

a coa_t of about $2,500 per American household beyond their current
i

health care casta— I'd like to know how those studies eere

developed and the criteria upon which they sen conducted.

And that's another point, rather than getting together to try

to Identify the r*ml pxublee; with, the exception of this kind or

earring today, thanks to Senator Barbara aiknlski, precious little

is being done to try Lo identify the problem. But » .plethora ot

solutions like the Canadian Health Care System are being cast upon

the American people as tho ancwer to our health care problems

A recent news article, (Tracing nodical Costs to Social

Bretaeae - Washington Poet:, Anguct 28, 1991) bsgLa* to shed sob*
i<g*t» on 'the problems affecting health care costs ,

' such as the

rapid rise in BTV cases and their concomitant rise in health euro

costs, some estimating more than $75,000 for each HIV case (for a

lifetime of treatment)— or, the problem of some 375,000 drug

exposed babies a inch higher propoi » <™ than in Canada. These

social problems are not the same as in other countries, Indeed,

violence in the United Sates is far greater then in other

countries, with more than 20,000 homicides annually, some tea times

higher than that of Great Britain or Germany and four times higher

than that of Canada.

Tvan with this distinction between coat containment and

increased accessibility (especially for the 35 mil Hon people

without health Insurance) a general approach is still needed - a
t

plan If yon will.
j

Perhaps we should look at developing some criteria for

plan before we attempt to develop a solution.

The crltmia of a workable plan should bet

1. It should aim toward a workable approach, not

creating an ongoing test of pirM policy

based upon who is the 'stronger" elected

official. Senator John Doe or Congressman Joe

Smith.

2. It most avoid direct govoa nmeiil nl micro—

it - relying a great deal, ua th*
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•mnmir incan.ti.vtta tUmu ms tented over the

veers between patients and i->w»«r physicianc

3. It should not be considered the end all or

panacea of the problem bet rather an ongoing

atteapt to eat the elephant one bite at a

ties. '

Moet of 70a who are at least ay age, any reoeaber physicians

as the kindly understand f ng gentleeen who made house *»»n« and
i

treated yon even if 70a didn't have money or health insurance 1 Bow

many of yon reeeeber those days? How many of you think those days

are gone... gone forever...?

Well, let ee tell you that the vast majority of physicians in

Maryland still em patients without ooeponnation. ; Xa fact, e

recent survey Indicated that 20% of toe physicians in Maryland see

Medica id patients regularly and do not bill fffr thill T T»~ f

reason far this is that a physician Is only paid $10.50 per day far

caring for a Medicaid inpatient and —rijinrj physic liana are paid

$9.50 for a Medicaid emergency visit. The cost of submitting the

paperwork exceeds the value received, and the pride of providing

free care ... of assisting the lees fortunate far exceeds all other

ooassidnxationc . Rationally, it has beam estimated Lh&L physicians

are providing free. nnroepRnfiflTv-rf enrr nsrwmring to '$71 Hillion

annually to care for those who are uninsured 1

Can health care services be delivered with high quality at

affordable costs? and if so how? !

Well, we can start by Look!ng at the following;

1. Encourage h^MTh pi'w«*fr^««ii and disease

prevention. Both physicians and patients need

to be enconragea to become more active

participants in health promotion and disease

prevention, including teach!ng the puhl ic

about healthier lifestyles. Seem activities

favorably affect not only the extent and

quality of life but also significantly reduce,

the cost of care. For example, one recent

estimate indicates that 35% of all
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hospitalized patients axe there due to alcohol

ox drag abase problems. Health-related

problems due to other life—style choices , such

as smoking, have been widely documented in

recent years. Seoking is related to nearly

400,000 deaths each year In the United States,

ore than eight times the number of soldiers

wn»rf daring the ten year Vietnam wax.

2 . Patients should be free to determine from whom

and the manner in which health care benefits

are delivered. Patients should remain free to

choose physician and health care

delivery setting.

3. impleeent redactions in the administrative

costs of health care delivery and the

excessive and complicated paperwork nightmare

faced by patients and their «i<~ «bu week

to f*hr*~a * T| benefits.
i

4. Bncoorage cost-conscious derisions by

patients. Znsarance companies, eeplnji ci and

government programs shooId provide patients

claarer Information prior to the service, of

the cost Of SOCh ca-ra and w>pp importantly

what benefits the insurance plans will

province.

5. Seduce health care costs through, malpractice

liability reform which will reduce the need

far defensive medicine, which as you know is

the ordering of tests and procedures by

physicians, that are not necessary for the;

diagnosis or treatment of the patient, and

only tends to driv« up the cost of medical

services. It has been estimated that

liability insurance premiums and defensive

medicine add about 15% to the average

physician's bill. *
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T h*MW Pre «ed »y tl^ uul onco again thank you for your
Interest and you Senator Mllrolsid In your effort, to focus on Lhiu
issue. As Pnseldent of Ked Chi X am nrcmd *» .™«J -x.™l prone to announce that the
physicians of Maryland «r« dedicated to ernrking with all intorcctod
groups in iaprorino tie quality of care and addressing the coat of
such care for the citizens of Maryland

Adoie Eckardt, M.S., R.N., C.S.
Immediate Past President

MARYLAND NURSES ASSOCIATION

Senator Mikutski, panel members, colleagues and those who want to improve the

health of citizens of Maryland. I am Addie Eckardt, RN, MS, CS, immediate past president

of the Maryland Nurses Association and a resident of the Eastern Shore. Thank you for this

opportunity to discuss nurses' perspectives on health care reform. I will describe positive

elements of health care reform which are already in place in Maryland, and which have

been implemented by nurses. The Maryland Nurses Association wants a health care system

which improves access to care, quality of care and cost-effectiveness of care.

Maryland's 45,000 registered nurses deliver many essentia] health care services which

assist people attain and maintain their health. We also deliver services which promote

health and prevent disea.sc. Nurses work in ail health care settings: hospitals, nursing

facilities, community/migrant health clinics, private practice and in managed care

arrangements. Nurse also work in places where health care needs exist but which do not

usually have health care providers present These settings include s:hoo! c
, the worl: place

•nd homes in aD communities. Nurses are in these settings seven days a week, twenty four

hours a day. It is this perspective which enables us to describe our vision for health care

reform in Maryland.

The Maryland Nurses Association is one of53 state and territorial constituents of the

American Nurses Association. The ANA and seventy other nursing organizations

representing TfinjQQQnuncS ***** tVvcJoprd and endorsed Nursings Agenda far Health Par*

Reform, a bold new plan for the health care system of the future. Since October, 1991, the

Maryland Nurses Association and other organizations presented the first Maryland Nursing

Summit for Health Care Reform. Nurses were invited to participate in this summit to
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evaluate Maryland's health care needs in light of Nursing's Agenda for Health Care Rcfft"11

Findings from the Summit are integrated in this presentation. Maryland has an active

coalition of nurses working for health care reform. The coalition will continue to refine

ideas and create an inventory of nursing's initiatives which have promise for health care

reform. We will do this through town meetings across the state to listen to consumers and

to crystalize nurses' ideas about the problems, opportunities and solutions required to meet

the health care needs of Maryland.

Nurses are frequently the first and sometimes the only point of contact for the

r™**r,irvr with the health care system. However, restrictive reimbursement policies have

aggravated the legacy of an illness-oriented, hospital-biased and health care provider-focused

health care system. Nurses recognize that there are many stakeholders who benefit from

continuing die current system with only minor modifications. We are firm that one reform

which must occur is the expansion of private and public insurer coverage to include the

services provided by qualified nurses and other qualified non-physician providers.

Expanding consumers' choice of primary care provider will reduce high cost physician office

or clinic visits, reduce emergency room visits, prevent hospitalization and delay

institutionalization There are, literally, hundreds of studies which document improved

quality of care and quality of life associated with expanded practice of nursing.

Maryland, because of its Medicare waiver, is the only state offering an all-payor

system which assures access to hospital care by regulation of reimbursement rates. Acute

hospital care operates in a fashion similar to public utilities. The Maryland Nurses

Association believes this model has promise for other states and for a national health care

:eform plan. Facilities, especially hospitals, have worked hard in Maryland to reduce excess

bed capacity, and to utilize services more effectively.

Acute care, however, is only one component of health care services. Ideally, to meet

the complex needs of clients which vary in intensity across time, acute care is one of many

which form a continuum of care services. The services may be given in the community or

in institutions. Nurses are very versatile and can provide services in any setting. We believe

that reimbursement for the services should not depend on the setting nor the employer, but

should depend on the qualifications of the provider who renders the service.

Nurses in Maryland have found that by providing crtmrrmnity-based services, health

care can be provided earlier to vulnerable populations Teaching and counseling by nurses

prevents costly hospital care. There are mobile treatment teams in Maryland where nurses
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act as clinical case managers for chronically mentally ill, treatment-resistant psychiatric

clients Irving in the community. Health care services are coordinated by the nurse case

managers. Through e^uty intervention, prevention, teaching and counseling, costly Jong term

psychiatric hospitalizations are reduced or avoided.

Another innovative example of allowing nursing knowledge to be implemented in

non-traditional ways is a program which is meeting the needs of the homeless in Baltimore.

Established by a group of nurse practitioners, Taul's Place" is a model which fosters

<x*igimrr responsibility for personal health, self care and informed decision-malting about

health care services. Efforts are directed toward reducing fragmentation of the present

system of health, social, educational and vocational services, and creating advocacy for

special populations.

Nurses are committed to the provision of health care throughout the life cycle. The

nursing literature describes strategies such as nurse home visiting which are reducing infant

mortality and avoiding the use of costly, high-technology services for low birth weight babies.

The long history of public health nursing, in particular, has shown the wisdom of prevention

programs targeting infant, preschool and school age groups. Outcomes of these programs

include improved health, more consumer responsibility for health, better informed

consumers and reduced use of costly health care services.

Maryland continues to have a regulated system of health care with the aim of

providing quality, cost effectiveness, affordable and accessible care for all citizens. Nursing

involvement with both the Maryland Health Resources Planning Commission and the

Maryland Health Services Cost Review Commission is an example of how Maryland nurses

are working to effect change within our system. The Maryland Nurses Association is

committed to supporting and encouraging imrcing involvement in ail aspects oi health policy

and service delivery public, private, legislative and regulatory.

I would like to highly and support several key features fmm Nursing's Agenda for

Health Care Reform which we believe are instrumental in effecting health care reform in

Maryland.

First, we support universal access for all citizens, provided through a re-structured

health care system. This system will provide a state-defined package of essential health care

services financed through a public plan and employer-based private plans. A 1991 Maryland

law defined a basic insurance benefits plan. Evaluation of the utilization and effectiveness

of the implementation of this law will provide information needed for summer study in 1992,
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and proposed legislation in 1993. A task force of the Maryland Nurses Association

legislative committee members is closely monitoring the implementation of this law and its

articulation with proposed legislation. There are thirty to forty thousand Marylanders who

are uninsured. We do not have accurate data about the number of under-insured,

periodically uninsured and seasonally uninsured, many of whom are women and children.

Because of the complexity of needs, we do not feel an employer-provided health care system

will have answers nor access for all citizens.

Second, the Maryland Nones Association supports a shift in focus to provide a

balanced distribution ofscarce health care resources used to diagnose and treat disease, and

the resources needed to promote health and prevent disease. The VS. Preventive Services

Task Force 1989 publication calledThe(Mf to (liniflU Preventive Services evaluated one

hundred different interventions which were most effective in preventing sixty of the most

common and troublesome diseases of our era. The interventions which are most effective

in preventing disease are tile **t*^*""g and ^mwicoitng elements which have been part of

nursing practice for many decades. Yet our health care system does not adequately support

by reimbursement the teaching and counseling interactions necessary to help individuals

make informed health care choices about diet, exercise, immunizations, effective parenting,

coping with chronic illness, use of tobacco and other substances and many other aspects of

the daily lives of Maryland citizens. We urge support ot services which promote health and

prevent disease services which nurse are uniquely prepared to provide.

Third, the Maryland Nurses Association supports enhanced consumer access to

services by delivering primary health care in community-based settings. Maryland nurses

are committed to delivering care where the health needs are and where tne people are in

homes, in school? and colleges and in the work place. Several pilot projects illustrate how

nurses are implementing nursing knowledge in new ways. Several nurse educators are

involved in a project that provides information on creating a safe environment for older

citizens living at home. Nurse practitioners are providing health education and primary care

services to high school children. Some of these children do not qualify for Medicaid nor are

they covered under a parent's employer-based health care plan.

Fourth, the Maryland Nurses Association believes that several steps can be taken to

further reduce health care costs.

We firmly support requiring the utilization of managed care in the public plan.



We believe that if consumers have access to a full range of qualified health care

providers, iaduding advanced practice nurses such as nurse practitioners, certified

nurse midwives and clinical nurse specialists, aggregate health care costs will be

reduced.

We also believe that providing early treatment, prevention services and health

promotion services at convenient sites such as schools and colleges, the work place,

churches and other settings will increase access and make the current system of care

more user friendly.

We also believe that administrative costs can be reduced by implementing several

elements of automated health records, such as electronic billing and uniform claims

forms.

We firmly support nursing case management (also called care coordination) for

people who have continuing need for health care services. Currently, Maryland is

expanding a case management model for the Committee for Children, Youth and

Families.

We believe that public and private funding for a comprehensive continuum of long

term care services must be provided, while yet preventing personal and spousal

impoverishment.

We support several insurance reforms such as community-basing premiums and

mandatory coverage of pre-existine illnessc*.

The Maryland Nurses Assoc* anon is assisting the American Nurses Association it the

development of several "white papers" to flesh out Nursing's Agenda for Health Care

Reform. These while papers \-
'.. :- -icf cxr-ni-.e: :t :.c -.- ib, .zci.y: aid

knowledge of nurses can be harnessed to meet health care needs. We will be sharing with

your office these "white papers" as they emerge. One on case management is completed;

another on school nursing is nearing completion. Others will define essential mental health

services, will examine ethics and humai* rights implications of health care reform and
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The Maryland Nurses Association and the Nurses' Coalition for Health Care Reform

have begun an Inventory of Nursing Initiatives—solutions to problems of access and cost as

we see them now in Maryland. We are pleased that Maryland has several positive elements

already in place, elements which utilize nurses. Our task now is to move forward with

individuals and groups to design a system to address the complex health care needs of our

We appreciate this opportunity to share our ideas and we look forward to continuing

the collaboration we have enjoyed with you as we set about, together, implementing

solutions to the health care crisis in the US.

MARYLAND ACADEMY OF FAMILY PHYSICIANS

5700 EXECUTIVE DRIVE
SUITE 110

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21228
(410)747-1980

FAX * (410) 744-6059

Statement of C. Earl Hill, M.D.
Field Hearing of the Senate Committee on Labor

and Human Resources
Dundalk Community College

April 23, 1992

Madam Chair,

My name C. Earl Hill, M.D. My statement is submitted
on behalf of the Maryland Academy of Family Physicians. In
addition, I am a member of the Board of Directors and Chairman
of the Commission on Legislation and Governmental Affairs of
the American Academy of Family Physicians. I would like to
commend you for holding this hearing on Marylanders' views
about health care reform.

As you knew this month the AAFP released its proposals for
assurinq access to health care and strengthening our health
care systems for all Americans. The AAFP plan is supported by
the Maryland Academy of Family Physicians.

"RX for Health: The Family Physicians' Access Plan" would
provide for universal access to health insurance and effective
control of rising health care costs. Whereas many other health
reform plans also offer strategies to assure access and control
costs — some similar to the Rx for Health Plan and some
different — ours is the only one to address comprehensively a
major failing in our health care delivery system: the severe
shortage of generalist physicians.

In most countries, at least one-half of their physicians
practice in the generalist specialties — family medicine,
general practice, general internal medicine, and general
pediatrics. In the U.S., however, over 70 percent of all
physicians are subspecialists . A growing body of research
literature indicates that this vast overspecialization of
medicine in the U.S. is a key source of our problems relating
to access, rising health costs, and concerns about the
appropriateness and quality of care.
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I would draw your attention to two recently published
articles which are submitted with this statement. The first,
authored by Barbara Starfield, compared ten nations on the
basis of their primary care systems and found better public
health outcomes and higher public satisfaction in nations where
a generalist model of health care delivery predominates.

The second article, by Sheldon Greenfield, et.al. studied
treatment patterns across medical specialties and found
generalists to be far more cost-effective due to their prudent
use of hospital services, tests, and expensive procedures.

These and other studies confirm what is already
intuitively obvious to many of us. A system of health care
delivery based on a generalist model makes sense. Patients
need to have a well-trained generalist physician who is their
ongoing source of health care, who can help thea seek
appropriate referrals to specialists when necessary, and who
can ensure that all medical care is properly coordinated both
to maximize the patient's health outcomes and to minimize
costs. Unfortunately, in the U.S. today, while the vast
majority of health care needs relate to primary care, the vase"
majority of our physicians are trained as sobspecialists

.

Without a sufficient generalist medical corps — at least
50 percent of all physicians should be generalists and at least
half of generalists should be family physicians — our nation
wil continue to be frustrated in our pursuit of meaningful
universal access and effective cost containment. The
recommendations of the Rx For Health Plan offer a comprehensive
strategy for achieving and enjoying the goals of access and
af fordability:

* Our plan assures universal access to health insurance
primarily through employment-based plans with a
publicly sponsored plan providing health coverage for
Americans not otherwise insured. Small employers and
low income individuals would be eligible for
subsidies under the publicly sponsored plan.

* Our plan provides for a basic health benefits package
that would offer comprehensive coverage with
reasonable cost sharing. Insurance reform would
ensure that coverage is offered in a non-
discriminatory manner and remains portable for people
wlro change health plans.

* Our plan would control health care costs througi a
variety of reforms, including the establishment of *

national health care commission authorized to set a
global budget for health care spending growth in the
U.S. each year. Th-sse spending goals would be
implemented by Health Plans at a local or state level
and could be met through managed care arrangements
and other means. However, the national commission
vculd have power to enforce spending growth limits in
plans failing to meet national targets, if necessary,
by controlling the growth in provider fees.

* To ensure meaningful access and affordability, our
plan would promote various reforms to ensure that,
over time, at least 50 percent of all U.S. physicians
are generalists, and at least half of all generalists
are family physicians. In particular, a redirection
of federal financial incentives would reverse the
tendencies of medical schools and residency training
programs to train a surplus of sobspecialists.
Further reforms in federal student loan programs and
in health care reimbursement policies would reinforce
goal of Increasing the number and proportion of
generalist physicians.
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* Finally, our plan would require all Americans to have
a "Personal Physician, * trained in family medicine,
general internal medicine, or general pediatrics, so
that the primary care model becomes a reality in this
nation. To encourage participation in this model of
care, health insurance plans would impose a
coinsurance penalty on patients who seek non-
emergency care from a subspecialist without referral
from their Personal Physician.

Madame Chair, a complete copy of the AAFP Rx For Health
Plan is attached with this statement. This strategy for health
care reform is good for our nation and good for our state of
Maryland. I very much appreciate your consideration of our
proposals and look forward to our continued close partnership
as we work toward a stronger, more humane health care system.

Attachments: AAFP Access Plan
Starfield Article
Kravitz/Greenfield Article

Health:

as

A proposal by the

American Academy of Family Physicians
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Universal Health Insurance Coverage

Universal health insurance coverage must be achieved primarily through employer based plans, in

combination with state-sponsored public plans which would replace Medicaid and provide coverage

for eligible low income individuals and employees of small businesses.

Physician Specialty Distribution

A common cause of all our nation's health system problems— lack of access to i

care, rising health costs, concerns about quality— is the severe shortage of well trained
j

phyndana. Oar overly specialized medical corps (with less than 13 percent general and family

)cannotmanage care appropriately and tends toprescrteexpensive snbspecs^aervices

The foundation of any health reform strategy most mcmde coorduuned changes to

achieve a physician specialty mix with at least 50 percent generalist physicians, at least halfofwhom
are family physicians.

Base Health Benefits

Federal law must define a basic health benefits package for all health plans which would assure

comprehensive coverage while promoting cost effective delivery of care.

Cost Containment

strategy must be adopted to assure affordabihty of msnrance, Has
; include private and public health plan initiatives to better manage care, tort reforms,

knits on artmiimrratrve expenses, and a uniform payment system for providers. In addition, a

National Health Commission must have authority to establish a global budget for health care

and to enforce spending goals, if necessary, by limiting provider payment increases or

i controlling expenditures under private and public health plans.

Quality

Quality of care must be protected and enhanced through a variety of reforms and research efforts.

Insurance Reform

Private health insurance reforms must assure all health plans are guaranteed issue, guaranteed

renewable and convnunirv u".ed. an-! must pr^'ect the portability of basic health coverage.

Financing

TheAAFP plan must not increase the federal deficit. The cost ofreforms will be financed by resource

reallocation and modified taxation strategies.

AAFP Position Statement on Access to

Health Care for the Uninsured and
Strengthening the ILS. Health Care System

Introduction

In 1989, the American Academy of Family Physicians adopted a position in supportofreform ofour

heahh care system to achieve universal access to basic health care services. The Academy remains

committed to this fundamental reform. Since then, the nmriher of uninsured Americans has grown

and rising health costs have threatened access further. The Academy has been involved m the

csna^mgpublkipolicydebateofhealmcarereformaohihona. Ttmtdoemnuitiuaijcjttianevolntkin

in oar 1989 health care plan. It refu^rnany elements ofoorearnerheami

addresses the problem ofrismgnad^

problems of an overspecialized physician corps m order to achieve a more appropriate system of

health care delivery grounded in primary care.
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As the national policy debate on health care reform proceeds, the Academy will continue its active

involvementand will considerfurtherevolution inourproposals forreform. In addition, the Academy
ism the process ofdeveloping more detailed proposals to finance universal access to health insurance

as well as recommendations for ensuring access to long term care.

Statement of the Problem

Daring the 1980s and the early 1990s, mere has been adramatic increase ia thenumberofAmericans
who are without health insurance, fainmw place imrnhq-nf—j—nd A"-""p«— miiw^i

Additional tens of millions are thought to be underinsured. WbDe public opinion polls repeatedly

have indicated widespread agreement that everyone has a right to adequate heahfa care, those same
polls evidence little enthusiasm for improving access through moated taxes. The rfiWmw then,

is how to address a societal problem of significant proportions— the lackedaccess to health care for

millions of Americans— given our finite rial "•vwm and a tetoofee among both policy

makers and the public to increase taxes to provide TvmrT coverage. Despite this duemna the

AAFP believes the issue of access to health care for the uninsured must be addressed as one of this

Nation's highest priorities.

AfTordability of health care is a major concern for aO Americans. Although the U S. health care

system at its technologic best is the envy of the world, h has fallen victim to structural and financial

barriers that hinder access to primary medical care and detract from the appropi iatencss and cost

effectiveness of health care services. A key structural barrier is that less than 13 percent ofAmerican

physicians are family physicians/general practitioners. By contrast in most Western nations at least

SO percent of physicians are family physicians or other generalists. An over-specialized medical

corps is not trained tomanage health care services and tends to promote overuse ofexpensive medical

procedures and technology. Furthermore, our systems of reimbursing health care services create

financial disincentives to the appropriate management of health care based on a primary care model.

While most insured Americans receive health coverage through employment based plans, fully 3/4

of the uninsured are employed or dependents of people who have jobs. Another significant segment

of the uninsured population are the poor and near poor, who are not covered by Medicaid or other

means tested public health insurance programs.

Small businesses, which employ a majority of uninsured workers, face particular difficulties in

obtaining group health insurance coverage. Risk selection practices prevalent in the private, small

gro'ip health insurance market today present an especially inappropriate barrier to obtaining heaiih

coverage. It is not unco.nmon for sir-allemploye, to be denied coverage at any price due to the nature

of tlic-ir business (e.fc.. high risk, <*««n«ai employment, health related employment, etc) or due to a

preexisting h Jth condition of nnemployee. Insured small employers often have difficulty renewing

coverage at an affordable rate once a member of the group has incurred an expensive claim.

Furthen i*. ire, many small employersjust entering business or with small profit margins find that the

price ofemployee health benefits— risk seiecooa practices Docwithstanding— ts a major barrier to

access to coverage. For tflesf, reasons, small erxrpkryers who otherwise desire to provicie group beal th

coverage for their workers and families are enable to do so without targeted assistance.

The Medicaid po-^ram conditions beneficiary eligibility on requirements that vary significantly ficm
sine to state. Much of the variability is based on different state definitions of eligibility for cash

assistance. Less than ba'fof the*: below the federal poverty level qualify for Medicaid benefits, and

the scope of benefits also varies from state to state Because Medicaid payments for services are

substantially discounted, a two-beted system has developed under which Medicaid patients' choice

of providers are limited. Many do not have access to "mainstream" medical care. For these reasons,

the Medicaid progra.Ti (iocs not present a vrafaAe mrvfammn for addressing the problem of access for

the uninsured.

Tosnmmanze, ournatK»'shealmcaresystemf
Such reform must specifically and meaningfully address the issues of providing universal health

insurance coverage, controlling rmng health care costs, rncrrrmg anadeqoaie supply of appropriately

trained p™*—-j"—H tad miint iniing imifilj nf i mt

Strategies for Solutions

It is the position of the Academy that the issue of universal access to affordable, appropriate health

care can best be addressed through a system that is based primarily in the private sector. However,

this system must also include a public sector insurance compooent forpeople not otherwise covered,

and it must include significant structural and financial reforms to promote the delivery ofappropriate.
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cost effective health care services. Such a system should be based on the concept that all Americans
have ready access to primary care services as well as appropriate access to more elaborate medical

technologies. Furthermore, a reformed health care system should not be so complex as to undermine

the ability of patients, providers, and insurers to understand it and operate effectively within it

Underourapproach, which would be phased ui overtime, all employers would be required to provide

insurance coverage for basic health benefits (see page 13) for their full-time employees and their

dependents. Employees would be required to participate in theirjob-based health plans. Individuals

notcovered by employer provided insurance would becovered under new. publicly-sponsored health

insurance programs. To ensure the availability of basic health care services and the appropriate

utilization of more elaborate technologic services, various reforms would be adopted to increase the

supply of family physicians and other general tst physicians relative to other medical specialists. To
ensure that health care would be more affordable, health care financing reforms and other measures

to promote administtatjve efficiency would be adopted. Finally, reforms would be adopted to control

the cost of hearth care services, but without sacrificing the quality of services delivered.

..*«*.*•

Recommendations

Consistent with the overall objective of providing universal access to appropriate, affordable health

care, through a rrwnhin*^ private tecaoc/pubuc sector effort, the Academy supports the following

principles:

L Employer Provided Coverage

(a) All employers would be leqniied to provide health insurance covering the federally

rttahlrthrd basic benefit package foi employees who work more than 17.5 hours per week

and their dependents.

(b) Small businesses with fewer than 25 employees would be eligible to purchase health

insurance from a state public program (see IL(b), page 4). with the cost of such

immwecbuedoaMpexoBma^t^^en^kjyc^spKfioll. The payroll tax rate would be set

to ensure a fair balance between private and publicly sponsored coverage for employees.

(c) Under the employer mandated coverage, the employer would be required to pay no less than

a statutorily defined percentage of the employees' insurance premiums. Employees would

be responsible for their portion of the insurance premium and for reasonable cos: sharing.

(d) Federal standards would be established for qualified employer group beaith insurance

policies tc ensure adequate access to h-sic health care services necessary to prevent, diagnose

«r treat disease and injury. The federal standard for coverage also would ensure protection

fmm fin««^«i catastrophe forcovered individuals. Patient cost sharing would b. .tinctured

to promote cost-conscious use of health services and to encourage early and unhindered

access to preventive and other primary care services. In addition, cost sharing would

chscouragc inappropriate ujc of expensive subspecialty services by patients without referral

from their Personal Physician ' see »'.(b). page 7).

These federal health benefits standards (described in detail or. page 13) would pvempt state

health benefit mandates for all employment based health plans.

IL Publicly Sponsored Coverage

(a) Each state wouldestablishapublicprogram that would replace Medicaid forcovered services

(described on page 13) and mat would contract with private insurance carriers to provide

health coverage meeting the same minimum standards required for employer sponsored

plans. The state established program would be available to small businesses (see Lib) page

3) and to those individuals not otherwise covered by employer sponsored plans or Medicare

(see IL(b) below).

(b) Individuals not covered under employer plans would be required to enroll in the pubhc

program in their ttif* Uninsured persons failing to enroll would be deemed enrolled id the

public program at the time they seek healm care services. Financial assistance forpremiums

and cost sharing under the public plan would be available based on uniform federal

guidelines. Persons with incomes at or below the federal poverty level would be wholly

snbndaed for their premium and cost sharing expenses. Individuals between 100 and 200

percent of poverty would be eligible for subsidies based on a sliding scale. Persons with

incomes above 200% of poverty would pay the full premium.
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(c) Payment for services under the public program would be at par with Medicare payment and

would be *^t»K»igtw»H according to Medicare payment methods, including a resource-based

relative value scale for physician services- The cost ofthe public programs (including the cost

of subsidies for small employers and low income persons) would be financed through a

system of state funds and federal matching grants with poorer states eligible for greater

(d) The new public program would not replace or change other public programs such as

Medicare, military and veteran health programs. Worker s Compensation, etc.

DDL Insurance Reform

(a) Theprivate health insurance market wouldbe reformed to achieve uniformcoverage forbasic

health services, portability in health insurance coverage, stability in health insurance

pu laiaiiii.—ilnk-niii'iili ilii i mil 111,1 Insurance reforms would apply to all health plans

— those covering only basic services as well as those covering additional benefits.

(b) AD health insurance carriers would be required to offer a plan covering only the federally

established basic benefits package. In addition, health insurers would be permitted to offer

plans with coverage in excess of the basic health benefits. Insurers would have to make all

plans available under traditional indemnity and managed care options.

(c) All health insurance plans would be guaranteed issue and guaranteed renewable. No insurers

would be permitted to deny, discontinue or condition coverage under any health plan based

on the health status or claims history of the person or group applying for coverage. In

addition, to ensure portability of coverage, no insurers would be permitted to exclude

coverage under any health plan for pre-existing health conditions.

(d) All health insurance plan premiums would be determined according to community rating

within defined geographic areas.

(e) To minimize the administrative expenses of health insurance and health services, all insurers

would be required to use a uniform billing system and claim form, permit electronic

stmmission —

p

Mym**»» H»im« and minimum oatvfarric fnr timely ^
of providers.

IV. Physician Supply

(a) Congress must adopt national policies to ensure that, over time, at least one-half of all

physicians in the U.S. are in general medical specialties (family medicine, general internal

nvdicine, and general pediatrics) and, further, that at .tast one-half of ail generalist

physicians are family ph/.ticians. To achieve this goal the following reforms would be

(b) Federal finanrial incentives that discourage medical schools from emphasizing the training

ofgeneral'.^ physicians would be reversed Billions ofdollars in biomedical research grants

from the National Institutes ofHealth (NTH) constitute a significant revenue source formany
medical schools. Coroprtition for such grants encourages schools to divert resources and

prestige to revenue generating departments in the medica' subspecialties, while de-empha-

sizing departments of family medicine. This is evidenced by the fact that among the ten

leading recipients ofN1H competitive medical research grants in 1990, on average, only 13
percent of graduates entered residency training in family practice.

Financial incentives wouldbe realigned to encourage medical schools to increasethepriority

given to training in family medicine, general internal medicine, and general pediatrics.

* Receiptofthe indirect portion ofextramural research giants from the National Institutes

of Health (NIH) would be conditioned on the extent to which medical scnook graduate

a minimum proportion of students who become generalist physicians upon conmterion

ofresidency training. The indirect portion of grants is paid to the medical school, not the
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researcher, to compensate the institution for a portion of its overhead costs. For a

specified interval, medical schools failing to achieve the minimum proportion should be

exempted from reductions in the indirect payments if the school meets certain criteria

related to encouraging more students to select genera list training. Criteria would include

selective admission procedures, a formalized department of family nwytiang. and a

required family practice clerkship of at least six weeks duration by no later than the third

year of medical school.

These requirements should be carefully designed and applied so that the direct portion

of biomedical research grants and individual research efforts and agendas are not

compromised.

Federal matching grants to states for the public program would contain incentives to

encourage medical schools to increase the absolute and relative numbers of graduates

entering residency programs in familymedicine , general internal medicine, and general

pediatrics.

(c) Federal financial support for graduate medical education (GME)«bo would be realigned to

encourage residency training of generalist physicians in more appropriate ambulatory

settings.

• Medicare reimbursement for the costs ofGME would be restricted toonly the first three

years of residency training;

GME payment formulas would assign a greater weight to family practice and other

primary care residencies;

HMOs, clinics, and physician practices would be eligible for MedicateGMEpayments;

Medicare GME payments would be restricted only to the training of residents in

specialties in documented undersupply.

(d) Finally, federal financial incentives should encourage meclkal studems and fesidents to enter

generalist specialties and should encourage generalist physicians to remain in practice,

especially in medically underserved areas. Accordingly,

1 he time for repayment of medical school student loans would be extended for residents

who enter practice in family medicine, general pediatrics, and general internal medicine.

Additionally, interest payments on medical school student loans would be publicly

subsidized during residency training in those specialties

Physicians praractnr family medicine, gerrral pedia^ics, and general internal medicine

in medically derserv-d areas would be eligible for partial or entire student loan

forgiveness.

V. Co*t Containment

(a) A multi-faceted approach to cost containment must permit compeution at the state and local
plan level to pursue creative, negotiated solutions, while assuring that nations: goals for
affordable health care services are met.

(b) All private and public health plans would seek tocontrol costs and to enhance the quality and
appropriateness of health services using a primary care model. Toward this end all basic
health plans would:

require enrollees to have a Personal Physician, who is a family physician/general
practitioner, general internist, or general pediatrician, and who will serve as their source
of regularand ongoing rnecucal care. A requirement thatthe Personal Physicianbe inone
of the generalist specialties should be phased in as the specialty maldistribution of
physicians is corrected (for example, during the transition period, an obstetrician/

gynecologist could serve as a Personal Physician:)

• incorporate patient cost sharing requirements to promote cost effective preventive
services and to discourage inappropriateute at subspeoalistservices. Thesecostsharing
requirements would include:

all covered services, except as specified immediately below, would be subject to a
deductible of $250 per person, or $500 per family, and to 20 percent coinsurance;
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most periodic screening and evaluation and preventive care services would not be

subject to a deductible, but would be subject to 20 percent coinsurance.

1 and well baby/child services, including cbfldhood urmuaizaoons, would
not be subject to either a deductible or coinsurance;

• services rendered by the patient's Personal Physician would not be subject to a

deductible, but would be subject to 20 percent conMorance;

non-emergency services rendered by physicians other than the patient's Personal

Physician without referral from the Personal Physician, would be subject to an

additional 20 percentcoinsurance (fora total of40percent.) Tliisrequiiement would
be phased in as the medical specialty distribution is adjusted;

total patient cost sharing (deductibles and coinsurance) would be limited to S 1 .500

per year per tndrvidnal and S3.000 per year per family. However, the 20 percent

coinsurance penalty for setf-rererred services would aot apply toward or be limned
by this out of pocket lank;

incorporate established, outcomes-based clinical policies into plan practices;

reimburse health providers using uniform payment methods, including a prospective

payment system for hospitals and a resource-based relative value fee schedule for

negotiate with providers to establish Component Performance Standards (as described

in V.(e), below), including fee schedule conversion factors and appropriate utilization

controls, that would achieve nationally established performance standards for aggregate

health care Tp"***"^ growth.

(c) Federal standards would be developed to replace state laws regulating managed care and

utilization review programs. At a minimum federal standards would

encourage the development of financial incentives to promote appropriate referrals and

cost effective delivery of health services;

ensure that these financial incentives are not structured in such a way as to threaten ti kt

quality of care;

jasure thaimanaged care plans have a sufficient o'lrnber anH distribution of providers ( by

specialty and by geographic location) to assure enrollr-s oi the timely availability of ai

covered services.

(d) Medical liability reform would be implemented to promote both the afforoabiliry and

appropriateness of health care by limiting the tendency to provide "defensive medicine."

Medical liability reform would provide for

alternative dispute resolution systems, such as binding, fault-based arbitration systems

:

malpractice tort reforrc, wwhuKiig limits on payments for "oooecooofnic damages."

limits on attorneys' contingency fees, dimitation ofjoint and several liability, reduc-

tions in awards by the —mmr ofcornpensation from collateral sources, and structured

use of federal funds to establish a risk retention group that would provide affordable

liability protection to health care professionals practicing in community and migrant

; to provide prompt remedial

(e) A National Health Commission would be established for the purposes of determining

national cost containment objectives and «vwrf~m—i«g and reinforcing private and public

efforts to achieve those objectives. State and fecal health plans would retain the ability to

develop and implement specific cost containment mechanisms within the context of the

broad objectives established by the National Health Commission (see V.(a). page 7). The
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National Health Commission would be comprised ofmembers representing large employers,

small employers, patients, private insurers, states, and major providers of health care services

<e-&, hospital, physician, prescription drug, etc.) At least half of the representatives of

physicians on the Commission would be in the generalist specialties, and at least one of the

grnrralifl physicians would be a family physician. Duties ofthe Commission would include:

• collecting and disseminating data including profiling data and measures of the volume

and intensity of health care services and factors that affect volume and intensity. In this

regard, a high priority for the Commission would be to promote the development of

measures of factors (such as epidemiological trends, poverty, etc.) that affect health care

spending and that might warrant adjustments or exceptions in evaluating the success of

health plans at controlling health costs;

developing a uniform claims processingsystem topromote administrative efficiency and

prompt payment for services by all health plans;

otabhxbmg a aoonal budget far aggregate health cave spending. The global budget

would be expressed m terms of an "Aggregate Performance Standard" rate of annual

growth in spending for health care services. Forexampie, the global budget foraggregate

health care spending in 1995 would be the amount of aggregate health care spending in

1994 jperaajed by the Aggregate Performance Standard rate of growth for 1995. The

Aggregate Performance Standard would be established by the Commission annually;

;

compliance of state and local health plans with the national

bodget for health care spending and the Aggregate Performance Standard rate of growth;

;
performance standard rates of growth for each major component of health

;
(ue_ hospital, skilled and intermediate care nursing facilities, physician

i and management services, surgery, imaging, medical procedures, laboratory

services, presenpboa drugs.) In general, these "Component Performance Standards"

would be advisory. However, the Commission could direct a health plan to follow the

nationally established Component Performance Standards to limit plan expenditures in

a year when aggregate health care spending under that plan exceeds the rate of growth

permitted under the Aggregate Performance Standard (see V.(f),page 10). Component

Performance Standards would be established by the Commission annually.

providing technical assistance to plans in order to

analyze data to determine the factors contributing to incrc_sed health care spending

within each Component Performance Standard; and

develop remedifJ ret ronse» (such as targeted utilization revie v* . prior authorization

and the -mvelopinent of specific clinical practice p-mmeters) to

; those faoors contributing to excessive cost increases.

(f) The relationship between state and private health plans to the national performance standard

mocess woUd be as folios:

• The Aggregate Perfotmance Standi for health cere spending growth would be binding

for all state and private health plans. To illustrate, if the Commissior. ck termines that

aggregate health care spending should grow by no more man ten percent in a jiven yea:

all ucaltb plans must strive to limit growth in their per capita health costs 'with

adjustments for the age of plan enrollees) to ten percent.

• Health plans and their participating providers would be free to negotiate their own

Component Performance Standards in order to meet the nationalAggregate Performance

Standard Forexampie, a health plan potentially could meet the Aggregate Performance

Standard, even though its own Component Performance Standards differed from those

set by the Commission, if that plan successfully employed a primary care model to

manage care, reduce unnecessary hospitalization, and promote a more appropriate mix

ofhealm care services. In addition, a plan nieeung the intfkmal Aggregate rVrfomance

Standard for spending growth could negotiate higher conversion factors or boom

; with its providers.

Hcwever, ifahealm plan's aggregate sperrfu^

Pafoaamx Standard, the ability to negotiate independently Component Performance

Standards and fee increases with providers would be constrained. In such a case,

increases in provider fees could be limited according to their performance under their
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respective nationally established Component Performance Standards. Similar to the

Medicare Volume Performance Standard program, the national performance standard

process would include a stop loss to limit reductions in provider payments in a year
subsequent to spending in excess of the performance standard.

(g) Evaluation of health plans* performance would take into account diffe

ptanenroDees. In addition, as data become available the National Health Comimssioo would
provide for an exceptions process for health plans that can demonstrate cost increases

attributable to "urcoctroJlabk" factors such as unfavorable risk selection

enroUees or epidemiological changes.

VL Quality of Care

(a) Ensuring high quality of health care services must be the highest priority ofany

<b) Often, the goals ofquality and affordability will be consistent. In particular, reforms which
: the rwimary care model of health care delivery will enhance the quality ofcare by
;
unnecessary medical and surgical procedures, which can increase patient risk.

(c) In addition, affirmative steps to promote the quality of care must be undertaken. At a

minimum.

• health plans should develop risk management/quality assurance programs with required

provider participation;

• established outcomes-based clinical practice parameters should be incorporated into

health plan quality assurance programs;

data collected from uniform claims processing systems should be used to profile

physician medical practices. Profiling information should be used to educate physicians

about their practice patterns and encourage improvements in quality of care.

(d) At no time should ihc qualify of care be sacrificed in (he name ofcostcontainment Toprotect

against this, national and plan-specific performance standard programs must consider

evidence of quality concerns in the setting and evaluation of performance standards

VTL Financing

(a) The Academy's public-private system of ensuring universal access to appropriate healthcare

services should not add to the federal deficit Every effort should be made to minimize the

need for new tax However, additional federal expenditures that are necessary should be

financed by resource reallocation and modified taxation strategics. The Academy is seeking

estimates of the cost of its proposals and will develop more detailed recommendationson
appropriate sources of revenues to finance this plan. In the meanwhile, we urge efforts to

make taxpayers aware of the realistic cost of health care reform. As taxpayers, family

physicians stand ready to pay their fair share for a more equitable and effective health care

Conclusion

The Academy believes that any accounting of the costs of this health reform plan should recognize

the many offsetting economic benefits to society as a whole as well as to various private and public

interests. Among these benefits:

(a) Universal health care cr- verage will significantly reduce cost shifting due to a heavy burden

of tuKornpensated care, thereby achieving savings for sectors of the economy now bearing

these costs.

(b) A general tst-based health care system will achieve savings through unproved availabilityof

primary care and through better managed, more appropriate, and more cost effective access

to technological specialty services.
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(c) Private health insurance reform will promote stability in premiums for small employers and

streamline overhead expenses for small group insurers.

(d) Guaranteeing continuous, portable healthcoverage will eliminate secondary costs to society,

including administrative costs of changing coverage and costs to the patient in terms of

disruption in care.

(e ) Uniform claims and payment policies will create administrative savings to insurers, provid-

ers, and premium payers.

(0 Inappropriate increases in health care spending will be limited through the use of volume

performance standards.

(g) Medical liability reform will achieve savings through a reduction in costs due to "defensive

medicine."

(h) Increases in health care costs to some employers who begin to provide health coverage

pursuant to these reforms may be partially offset by savings to some other employers who
nave been providing health benefits and who have been paying a disproportionate share of

the cost of dependents' health care coverage.

Implementation of the foregoing principles win result in actesfty-amrnhtnd national health policy

with threesources ofbealth insurancecoverage—Medicare,employer-providedcoverage, andanew

publicly sponsored health plan system through which aO of those not otherwise covered can be

insured. In addition, these principles will promote the devekipmentofanadequae supply ofproperly

trained panwy care physicians who can ensure delivery of appropriate health care services in a cost

efficient manner, finally, health care reimbursement reforms, insurance reforms, benefit design

reforms, and medical liability reforms win create incentives that complement a strengthened health

care delivery system built on a primary care modeL The American Academy of Family Physicians

believes that with these piogiams in place, everyAtntiicancmgnwnlbe assuredofsccess toabroad

range of essential, affordable health care services.

April. 1992
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Basic Benefit Package
(Services not specifically listed would not be covered by the basic benefits package)

I. Immediate Access

Services

Prenatal Care

• Well baby and well child

care

Childhood immunizations

NOTE: Immediateaccess services

would be covered under all health

plans. No patient cost sharing (i.e..

deductible or coinsurance) would

be required for these.

II. Preferred Access

Services

Periodic evaluation and

screening services, in-

cluding routine physi-

cals and cancer screen-

ing

All outpatient services

provided directly by the

patient's Personal Phy-

sician

NOTE: Preferred access ser-

vices would be covered under

afl health plans. Theywouldnot

be subject to a deductible, but

would be subject to 20 percent

III. Limited Access

Services

Inpatient and outpatient

physician services (other

than those provided by

the patient's Personal

Physician)

Inpatient and outpatient

hospital care

Skilled and intermediate

nursing facility care

• Laboratory and radiol-

ogy services

• Inpatient and outpatient

mental health services

• Treatment for substance

abuse and addiction

• Inpatient and outpatient

prescription drugs

Medically necessary

home health services

Medically necessary

medical equipment

Routine dental care

Routine vision care, in-

cluding eyeglasses

Routine hearing care, in-

cluding hearing aids

Rehabilitation services

Hospice care

NOTE: Limited access services

would be covered under all health

plans, '""hey would be subjec to

a deductible of S250 per person

or $500 per family and to co. in-

surance of 20 percent . An addi-

tional 20 pcrunt coinsurance

penalty (for « total of -U) ,«.rcent

coinsurance) would *e required

when these services are rendered

by physicians other than the

patier.:':, Personal Physician with-

out referral fro^n the Personal Phy-

sician. The 20 percent coinsur-

ance penalty would not appi <r in

medical emergencies.

Limits on Scope and Duration of Coverage

Coverage formental health and substanceabuse treatment

woukl be subject to confirming review of medical neces-

sity and appropriateness. Standards forportioning review

wouldbedevelopedby the SecretaryofHealthandHuman
Services in consultation with appropriate medical and

other professional clinician organiabons.

Periodic evaluation and screening services, preventive

services, and routine dental, vision and hearing services

would be subject to periodicity tables to be developed by

the Serrtiary in consultation witl. the AAFP and other

mediciu societies.

Catastrophic Protection

Ml patient cost ste..ig, except the20percent coinsurance
penalty on self referral for subspecialty care, would be

limited to S 1 .500 per individual and$3,000 per family per

year.
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Caring for the Uninsured and Underinsured

Primary Care and Health

A Cross-National Comparison

BafbamStoriMd, MO. mph

Ten Wimm industnafeed

ndKfltoiS (eg. rtam rnortaity.

compared on thebMi ofUmo chine-
primary health service, their toots of 12 health

Ms expectancy, and age-adjusted death rales),

in natation to overs* costs of the systems.

oped to chej ex leiue the extent of primary care in each country and the standing

at each oountry rWanve to the others on ttw hearth ricfccaJKxs- There «<as genera!

i in nine of tw lOeounMafc Ratings tor the United States were tow on
West Germany eiso had tow ratings, in contrast, Canada.

Sweden, and Ihe Netherlands had generaJry high ratings tor afl three measures.

The lack of conoordanoe matoranngsin the United Kingdom may be a result of

laMRejytow expendttures tor other i

oountry. The findings may add to the debate

modttcaaons in organization and financng of care that are currently being

conatoand in the United States.

A PERSISTING
US health service

tnse of crisis in toe

system is reasons -

to

Seaatsop221S.

>bal-

the private sector and

gwei ejaaat sad op the costs associated

with the difleieut systems. Little al the

debate centers on the value of the sys-

tems as reflected by indicators ofhealth

This article presents the results of an
analysis ofthe characteristics ofthe sys-

tems of primary cue in 10 Western in-

dittr—lised nations and the relation-

ship to the attiaates of the populations

toward their health services systems

and to levels ofhealth as reflected by 12

Since primary care is the place of en-

try (the "gatekeeper") into health ser-

vices arJ the locuc ofcontinuing care for

most of the health problems thai occur

in the population, it is an appropriate

point ofdeparture foran examination of

the relationship between the health s>>-

tem and ievels ofhealth.

the char-

of primary care m the 10

was obtained from six major
Where particular items of ro-

Characteristics of primary care were
of two types: those related to the overall

system and those related to the mode of

pr.ctice. The former category com-
prised five characteristics: the type of

system (in particular the extent ofregu-

lation on place of practice of primary
care practitioners); the type of physi-

cian who provides primary care (fami'.j

physician, internist, pediatrician, or

to care (na-

bv

by
agencies, or no national health insur-

ance); percentage of active physka4uis

who are specialists; and income of pri-

mary care physicians relative to that of

specialists.

Six characteristics of primary care

were conside.-«:d to be rekited to *.he

nw>ie of practice: the extent to which

the primary care physician acts as the

JAMA. OcftttNf 2300. 1991 -vol 266 No 1

6
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tMOf 1 —RMng CMena

time; the eofnbtaBWDMi ofthe

provided; the extent of coordination of

services by the ptuunxy ewe physician;

the extent to which the physician it

"family-centered"; and the

o primary care) totwo (where the level

of achievement was moat conducive to

primary eareX Intermediate leatla of

were green a score of one.

The score fareach country was the aver-

age ofthese 11 scores.

A satisfaction-expense ratio was ob-

tained from i study conducted by Blen-

don et aL " Toese investigators condo .t-

ed a telephone surrey of a random
sample of individuals in 10 countries.

care system works pretty well, and only

ages are necessary to make it

work better"; "There are some good

things in our health care system, but

make it work better"; and "Our health

care system has so nueh wrong with it

that we nred to vTmpietely rebuild it"

HeOaoder and Mblfe" osed the dais

from that stndy toralmhtr a raao. The

of people who m
needed only miian changes divided by
the percentage of people who said that

the system needed to be completely re-

built, and the denominator is the per

capita cost of the health care system in

thousands of dollars.

Tweiv« indicators of health obtained

were used to

mortality, age-adjusted death rate, av-

erage life expectancy at age 1 year for

males and females separately, average

and females separately, average hfe ex-

pectancy at age 65 years for males and
females separately, years of potential

hfe lost, and percentage.- .ifbirth weights

beiow 2500 g. All of these indicators are

relatively standard indicators of health.

The only one that may require special

explanation is years of potential life lost,

teausc may not be widely known. It

reflects that cvKnpcuent ofmc tality oc-

! age too years that is eon-
-

All data oo
Mdmstois were from the nhd-

cystages 1 yearand 20 years(1980) and
low birth weight (1983 orl984X The data

on each indicator were almost always

from the same year for every country.

Grater detail regarding each indicator

isinStarneld.''

To summarize the findings tor the

health indicators, each country was cat-

r230Q.1991-Vbl266.No 16
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egonzed as h»"^g in tbe BPpaj third,

middle third, orlower third oftbe distri-

farall 10<

m lathe*
the top third, there were sometimes
only twoeauBtriesbecHM they had Tal-

lies far better tbaa the ami

rev ranged from 5J6 to 10J5 per 1000
nve births. Finland sad Sweden had
vanes of 5.85 and &.M per 1000 live

btrths, respectively, whereas the cotuv

tries in the middle third had values of

7.76, 7.88, 8-19, 8.54, and 8^5 per 1000

live births. Toe uamU ies in the bottom
third had values of 9.55, 9 69 and 10.35

per 1000 live births.

All characteristic! reflected the situa-

tion existing in the middle to late 1980s.

Additional details concerning the

<"ompoDents ofthe items, the methods of

scoring, and the raw data on th« scoring

ofthe primary care components and the

•evels of e-ch oi the health indicators

can be found in StarfiekT or obtained

RESULTS

Tbe
]

0.2 in the United States to 1.7 tn the

United Kingdom. Score* far the other
countries were as follows: West Germa-
ny, 0.5: Belgium. 0.8: Australia, 1.1:

Canada and Sweden. 1.2: and the Neth-
erlands. Denmark, and Finland. 1.5

The satisfaction-expense index

I from 0.2 in the United States to

9.0 in the Netherlands. Intermediate

values were obtained far the United
Kingdom and Australia, 2.1; West Ger-

many, 2.9; Swedes, 4.3, and Canada,
7.6. These data were not available far

Table 2 sumrnariaes the position of

sch owmti y with i egaid to the Health

. Tbe United Stateswasm the

top third ofthe distribution far only one

indicator—tifc expectancy at age 65

years far men, m the bottom third far

seven of the 12 indicators, and in the

middle third for four— life expectancy

at ages 1, 20, and 65 years for females

and age-adjusted death rate.

West Germany was in the top third

for one indicator (neonatal mortality

nr.iX in the bottom third for seven indi-

cators, and in the middle third for four

indicator conditions {infant mortality,

age-adjusted mortality, years of rioten-

tial life lost, and the percentage of in-

fants bom at low birth weight).

Canard ranked in the top third for

five indicator? age-adjusted death rate

and life expectancy at ages 1. 20. and 65
years far females and at age 65 years for

men. For the remainder of the seven

Tbe Netherlands and Sweden ranked

in the top third for all 12 indicators: only

Australia, Canada, the Netherlands,

and Sweder had no conditions for which,

they were in the bottom third of the

distribution for the 10 countries.

Tbe United Kingdom bad no i

conditions in the top third ofthe distri-

bution and eight in the bottom third.

The only conditions in the middle third

of the distribution were "^w",t" 1 mor-
tality, life expectancy at age 1 year and
20 years for males, and years of poten-

tial life fast.

The Figure smnmariaes the relation-

ship between the ranking forthe prima-

mdex. and the health indicators far each

of the seven countries for winch all three

were available There is a general ten-

dency for tbe three indicators to relate

to each other. That is, where the prima-

ry care score is high, so are the satisfac-

tion-expense index and the number of

indicator conditions in the top third of

the distribution, whue the number of

indicator conditions in the bottom third

of the distribution is km. The major

exception was the United Kingdom,
which had the higher* primary care

score but a low satisfacuon-evpense in-

dex, no conditions in the top third ofthe

distribution, and a large number of con-

the lowest third of the

2270 JAMA. 0000*2300. 1991 VW266.No. 16

There are several potential limita-

tions ofthese analyses. The findings are

from one point in lime only, during the

midd> to late 1980s. The analyses are

descriptive aiJ, in part. b.'-^ed on judg-

ments rather than precis" measne-
ments of primary care. The data con-

PnmwyCam and Neaw>- Startwtc
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censing the health indicators assume
accuracy of those indicators and the di-

visions offhrimiiratflri into thirds could

only ba roaghr/acoomnhahfd.

which

confirm each other The ranking of the

countries on those indicators for which

more recent data are available (such as

infant mortality) remain the same. The

able published sources, such as the

World HesJttOrganization, the Organi-

fer Ecoaunae Cooperation and

the National Center for

Health Statistics, and the Centers for

Disease Control.'**' The characteriza-

tion ofthe countries as high, middle, or

cators, bears comment. The United

Kingdom has the lowest per capita

spendingon health ofall ofthe countries

the health indicators, as the United

States has by for the highest level of

spending of all of the countries. Another

possible explanation derives from the

observation that the United Kingdom
and the United States are the only two
countries of the 10 studied that are in

the lowest third of the distribution both

for the percentage of central govern-

ment expenditures for housing, social

security, and welfare, and for educa-

tion." Although the United Kingdom,
the United States, and West Germany
are in the top third of the distribution

for the percentage of central govern-

mental expenditures for health, there

to be little relationship be-

opment of the primary health care sys-

tem in this country are well

were always in the

the uaUifljetian. That is, the United
States, the United Ejagdom, and West

whereas the Netherlands, Sweden, and
Canada were high in their standing.

The snntashiss paajnsn ofthe United

The findings of this study have nnph-

cstionsfcrtibe pubfo debate on

of national health

of many existing health i

cies exacerbate the bnuta
to primary care.

Alternative explanations for the ap-

parent relationship between the level of

health indicators and the extent of de-

velopment of the primary care sector

are not readily evident. One commonly
expressed view is that the heterogene-

ity of US population is responsible for

its relatively low health toast when
compared with the more homogeneous
populations of many other industrial-

ized countries. Other sua|im have
shown that most of the <

in this study also have i

nority populations, mrrariag the Lappa
in Finland, the native i

the very least, the findings of this study

should indicate the need for consider-

anon of both health levels and the ade-

quacy of the primary care sector when

ronthe health indi-

in the United States. The specialty ori-

entatioa of the system and anderdevel-
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Original Contributions

Differences in the Mix of Patients Among
Medical Specialties and Systems of Care
Results From the Medical Outcomes Study

Richaro L Kravnz MD MSPH: Shetaon Greenfield MO. William Rogers. PhD: W**rd G. Marwwvj. Jr. PhO:

Michael Zubteff PhD: Eugene C Nelson ScO: Alvm R Tartov. MO: John £. Ware. Jr. PhO

Ob^adtwa.—To dmnm differences n trie mot oi paaants among medcal moat have been Baited by inadequate
tpenaam and among organnaoonal systems ot care. control far the differences m theaaxof
Saudy OeeloA-Ooss-secaonai anaryaa of 20 158 aduts 1*16 years ot age) peoenti created by <hfferem speoalnes

who voead providers othces oumg a-oay screerang panoos r 1966. Paaant and and man Becaaee the mix of pe-

byj

aavaretr bias the iruiht

Saaang.—Oooas of 349 physaaans practicing tamtfy

care. enoocmotogy
. and CaWdjotagy wBhri heafth mameii

muaopaaafty groups, and soto or smaJ ar»g*e-«peaatty oroup rjracacas »i tnnw
mapor US daas.

CMmrnmrn lliii uiee.-Oemoyapres diamaarirta. pnmianca of drone
dawaaa. Caeease-speonc seventy of flness. and tunctonej

Reeutts-—Among patients w*h selecttd

Idahwet. hypanamca recant myxaiaM rtarcaoa or conrjeaiii ij heart taiuret.

iof seventy ware eimrialad with decreasing levels of

jmnq and w«n rcr—aad hrnrw a*Tenons, more phvar,—
'

l~-]J
i T pt drugs ^-rrani tm paaana ut general

tamaas. paaants of earojotogsts ware otter (56 vs 47 years, had
mjncaanat stats and welbeng scores (P<.0U and
(tagnoaa i (mean 132 vs 1.02. P<j01); paaaras ot ta

younger (40 vs 47 years. P<.01) and more tuncaonal (P<sni
(0.70 vs 1.02. r - m) ami (among ihafiaaj pH

; (2-06 vs 230 on ftve-pont scale. P< OIL
Cxynperao wan oaoencs m r*;ajm martwnance organcaaons. paeans veaang soto

pracaaonars underee^or-servee payment were older (50vs45yaen.P<.01) and
setter (had worse physical tuncaorwig) and had a Ngtw mean number c4 crvorac

diagnoses (1.10 vs 0.93. P<.01).

CortcaMMsn.- Pattern mot is related to utazaoon and deters sajnttcanfly aooss were tsUeeted. Key
^edcai speaalaes ana systems ot care. Tt ase diffarenoes must be taken ten ac- MOS
count when iituiueuic variations in utazaoon arc crtcomes across spedaJbes UMSade (1)

and systems, ana wnen cr-sioenna artemrtrve peaces tar payment. condition. (2) assessment of the

ny of tracer and ewnorbiJ conditions

witn new measures c*ve»ov jo f«rofoce

aad (3) aae of statistical meth-

QCPORTANT choiees correath fadag ode to <

of

m uC^a. LOi A*.|M GaH Orci KMC

C i.i anc Tanon ne un«
Sam » *\0C mmm Mrrwi

i a— me lamn
froann Man lOrt

me lO> 1'imre-
7«nn ID"

B-S44 Facxv StMStfig but «p«** CA9002*-«6E±

form of n>n nh> uiiaia it the ben la a conoeaian ardde in tka iaaoe of

prepsrvxic£ortheprBnsryc«reor|nKe- JAMA-U we report the effects of prry-

keeperroie? What srstero of heahh care sidan speoarry. onramzaooo of prac-

piovision vieids the best care at an at- nee. and payment system cr moiuoie

iorwK rust? Does the way which aspe^oi"riea.'^careutiuzauorL lntius

pfa-.-siaans respondto different payment re> we jv to. grc«ndwork for that

ineenti~*js affsc: panerrts' heahh? /J- analysis by measurme dr 'erences «n pa -

though a number of studies have ai- uentnsz across spectaiues and system:

"to <

JAMA. Macn 25. 1992-voi T57 Ho :2
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The MOS sampled phy

tienu treated in different

care in three geographic sit

Mass. Chicago, HL and Los Angeles.

Calif)." Data describing the paaents.

the clinicians, treatment prnrniri uu-

iizaiion of resources, and health oat-

comes were gathered from multiple

sources including chmdan reports, pa-

tient reports, and
examinations. A subset of

|

followed up longimmnally. This arocie

focuses on the cross-sectional study and
only on nonpsyehiatnc phynaans. De-
tails on selection of sites, physicians,
and patients are reported elsewhere1*11

A four-step process was used

lea geographic sites, systems of i

of a large health

i(HMO)mf
and with at least 100000

(2) presence of i

groups having at least 10

each, and (3) wuhngness of groups i

physicians to participate m the scat

Second, one large HMO. several

file and the American Academy of Fam-
ily Practice. 1525 (86%) expressed ini-

tial interest in the study and agreed to

graphic sampling Quotas, and 298 (58%)
agreed to enroll patients in the study.

The final providersample for this anal-

ysis included 362 providers (349nonpsy-
ehiatnc phvsicians and 13 nurse prae-

tioonersi: 114 (31%) were in HMOs. 76

^?l^^^ft Tffg* H>4htfT>*^*^rygwHnii siH

172 (48%) in solo or small single spe-

cialty group practices. Among 349 phy-

snans. a6% practiced general

raodidnem- 194).26%orarynwdieine
in -91). 12% cardiologyin -40). and7%

'(n- 24). The mean age of

sen varied by specialty

(P<.0001). with a range from37.4yean
for huuiiy practice to 42.6 yean for ear-

renber and race. The boo-HMO phya-
differed m the ptuputiaai of pre-

MOS ones were asked to

pate m the study. To be rogMr, physi-

cians were reouueHI

orboard eligible in

ogy and to be .tween 31 and 55 y
age. Nurse prsgebonen tall of

worked is HMOs) w
calculation of overall

in the anaiysa o f paoent mrc by
but not panent ma by jpesa

ofthe]

Altogether. 2S4 HMO and muhape-
oalty group pnehtionen met the eh-

gibiiity criteria:225 (79%) agreed tonar-

nracmenen. 28257
\

proackedand20223 (71%)agreed topar-

65 were paaents of

who later left the scud y, far

of 20156.

The proportion of \

of illness was 65
and did not vary by specialty.

Within muloapecttlry group practices

oaky grouo. There were more women
in HMOs <4(r*> than in the

ilty groups (19%) or tne soio

(13%). There were no age or

race differences among tne physicians

Data reported in this article were ob-

tamed from both paaentsand physicians.

Patterns agreeing to paruapaie com-

pleted a screening form while visiting

the office ofstudy physicians. To reduce

napondtm burden, even- other patient

m each office was assigned to one of two
irequest-

mforma-
taon. Half of the nencna completed the

health status evaluation. Because a large

istients were randomly as-

ktaeach form, its unlikely that the

mnuon halfofthe paaents varied sub-

frora the i

be screened for entry una the MOS. Of
1774 potenoauy eligible solo and smali

smgie-speeuuty group practitioners

whose names were obtained from the
American Medical Aasoaati

Thecomparisons ofpabent mix across

specialty and system were approached

in four ways. Fi:st. the sociodemo-

graphic character'sucs iage. gene i

race, education, household i wt>mt . mar -

itaitran". family size, and fir.^'CTTier.::

of-jbOents in the different pracuces were

compared Second, infor-auon was ob-

camed directly from patents on their

and well-beTip >induc-

inggenual beach perceptions, physical

The
i of care are i

scribed in the nunonion paper by
Greenfield et al." Forty-five percent of

(specialty group
vs 13% ofsow I

MOSshon-fo
s previously de-

Tmrd. the prevalence o* thf

fourmedical MOS tracer 'ondiUuns ihy-

. diabetes, recent myocardial

and congestive near, failure i

was estimated using information from
the physician-completea encounter form.

Patient-derived information was used

to determine the prevalence of chronic

1618 JAMA. Ua-cn 26 1992 -Vol 267. Nc 12
r-iw?»efv:es m Paten "•« — ».ravuz ei a'
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conditions other thai) the MOS tracer

conditions and to verify that all special-

ists were aqeaihr bkerv to be aware of

and report, each cawawal. Fourth, for

each of the av MOS tracer conditions.

The formaaoo ofthese newry developed

disease specific seventv neawaTM will

be described bebw.
Pis—s> Spscifk Severity H*.

DtaMKs Maaaus

and mental health."-" Scores tor thrr
1 1 bitv?matrre scaies ( physical fancuoa-

ing. rele functioning, sad general health

perceptions i are reported herein. Scores

;rr these scrJes in this population of pa-

tients with MOS i

scaied from 0 to 100

sag (20 to 90) to scot

peaencs tree of chrome disease (90 to

100). In this study population, a cant-

i m physical functioning

to the

t of harms; diabetes or congestive

E nnhxre. and nine- and 16-poiat dif

iocs is rote functioning are eoui v-

tc t» effect of having o jbetes or

Madeline.—stausucai

models wereconstruejed tc esv-nate the

fcilow-jigassoaauons: ( 1 ) functions : su-

msana well-being by ciinicai seventy of

well-being scores at each ievel ofdnncai
seventy after adjusting for pabent de-

mographic charactenstks (age. sex. eth-

nicity, educauon. income, marital sta-

tus. »"imily sue. and employment- ) The
mix of psuenii m each specialtv was
estiraatec witn multivariate unc^x re-

pression anc lecistic repressicr- after

controlling lor aiy -na sysu.- oi are.
the raw of pauenr- in «*•» system of

care was modeled similarly, except that

adjustmentwas made formy only. Sta

usocmi sirnifvanrrtesQagwasforover-

all differences between groans, using

an F test. Where paiiwue differences
are creed, the P values have been ad-

justed for multiple comparisons using

•.n« Bonferron: method.=

Management of Missinr Data.—

A

patient was exciuoed from the analysis of
. amwi'-.rnv .sureofpatient tr"T ifdai a

on that variablewere rnisvig. Sensicvny
anaivses snowed that tne results were not

JAMA. Maren 25. 1982-vol 267. No. 12 Dsswancas n Psae™ Mn-wwc ei ai Kit
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Tact* 1 —rMSRh Car*

patterns woaid tend to be poaravehr cor-

related. Failure to correct for this cor-

relation would result in larger (more

res ranged from the

highAs in the milder categories to 48 in

the most severe group. Mean adjusted

physical function scores far diabetic pa-

oobu sumlartv ranged from 79 to 23

The SDs around the means for func-

ooual status and well-being were large

tiered m the analysis

rears (fanuTy practise)

) (Table 2). Gen-

26 to 44. suggesting that much of func-

tional status is not exounned bv disease

to 56;

patients (P< 0001) and were twice as

Kkehr to be at least 65 rears old (20% vs

10*. P<.0001> (data not shown m tao-

ular formL Paoecu ofeadocrmokapso
were more Kkehr to be female: patients

of arrnofapsts were more likely to be

MwaWh Care Resource Utftzeoon
by Patent Mix

On arerage. pauenis who were older

had lower general health perceptions,

and had more chronic conditions made
more office visits and took more medi-

cations (Table 1). Older patients and
.nosewnh jawer hex.'th perceptions were
•nor* .'leery to nave been hofr>ital.-.ed ii

the p*st3 months. Among pauenis v.-.th

diabetes, those in jae worst clinical se-

veritycategory ilevei Viwerw

beingscorer (Table 2). Adult patients of
family poysaoans scored almost six

points higher than patients oi £enerai

internists on scales cteasuring general

health pereepuons. pn> ^eai functioning,

and role functioning, sad patients ofear-

fha'ogets scored l^ur to 10 paints lower

than patients of general iuieiiiista. Eo-

uuu. and took 70% more
than thtise in the best st-

i level I). The nrocaui-

iry of receivmg a diagnostic test during

an office visit durmg the past year was

Mix by

The mean age of adult patients i»1S
years of age » in the practices of the four

1O0 JAMA Mawi25.1992-VoJ267.NB. :2 i » Pawn Mm—K/ave « a

I

I
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cnronic condition and had me rughest

scores on the heahh perceDuons and

scates (Table 3).

The seventy of the i

> ( 1.32) . followed

or patterns of enoacnnotoinsis (1.05).

generalmtermsu ( LC2). and family phy-

saeams (0.70) (Table 21. The difference

between internal mecbone and both fam-

ily pracoce and cardjoiogv were highlv
cT«n«iK' » itv agmncan*. <P< 0001) and

ar** reflected in the relative percentages

of pao-m.% witr "any *-&-*oaic conditio--.

(Table --ftei w*tgsung »nd arhisi-

27%to 49% tht

. acut<

ii»t captured by

the MOS ba. ana no: consici-rea b- she

patient tfi iaii underme neacung cf "otr.er

chronic condition.

"

The prevalence ofeach ofthe tour MOS
tracer condition* was wwer in fam-iy

ity among specialties, with cardiologists

severer/ Bl paneots. Di-

the cere ofetkdocrv

notogists were almost cwve as likely as

those under the care of genen-J internists

to be takingu&uhn (61% vs34%. P< .00 1.

data not shown i.

Pvttont Mix by System

Table 3 displays soaodemographic

v_aaractensucs. funcoooal i'T"t and

weli being scores, a
lenee and seventy for paoems in the

five systems of care. Compared with

patients in other systems, those insured

underalee-for-sei nceaiTangementand

\-iating w'o or smaJI-trrouD s-ngie-sm-

calty prscuces wert aignificantiy oider.

ess iikeiy to be nonv-hitc. and some-

what less funcional ana had more

cr.rmic diseases (Table 3). MuhspedaltT

group-preoaw patients were most tikety

to oe nonwhite and least likely to have a

dots Dosssjists. and cardiologists. In gen-

-.iL the patients ofpractitioners ofgen-

eral internal medicine and endocnnol-

ofT were similar, cardiology* paoems
had greater il2_ss burd^. than brth:

-amiiy mediaiv- pau-—ts nad iess. The
seventy of dia.~H.tes th** practices «-f

K suostanDk.hr

from that of the diabetics m
tht practices of

i

, a imp* h fafjfaei proportion of

the!

Tbes
different practices appears to have a

certain rationale. By ar.r iarre. family

physieiar- are canng for a younger co-

nort J patients having less chrome dis-

ease: they have prr rares in Thich their

preference for families ana pre\enuon
i their <

jama. Maitr. 25. 1992-va 267 Mo OMarances m Pane™ Ma-*rav*z e: a 1821
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Ma ov Svsum of Cue'

(m-jmii (x-tfTst «»iaan (nmttm wt

reason 10suspect differential recall across

specialties or svsxems. The ooserved

prevalence oi the physicon-reported con-

ditions could have varied because of dif-

ferential propensity to record ^"f"""*-
by apadalcy. but this probably applies

Third, the three MOS dues are some-

ican health care system: each is iarge.cos-

mopoluan. and influenced by one or more
major academe medical centers. The re-

may be a better indicator of compicjaty

than degree of physiological derange-

ment <te. blood pressure measure at any
given visit1. However, avoidance of di*-

dioiogms have been trained- Endocrt-

ycung- age dtRhb^ion of hormonal

derangements, rare for a younger age
grwcpwith ahjgaerproportion ofwomen
r- . i nigh proportion of diabetics v.-he

lake LTSuiin. The general internists .re

somewhere between the family ph<r?i-

Several hmitauans
be acknowledged. First,

strategy could have produced

the obrwed specialty and

ferences. However, we
da.-- iron a :

»
•ixivci

v.iar .nn and used r*milar

.edures for all specialties.

Patient mil alsovaried across the five

systems of care. The two fee-for-sennee

grow isoio praeuce/singie-*peaalty

grouo-iee-ior-ftervice) had patientswho
were generally older, were more likely

to oe white, had mere chrome diseases.

to highly speaaaaed phy

noiogy and access to hospoabzauon for

theirneeds. The eharacteristi*iUy Amer-
ican pr-»"erenee farfreedo n a: choice may
be espe.-aiiy strm^ »mong psrjents w~h
cnron:e diseases i - ncaer.tr who b*v_ e

tney may need medical services in the

newfuture* Un
6

diverted to

of practices by a sys-

tem of barriers and inrawr-es. Sultpe-

riaJists and physicians practicing m non-

capitated s:"jtemr may be perceived by

paoeats as better prepared ••> care for

s. or to pro-

vide services oramenities that result in

higher levels of patient satisfaction. Pa-

1S22 JAMA.Mwcn2S. 1992-Vot2E7.to 12 OAwwcet «i Pan Mb-»iwq ei m
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ata nafte also oe reierren differen- Cdtgory Hi. —Those with eye or fool iWMUfcn-

Finally. poor qamrt of air couid have

u> wane health among pauenia m

Quahtv of care

i will be assessed is

the lonptadinal pan of the study.

TSeae renin have three principalim-

phesnnm First, it is dear that adjust-

ual for rahd nacrprcuoon of utilization

the

Category IV -Those wuh diabetic

heart or iddney dnaaae
Category V -Those with physician-

reported diabetic heart disease and bd-

Preaence.— Phyaoan-reported myo-
cardial infarction within the past year.

Seventy.— Baaed on the presence of

ph »siuaiHreportedconfesu»e heart fail-

immnaumn MCmt* ISS7&

P Pmm LF

PJ. I *wsjn P.. Mam«ra I.

K. Satatacuon «tji miu <yumk tea i

HmtXA Alt. 19W*18S-1!£

JAMA. Mm2 1992-V0 267 No 12 Onetences «i ^aners Mn-<vf«v«i eiu 1623
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Variations in Resource Utilization Among
Medical Specialties and Systems of Care

Results From the Medical Outcomes Study

Snetoon Greenhetd. MO: Eugene C. Netson. ScO: Mcnaei lubkoff PhD: Wiftard Manning. PhD William Rogers PhD.

Richara l. Kravnz. MO: Aoam Ketter MPH: Arvtn fi Tanov. MD: John E Ware. Jr PhD

i wnetfw speaafly ano system at care exert »ndBp»r-•Toe

StofrPaaign.—Ciosa tediona<afMty«sot^over20000pa«ants(>iaya«i5

of age» who visaed prowlers' offices during 9-day penods « 1986. Pabera- and
t obtained by setf-a

013491

geted effeenvery to achieve the
health care benefit at the I

Two major prohterrii
past studies of health a
One is the difficulty in isolating each of

these factors because they are not nv

IV specatty fcarcfalogy and endoennoiogy), fee-tor

r group pracbee arrangements. After adjusang tor pa-

i had41%

i panem mbc should be a
use. the independent effects at soeaanyeairwig, payment

onuuhzauon rates need runner expacaaon. The
avery. by comrolhraj tor casease-spebfic

ifeogn
related 10

1

For these reasons, it is valuable to

ail of these factors simalta-

BOliaanon. TheMedka'OanaaaStady
(MOS) facilitates esumauon of o*'"hza-

tion variances because of (1) iu OMOf a
set of variables to con-

trol for selection bus and panent
(2) hs separation of the effects of :he

ortamxaboB of practice from torn, of

payment. (3) its replication ofthe stady

services, th; method of physician pay- utruineiusionofaiarfiecross-aectjanal

rnent-amui^erumn itarcwadinf rned- popuution sampied heavily from pa-
•^^SriBiMonc^ c*rt ion <>bpctw

jwc : lct] decssjop. miKine. }f we can identify 'jents with chrcric disease, and <b) itso^!^Kms3 = ana me?.r^ those factors that comhb- _ »aur-.on cflasiupiesoeaaities Jiat treat

:te :::v.t i" oetter nauen: similar .znos z: fauents.

jama Manx 2= 1952-voi 267 N.« ir
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in this truck, we examine ine uun-

uuon oi hospitals, pnysician office vis-

iu. prescribed medicauons. and office-

ordered setected diagnostic tesu ana

proceaures oy adali pauenu. We com
aofs

by
and acroas fire predonnnam systems of

care thai rarym ooth practice structure

and type of payment. Despite consid-

erable past research, there is no con-

sensus as to whether uunzauon of re-

sources is deartv higher or towerm any

one system, or for any one specialty .* "

The utilization findings will serre as the

backdrop for rnhooqiifm companson of

these two important pobcy-reJaud lac-

tors— phyatdan specialty and system of

care—with respect to the outcomer of

annual visits i interval of < 1 month = 12

visits. 1 ic J monuts « 6 visits. 4 to 6
months = 2.7 visits. T to 12 montns «
1.3 visits, and any interval > 12 months
= 0.5 visiLs). The time since that last

visit reflects the patient's underlying
visit rate due to chronic disease and iS

health, as well as that due to self-limited

tie. a common coldi. Although
method does not provide a precise

ny one pattern s underlying
visa rate, there should be no systematic
bias with respect to specialty or system
oi care. Over a population «eg. |

ca general internists), the mdrridnal flnc-

the question. During this visit, did yon
prescribe any new drugu) and/or con-

tinue anv old drugts)?" The
a count ofthe i

by the |

These variables are aesenoeci bv Kra\

in et ai
i:

in this issue oi JAMA.

The aim of the analysis was to gen-

erate accurate estimates of the inten-

sity of iiTihrauftn in the four specialties

and the five systems of care, before and
after controlling for the effects of pa-

tient mix and sampling methods. Both

types oi results, that is. those that are

unadjusted as well as those that have
been adjusted, are useful The former

the combined effects oi how the

systems and specialties work and the

-natural" selection ofpapcntsmm those

methods have been described in the

accompanying article bv Kravoz et al
i:

m lius tame of JAMA.

Systesa of Care.- In the MOS. tyt-

tem o; cart is defined to include tbe type

of practice wgaianuon lie. group vs

solo), the uii takjanspecnUtyuna within

a group ue. single rs inusaapecsalty).

pauenu lie. prepaid health pen vs con-

tlus vtsnT* The farm provided a fast of

CPBupoo tests and procedures, mcsod-
mg complete blood ceil con

the latter predicts how the system or

specialty would work if equally healthy

or sick patients were oeing seen in each

respective system ofcare and specialty.

The methods used to adjust for de-

sign effects (such as correction for "dus-

ter effects" due to correlations among
patients of a provider, and weighting

for unequal sampling) have been de-

Kravux et ^n"™
1™-™1

For each of the i

we excluded cases with i

thai utilization item. Thus, tbe i

ported in the results for e
Most of tbe missing data occurred for

providers on a It* hi m m i hash) The

of five systems: (1) the

perspective, however, there are gener

ally only three organisational strut

cures—HMOs, iniihisnecstlry groups

and solo practice

groups. For physic

two. their prsebei

from a nurture of

prepaid through n.

orgaxussuons and some fee far sci rice

Utiuxeoon Vtriahln —Thes

of hospnai care was i

responses to tbe question. "During the

past If months, were you a patient is a

hospital overnight or -anger*"Tbe men -

sure of physician visits was oased on

pauents responses to the quesuon.

"How long has it been sure you last

visited a medical doctor*" Responses

were recorded to nrovide an estimate of

ign a code to each

test or procedure. Each test or proce-

dure was then weighted by a private

sector fee derived from the fee schedule
of a group practice at a major north -

these variables, we used mgwi arion
methods on complete data teg. age, gen-
der, and other covanates i to impute the

didnot atoertne results. Aggregate tests
per vnut Wvre mulfi|iued by visit frt-

mam for weighting the relative value of

the i

the costs of i

Other'
on age. g
income ana sue. self-perceived health

status presence or absence of the four

MOS tracer conditions (diabetes, hyper-

tension. rece.it myocardial infarction,

and congestive heart failure), the se-

venty oi each of »hese di

count of

The purpose of the analysis was to

determine bow specialties and systems

of care influence the utilization ofhealth

services. Several different statistical

models could be used to estimate how
specialties ana svstems affectuse. Stud-

ies have shown that the choice of a par-

is important because dif-

ferent modeling assumptions can yield

different estimates ofthe msc-ict of spe-

cialty and system on anTrrarion **

The results can be sensitive to the

choice of r?"""- 1 model due to the

nature of tbe utilization data. Some of

the patients have no "use" at all—for

example, only 8% of the MOS pauents

i unweighted > had been nosmuuiiec dur-

ing the 3 months prior to their ween-
ing. Moreover, among the "users." the

distribution ofthemanneroitreatments
can be very skewed For example, some
pauents had made many visits to therr

jama Mscn 25 1992-voi 267 No 12
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physician in the put month ana other?

had not seen a physician for over 1J

months. Because 01 these two charac-

Ueg.

i of co-

though con-

i of the impact of syv

i even for a Urge sam-

ple of
|

A/nono tna Four SoaawMs*

ob the aaaie set of covsnata*.

Afl of the ranks below are based on

for the

loftbewetfht-

'Eirmz
i that awe of JAMA.

tea from the prt-

step For each nrflrranon moi-

the utihzauoa nit
all pabents were in the

157nan stantsw <aai

tM2zn 2z.r0 (u»

•uo lotaooan nioomm isioonaut < 001

*7Tnt»rr «aoi

n.10 M«3(11«lt

1000 iiatonosi 132.10nrm isuorvMH «aoi

achieve ennnansons of rales of

dob forthe mix ofpatients that k

all

ofcarewithrespect to

as for specialty: in the system analyses,

we do not control for specialty because

differer. t rrrerru may ^!ect to use spe-

cialties oi-erenily.

RESULTS

Table 1 shows unhzatwi mdwttor pro-

files of the four physician specialties.

cnucai feazaies of tie patient mix that

are reported is the comparecm paper.
''

in the middle panel, for the unadjusted

rates, we have arrayed the specialti.?

m relation to family medicine, which was.

from past research, expected to be the

specialty harm? the lowest utilization

rates, at least

have the I

The numbers in the 1

resent the 1

of 1

tors, and the i

of each specialty to

famuv pracuee. whichwasactto 100.the
fori

zaoon are generally panliH to the nax of

procedures— 3S_8St. the lowest

have the lufht

its. the highest level of

drugs. a.Ti tne nighest ur-vBh. and an-

nual test and procedure values.

The third panel shows ih» results af-

ter adjustments. The patients of cardi-

oiopists and endcqmoaajasu sull had
considerabiy higher rates of hospru 1-

izauon than those of family practitio-
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ners ana rent™ internists, vnth the

nut of carriioaocuts ana enaocnnoio-

fms oemf staxisocaliv sirruficaiiUv dif-

ferent from those in xanuiv medicine.

uee. and cmiuuoiagMtt at a rate 504
frreater. With resoect to office vims,

vhe two eeneratm specialties and cxr

diotogy were sunuar. out enooennolo-

psts had statistically ntrohcanuy rufrner

rues than the outers. For prescription

drop, the raxes of otihzauon for tamuv
prncoee and eenerai internai medicine
were consjoeiablv tower than the rues
for the snrtsprria tries. The

p That and mean value of tests

and procedares per rear, were rener-

alty tower far the reoerahsu than for

the anharwriatrws. Ahhoofh the frac-

tion of paoonts harmf any tests and
procedures per visaisnd the moan tests

sujuiiatant. due to the lower nunoer ot

As can be soon in the for nght-baud
ooaomn. the overall diffc

all fan-

for rrfB^f y r»ii t for oumJi onrv endocn-

nofossou had hunter raxes than the pn-

HUOs differ m now thev us*

apeqOjfoCI '*» unimnnn nmiiUtm in«-

aausts m non-HMO systems were ex-

. The adnoted results

after e^
HMO psoents from the anah

m. Althooa* the adjusted raxes of bos-

pwahTanon were rujrher fcr the three

wjdtcal speaahsts cuniiitied with fam-

ily physaaans. they -examed the same
refooona^f> to each zJbcr xfamuy med-

a.Soc eiaha rasajtasj. i _SS: and csnfaol-

ocr. 10.70 (P< 001 for

H4.39) than

mLTSXfV Oil. The
vaaies m tins parafrapn are not shown

The effect' of rvstem oi care on ui -

ozaoon are showr. in Table 2. vr>ui the

i the nve systems, the nod-
' the unad rusted uti-

Taaia 2 -Comoanaon 01 Pai

Among ma Frv» Svnams*
•an Mo ia ana aom Rata* nSuMacawci

mmo MSOJf- ia»WQW MSO-FFS Sa*a*SO-FFS »

Maanaoa. y 44 0 saa 43.4 444 402 <aooi

13.6 114 1SS 111 114 «n

013 0JB 041 043 1 10 <4001
- tmnmm —

•42 LO •71 •76 02

443 1400311 544(1351 tointin <0i

421 om 4-2SOJH 4 to no* <401

T°
mmn _L2L i is not 121 asi l 4«ni4i isonxan < OS

* Faaanai naanj aaa
aar wan tit 37 4 OB* 47.7nm aiaoMi 474non <4S

aar «aaa It-30 IDsocm* 25.70 rati 2X304441 24-301voon <os

om mmi aar vt 104 70 iZUonie < 01

% in 4*3 424 OAB 4atnooi sssma C44 04IH <_QS

401 *ntw> 4J303) «i7«ajn 4*«m <4D1

1 J7 mo* laortoTH laanist <ai

aaaa aarw 4X1 m.*mm 4aan«« 43.1 om 474 nor. at

» 10 2440 0)41 77 4©rtOV22^40aw 2440nan <m
Mar<rM«aai

ua«o 10170 OA* 11040 0)51 ti Tormi 1U4Daw <4B

Mair*taO.MaiaMaiialti lava^WaaaaaWKMraMcaaaaaam. MS. taraOoa

IffcwjaaaiaojBm, I0"k MSG
T»«ni

in 0»aOM«wLMMtaCSB-FFK.

hut ion rates, and the

justed raxes.

In the middle panei.

bottni

unad

n. the ad-

tusxed oti-

MOS*u
MOS tracer disease pre

acer disease seventy, c

aenee.

uzauon raxes for four <

are shown m relation to the HMO. with

;ne ratio of the rates of the other sys-

tems to the HMO noted in i

We chose the HMO as the i

pro ud because ofits historically low hos-

Diiaitfi'jon rates. Toe two fee-tor-ser-

nce systems have hicher rates of bos-

pitjiizauon and presenpoon drof use

iran the HMO. mukispeciaity grotip-

prepaid . or solo pracuce^infie-specuutA-

proup-prepaid patients, with soio p«ac-

ucfysinpe-speoalty grnup-fee-foi^aer-

vwe havmf stanstically turnincantrr

hieber rates than the HMO. Office nan
raxes for the nco-HMO systems are no.

sinnncanuv rreaier than those for the

HMO. While the mean raise a"common
tests and mocedures oer Tish is lower

in muluspeaalty grxmps-prepaid and

hip^er in soio practice«iTjei^specialn-

sTV-ps-fee-for-se-i-ice than v HMOs,
the rfmr^nder of o»e s>,*iems uiiow n-

maior trends in these unadjusted dau
the bottom panel shows the utiliza-

tion raxes adjusted forsoooMmograpruc

The resahs are not ad-

:of

I of

iby diffcre*it sys-

tems. The middle and bottom panels dif-

fer became of the patient am differ-

ences as seen in the top panel. The pa-

tient mix differences expuun part, bat

not all. of the differences between syr-

izl'^. Larp* —oiusoriCTaitv rroup* ore-

paid and HMOs fc»ve J>e i*»est ^jspi-

wfateh are w*. afmfi-

Solo
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amp; was nigher m the soio practice/

singie-soeaaity gn»up-fee-for-service

and the rmuusoeoaity group-*e«-for-s*r -

vice wan in HMOs. Test and proceaure

ordering data in the four systems re-

vealed few differences compared with

HMOs. Except for the percentage of

paoents having any tests, there were

significant differences among the sys-

tems in the overall analysis for each of

the utilization modalities. Often the com-

parisons with HMOs were not statisti-

cally significant because HMO rates

were in the middle.

Because HMOs combine both organi-

zational and payment features, we at-

tempted to isolate the effects of each.

We grouped the non-HMO prepaid pa-

tients from the large mutaspeaalty

groups and compared them with fee-

for-semee paoents from both large mul-

the large mutaspeenuty
|

the two forms of patient payment with

cross the same two forms of pay-

We treated HMO patients as a

sup. The findings showed

that fee-fw -strncc patients had signif-

icantly higher probabilities of hosptiai-

nt and features:

visas m solo practice/small singie-epe-

aafcy groups h i wr-senrke were not

as low as one would expect based on the

overall effects of (1) fee-for-semce vs

prepaid and (2) soio practice/small smgie-

specuuty vs iarge muluspeciaity group.

For prescriptions and test and proct-

dur* ordering, therewere different pay-

mentand orgamzaboiial effects. Forpre-

senpuons. there was an interaction of

payment and organization, nameiy . solo

liy group and fee-

and size and schooling) variables as a

group were statistically different from
zero in eacn of the equations that we
estimated. These variables were signif-

icant, even when patient mix and sys-

tem of care were controlled for. How-
ever, individual covanates differed in

their results. Gender was not signifi-

cant for inpauent care, or for prescrip-

tion drugs or mean tests or procedures:
however, men made signincantly fewer

visits. Socioeconomic status was signif-

icant except for mean tests sad proce-

dures, and therewas a borderline result

for hosnhalizaoon.

We included two variables to capture

ue effect of the season ofthe year dur-

ing which tbes

this enroll

sue and the system ofcare within each
site. The seasonal terms were not signif-

icant for nsit rates and the Bfcnhnoad of

In theory, one meter shore aO others,

paaent need, should be driving vana-

i at any green ante. In

but adiusung for case mix reduces tne

difference to 411. Internists were 261
more likely to hospitalize man nuniiy

pracaaoners: afterease mix adjustment,

the difference was a stataucallv insag-

171.

Pnor research suggesting that phy-

sician specialty, by itself, has a major

Man?
°° a

i and family phy-

of these studies

ourceusebv
.*'» Two of the more exten-

rorn the Na-

tional Ambniatory Msdkal Care Sur-

From our data we draw two conclu-

sions about the effect of specialty on

uauxaoon. First, large

ter adjusting for parieu. mix. variatio-..-

in utifcauon remsmeo. General inter-

nists bad mes for rv,st in-

those of family phyausans. but the dif-

ferences did not (

moauu-
wnh the SBPSpeoafists being

aers than the generahsts. Our
results are oreaented conservatively by

practice vs afl other specialties.

There mayhave beendiffeieu.esamong
other soenalfies that would have oeen

: 1992- vol rf.7 Nc
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revealed in muiuwe pair-wise comoar

-

isora Because oftne problems with ore -

cision oi estimates uiTorveo in these com-

panaons. and the aoaence of a pnon
hypotheses, we oid not penarm these

However. HMO pa

uems had 6% more nans with their pny
pons. This suggests that differences ui

onmission rates may reflect discretionary

Before turning to the distuaawn of

srstems of care, we would hke to ac-

knowledge some of the important hmi-

tauons ofthe results hnking specialty to

utilization. One a (hat some patients

ought have been managed sunolu
neously by more than one physician

ConsequentIt. the ounsauon indicator*

derived from pauent reports could dis

ton the actual—

[

of utihzauon "di

rected" by the poynam in our study
Second the charges for hospnahzauons
were not meaauicu: a is possible that

(he duration and the content of the bos-

puahranom vaned by apectahy in ways
unknown to us. Third, we did not mea-

only the most common ones rvpKalhr

used m practice, sad ft could have been
that, even after adiosanent for pauent

ologma than of generates. Finally, the

physicians m the MOS sample were re-

cnmed wuh the belp of Lbeir respeeor*

speoatty aocwues or by the msnage-

MOS^

ally. However, we do not

these selection diffciem.es. if they ex-

isted, would vary across speaatues.

These unntaaom seed to be aridi i m a

in future researcn.

S i sow 1 1 of Cora

The analyses that tens system of care

to uuhzauon noes snow that buh prac-

tice orgaiuxauon and payment method
have independent effects on BUBxanon
For example, practice organization, af-

ter adjustment for pauent mix. has an
effect independent of payment method
on tosptuiizauon rates, with the mut-
uspeeuuty groops and HMOs havmgthe
Innrn inriantniaaiiaiifiiii li aparagfj

and H«
uoev.—One of the mayor pohcy-retevsru
comoamxr^ that can he made in the

MOS i« the contrast b-»ween KMOi a..a

sow piacticersuigie-^peeiaity grcraps-

iee-ior service; accr aoiusung for pa-

tient mix. sow PTsvajcemmrie-specialtr

fee-for-sernce paoents haa hosminhxa-
twn rates 4 1ft greaterthan HMO i *tes

.

and the patients were taking 12% more

speoahy-fee-for aer vice patients. In

uus ana m some other examples, there

appears to be s reciprocal relationship

To provide a purer test of practice or

HMOs snake loss one of the i

10* to 40% fewer hospital dan and
25%
•Two*

ducted m the 1980b come to different

However, the mvesu
troches may not hare

far wo-

od the

I thai reie-

1 Seattle fWssh) res-

idents were assigned to either HMO or

fee-for-sernce svstems of carr The«.\-

lLMOpa-

in these

mednc sxncues. therewe.«oniv snail de-

ferences between fee-lor-sernce prac-

tices and H fc.0s in bospr al utahracm.

The one-third lower
rate in HMOs and other prepaid plans
could, potentially, affect "downstream'

' Future reports from
theMOS wtth longitudinal follow-up over
4 vears will attempt to shed light on this

Srstem of Care and Other Forms of
Utilisation. - Although there has been
extensive research on the question of
whether HMO patients have more or
fewer office vtsns than fee-for-sernce
patients, the results have been mixed.*-"
Our results indicate that HMO patient*

.

xfter adjustment, have 8% more physi-

smrle-specauty fee-for-sen

The sue of tins difference u not large,

but considering that Americans make
over 1 bunon visits per year to physi-

cians, evensmall percentage differences

can lead to large dollar differences."
Fee-for sennet patients—in solo and

yirarwm prescribed both be-

after adjustment than HMO
Once again, the magnitude of

these percentage differences (12% after

adjustment! u not as large as that seen
for hospital care, but the im-

pact may be suhsrimisl After hospital

cire and phruoan services, the nation

spends more of its health care dollars on
prescripoon medications than on any

because the HMO was not always the

Prepaid and fee-for-sernce systems

cemives that are different and likely to

influence arihranon of services m oppo-

site ways.UJB In theory . chmdans in pre-

paid systems will, other things being

equal, tend to recommend less care—to

"conserve vahianie resources—whereas
practitioners in fce-fof -*erv...e systems
will tena to recommend uore testa ami

ten i toavoid care •?additional payments
from them, over ine fixed nremium. are

required. Because tne oui-of-pocxe:

costs to patients are lower in HMOs,
pnce actsas less ofa deterrent to patient-

initiated visits.

T.ie method of payment of physician

income can provide indirect or direct

incentives to conserve or expand health

jaiaa Marcr.2; i9a2-vo)267 No 12
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care resources." For example, physi-

cianswhoare paid a "straight" or -fixed

"

saiary may. otherthings beingeauaL be

teas likely to hospitalize patterns. Other

physxaans who are pud on a salary ad-

justed upward for generating patient

luauon remain: (3) suospeciaiists us-e

services more intensely than general-

ises: (41 fee-tor-service systems, even

aiter adjustment for patient mix. have

higher use rates of hospitals and pre-

drugs than HMOs and other

(5) physician

zanon and payment method each play

an independent role in influenan? uti-

lization, with solo practice and singie-

speoaity groupsand fee-for-service pay-

ment favoring higher use rates. The un-

i dififrwKiv' J Fum Pron

HO. IUMhJA. L'li

W m.
tnd <«rr pnort J Twm fna.
14. inaih DH. McWfciaBrv IR.

u J Umi Urn. ttTUdJII tip,

li. Nam J. Tnmm T. AJ

JM Cm. U pna
UtUhl P.H. Tift CH. Fwemi mm
mom. X £mjl J MM. USfcllHMl.
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Specialists or Generaiists

On Whom Should We Base
the American Health Care System?

One of the

whether the United States should build iu medial care sys-

tem on a iwindannn of medical freneralisu or rely instead on

oed pertahsTs '-* For the most pan. we
i the latter road.' Despite 21 vears of federal pro-

to mcresse the production of

unrepresentative oues in which the study wasdone—no one
is likely to ever do a better job.

In this issue ofTHE JOUBKAL. two articles from the MOS
report raanjti with important nnpoj aoom far the future of

One major fmdmg of the HQS'

expensive- Unlike a population of laboratory anneals,

are reluctant and often fracuous experimental

To make it more dsffcuh patients are not randomly

to physicians. Disease seventy, hmcuonal heakh

id y*Tsl esses are all ssportant in determsmng which

See also do 1617 and 1624.

mahanfonshr and focus on the core questions: do

sermuj matter? Not only did the

ot the ami and <

for patient nut broadly defined

But the second finding* ts both more novel and of greater

policy significance. Even after the authors continued for

patient mm. ended moingista and cardiologists seeded to use

more resources than general interests, asd general inter-

nists tended to use more resources than fansrr physicians.

Organizational setting had an additional box sanependent ef-

fect. How you were tramea ana where you work affect your

style of practice. Given that the findings are dramatic, there

are (our questions we should ask: Are the I

Are they reneraazable? Does the

benefit patients? And what are the tnzphcanons of

findings for the health care system?

First, the findings are persuasive. La fact, the differences

study lc# -a need to reenht k««*idreds ot randomly selected

pnvsaestas and Th**""—** of p*****" 1 ci three aaajaf does m
the Unaed States, but thev also had to create state-df-the-an

the study r jrt^. Although rbere are flaws in the study—from

rates of solo practitioners to the rather

riiuwn S«cian mO-?C

of the

study . the power and persistence of ihe findings sugges'that

they reflect reality.

Th- problem of generaluability e more problemauc Bos-

ton. Chicago, and Los Aneetes have tittle m common witn

many medium-sized dues in the United States , to say noth-

ing of the rural temeriands. The rows and relationships of

both physiaans and the organizational setmfsm which tner

JAMA. Mara 25. 1992- va 267. No 12
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work may van-, and k is possible that the findings in this

study would not oe reoueatec in Diaces wnere eeneransu are

more numerous, or wnere soeciaiists provide less primary

Whcther the increased intensity oi i

togkalHmMi or patient satisfaction will be the subject of

the final phase of the MOS. It may be that the additional

resources expended make such profound differences in health

status that they repres/iti prudent investment ot resources.

However, given the relatively modesi effects of different

kinds of insurance systems on heahh status in the RAND
Health Insurance Study. 1- we should not be surprised if ad-

ditional resources are not correlated with better i

The findings of the MOS help to explain the i

that the other Enghsh-speahmg uMustrahzed i

age to provide universal health care i

tcaOy less per capha than does the United States. Canaoa.

Great Britain. New Zealand, and Australia all depend on

general and family physicians for virtually all then* pi unary

health care, and in each country .^proximately half of all

physicians arc generausrt As we examine the quality of

medical care provided by different specialties, it ts important

to remember that a snhsrannal proportion of oar

has banted access to any health eare provider, at i

because the exnanr rrstem consumes more

In the final analysis, theMOS i

over escalating he

i to the anx of physicians pre

and the way in which they are organized. This study cor-

roborates earner ooservauons that nealth maintenance or-

ganizations ana muluspecialty groups are more economicaiiv

efficient in their provision of care. Just as important, broaaiy

trained generahsts appear to be more parsimonious in then-

use of --"fdri* ii iiwiiiri than their more narrowly trained

specialty eoiie*gues. Girec the iMxarablefanLriXtournauo:,

must Emit its expenditures on medical care. :i is time (o

increase the proporuon of physicians entering general^:

ilD. UPH

Epidemiology and the Human
Immunodeficiency Virus

Clinical Effects of Intravenous Drug Misuse

of the i

Sc*atso p 1631.

-«reoeaa. as sate case in powu. is speculated to be mused by

a seconu sexually tzsstsmsxea agent primarily because ofthe

nrymho-naqse cuuc-eiiuauon of this opportunistic maligna

moaexuai men. On the other hand. HTV-related non- Jodgion ?

roups and

"O" <-v AOS Hapqni &*n names <C**1 Uer^m naw
eu;K «wH Srnrcace CA*WOrt> WJ-wmm:

1301 Prwmro

iofHTV

lbsin

i of these diseases.

The
critically important use of infectwn prophyhuas rehes «
data from cohort studies that allow us to predict me rax

of specific opportunistic diseases baaed, for example, on

CD* cell counts.

In this issue of JAMA. Mxrgohek et al
1 nuacrate vet an

> hypothesis that the rau o
f

HIV disrosf. progression would be

ued misuse of intravenous drugs. T
paring rhs#asc wugjessaonratesiniilv-mieweo suugroups—

also has the norrmal to teach us - pood deal moot parco-

geneas. In addition, it has been the center of much comer:

controversy. What, for example, should we advise our oa-
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Senator Mlkulskl. As you know, I am Egon Werthamer. doctor of optometry in
private practice In Baltimore. Maryland. I appreciate the opportunity to
appear before you to discuss health care reform and how I feel It will effect
optometry.

As a health care practitioner and a health care consumer, I an very Interested
In the Issue of health care reform. I am particularly Interested In how any
reform will affect the public's access to eye care.

As part of any discussion, I believe there are some basic tenets that must be
addressed. These tenets Include broader access to health care coverage,
assurance of quality care and some cost containment measures.

Access to health care should be available to all U.S. residents regardless of
race. sex. religion, age. Income. Insurance status, and geographic location.
Certain underserved populations should be targeted to receive essential health
services. One way to Improve access is to allow the patient to select the
provider of their choice.

There should be an emphasis on promoting and maintaining health through
primary care and the expansion of public health functions for disease
prevention. By promoting primary health care, the U. S. health care system
can become proactive rather than reactive. This would reduce more costly care
that Is many times necessary when a condition or disease has progressed beyond
a certain stage.

Cost effectiveness should be promoted. Cost effectiveness can be accomplished
through quality care measures and efficient management of the health care
system. By putting in place quality assurance standards for all providers
through outcome studies and new technology assessment, the health care system
will become more efficient and more cost effective.

One last tenet that needs to be emphasized Is support for basic health
research. By supporting basic health care research, the delivery of quality
health care can be Improved so access can be Increased and costs can be
reduced.

But as I said before, as a provider of eye health care services, one of my
concerns is the delivery of eye care services to the public. Because of this
concern. I would like to discuss, first, the Inclusion of optometric services
In any national health care reform. Secondly. I would like to dlsruss the
preservation of freedom of choice laws or mandated provider laws w!i1ch are
many times lumped together with mandated benefit laws.

NATIONAL HEALTH CARE REFORM

Hhatever direction the health care debate takes, I would like to recommenu
that any legislation that Is enacted Include optometrists as equal providers
who can provide services as authorized by state law. The best argument for
this Inclusion Is Medicare which defines optometrists as physicians for all

covered services within their state scope of practice act.

uniei allium* iaf.ru vy yoveiiumrni ayenite* aiiu iuomi ii ions iidve a i so SUppoi leu
the concept of Inclusion of optometric services In national health care
reform. Most recently, the Physician Payment Review Commission has declared
that optometric services are the same as those provided by doctors of medicine
or osteopathy and should be paid on the same basis. The Health Care Financing
Administration has also said that under the new Medicare fee shedule
optometric services will be valued the same as physician services. Hlth these

examples of federal recognition of optometric services being equal to

physicians' services. It naturally follows that optometry should be included

1n any national health care legislation as an equal provider.

FREEDOM ON CHOICf I.AHS

In many of the health care reform proposals that have been Introduced at both
the state and federal level, there are provisions to eliminate mandated
benefits because of their effect on the cost of health care. What I would
like to do Is point out the difference between mandated benefit laws and
freedom of choice laws, and how freedom of choice laws actually improve the

delivery of health care.
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There has been great confusion between mandated benefit laws and freedom of
choice laws. Mandated benefit laws actually require that a health care plan
cover certain benefits such as coverage of mental health. Freedom of choice
laws only require that there be no discrimination of providers for services
that are already covered by a health Insurance plan. In the current
environment surrounding mandates. I believe that Is an Important distinction.

Unlike the mandated benefit laws, the freedom of choice laws do not require
that a health care plan cover any particular Illness or condition. For
example, with respect to eye care, the freedom on choice laws do not require
that a plan cover eye care at all. If a plan covers particular aspects of eye
care, the freedom of choice laws do not dictate which types of eye diseases or
eye conditions or eye examinations shall be covered or with what frequency
such coverage must be made available to the employee.

Throughout the nation It Is evident that these freedom of choice statutory
provisions have been enacted to assure the patient his or her unrestricted
access to care covered by Insurance plans. All 50 states and the District of
Columbia have some form of freedom of choice legislation. Kith respect to eye
care services, there are a multitude of statutes which require the
reimbursement of the patient who prefers to use the services of an
optometrist, as long as the services are authorized by the laws of that
particular state.

BARE PONES COVERAGE

A handful of states have taken the approach of reducing or eliminating
mandates to encourage small firms to offer health Insurance. Unfortunately,
freedom of choice laws have erroneously been Included In this effort. Freedom
of choice laws should not be Included In this rush to cut back on mandates.
Organizations as varied as the Health Insurance Association of America, the
Families USA Foundation, and the American Association of Retired Persons have
commented that such a rush to judgement on mandates 1s no panacea for small
employers and will not solve the problem of rising health costs. Eliminating
freedom of choice laws may actually exacerbate the problem because these laws
increase competition and assure access.

rKU-iunrti 11 ivt. nrtu luji nrrnv.uvl

Freedom of choice laws benefit the consumer and promote competition by
allowing the patient a choice of providers licensed to provide the care. The

freedom of choice laws are aimed at protecting patients by assuring that more

widespread eye care is available. In many Instances, the freedom of choice

statutes may save the health care system by reducing visits to emergency rooms

or other specialists who may be higher cost providers. By promoting
competition among providers, the health care system will ultimately benefit.

The argument has been made many times that freedom of choice laws add new and
additional services to health care costs. This simply 1s not true. These
services are services that *?re already covered by the health insurance plan.

Freedom of choice laws merely provide the patient with a choice where more
than one provider Is licensed to provide the same service. Optometrists In a

majority of the states are licensee to diagnose and treat eye diseases and
Infections. These services have always been covered; they are not "new" or
"additional" services. It 1s Important to note that any potential new costs
associated with freedom of choice statutes are not new at all, but are the
result of beneficiaries receiving care under the plan that they may previously
*iave paid for out of pocket, or worse, did not seek because of the restrictive
nature of their benefit plan.

ACCESSIBILITY

Access to eye health care services c»n be Improved through freedom of choice
laws. Optometrlc services are available In approximately 6.400 communities in

the U.S. In 4,000 of these communities, doctors of optometry are the only
primary care provider. In many instances, freedom of choice laws make
available services that patients would not have access to otherwise. This Is

especially true In rural areas. In communities where there are no eye care
practitioners besides an optometrist, the patient my go without eye care,
travel long distances for eye care, or Incur out of pocket expenses to travel

to other communities for eye care.
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Because optometrists are geographically accessible throughout the U.S
I freedom of choice laws can actually save Money for the patients and the health
I

care system by reducing patient out of pocket travel expenses, additional
visits to the doctor, and valuable tlae away fro* work.

I

Optometrists provide approximately 60 percent of the primary diagnosis eye
examinations 1n the U.S. Thus, many people who need eye care are relying on
optometrists to provide such care. Without freedom of choice laws many of
these people will not receive the eye care they need.

Failure to maintain access to non-M.O. health care providers In any national
,

health care reform legislation seriously jeopardizes access to not only those
1 who are already covered by health Insurance, but also the 37 million workers

who are currently uninsured. Moreover, eliminating competitive alternatives
to physician providers will Inevitably frustrate efforts to control overall
health care costs. The history of health care bears strong witness to the
fact that, without the Inclusion of non-M.O. providers such as optometrists,
patients may be denied access to care. Thus, the health care delivery system
becomes worse, not better.

SUMMARY

Unfortunately, the problem of rising health care costs and the access to the
health care system by the 37 million uninsured and 40 all lion underlnsured
will not be solved easily. The latest report from the U.S. Oepartment of
Commerce predicts health care spending will total $817 billion In 1992 or 14
percent of the country's gross national product. This translates Into
Americans spending nearly $1.4 million per minute on medical care. Not
surprisingly, we spend more per capita on health care than any other country
which effects our competitiveness In the world market.

Hopefully, by Incorporating the principles I have outlined, the health care
system will become more efficient making It more cost effective and more
accessible. This In turn will halt the galloping cost of health care and help
to make the U.S. more competitive in the world market. As only a small part
in this giant system. 1 want to do what I can to make optometry part of the
solution, not part of the problem. Senator Mlkulskl, I appreciate the
opportunity to present my views to you today.

Prepared Statement of Margery F. Rodgers
Maryland Occupational Therapy Association

My presentation today represents the views of the Maryland Occupational Therapy

Association the American Physical Therapy Association of Maryland and the Marylard

Division of Rehabilitation Services. We represent rehabilitation professionals providing

services in hospitals, rehabilitation centers, nursing homes, home health, and public and

private practices.

Our three associations advocate reform which incorporates the principle of universal,

nondiscriminatory access to a continuum of comprehensive benefits ranging from

preventative to continuing care services. Assured appropriateness and quality of care,

improved system efficiency and equitable cost-containment should also be central goals

of health care reform. Inherent in these principles is, in our view, a need to recognize

medical rehabilitation as an essential ingredient of basic, cost-effective, quality health

care. While many of the legislative proposals pending before the Congress contain

positive and constructive features that are consistent with the principles we believe are

necessary to effective reform, others fall short in their efforts to address fundamental

health care needs.

MEDICAL REHABILITATION SERVICES

Rehabilitation services are individualized, goal-oriented medical services which are

designed to maximw functional ability and promote quality of life and independence

for individuals who, whether through accident, illness, congenital condition or birth injury

have acquired a temporary or permanent disability. These services are multidisciplinary

in nature and are provided by qualified health care professionals including occupational

therapists and physical therapists.
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Medical rehabilitation services are available in a variety of delivery settings, depending

on diagnostic and therapeutic requirements. These include freestanding rehabilitation

hospitals, rehabilitation units in acute care hospitals, nursing facilities, comprehensive

outpatient rehabilitation facilities (CORFs), rehabilitation agencies and clinics, home
health agencies and the offices of qualified independent practitioners.

NEED FOR REHABILITATION

It is estimated that over 253,000 Marylanders between the ages of 18-64 have conditions

that interfere with their life activities and more than 125,000 are severely disabled

preventing them from working, attending school or maintaining a household. The
numbers of Americans with disabling conditions are projected to increase significantly

due to factors such as medical and technological advancements which save and prolong

life, and the aging of our population. Medical rehabilitation services have proven to be

a necessary and cost-effective treatment for the conditions that can prevent Americans

from maximizing their potential.

Persons benefiting from rehabilitation services include, individuals who have sustained a

heart attack or stroke; have arthritis, cancer or a neurological disorder; have undergone

amputations or joint replacements; have developed sensory deficits and/cr chronic

intractable pain; have experienced a traumatic accident or a debilitating illness or suffer

from chronic pulmonary disease; and children who are born with or develop physical

impairments. Medical rehabilitation speeds recovery, prevents recurrence or

rehospitalization and maximizes the restoration of functional capacity. Rehabilitation

services are essential to ensure that these individuals can function as independently as

possible and return to their homes, communities and jobs.

COST EFFECTIVENESS

Rehabilitation has proved a cost-effective alternative to extended institutional acute care,

as a variety of studies have demonstrated. For example, a survey conducted by the

Health Insurance Association of America (HIAA) of its member companies found a

savings of $1 1 for «very $1 invested in rehabilitation services, and a savings per claimant

of between $1,500 and $250,000. Similar results have bed. demonstrated in studies

conducted by insurance and case management companies.

Under the current system insurance premium costs associated with coverage of medical

rehabilitation services are extremely modest when contrasted with potential cost savings

and the enhanced quality of life patients can achieve with the availability of such

services. For example, according to 1990 figures from Blue Cross-Blue Shield of

Massachusetts the cost of full coverage in inpatient and outpatient settings of

occupational therapy, physical therapy and speech-language pathology services amounted

to 1.5 percent of the average individual monthly insurance premium,- or $3.75 (Source:

Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association, Washington, DC/Figures are a composite rate

combining all groups).

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR REFORM

We endorse the following principles and recommend that Congress incorporate these

elements into any health care reform initiative:

Universal Access/Nondiscrimination

All Americans, regardless of age, income, disability or employment, must have access to

a basic package of appropriate, affordable, quality health care. Access should be based

on health care need as opposed to employment status or income level. Discriminatory

health insurance industry practices should be eliminated. Arbitrary rating and

underwriting practices, such as exclusions based on preexisting health conditions and

waiting periods, are unfair and particularly discriminate against persons with disabilities.

Continuity and portability of coverage should be assured for all Americans.
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Comprehensiveness

Health care reform should insure the availability of a full range of services necessary to

provide a continuum of quality care, and should provide adequate access to these

services in the most appropriate settings. A core health benefits package must include

coverage of medical rehabilitation services in hospital and home and community-based
settings. Benefits should also include coverage for items that are critically important to

achieving functional independence such as prosthetics, orthotics, durable medical

equipment and assistive technology.

Quality/Apprppriitciros ofCm
The promotion of appropriate, quality care is essential to a health care system that

values outcomes while containing system costs. A central element of reform should be

accelerated efforts to develop research-based, multidisciplinary practice protocols to

verify therapeutic effectiveness and provide guidance to practitioners and consumers

alike. From the medical rehabilitation perspective, measures of quality and

appropriateness should be based upon defined standards of care which incorporate

uniform functional assessment and outcomes measures.

We support a ooordiratwl health care system that assures individuals the type and level

of treatment most appropriate to their medical condition. However, we are concerned

that flaws inherent in many of today's managed care models would be continued and

promoted by health reform proposals that mandate managed care. Certain current and

contemplated forms of managed care can create disincentives for treating persons with

disabilities and other persons suffering from severe disease or injury. Neither managed

care nor individual case management should be considered a panacea in the quest for

reform of the health care system. Case managers must be trained professionals with a

clinical understanding of rehabilitation and the unique health care needs of persons with

disabilities to assure appropriate, quality care. As you well know, there continues to be a

critical need for additional rehabilitation professionals. As Congress considers legislation

authorizing support for allied health care personnel, we urge that priority be given to

funding schools of physical therapy, occupational therapy, rehabilitative nursing, speech

pathology and audiotogy.

Efficiency and Equity

An efficient and equitable health caie system should appropriately distribute resources,

as well a; responsibility, and must include effective and fair cost-containment

mechanisms.

A balanced health care system davxds thai emphasis and resources be distributed

along a continuum of care, beginning with preventive services and including acute care,

rehabilitation and continuing care services.

Health care reform must provide L.centivrs to reduce unnecessary or duplicative health,

care and administrative costs. Cost containment efforts should not be based on

inadequate reimbursement for health care providers or limited, non-comprehensive

benefit packages. Efforts to control system costs predicated on non-comprehensive

benefit packages and insufficient reimbursement for health care providers will not

promote system efficiency and will stifle efforts to promote quality care and successful

health outcomes for all Americans.

The Sf"atr Democratic teadership has introduced significant legislation to begin the

process of health care reform.

We believe that S. 1227 contains many positive features that are consistent with the

principles necessary for effective reform. We believe, however, that refinements to the

proposal are essential if it is to meet the stated goal of providing access to quality, cost-

effective health care for all Americans.
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Specifically, the revised version of S1227 that has been reported by the Labor and

Human Resources Committee provides inadequate coverage of medical rehabilitation

services under both the employment-based benefits package and AmenCare, the public

health insurance plan. In fact, the benefits package enriskmed in S. 1227 would

represet a significant step back from current coverage of medical rehabilitation

services ander pabOc and private insurance plans.

Empkivment-Based Coverage - The employment-based benefits package requires

coverage of hospital and physician services, diagnostic tests, limited mental health

benefits, pre-natal and well-baby care and some preventative services. Medical

rehabUitatioa services are omitted from the specified benefits included under employer-

based coverage, Based on discussions with Senate Labor and Human Resources
Committee staff, hospital-based inpatient and outpatient rehabilitation services are

presumed to be included in S. 1227 because they fall under the definition of hospital

services as traditionally defined by the insurance industry and the Social Security Act
However, community-based rehabilitation services, such as those furnished by

comprehensive outpatient rehabilitation facilities (CORFs), rehabilitation agencies and

clinics and independent practitioners would not be covered.

Plhfif fjgj - AmeriCare, the public health insurance plan, would replace the existing

Medicaid program (except for long-term care services) and provide the same scope of

benefits as for employment-based coverage. In addition to the basic benefits. Early and

Periodic Screening, Diagnosis and Treatment (EPSDT) services for children under the

age of 21 would be covered. EPSDT services do incorporate coverage of medical

rehabilitation services. However, almost all existing state Medicaid plans currently

provide coverage of medical rehabilitation services in a variety of community-based

delivery settings for the broader eligible population.

In summary Senator Mikulski, our country has the best acute care in the world. Our

commitment to rehabilitation must equal our commitment to saving lives. If

rehabilitative services are not provided people will be institutionalized at a cost much

greater in both financial and human terms.

rami lie 5. Wheeler. .aCSW

President. Maryland Chapter
Kaumal Association of Social workers

My name is Camille wheeler, «nd I am President of the Maryland
Chapter of the National Association of Social Workers (NASW).
NASW represents 135,000 professional social workers nationwide,
vwo-thir^s of whom practice in health and mental health care
settings. Ir. Maryland our membership numbers in excess of 3500
Thank you for the opportunity to present NASW's views on
legislation to improve health insurance coverage and to contain
health care costs.

NASW has a longstanding history of advocating for a national
health care program that can provide comprehensive health, mental
health, and long-term care services to all Americans. Our
association has invested considerable energy in the current
debate on health care reform, and last year the Board of
.' i rectors approved the NASW National Health Care Proposal. The
NASW plan would replace the more than 1500 public and private
health insurance programs that, currently exist with a single-
payer, publicly-administered system.

The NASW plan provides coverage for comprehensive benefits. In
audition to traditional hospital and outpatient primary care, the
NASW plan includes : disease prevention and health promotion
services; care coordination services; mental health care that is
covered in the same fashion as physical health care; substance
abuse services; rehabilitation services; long-term care,
including home and community-based services; hospice care;
prescription drugs; and dental and vision care. The NASW plan
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also includes service delivery improvements, such as the use of
integrated health services to enhance continuity of care and
service efficiency, care coordination for individuals with
chronic zr multiple health problems . improved planning for health
and mental health service delivery for inner city and rural
populations, and screening and care coordination system* for the
delivery of long-term care. A one-page summary of the NASW plan
is attached to this statement.

The legislation before Congress that is most similar to the hasw
plan in H.R. 1300. the Universal Health Care Act of 1991, which
was introduced in the House by Representative Marty Russo and
currently has 67 cosponsors. The senate companion bill, S.2320,
was recently introduced by Senators wells tone, Metzenbaum, and
Simon. Althcugh NASW developed its own plan, the association
also endorses the Russo Bill and S. 2320 because we believe that
the single-payer approach provides the best response to our
nation's health care crisis. A single-payer system offers the
means to ensure that every American has access to high quality
health, mental health, and long-term care services. And we
be. eve that such a financing and payment system is one that the
Un.ced States can afford—both now and in the future.
A single payer system is the only reform proposed thus far that
adequately addresses the problems of both access and cost.
Everyone would be covered under the sam plan, eliminating the
many tiers of private and public health care coverage that are
available today. Cost containment and administrative cost
savings are key elements of the single-payer approach wight he
opportunity to control costs through global budgeting, negotiated
payment rates to providers, and efficient distribution health
care resources and technology. As you are aware, the U.S.
General Accounting Office (GAO) recently reported that the U.S.
could achieve savings of S67 billion in the short run by shifting
to a Canadian style, single-payer system. Both GA'O and the
Congressional Budget Office have stated that a single-payer
system could save -enough funds to allow universal coverage
without consumer cost-sharing.

I don t know any one who does not feel vulnerable in our current
system of health insurance coverage. The polls reflect that
feeling of vulnerability.

A 1990 Los Anoeles Times survey found that. one in six adults
18*) under age 55 reported their health benefits were reduced
over the previous two-year period. The same poll also showed
that Americans pay an average of 26% of their health care bills
out-of-pocket, and one in six (19%) report paying more than 40%
of these costs directly.

A 1991 New York Times /CBS poll showed that one in ten
Americans have at least some time stayed in a job they wanted to
leave mainly because they did not want to lose health coverage.
This phenomenon, known as "job lock", is most common among
middle- income households.

Other polls refeict the growing sentiment among the U.S.
population fcr change in the health care system.

A 1986 poll conducted by Louis Harris and Associates and the
Harvard School of Public Health, showed that 89% of Americans
believe that the 'U .S. health care system requires fundamental
chance or complete rebuilding.

In two survevs conducted in ten nations, it was found that
Canadians were the most satisfied with their current health care
system and Americans the least. The countries surveyed were the
United states. England, Canada, Netherlands, Italy, west Germany,
France, Sweden, Australia, and Japan.

A 1990 Las Anoeles Times poll showed that 66% of Americans
would prefer the Canadian health care system over the aiencan
system. This poll replicated a 1988 poll conducted by Louis
Harris and Associates, which found that 61% of Americans
expressed a preference for the Canadian system. Both polls
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showed that the desire for the Canadian system was strongest
among iddle-incoae Aaericans

An NBC survey conducted in 1989 found that 67% of the
AjutEisflp, public favored "a comprehensive national health Plan
that would cover all Aaericans and be paid for bv federal tax
revenue .

"

Other evidence of Health Care Crisis is that

13 percent of the U.S. gross national product was spent on
health care in 1991, up from 9.3 percent in 1980, such higher
than any other advanced industrial nation which puts our
businesses at a competitive disadvantage.

In 1960 the average faaily spent 9 percent of its annual
incoae on health care (SI, 742) ; that has risen to 11.7 percent
this year (S4,296).

Maryland businesses experience a 20 percent increase in
health care costs each year—to an average of $3,161 per
employee

.

The State of nary-land will spend about SI. 186 billion on
medicaid this fiscal year, up 28 percent from 2 years ago

Most Marylanders (64.9 percent) depend on their eaployer
for health Insurance coverage.

As the percentage spent on health care increases so does the
percentage of zhe uninsured (about 12 percent of maryland's
population, or 570.000).

Most -f the uninsured are employed (64.9 percent), are
between the ages of 18 and 24. while nany are poor, about a
third have family incones ever 530,000 per year

Finally, we are the only country in the world that relies on
a voluntary agreement between employers and employees to provide
individuals and their families with access to health care
coverage

.

Two years ago very few individual s or groups supported a single-
payer national health program. Today, single-payer plans have
been introduced in 20 states around the country and have received
significant support. In Congress, . R . 1300 has the largest
number of cosponsors than, any other health reform proposal. In
my view, this growing momentum for a single-payer system
indicates political feasibility.

I would also like to briefly respond to two questions that are
often raised regarding the single-payer approach—

"

who will pay for single-payer reform?" and "Doesn't a single-
payer system presume rationing of care?"

Who will pav for the sinole-paver clan?

A single-payer system does not require massive dollars from new
sources of revenue, what it does require, however, is a transfer
in how we collect and pay for health care through the tax system,
we believe we need to shift the dollars currently spent on heal^
care—a combination of premiums, copayments, deductibles, and
out-of-pocket costs now paid by American families and businesses,
along with current federal and ? tate contributions—to a more
efficient and equitable system of payment.

doesn't a single-payer SYStei presume rationing of gars?
we all know that rationing occurs now. When 37 million people
are uninsured, when only 41% of those below the poverty line
receive Medicaid benefits, or when 1/5 of all pregnant women do
not receive prenatal care, as was the case in the 1980, there is
rationing. Our two-tier health system provides inferior,
limited, or no care to those who are poor, without insurance, or
under- insured.
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We know froa data published by health analysts, the General
Accounting Office, and the Office of Technology Assessment that
tens of billions of dollars are currently spent on unnecessary
procedures and inefficient use of health resources—dollars that
can be used for needed care. We also know that there is
inefficient use of hospitals. The average occupancy rate of
hospitals is 65%. This means we pay an astronomical amount of
fixed costs to keep these hospitals in business. Clearly, we
need to consolidate some acute care hospitals, convert others
iota specialty hospitals. And turn other into other needed
facilities, such as rehabilitation centers or community
outpatient centers. Again, this will save money and allow for
better, cost-efficient care for everyone.

More equitable distribution and efficient use of health care
resources, the establishment of practice guidelines, better
consumer education, and expanded review of the quality and cost
of care will enable this system to meet the health needs of most
Americans, while some rationing may occur, we believe that it
will be far less than we have now. We also believe that people
will be willing to accept some limitations if they have access to
good, quality health care when they need it.

Americans are spending increasingly more for health care and
receiving less than citizens of most of other countries in the
industrialized world. On October 2 the Department of Health and
Human services reported that the nation's health spending reached
a record S666.I billion in 1990. According to the Democratic
Study Group's special report on health care in May, health care

in the U.S. is the most expensive in the world. The DSG special
report Indicates that the cost of U.S. health care is not due to
a greater use of health services in the U.S. than in other
Countries, nor does it result in higher rankings on the basic
indicators of health status as compared To other industrialized
nations

.

Our association policies support the provision of health care as
a basic right, not a commodity. Accordingly, we believe that the
goal of health care reform ought to be the assurance that quality
health, mental health, and long-term care services are available
to all Americans, nasw is convinced that a single-payer national
health care program is the means to accomplish this goal.

nasw National Health Care Plan _
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EXULTHKS TO MAXXOMAL HKALTHCABX UCFOSM

Presented By: Michael G. Bronfein, CPA
President, and Chief Executive Officer

NeighborCare Pharmacies

April 23, 1992

I. Background:

Over the past 10 years there has been an increase in the use
of 3rd party prescription cards for the payment of prescription

~ services. Initially these cards provided patients indemnified
pharmacy services as part of their indemnified health care plan.
Generally the cost of the prescription, to the patients, was
included in the insurers plan with the patient paying a co-pay of
$3.00 to $5.00 per prescription. The pharmacy charged the insurer
the same price that it charged to the general public. The price
generally has two components ; an ingredient price and dispensing
ree. The ingredient price was based upon the average wholesale
price CAMP) of the drug (as published by Medispan, Inc. or First
Data Bank) plus a dispensing fee ranging from $2.00 to $4.00 per
prescription. Generally the average plan would allow for
reimbursement to the pharmacy at AMP plus a $3.00 dispensing fee.

Given the relatively low cost of prescription drugs until 5
years ago this pricing mechanism provided a fair return to the
pharmacy owner.

As drug ingredient costs began to rise, 3rd party payers
searched for methods to limit their exposure. They did this by
increasing the co-pays which their insureds paid at the time of
purchase and by eliminating certain drugs from the benefit program.

The next evolution occurred when certain Health Maintenance
Organizations (HMO's) began to offer a reimbursement rate equal to
(AMP - 10%) plus a dispensing fee, to pharmacies, in exchange for
a "closed" distribution network. The pricing theory promoted by
the HMO's was that a closed system would limit the amount of
administrative costs incurred and ingredient expense and in
exchange the pharmacy would enjoy a disproportionate market share
and limited marketing costs.
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Unfortunately what started as a very small part of the
pharmacy industry began to permeate the entire industry. The
notion of reduced AWP's was highly promoted by 3rd party
administrators. Third party administrators often suggested that
the marginal cost of filling one more prescription is very low;
therefore, a low 3rd party dispensing fee with reduced AWP should
be sufficient to cover the marginal cost of filling that additional
3rd party prescription.

This argument is a misuse of the concept of marginal costs.
First it should be pointed out that a 3rd party prescription may
not be an additional prescription but rather a different payment
mechanism for a prescription that would have been dispensed anyway
and paid for by the patient. Often 3rd party prescriptions are not
new or additional prescriptions for the
pharmacy but are merely existing prescriptions paid for by an
alternative mechanism. Secondly, the concept of marginal costs can
not be used to justify reimbursement for all 3rd party
prescriptions Currently, direct reimbursement by 3rd party
comprises approximately 40% of all prescriptions. Marginal cost
pricing of 3rd party prescription dispensing would mean that
private pay prescriptions would have to pay 100% of the fixed costs
from all prescriptions in addition to the marginal costs of their
own prescriptions. This practice results in an ever larger
shifting of costs from 3rd party to private pay customers as the
percentage of 3rd party prescriptions in a pharmacy grows. With
such a large volume, 3rd party business cannot be considered
marginal any longer. Therefore, it is imperative that 3rd party
prescriptions be viewed in terms of fully absorbed costs or total
costs versus marginal costs.

Finally, in the Fall of 1991 the State of Maryland in an
effort to reduce it's employee benefit costs decided to reduce the
reimbursement on the ingredient portion of its prescription plans
from AWP to AWP - 8%. Concurrently the dispensing fee paid to the
pharmacists was increased from $3.00 to $3.75. This event was
significant in that it set a precedent which was soon followed by
virtually every other 3rd party payer including HMO' s. Private
Employers and Insurance Companies. In fact, as of November, 1991,
26 various plans provided notice to pharmacies that they were
unilaterally and arbitraily reducing their reimbursement rates.

Consequently, what was once promoted as margina l pricing tc a
small population of potential patients has become the standard
among virtually all 3rd parties, except Maryland Medicaid. It is
curious to note that at the present time the Maryland Medicaid
Pharmacy Program provides the highest level of reimbursement of all
majcr third party plans in the state. This is sad tesrimony to
the abusive reimbursement practices which have been imposed upon
the pharmacy community by HMO's and third party administrators.

II. What Are The Issues Relating Cost Shifting via Prescription
Drug Plans

* Equality - all patients deserve have the righn,

regardless jf payer, tc pay the same amount for their prescription
purchases. Presently, the uaindemnified purchaser of prescription
services is paying a higher proportion of costs due to the abusive
practices of the indemnity providers.

* Fairness - Pharmacies provide an important service to the
communities they serve. Both chain and independent pharmacies are
entitled to make a fair and reasonable return on their investment.

* Jobs - Current reimbursement rates by 3rd parties ar*-.

below the cost of operations. If this trend continues Pharmacies
both rhain and Independent will be forced to further reduce costs
by eliminating jobs.

* Survival - Action must be taken to level the playing
field for the unindemnified patient; which constitutes
approximately 60% of the population, and the operators of
pharmacies . Pharmacies can not make up their Incremental losses on
volume. Focus must be directed to affecting the behaviors which
influence cost versus reacting to symtoms of those behaviors.
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III. Economic Impact:

In today's world of spiraling costs and poor economicconditions, we are all extremely sensitive to the perception of anyactivity which would increase costs. lovem, •liminating unfaircost shifting Is not about Increasing costs but rather about re-allocating the costs so that all parties receiving care share theburden equally. Moreover, a study by the RAND Corporation foundthat when people were responsible for a greater percentage of theirhealth care costs and understood those costs they became much moreresponsible in the use of their health care benefits. Perhaps,legislative actions which influences patient behavior will make theindemnified patient more aware of the true costs of prescriptiondrug therapy and will therefore sensitize them to becoming moreinvolved in how their funds, either directly or indirectly arespent. Moreover, the population which can least afford health
^w6 '^ e "n*™"*"***** population, is presently being burdened bysubsidizing large insurance companies and HMO's. This is anunfortunate fact of economic life which no pharmacy operator can

If a pharmacy needs a dollar of gross margin to pay itsexpenses and previously received 50 cents from the indemnified and
50 cents from the unindemnified population, they must continue toreceive that compensation even if the compensation per groupshifts. Therefore, if the indemnified group is only willing to pay
45 cents then in turn the unindemnified group must pay 55 cents
If not, the pharmacy operator can not survive.

Attached is the 1991 Lilly Digest. The Lilly Digest is anannual study performed by Eli Lilly and Company of the pharmacy
industry in the United States. It is a survey which has beenconducted for over 59 years. Its mission is to provide, and Iquote, -a compressive reference source to be used by drug storemanagement to improve profitability."

This year's Lilly's Digest indicates some very distribing
trends

:

* The cost of sales increased in 1990, resulting in a gross
profit margin decrease to 30* of total sales, the lowest in the
history of the Lilly Digest. Secondly, net profit, before tax, was
2.9% of sales down from the previous year's 3.1%.

* Managers may attempt to profit in light of a declining gross
margin percent by raising prices when competition allows (to cash
paying customers) or by eliminating unprofitable 3rd party plans

.

Other highlights from the Lilly Digest:

1. Table Seven - Page 22 - Table Seven indicates that as the
percentage of prescription sales to total sales increases, the
gross profit margin for the particular operation decreases.

* Since 1981 gross profit margins have decreased from 34.3%
of sales to 30% of sales in 1990."

As this disturbing trend in pharmacy evolved another
trend has evolved in the managed care industry. Its profitability
has improved. According to an update edition of the Marion Merrell
Dow Managed Care Digest "throughout the industry, HMO profitability
improved very significantly during 1990.

Attached are excerpts from the Marion Merrell Dow Managed Care
Digest Update 1991. Two interesting facts are articulated
throughout the study. First, HMO's as a group enjoyed significant
improvement in profitability in 1990. Secondly, the Digest
characterizes the two most important operating costs for HMO's as
in-patient (hospital) expenses and physician costs. Nowhere in the
report does it suggest the cost of pharmaceutical care is a
significant issue with respect to profitability of the nations
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HMO's. Moreover, in examining the profit and loss statements which
are outlined on pages 13 and 19 of the report, pharmaceutical costs
are not highlighted. This could lead one to conclude that HMO's do
not truly view drug costs and containment thereof, as a critical
issue. In fact, the Digest states, -mature HMO's experience an
average of 7% increase in the cost of in-patient care in 1990 but
that was out-paced by 17% increase in the cost of physician care
for the year." It goes on to state that total administrative
expenses rose 29% during 1990 for mature HMO's An amount far in
excess of the price increases imposed by drug manufacturers.

CONCLUSION: It seems incongruent that the party least able
to control drug costs (i.e. the pharmacy) is being imposed upon
unilaterally by 3rd party providers to do just that. Since the
pharmacist does not prescribe the drug he or she has very little
control over the cost of drug therapy. Almost universally,
pharmacists today, are recommending the use of generic equivalents
in order to contain costs. Clearly this is the type of
responsibility a pharmacist should have; however, effective drug
cost containment can only be accomplished through prospective and
concurrent drug utilization programs which are promoted by the
providers, followed by the physicians and patients, and
participated in by the pharmacies. Through a cooperative effort,
drug costs can be contained. This effort should not focus in on
the most expedient methodology, i.e., reducing the reimbursement
paid to the pharmacy. It should be achieved through a pro-active
drug unitization process. Through greater awareness of drug costs,
patients and physicians can begin to take greater responsibility
and thereby reduce the overall costs of prescription drug therapy.

DEFINITION OP TERMS

The following terms are hereby defined and utilized in
Exhibits I, II, AND III.

AMP

PHARMACY OPERATING >

COSTS (As a Percent
of Sales)

AVERAGE WHOLESALE PRICE

AMP - 16%

THE AMOUNT OF FEB PAID FOR
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES.

HIGH
LOW
AVERAGE

31.7%
24.8%
27.1%

Bote* 1) According to a report issued by the Inspector
General of the Health Care Financing Adminaitration
(HCFA) the average difference between Average
Wholesale Price and true acquisition costs by
pharmacies of prescription durgs is 15.9%. (Report:
A-06-89-00037) .

Therefore, to arrive at the cost of a
prescription drug in the examples given, the average
wholesale price has been reduced by 16% to determine
the true acquisition cost.

2) The pharmacy operating costs are extracted from
the 1991 "Lilly Digest" - published by Eli Lilly and
Company.
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EXHIBIT I

ANALYSIS OF LOST GROSS PROFIT MARGIN
DUE TO UNILATERAL REDUCTION IN REIMBURSEMENT RATES

EXAMPLE State of Maryland Employee Drug Program

A) Prior to Unilateral Reimburse .t Change:

$25.00 - Average Retail Selling Price
$22.00 - AWP

Calculation of Prescription Cost:

(AWP x 84%) - ($22.00 X 84%) - $18.48

$25.00 - Average Retail Selling Price
S18.48 - Coat
$6.52 - Gross Margin
26.08% - Gross Margin Percent

B) After Unilateral Reimbursement Change:

(AWP - 8% $3.75) - Adjusted Selling Price
($22.00 - $1.76 $3.75) - $23.99

Calculation of Adjusted Gross Margins

$23.99 - Adjusted Selling Price
S18.48 - Cost
$ 5.51 - Gross Margin
22.96% - Gross Margin Percent

Note: According to the 1991 "Lilly Digest" the average
cost of operating a retail pharmacy in the United States is
27.8% of sales with a range of 31.7% on the high end and 24.8%
on the low end.

Therefore, the current reimbursement rate from the State of
Maryland Employes Drug Program is below the cost of operations
and thereby contributes to cost shifting by the Pharmacy in
oraer for the pharmacy to stay in business.

The State of Maryland Employee Drug Program allows the
pharmacy to charge the incremental difference, to the patient,
between its' Usual and Customary selling price and the plan
reimbursement , when necessary. This is currently the only
plan which allows this option to the pharmacy.

ANALYSIS OF LOST GROSS PROFTTMARGIN
DUE TO UNILATERAL REDUCTION IN REIMBURSEMENT RATES

EXAMPLE: MD - IPA Prescription Plan

A) Prior to Unilateral Reimbursement Change:

EXHIBIT II

$22.53
?2.QQ
$20.53

« Average Retail Selling Price
. Dispensing Fee
- AWP
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Calculation of Prescription Cost:

(AWP x .84%) - ($20.53 x .84%) - $17.24

$22.53 - Average Retail Selling Price
$17.24 - Cost
$5.29 - Gross Margin
23.48% - Gross Margin Percent

B) After Unilateral Reimbursement Change

t

($20.53 x .90%) - $18.48 $2.50 - $20.98

Calculation of Adjusted Gross Margin

t

$20.98 - Adjusted Selling Price
S17.24 - Cost
$3.74 - Gross Margin
17.82% - Gross Margin Percent

As the above indicates* if the Pharmacy is not allowed to
charge the difference between MD-XPA's reimbursement and its' Usual
and Customary price the Pharmacy- mould loose approximately 7.0%
(17.8% 24.8%) per prescription dispensed or $1.55 per
prescription. This amount must be added to the cost of a cash
paying customer, resulting in a cash price of $24.08. ($22.53 +

$1.55).

Therefore, MD - IPA is forcing the Pharmacy to create a gap of
$3.10 ($24.08 - $20.98) or a 15% higher price for the cash paying
customer relative to the MD - IPA covered patient.

EXHIBIT III

ANALYSIS OF LOST GROSS PROFIT MARGIN
DUB TO CDrZLATBRAL REDUCTION IN REIMBURSEMENT RATES

EXAMPLE: PCS - Prescription Plan

A) Prior to Unilateral Reimbursement Change:

$29.44 - Average Retail Selling Price
6 3 .30 - Average Dispensing Fee
$26.14 - AWP

Calculation of Prescription Costs

(AWP x 84%) - ($26.44 x .84%) - $22.20

$29.44 - Average Retail Selling Price
$22 .20 - Cost
$ 7.24 - Gross Margin
$24.59% - Gross Margin Percent
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B) After Unilateral Reimbursement Change:

($26.14 - 10%) + $3.75 - $26.83

Calculation of Adjusted Gross Margin:

$26.83 - Adjusted Selling Price
S22.20 - cost
$ 4.63 - Gross Margin
$17.25% - Gross Margin Percent

Therefore, the Pharmacy will lose approximately 7 55* «« —„k~le to PCS (17.25% - 24.8%) or $2.61 per^^r^rip^ion "^

February 20. 1992

Dear Participating Pharmacy:

M.D.IPA and Optimum Choice, Inc. (OCI) Health Plans have experienced significant

membership growth since 1990. This growth has resulted in over 420,000 members. In order

to manage the increased pharmacy activity that our continued membership growth will generate.

M.O.IPA and OCI have entered into an agreement with Diversified Pharmaceutical Services,

Inc. (DPS). As a result of this new relationship, die terms of the M.D.IPA and OCI pharmacy

contracts, as well as the on-line processing system, are being modified.

PHARMACY CONTRACTS
Effective March 16, 1992, the terms of the agreement for participating pharmacies will change.

Under the new agreement, reimbursement will oe provided at the lesser of 90% of the Average

Wholesale Price (AWP), the requested amount, or according to a Maximum Allowable Cost

t> (MAC). The dispense fee will be S2.50 per prescription (for both brand and generic products).

Two copies of each of the M.D.IPA and OCI contracts are enclosed. (These agreements are

similar, except language lus been incorporated m the M.D.IPA agree ment related to a Preferred
Provider Arrangement, which may in the future be added st. a benefii to the- Pharmacy to offer

services to Members of this program.) Pharmacies should sign and return the fc r . jntracts

BPJtottLlliaiLEriday. March 6, Once the contracts have been countersigned, both an M.D.IPA
and OCI contract will be returned to you.

Please note these contracts wiD supercede the contract you previously signed with M.D.IPA and

OCL If you do not wish to participate under the terms of the new agreement, please consider

this letter as a ninety-day notice of terminaiion, effective May 25, 1992, to your prior contract

»> nmnris flat have, jgjjamwd the signed romricts by the above deadline win be
cpjradejod to tare gcrennrt fhar notion gfjcnnnatipii
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QN-LINE C1.AIMS PROCRSSTNr, PPnrFmfffF <?

AH cfc^K™**** of service through March 15, 1991 mist be processed by March 18 1992SS^r^^^T^^ ?
W
__
OUmbe" After March l^daunswite

nejectod through NDC with the message "Payor Unavailable*. Please contact your software

S^^N
:,
U^^bC Processed through DPSw£dL*T£

service March 16. 1992 and thereafter.

We look forward to your contirjued partkaprtwu. If you have any questions, please contact Beth^^^4^K^u^)^5121 ' Shiric*G™^. Profess Services

MLsTfWXT) 342^wt " '
ProfCSSk5°l1 S"!*^** * (301) 294-

Pilgrim Xj
Director of Pharmacy

4 Tafr Court • Rock viHe. MD 20850 • (.101) 762-8205 • Fax: (301) 762-0658

PHAlMACItl ^
MEMORANDUM

January 1, 1992

TO: STATE OF MARYLAND EMPLOYEES AND RETIREES

RE: PRESCRIPTION DRUG BENEFIT PROGRAM

Over the year:,, we at NeigfaborCare Pharmacies have prided ourselves in

providing you and your family with the finest healthcare services available. We
believe you chose NeighborCare as your pharmacy because you wanted your family

to receive the best healthcare service available.

In the past, your prescription drug program jhas provided a reasonable

reimbursement rate to NeighborCare Pharmacies to allow it to provide you with
"Care you can depend on" while allowing NeighborCare to make a fair return.

Effective January 1, 1992, the State of Maryland changed your prescription

drug program. They did so by creating a two tiered reimbursement system for

pharmacies. This change resulted in two types ofproviders: SelectandNon-Select.

Information you received from the State incorrectly characterized the difference

between the two types of providers. Simply stated, Select pharmacies are' those

which have chosen to accept as payment in full, a lower reimbursement rate.

Non-Select pharmacies are those which have chosen not to accept the lower

reimbursement rate.

What does this mean to you. our valued customer? Simply stated it means you

will pay a slightly higher co-pay when you utilize a Non-Select pharmacy. The

discount the State chose to take is 8% of the ingredient cost of the prescription or

$.08 for every $1.00.
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To illustrate, a prescription with a selling price of $13.75 will result in an
increased co-pay to you of $.80; a prescription with a selling price of$23.75 will result

in an increased co-pay to you of $1.60; and a prescription with a selling price of

$33.75 will result in an increased co-pay to you of $2.40. Obviously, these are
examples, your co-pay will be a function of the selling price of the prescription

dispensed. NeighborCare's CareFiU computer system is linked electronically to the

State of Maryland's computer and will determine the exact amount of the co-pay at

the time the prescription is filled.

In all candor, we at NeighborCare are not pleased to be forced to take this

action; however, a quality service cannot be produced for the price of a commodity.

We have attempted to persuade the State to seek alternative means for reducing cost.

We believe that the State has chosen the wrong party to utilize for cost containment
The Pharmacy does not influence how much or what type of drug you take and
therefore has very little ability to influence cost Unfortunately, the Pharmacy is the

easiest target and therefore the one chosen by the State.

What can you do? Call the State Employment Office and protest!! Utilization

review and preview are the most effective methods for cost containment, not

reduction in reimbursement rates paid to your pharmacy.

We at NeighborOare truly appreciate your business and very much want to

continue to be part ofyour healthcare team. Finally, it is important to note that this

measure merely asks your employer to pay the same amount for your prescription

services as those who do not have a prescription card, but pay cash. We believe

consistent pricing, regardless of payor, is a fan- policy, and the right thing to do. We
believe you will agree.

Should you have any questions about these changes, please see your
NeighborCare Pharmacist or call us at 752-CARE.

THANK YOU.
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Table 1 Current trends in pharmacy operations

Accounting, legal, and other professional

tees ......
Hues (except on buitfngs. noome.

1990 1989 Amount and
( 1 .575 Phamucies) (1.684 Pharmacies) rcent of Change

$671505- 73.1% $584,539- 72.1% +$ 86566-145%
246.813- 26 9% 226.002- 275% + $ 20311- 9 2%
$918,318-100.0% $810,541-100.0% + $107,777-135%

642.785- 70.0% 558.124— 68.9% +$ 84.661-152%
1275533- 30.0% $252,417— 31.1% + $ 23.116- 92%

$ 52.701- 5.7% $ 48.125— 55% + $ 4576- 95%
82.158- 8.9% 75598- 95% + S 6.860- 9.1%
20.643- 2.2% 18.798- 25% + $ 1.845- 95%
8533- 0.9% 7.726- 1.0% + $ 507- 65%

3.782- 0.4% 3.403- 0.4% +$ 379-11.1%

1Z412- 1.4% 11.196- 1.4% +$ 1216-105%
9.705- 1.1% 8.686- 1.1% + $ 1519-11.7%
5561- 0.6% 5.414- 0.7% + $ 547-10.1%
3344- 03% 3506- 0l4% -$ 162- 5.1%
7.441- 08% 7555- 05% -$ 214- 25%

42,785- 4.7% 38.018- 4.7% + $ 4.767-125%
$248365- 27.1% $227525— 28.1% + $ 21540- 9.4%
$ 26.668- 2.9% S 24.892- 3.1% + $ 1.776- 7.1%
52.701- 5.7% 48.125- 55% +$ 4576- 95%

S 79569- 8.6% S 73.017- 9.0% +$ 6552- 8.7%

S 66.670- 9.9%
51.095- 20.7%

$117,765- 125%

sq.ft.

479
2559

$40157
$10453
$323.22

Total
|

Prescription charge

Number of hours per week
Pharmacy was open
Worked by proprietor

Worked by employed pharmacist!?).

Sales and prescription activity per
pharmacy hour open

16532- 51.1%
16.100- 48.9%
32532-100.0%

$20.39

60 hours
55 hours
28 hours

$1570.74
2533 $ 9657
2.793 $ 29050

16510- 51.9%
15310- 48.1%
31320-100.0%

$1837

60 hours
55 hours
26 hours

$ 7501-111%
+$ 3560-65%
+ $ 10.461- 9.7%

sq.ft.

19- 4.1%
26- 1.1%
45— 1.6%

322- 2.0%
790- 55%

1.112— 35%
2.02-11.0%

Other sales.

Percent of total prescriptions cowered by
Medicaid
Other third party

$21553
$ 79.11

10.6

18.1%
225%

$18755
$ 72.44
105

16.8%
225%

+ $ 27.88-14.9%
+ S 6.67- 9.2%

0.4 - 3.9%

i-nwHuOiUiTOgiT'iniii ta»a<i.
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Sales Over
$1,500,000

Over S 1.500.000

{39 (105

Over 200

Dairy

Sales

Prescr

Other.

total i

Cost ot poods sold

.

Gross margin . . . .

.

s 952.713- 52.1% SI.196389- 623% $1,792,149- 71.7%
876.287- 47.9% 704.117- 37.1% 706.118- 283%

S 1 .829.000— 100.0% SI 300.406-1003% SZ498367-100.0%

1357.369- 68.7% 1.347388- 703% 1.766.991- 707%
S 571.631- 313% S 552,418- 29.1% $ 731.276- 293%

$ 69.888— 3.8% s 69.723— 3.7% $ 94363- 33%
216.917- 113% 203307- 107% 268.125- 10.7%
46.019- 23% 44.795- 2.4% 44331- 13%
16.152- 03%" 15.107-

03%-J
17351- 0.7%-

5.755- 03% 8,170- 04% 9335- 04%

24335- 13%$ 26356— 1.4% # 32.146- 13%/
22.686- 13%© 20319- 1.1% 2 24.752- 13% 2
14399- 03% 13311- 07% . 16.009- 03%
5393— 03% 4380- 03% 7.130- 03%
14.792- 03% 10322- 03% 18310- 0.7%
87.610- 43% 88399- 4.6%J 111336- 43%

$ 524J46- 28.7%
t
* 505389- 26.8% $ 643390- 253%

$ 47.285- 23% • s 46329- 23% S 87386— 33%
69.888- 33% 69.723— 3.7% 94363- 33%

$ 117.173- 6.4% s 116352- 6.1% $ 181349- 73%

$ 90.734- 93% s 108.048- 9.0% $ 151.851- 83%
158.089- 18.0% 124.711- 17.7% 122.653- 17.4%

$ 248.823- 13.6% $ 232.759- 123% $ 274304- 113%

sq. ft. sq.ft. sq.ft.

464 $2,101.12 506 $2378.46 744 S2.43137
5.547 153.14 4.497 156.03 3.855 18836

6.011 S 303.60 5.003 S 38038 4.599 S SS136

19.392- 553% 29.607- 54.3% 41.767- 45.7%
15.724- 44.8% 24.940- 45.7% 49368- 543%
35.116-100.0% 54.547 1003% 91335-100.0%

S27.13 S2133 5*932

72 hours 74 hours ri hours

71 hours 61 hours 74 hours

64 hours 65 hours 64 hours

10.1% 14.7% 183%
306% 293% 253%
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CONCLUSION

si 1 tores that reported tow (2%
tx, 15%) and high (55% tc

99%) thirrj-party prescription volume

as a percent of total prescriptions are

shewn in Tat* 17. Biamaocs witti a

high volume of third-party prescrip-

tions repoi tej tower gross margin and

total income to piuuiieturas a penoj.

of total sales. These operations also

reported a lower avenge prescription

charge. It is interesting to observe that

high dard-party activity pharmacies

reported only a sfghtiy lower net profit

as a percent of total sales than eld tow

third-party activity upei aborts. The is

in contrast to roe previous year when

high third-party stores reported the

same net profit as the tow third-party

pharmacies.

For 1990 operating data, a new
record was established for total sales.

Cross margin as a percent of sates was
the lowest in the history of the Uur
Digest, but gross margin dollars were

the highest ever recorded in the Okzst.

The average prescription price was

$2039. From the data received, it is

not possible to determine if this

increase is the result of petal price

increases and/or grwth in days of

therapy dispensed per prescription

atone.

The objective of the first buy Okzst.

which was reflective of the 1932 oper-

ational results of 271 pharmacies, was
to provide authentic and useful data on

retail pharmacy operations so that

owners, managers, and their financial

advisors could evaluate individual oper-

ations and. perhaps, be more successful

in their business endeavors. This objec-

tive has remained unchanged through

the years.

EG UBy and Company wtt provide a

free analysis of any independent neb*

pharmacy's operation. The form on

pages 37 and 38 may be used to take

advantage of this confidential service.

Table 17 buy Dear averages of selected operating satisfies

S614.948- 74.4%
211.143- 25.6%

Wain $826,091-100.0%

Cost of goods soM SS77.233- 699%
$248,798- 30.1%

Proprietor s or manager's salary $ 46.358— 5.6%
74.099- 9.0%
19.696— 2.4%

Miscellaneous operating expenses 32.376— 3.9%

local expenses. $218.497- 26.5%

Net profit (before taxes) S 30.301- 3.7%
Add proprietor* withdrawal 46.358- 5 6%

•fatal income of eatf araploj sd propne.or

(before taxes on income and profit) S 76.659— 9JJ%

"now" ^.^T^fHT. I

1
!"!'.'!"

1

.

1

! 13^51- 46J9%
Renewed 1SJ17- 53.1%

total prescriptions dispensed 29768-100.0%

Prescription charge $20.36

Third-party prescriptions. 11% (2-15%)

$ 740.999- 72J0%
287.962- 28-0%

$1,028^61-1000%

$ 727.163- 70.7%
$ 301.798- 29.3%

$ 54.260-- 53%
92.611- 3.0%
2Z681- 12%
42.546- 4.1%

$ 264.736- 25.7%

$ 37.062- 3j6%
SO60- 5J%

S 91.322- 8Jt%

20.196- 553%
16.193- 44-5%
36392-1001)%

$20.36

68% (55-99%)
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Pwcsi«U*-Li CEO

Health care reform is not a new topic. The national health
care debate of the 1960 's gave us Medicare and Medicaid. Less
than 10 years later, ve realized that these two programs were not
complete answers and that, in fact, the increased pressures these
programs put on the delivery system had created a whole set of
additional problems. The next national answer was legislation
aimed at cost containment. However, by the early 1560 ' s

,

continuing public outcry over costs and access underscored the
failure of these cost-containment practices. The early
experiments in HMOs and managed care began to accelerate and take
form as a response and market opportunity.

By the mid 80 's the Prospective Payment System (PPS) to
contain Medicare spending was introduced but, like it's
predecessors, does not produce a stable, basic health care
financing and delivery package for society. In fact, it
pressures a fragmented health care environment even further into
Darwinian practices. It may also inadvertently set a template
for the future where all insurers simply draw a line in the sand
beyond which they won't pay. The provider community then
competes for that "premium dollar" and manages their respective
share of it.

Which brings us to the 1990's. Taking a snapshot of health
care we see no system. Rather, the picture shows no stable
financing mechanism, benefits packages in rapid transition,
millions of uninsured, providers in disarray, and opportunity for
real change. If we have learned anything from the past, it is
that piecemeal reform does not work as anticipated. Therefore, I
want to use my time with you today to emphasize the need for a
comprehensive approach to health care reform. If we are to find
a way to guarantee every American access to a defined, basic set
of health care services we must begin by looking closely at each
aspect of the health care financing and delivery system and
accepting that each piece must change before the system as a
whole can move forward. My comments will focus on four main
areas: the American society and consumer; health care providers'
construct and use of technology; the current inequity in
insurance; and finally, the benefits of an ail- nayor system.

Like every other industry, health care is controlled by
basic concepts of supply and demand. As our industry has grown it
is primarily in answer to the demand for service placed on us.
Therefore, reform should start by examining extraordinary
societal demands for health care before the supply side paradigm
of delivering this care can be constructed. Increasingly
Americans have demanded unlimited access to virtually riskless
care. More than thirty billion dollars a year are spent on
defensive medicine because of the high threat and cost of
malpractice litigation. Providers are asked to care for an
infinite variety of societal expectations, dysfunction and havoc

which present as clinical problems. Such as the billions of
dollars in medical costs due to homicide; billions spent treating
smoking related illnesses; 5 to 10 billion dollars at present
spent treating Aids cases which could be prevented. Other
examples of preventable and behavioral diseases abound. Billions
are wasted on "futile care" where the potential benefit from the
expenditure is virtually zero. Billions are lost to unnecessary
or fabricated workers compensation and other questionable
insurance claims. These are the real-life demands that our
society places on the health care industry. No reform can be
successful unless it attacks the fundamental demand for care.

The second issue is the basic organization of health care
providers' and their use of technology. It is no secret that
medical specialization and advances in medical technology over
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the past, three decades have produced awesome results. We
routinely perform procedures that were considered science fiction
just a few years ago- However, the ability to do more and extend
life adds extraordinary cost and focuses medicine on the unusual
while diverting money from the basics. The vast imbalance
between primary care and specialty providers must be reversed
over time. The "biology revolution" may make the "technical
revolution" pale by comparison and while the initial products are
expensive it portends a true revolution in delivery and the
building of an industry without parallel or significant world
competition. This should be supported fully as the fundamental
economics of other industries show us that efficiency comes when
human capital cost is offset by investment in non human capital.

In reorganizing health delivery, we are now able to begin
developing initial critical paths and protocols that attempt to
standardize how and when medical science and 'technological
advancements can be used. If cost is to be controlled and
quality maximized, we must reduce the wide variation in clinical
decision making. Current information technology allows rapid
access to standards which will improve care giving, clinical
outcome and cost effectiveness. New technology and critical path
standards can be revised and benchmarked to continuously improve
our functioning.

The third issue is insurance reform, particularly reform of
the Medicare and Medicaid systems. I believe that Medicare and
Medicaid have fueled our society's desire for unlimited
consumption and our current free-for-all system. For a minor
annual deductible. Medicare beneficiaries have a "comprehensive
indemnity plan," irrespective of wealth or health status. They
are virtually immune from managed care or the ramifications of
their buying decisions. Similarly, Medicaid is for the most part
a rich (in benefits) indemnity plan for the poor, the major
restriction typically being poor payment to physicians. As a
result, access to the system comes from physicians who agree to
accept the lowest levels of compensation. This "buy cheap"

strategy creates a questionable physician provider structure, and
in conjunction with Medicaid recipients' unique demographics,
doer little to reduce the billions of dollars spent unnecessarily
due to this population's tendency to enter the system through
expensive hospital emergency rooms or clinics. The irony of this
situation i? that those of us covered by conventional hea.1 th
insurance, that is non-government financed health care, have a
higher probability of having our consumption choices challenged,
managed or eliminated than those we support via our taxes. No
wonder uninsured and under-insured, working Americans are upset.
We need to look carefully at all aspects of the insurance
industry. But our first step must be to reform the Medicare and
Medicaid programs, bringing them more in line with the realities
and restrictions of the private insurance industry. They should
be consolidated, placed in a "managed care" context and income
terued tc the beneficiaries. All insurance vehicles, financed
privately or publicly should provide flexibility for those who
wish to use discretionary "out of pocket" dollars to purchase
extra, different, or more care.

Finally, I want to talk about a different model for
"hospital" reform. In following the national discussion of
health care reform, a few basic models are coming to the
forefront. These include the "pay or play" model that focuses on
the employer/employee relationship; the single payor which
mirrors the Canadian system; or the tax system model that woula
use revisions in the tax laws to encourage and/or subsidize the
purchase of health benefits by individuals and companies. These
are all "financing-insuring" reforms which are abstract and
proposed with little analysis of their effect on hospitals and
health care providers - still the core of our health care
delivery system. All of these proposals and their variations
have a high degree of compatibility with something unique to
Maryland - the "all-payor system" In 1974, Maryland's hospital
costs were the fourth highest in the nation, about 30* above the
national median. Today, we are 10* below the national median; an
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especially impressive accomplishment when one remembers that
Maryland is located in the high-cost northeast corridor. What
has made the difference is Maryland's quasi public utility rate-
regulation process. Under the law, hospitals may charge only the
rates approved by a Health Services Cost Review Commission.
These rates include the cost of uncompensated care. Rate review
ensures that costs are reasonably related to services provided;
that charges are reasonably related to costs; that public access
is maximized; and that all payors are treated equally and paid
equally. Absent these qualities any of the broader reform
proposals will be seriously flawed.

The Maryland system is supported by a wide majority of
providers, and unanimously by payors, legislators and the
consuming public. Rate regulation has largely met its goal of
reducing costs while maintaining individual hospitals' financial

viability. The all-payor system eliminates problems that plague
the rest of the country such as patient dumping and uncompensated
care. Management is restricted from abuse by a set of highly
defined rules, sophisticated formulas, and an atmosphere of total
public disclosure. Just as importantly, it does not eliminate
other free market aspects of health care delivery, such as HMOs,
PPOs, and managed care. Finally, the system facilitates a
gradual consolidation of the industry which stands in contrast to
the nationwide of severe overcapacity and rampant cost shifting
for basic survival.

So, in closing, I want to emphasize that, unlike any of the
other proposals currently being debated, the Maryland system has
been able to demonstrate that it is possible for providers,
payors, and consumers to work together. By imposing a number of
reasonable restrictions on hospitals and consumers, Maryland has
been able to moderate the competitive relationships between
providers, payors, and consumers while ensuring financial
viability, continued access, and good medical care. As the
national debate turns to new solutions, I want to urge this
committee to look seriously at its Maryland neighbor as a working
model for the hospital component of health care reform.

Michael R. Merson
President 6 CEO
Helix Health System
2^30 H. Joppa Road, #301
Luthervllle, Maryland 21093
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Re: Health Care Reform

Introduction

The Health Facilities Association of Maryland, representing more than half
of the licensed long term care facilities in Maryland, is pleased to present its

Tiews on reforming the current health care system. Any reforms most
encompass all facets of health care—infancy to geriatrics, private physician
visits to institutional care, quality of care, payment for care, etc While
appropriate health care must begin at the prenatal stage, the Association's
focus is on reforms in long term health care for the elderly, and specifically

institutional long term health care.

It is widely accepted that the nation's elderly population is increasing faster

than any other age group. This is causing an increased need for long term
health care for the elderly. At the same time, the cost of long term health
care has and continues to rise dramatically. Therefore, the focus of any long

term health care reform initiatives must address both quality of care and
appropriate payment for that care. Satisfying the long term health care

needs of the nation will become severely hampered unless the costs

associated with that care is addressed. Coordination between the federal ard
state govern-ments is needed to ensure that payment for services ensure
quality of care.

Issues Affcrtinir Tyiny ttrm Cat-p

The enactment of several federal laws and regulations had a dramatic effect

on the institutional long term health care industry. Implementation of the

1S87 Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act and subsequent amendments, the

Clinical Laboratory Improvement Act, the Americans with Disabilities Act,

the Older Americans Act, the Patient Self Determination Act, rules

promulgated by the Occupational Safety and Health Administration for the

protection of health care workers, rules promulgated by the Food and Diug
Administration for the reporting of faulty devices, are just a few of the new
requirements with which providers of long term care must comply. While
the ultimate goal--to ensure optimum patient care—is agreed upon by all

involved, these new rules have caused many changes in the industry. To
some extent, these changes will lead the industry into the twenty-first

century. Adjusting to these changes, however, continues to be slow.
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In addition to the new legal" requirements, health care has become a highly technical

business. Continued rapid advances in medical technology increase the average life span
This places several demands on institutional long term care. Individuals are entering

facilities at a more advanced age, but also have the potential of living longer once admitted
into the facility. At the same time, their health care needs are more acute. While technologi-

cal advances enable the facility to meet these more acute health care needs, the cost of the

technology, both in terms of professional staff, training and equipment, must be recognized

and addressed.

OBRA required increased education and dinical training for geriatric nursing assistants.

The improvements in technology as well as the increased emphasis on rehabilitation in

nursing home will create a need for other specialized staff training. Nurses will need
increased understanding of gerontology. Other geriatric "specialists" will be needed in long

term care facilities to meet the needs of the residents. This must be considered when
adopting health care reform proposals.

Payment

There is no question that long term health care is expensive. Individuals should not be
denied necessary health care due to an inability to pay. Private long term care insurance
remains a concept which has not become widely accepted. Additionally, such policies will

benefit those who are currently in their twenties and thirties, but will not alleviate the

current long term health care services funding difficulties. However, this does not mean
that the concept should be abandoned. Incentives should be in place to encourage the use of

private long term care insurance to eliminate the nee of the federal and state governments
as the primary "long term care insurers'' for institutional long term health care for the

elderly.

The Association is aware that consideration is being given to controlling health care expendi-

tures at the federal and/or state Level, including establishing rates through an all-payor
system in which all payors of health care expenditures would pay the same rate for the same
services regardless of the source of funds. If such a system is established, it is essential to

ensure that payment levels reflect the different levels of care provided. Any payment should
also recognize the special needs of those individuals who, while needing minimal nursing
care, require additional supervision due to behavioral disfunction. Fair payments must be
balanced with the objective of not exceeding targeted total health care expenditures.

Any legislative initiative must include a definition of reasonable and adequate payment
Otherwise, there will not be a mandated responsibility on the government's part to pay
adequately to ensure that the necessary balance between fair payment and targeted health
care expenditures is maintained. History has consistently demonstrated that when there is

not a mandated requirement to balance potentially conflicting objectives, government has
reduced expenditures through the easiest way possible, which has generally been a
reduction °f provider reimbursement

Summary

The health care needs of the elderly are ever changing. The days of custodial care in long

term care facilities are over. Instead, facilities are caring for the medically complex patient,

people with AIDS, and are providing community-based services. It shoJd be noted, how-
ever, that all facilities cannot "be all things to all people," nor do they need to be. Not all

facilities need to provide care to the medically-complex patient, people with AIDS, or provide

the entire array of community-based services. It is for this reason that long term health care

should be thought of as a continuum. Individuals needing long term health care services

should be approoriately placed within this care continuum. Payments for that care should
be mad* in accordance with the levels needed.

In any long term institutional health care reform, there must be continued emphasis on
appropriate payment for each level of care and in each setting. Rates should be established

that assure that economically and efficiently operated facilities can cover the costs that are
reasonable and adequate to provide care and services in conformity with applicable federal

and state laws, regulations, and quality and safety standards. Any reimbursement methodo-
logy created should be cost related; administratively effective; recognize the fair value of
assets used in the provision of health care; recognize factors which cause cost differentials;

attempt to assure that the reimbursement system encourages services to be provided to

patients in the most cost effective environment that does not endanger the patients' well-

being, include incentives to contain health care costs; and provide mechanisms to influence
the supply of necessary health care services and determine that sufficient resources have
been provided that assure that quality care can be provided by efficiently and economically
operated facilities.

The Health Facilities Association of Maryland appreciates the opportunity to share its views
on health care reform with the Committee on Labor and Human Resources. The Associa-
.tion looks forward to providing the Committee additional information on this issue as it

relates to institutional long term care in Maryland
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Presented by: Diane K. Curtis

Director, Saint Joseph Hospital Home Care Program

President, Maryland Association for Home Care

I want to thank the Honorable Senator Mikulski for this opportunity to

discuss home care as an integral part of the health care system and to share

concerns impacting on the delivery of services.

.For years the home care industry gained little attention although the first

providers of home care services have been in existance for over a cer.tuiy.

These precursors of home care were the Visiting Nurse Associations, founded as

volunteer organizations to care for the thousands of immigrants entering the

eastern port cities of the United States. Awareness of home care has been

recent as a result of increased utilization and expenditures.

The major growth in Home Care in the past twenty-five years has been

prompted by the enactment of Medicare in 1965. Between 1967 and 1987, the

number of Medicare certified agencies has grown from 1,753 agencies to 5,785

agencies. The greatest growth occurred between 1982 and 1987 as a result of

OBRA 1984. which initiated the Hospital Prospective Payment System, and a change

in the Medicare Conditions of Participation for home health agencies allowing

"proprietary agencies" to be Medicare certified. The Health Care finance

Administration reported that between 1982 and 1984, hospital-based home care

agencies inc-eas?d from 507 to 894 (54%), and proprietary agencies increased

from 628 to 1,596 (57%). By 1991 HCFA reported there were 2,016 proprietary

agencies accounting for 34.6% of certified agencies and 1,558 hospital-bassd

agencies accounting for 26.7% of Medicare certified agcr.cies.

In addition to the growth in Medicare certified home care agencies, the

prospective payment system and the continuing increase in health care expenditures

for hospital services resulted in the growth of other home care services.

Pediatric homo rare medicai ecruipment. infusion therapy, chsreotherapy and

private-pay personal care agencies developed as insurors recognized their cost

effectiveness. The National Association for Home Car*> has identified some 5,500

home care agencies that do nc* participate in Medicare for a total of over

12,500 home care agencies.

Despite this rapid growth of home care agencies and the increase in

expenditures, home care represents a small portion of health care spending. The
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National Association for Home Care reported that heme care accounted for 2.48%

of all health care spending in 1990. Medicare expenditures in 1990 were in

excess of $105.4 billion for all care. Estimates indicate that 2.1 million

Medicare enrollees received home care services at a cost of $3.5 billion or

3.32% of all Medicare expenditures. However, according to unpublished data

recently used in preparing the President's 1993 budget, HCFA estimates home

health expenditures have actually increased by 47% in 1990 as a result of

clarified policies governing the amount of services a beneficiary could receive.

The revised data estimates Medicare home care expenditures at $4.33 billion.

This increase is attributed to the increase in visits provided to clients, not

the number of clients served. Although it could be argued that this increase

was a result of less rigid application of reimbursement guidelines, it is my

opinion that patients indeed are being discharged from hospitals with many more

health problems. Data collected at ray agency substantiates this conclusion.

The average number of visits received by each patient has increased from 13.2 in

1989 to 19.6 visits in 1992 to date. Hospital reacnissions have increased from

12% in 1989 to over 20% in 1991. Patients requiring laboratory tests to manage

their medical conditions have increased as well. Last but not least, the age of

patients served has significantly increased with 17\ of patients served L-.-sing

over 85 years of age in 1988 to over ?1% in 1991. Patients over the age of 75

h-»ve increased to over 62%. There is concern thai, with the increased

utilisation ar.C subsequent increased expenditures. HCrA will begin looking for

ways tc curtail costs. This happered in 1987 when the fiscal intei.-iediaries

began restrictive interpretations of the guidelines which resulted in

beneficiaries r.ot receiving services to which they were entitled. As a result,

the National Association for Home Care Drought a lawsuit against HCFA by a

coalition of U. S. Congressmen led by Representatives Harley Staggers and Claude

Pepper. The successful conclusion of this lawsuit resulted in clarification of

policies governing the Medicare Home Care benefit. One of the biggest issues

was whether patients requiring daily visits met the requirement of intermittent

care. The Stagger suit did result in c l»rif ication allowing daily visits;

however, agencies are still required to put in writing when this level of care

will end. For example, if a patient is being treated for decubiti (bedsores),

the physician and agency are required to document on orders in the medical

record when the bedsore will heal and are left with the problem of what to do
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with patients with chronic problems that may never resolve.

One of the greatest dilemmas facing home care agencies is the absence of

long-term support services for the chronically ill and elderly who are in need of

what is considered "non-skilled" or "custodial services". These services such as

personal care, food preparation, shopping, cleaning and other activities of daily

living ( ADL
*
s

)
are not covered by any health care insurance, and federal and state

funds are desperately lacking. More and more frequently we are seeing patients in

their late 80's and 90
'
s who depend on their elderly spouses or children who are in

their 60's and 70's with health problems of their own. Community services are so

insufficiently funded that they tend to be a frustration rather than a solution.

It is at least a weekly occurrence that our agency has to make a referral to Adult

Protective Services not because the patients are being physically or emotionally

abused, but because th# hex* . : ;..n is unsafe for the patient, and familv
members are unable to accept the alternatives. . .nursing home or private pay help in

the home. Both of these alternatives can deplete any savings by $35,000 to J40.00C

a year, if indeed there are savings. Medicaid spend down requirements for nursing

home placement reduce the spouses' income to the point that they are left

destitute. Is it surprising that families resist these alternatives? I know these

issues are not new :c this audience, but I feel they bear repeating. Alternatives

must be found such a< fu.icing for "group living", tax incentives Zoi families

caring for the ill and infirm, and for individuals paying for long-term insurance.

Data on tht growth of Home Care is most readily available from Medicare as it

remains the largest single payor of home care services. However, more data is

becoming available as oth«.r insurance carriers are recognizing the cost

effectiveness of home care and are including coverage for home care in their

policies. Aetr.a Life and Casualty reported a $78,000 per ccse savings frc.T its

Individual Case Management Program using home care for victims of catastrophic

accidents. Blue Cross/Blue Shield of Chicago reported that "each of the 65 Blue

Cross and Blue Shield dans with case management programs saved an average of $2

million in 1988 as a result cf Individual Case Management - a savings of $11 for

every dollar spent on the program.

"

The following is i case study that supports such data. The name of the

patient has been changed to protect the privacy of the patient.

Mary Smith was admitted to Saint Joseph Hospital on 3/2/91 with septicemia

resulting from cellulitis of the right foot. Mary had a history of juvenile
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diabetes for 35 veers. As a result of the infection and uncontrolled diabetes.

Mary developed respiratory problems necessitating a transfer to the ICU on the

third day of hospitalization. She remained on a ventilator for eight days and

received multiple intravenous antibiotics. Due to malnutrition and anemia, she

„ .
r .ix^. s*«- c - w^i^ * rar - f o'jt of ICO, the right

foot was debrided which showed an extensive destruction of the foot including

tendons. The wound was deep enough to expose bone. She received an allograft

three days prior to discharge with plans to give her a homo graft in several

weeks. During her hospitalization, Mary's diabetes remained very difficult to

control. Mary was discharged on 3/30/91 with orders for home care follow-up.

The cost of this hospitalization was over $30, 450/$ 1,088 a day. Blue Cross/Blue

Shield of Maryland was contacted and prior approval was obtained for skilled

nursing visits three times a week for three weeks. Home care was initiated on

3/31/91 to evaluate for signs and symptoms of infection and to monitor Mary's

diabetes and diet, both of which directly affect wound healing. On 4/3/91, Mary

returned to the physician's office to have the dressing changed on her right

foot. The physician contacted the Home Care department to order twice a day

dressing changes and treatment of the wound which was 5 inches long, 1.5 inches

wide and 3/4 of an inch deep. Blue Cross/Blue Shield was contacted and services

were approved throuch 4/20/91. Mary's diabetes continued to be difficult to

control necessitating frequent changes in her insulin dosage. Or. 4/14/91 Mary

re r.u±Med to th™ surgeon's office. The wound was not healirc, well and had

developed a pocket necessitating changes in the Lreacment and a postponement a£

the second graft. The wound improved and Mary's diabetes was broucht "ncer

control. An extension of services was approved by Blue Cross thru 5/11/91.

Mary was discharged from Home Care with readmission to the hospital for the

second graft scheduled for 5/15/91. The total cost of the home care services

was $5,970 or $142 a day. Had Mary remained in the hospital only three more

weeks the cost would have been over $12,000. While it cannot conclusively be

substantiated, given Mary's history, it is very likely, without the home care

services, she would have developed complications such as infection, wound

deterioration and other complications secondary to uncontrolled diabetes, such

as amputs-ii-r cf her foot
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A major concern is that althougn the cost effectiveness of home care

services is an alternative to acute hospital care, there is a shift by some

insurance companies to limit the home care benefits to the extent that it

becomes ineffective. An example are contracts that allow a maximum of 40 visits

a year and disallow such services as physical therapy which the patient would

receive if hospitalized.

Other areas of concern are the increasing numbers of uninsured, including

the working uninsured and non-elderly uninsured and the effect of case

management as it relates to insurance companies. The term "case management" is

an amorphous term that has been attached to cost containing activities. As

generally interpreted, the tern relates to whether or not an individual is

eligible for services, at what level of reimbursement, and to the determination

of what medical services and amounts will be covered. While case management has

the potential to do great good, there is also the potential for great harm.
I

Unfortunately individuals charged with making these decisions frequently lack

J

training and the clinical expertise necessary. In other instances the result is

rationing of services to the bare minimum and the utilization of the cheapest

I

provider of services ignoring the quality or lack of quality. Providers are

frequently put in a position of "arguing" for services.

A recent example our agency experienced was arranging services for a
.

patient who had an abdominal incision that opened requiring dressing changes

twice a day. The wound was approximately 3 inches deep with pockets which

required packing with over 5 feet of medicated gauze. The procedure required

sterile technique and probing of the wound tract. The patient's husband has

pr.or eye sight and coordination due to a stroke. The insurance cr.se manager

required a weekly telephone report for an extension of benefits. After several

weeks the case manager reported that their consulting ohysiciar felt that the

I

once a week to evaluate the healing rcf the wound. To gain approval for

I continued care the patient's physician had to call the consulting physician and

I
send documentation to substantiate the need for services.

I have had other conversations with case managers suggesting that families

and untrained help be "shown how" to make assessments and evaluate the patient's

!
condition. While I agree that some portions of patient care can be delegated

with proper instruction safely and effectively, I strongly oppose such
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delegation when it is at the discretion of individuals whose motivation is

monetary.

I believe most people would agree that insurance companies and the

government have the right to accountability, to be assured that funds are used

appropriately, and that services purchased are of high quality and necessary.

However, I do not think this can be accomplished by increasing control over the

providers of service by adding more regulations, increasing paperwork and

rationing services. What is needed is cooperation. The government has to admit

to the real problems facing this society today. Society and our economy has

changed. Our Gross National Product is no longer based on industry. Our

population is aging with fewer working people contributing tax dollars. The

utilization of health care is rising and will continue to do so. The cost of

health care is rising and cannot be stopped by rationing care. Changes must

occur, and it is going to be impossible to find solutions that are going to be

acceptable to everyone, but changes must be made. Our government has been aware

of these problems for years but has found no effective solutions. Our society

has also been aware but has objected tc all suggestions for change because any

solution is going to have a cost attached. Everyone wants a solution, but not

at their expense. It is my opinion that if the health care problems facing this

nation are going to be solveo ther. everyone must be educated to the problems and

possible solutions. Then comes the really hard part . .everyone must cooperate.

I would like to close this presentation with j summary of issues that I

hope will be considered by the senate Subcommittee on Labor and Human Resources

when addressing health care reform.

1. Home Care is a cost effective, efficient and effective provider of

health care services and should be recogi-ized as such.

2. As more and more health care services are being provided outside of

acute care institutions, recognition of home care as an alternative

delivery systta must be accepted.

3. Over regulation and inc.oased paper work does not assure- quality care,

but only adds to the cost of services.

4. Meaningful tax incentives must be implemented to enable families to

remain out of institutions.

5. Innovative methods of providing long-term care must be found to meet the

needs of the aging population.
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Home Care, 1987

Type of Prwkitf dents

Homemakef-home haaflh ades 2.643.000

Nines 2.143,000

Dodon 969.000

Therapists 633,000

Oher (medcal) 1,512.000

Total 6,876,000'

figure 10 shows the number of providers, by type,

for Medicare-certified home care agencies only in

1986, along with per-agency averages for each

provider type.

Figure 10. Number of Providers, by Type, Working

fat Median-Certified Home Care

Agendas, 1996

Ptwidtn Salaried Contract Total

AN 39.552 1.660 41,232

tPN 3,827 168 3.990
m ,t , ,i Mi . * *

riqfjMi sarafan 6.284 7.902 14.136

OOBysJonai Stsfspisti 1.997 1.807 3.604
. . a fi . i ii °,gi.i

jpeeon sweapms
runsrnaNBrnufntnSOTiMoe

8.118 6.215 9428
l 26.324 7.302 33.626

Otter 23,991 521 24.512

Total 28.880 130,628

TetSl ttjgj tS.«9J 6.9%
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THE WORKING UNINSURED
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SERVCCS
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^ SELFEMPLOYED

knauranca, by industry

The Nonelderly Uninsured, 1988

By Own Work S**tu«
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American Itotpilal Auocuiton mi.
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»»12 Carolina Hoad
lOMSon, MD S1204
April 83. 1992

Testimony for Senator Mikulski's Health Care Hearing April 23, 1992

Senior citizens consider their top priority health care reform. Health
care can be a devastating burden in their golden years. Just the knowledge
that their entire retirement future can be changed overnight can drain the
joy out of retirement. Please consider the Mill of the people including
the seniors Mho are the major users of health care.

In my activity with Baltimore County Association of Seniot Citizen
Organizations < BCASCO) and United Seniors of Maryland tUStl) 1 have learned
that most of the seniors feel a major change is needed in health care
reform at the national level. It is important to include long term care in
the legislation.

I urge you to support a single payor system as the most rational
approach to solve the many complex problems of health care. Only on a
national level can we control the costs and provide a fair and just
coverage for all the people in the United States.

The Russo bill H.R.1300 and now the well stone bill S.2320, both single
payor bills* are the best solutions. To try to modify the existing system
will not correct the inefficiencies and high cost present in health care
in the United States.

There are large corporations in the health care field that will be
affected but I ask you to consider the long time we have tried to work
within our system. Large profits have accrued to special interest groups
and costs have continued to escalate at a much faster rate than inflation.

If the plan is structured correctly, 1 feel much of the insurance
burden can be lifted from small and large businesses. This will allow them
to be more competitive in world markets with other industrial nations that
alreaoy have national health care systems.

It is our moral obligation as the richest industrial nation to provide
health rar> -for everyone in our country. Too long we have not heard the
suffering people in our own country as each individual strives to improve
Mis or her own position in society.

As a former social worker you are one of the few that understands tr**

needs of the poor and near * y r»oor whose voices are often not heard.

I hope you can support the major change that is needed to give us
health care for all.

Charles Culoertson
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P. O. Box 2742
Columbia. MO 21045

(301)2903283

Maryland Occupational Therapy Association

The mrylaod Occupational Therapy Aaaocimtion 'a Pooition on Health Care Baton*

The Maryland Occupational Therapy Association (MDTA) is a non-profit

organisation virion serves to improve and advance the practice of occupational ...

therapy, faster research and the study of occupational therapy, and advocate

for the availability of occupational therapy services. Occupational therapy is

a health related profession that is over 75 years old; it promotes the ability

of individuals to perform the tasks virion are required to function as

independently as possible in their life roles (e.g., worker, parent, student).

As health care providers we are deeply concerned about the many citizens in the

state of Maryland as well ss citizens of the united States who currently lack

access to preventative and rehabilitative services.
-~'

Currently in the United States disparity exists both in terms of health

care status and access to health care between differing socioeconomic segments

of our population. For example, the 1990 Health and Human Services report

Hemltbr People 2000 stated that death rates were twice ss high for people

having lower incomes than for those whose incomes are higher. Individuals from

low socioeconomic groups have an increased risk for heart disease, cancer,

infant mortality, and chronic disease. These individuals also have difficulty

accessing: (a) information on risk factors and health behavior change, (b)

preventative screenings to diagnose the conditions early and provide early

intervention, and (c) rehabilitative services which can prevent further

complications and allow, these individuals to remain functional in their _ ... _

communities.

The goals stated in the report Healthy People 2000 are visionary, and are

necessary to ensure that all citizens have the opportunity to live productive

and healthy lives. The achievement of these goals relies on coordinated

community efforts; collaboration between allied health professions,

communities, and government; and successful reform of the current health care

system.

The MDTA supports the goals outlined in Healthy People 2000 and the need

for health care reform. The MOTA wishes to present its perspective regarding

national health care reform. We are in agreement with the National

-Rehabilitative Caucus' (NSC) Position Statement on Health^ Care-Reform. The NRC

recommends the following four elements be ifr*1 "*"* in any initiative to reform

the national Health Care System:

(1) universal Acoesg/Nbndamcrjminmtion

"All Americans, regardless of age, income, disability or employment, must have
'

access to a basic package of appropriate, affordable, quality health care"

(NRC) . The MDTA is particularly concerned about those individuals with
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disabilities who are unable to receive health care coverage due to current

practices which exclude individuals based on preexisting conditions or

inappropriate waiting periods. Tbe report BaaJ Uxjr People 2000 estimated that

the nuaber of individuals with "chronic, significant disabilities vary iron 34

million to 43 million. " In Maryland it is estimated that over 253,000 citizens

between the ages of 18 and 64 have conditions which interfere with the

completion of their daily life activities and more than 125,000 are severely

disabled, preventing then from participating in amy life roles (e.g. , worker,

student). Without access to rehabilitative services these individuals are at

greater risk for costly secondary health problems and greater dependence on

support programs.

Chronic mental health conditions are typically not focused on during

discussion of people with disabilities. Chronic and acute mental health

disorders can disrupt an individual's ability to complete the tasks which are

necessary in order to function independently in the coamunity. It has been

estimated that 5% of Americans are affected by depression at any time, and that

approximately 23 million non-institutionalised American adults have cognitive,

emotional, or behavioral conditions other than alcohol and drug related

conditions. Early intervention, rehabilitation, and follow-up are required in

order to prevent either the development of secondary health problems in the

individual and/or their support system, or an acceleration in-symptomatology

.

- Comprehensiveness

"IVmI Ui <are reform should assure the avaiiabilit> of .•: fuii rant"-

services necfssary to provide a continuum of quality care, and should ui-ovidi-

adv-iua! -cess to these ser ices in th»? most appropriate? -vt t. • s^.- . \ • • :•«•

! ».r:tJ t h t : k : • i Ls pacKage must include coverage of medical rehai . 1 i •. a »_i \ •

services in hospital and l.jme and coamunity-bas id settings " (N'Kt

The MOTa would like to emphasize that a comprehensive plan must include

rehabilitative services for individuals with physical, cognitive, and

psychosocial disabilities and provide coverage for services across settings

(inpatiort, outpatient, home health etc.) which are cost-effVfCti-.e meens d"

maximizing function. A comprehensive plan would include but i*ot be limit ed to

covei-a*:? for the screening, rehabilitation, preparation, and support for

independent living in the areas of work, self-care, and leisure. If is

imperative that assistive technology (which ranges from orthotics, to bath tub

benches, wheelchairs, computers, and environmental control systems) and related

services (which include the assessment for, customization of, and repair of

assistive technology) be included in a national health care reform plar lo

assist th*- individual in maximizing their potential for independent living.

(

3

) Quality/Appropriateness of Care

"Tli- promotion of appropriate, quality care is essential to a healUi can?

system tlwii values outcomes while containing costs'* (XRC). The MOTA fully

suppoi « s and encourages research-based practice and continueus quality

Lmpixvvenhrnt monitoring. The XRC reports that the insurance industry has "a

savings of Sll for every si invested in rehabilitative services. " Othej

-»-.i?i#ri- !«i\e • •-ported similar findings.
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4 ) Efficiency and Equity

"An efficient and equitable health care s>stein should :x\m>i .>j>riatel>

distribute resources, as well as responsibility, and must include effective and

fair coat-contaimaent mechanisms. " The M3TA agrees with the NRC that services

:iiust be Mule available on a cct.tinuum starting with preventative s< r. h.-es and

including acute care, rehabilitative services and continued care. Preventable

conditions were responsible for costs equivalent to 18% of the Gross National

Product. The report alao found that many groups do not have equal access to

services which can prevent these conditions. These groups include people with

low incomes, people in minority groups, and people with disabilities.

The Senate Democratic leadership has introduced significant legislation to

begin the process of health care reform. We believe that S. 1227 contains many

positive features which are consistent with the principles necessary for

effective reform. We believe, however, that refinements to the proposal are

essential if it is to meet the stated goal of providing access to quality, cost-

effective health care for all Americans.

Specifically, the revised version of S. 1227 that has been reported by the

Labor and Human Resources Committee provides inadequate coverage of medical

i^-liabilitation services under both the employment-based benefits package and

AmeriCare, the public health insurance plan. In fact, the hem-fits M-uld

i-^ui-esent a significant regression from current coverage of medical

rehabi 1 i tat ion services under public and private insurant-* -lans.

The employment-based benefits package i-equires o<vei-ajr« < f ho*; ;;a] and

.

:

i> - ician sej-v ices, diagnostic tests, United mental health t I u- , :*jtal

and we11-baby care and sorn^ pi-eventative services. Medical rehab j l : tai ion

ices are omitted from the specified benefits inch*?ed uil-: h- •«•!" l.-jj t L jh

.•f hospital services as tradi i ionally defined by the insura-v.;- i i>lu> ry ntd the

S«.«*:ial Security Act. However, comnun i ty-bused ri-hebii • La\j- •=. such as

those furnished oy comprehensive outpatient rehab i] itat.ion !'•«< !.•• - {f'C*?Fsl,

.rehabilitation agencies, and clinics and independent prae: » /-.Id not be

covex-ed.

AmeriCare. the public health insurance pl.«v, would -eplai.e the exist ins

Medicaid program ; except for 1 ong- teim . cai-e. s« •> i • -es ) and j.-rowde the sanir

s^opt of i.enel*its as for employment-based coverage. In addition to the basic

'.•eisefits , Earl, and t\zi iodic .>-r»-ening, 'uugivsis, and Treatment (EPSDT*.

s-i-x io- fur ! s idren uioer the ag- of 21 ='.; b* o..-- L'ISDT sor toe*

incorporate coverage of medical rehabilitation services. However, almost all

existing <*tat\. Medicaid plans currently provide coverage of nodical

iehabilitation services in a variety of cunmuni ty-based delivery settings fox

the broader eligible population.

The Maryland Occupational Therapy Association is advocating for the refo.-m

of mir national health care system. Repi^esentatives of the MOTA would welcome

the opportunity to discuss prevention and rehabilitation activities which would

support the tinted States' efforts in the area of health care reform, thereby

allowing us to meet the g«al of enabling ail persons to maximize their

potential for successful living.
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Suzanne Santora, C.O.M.
Dietary Managers Association
Highway 228, Box 155
Waldorf, MD 20601

I an addressing the health reform issue that deals with
furnishing congregate and home delivered nutritional services.

A certified dietary manager should be the primary person
responsible for preparation and delivering these meals. They have
the education, training and experience to see that citizens are
receiving the correct nutritional diet.

Those civic organizations and institutions, such as jails who
provide meals on wheels, need to have a qualified supervisor in the
facility to ensure that nutritional values and quality meals are
provided

.

Many times the provider of meals on wheels inappropriately
serve meals for the elderly and disabled not knowing their dietary
requirements. The importance of the correct diet being available
is the foundation in preventing and controlling illness and
disease. Malnutrition is a problem with our senior citizens who
have food that is inappropriate in meeting their dietary needs.

Browhies make a great dessert but not for someone who is a
diabetic. Cottage cheese is a soft food but presents a problem to
those with swallowing disorders (dysphagia)

.

Organizations and institutions who provide these services
should insure that all their good efforts produce a nutritional end
product that is beneficial to the recipients and not a hindrance to
their health.

Respectfully submitted,

Suzanne Santora
Food Service Director
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Statement of the Maryland Office on Aging
Regarding the Need for Health Care Reform

Senator Mikulslri and Committee Members:

MynameisMichadLachance,
Office thanks the Committee for the opportunity to offer comments on the pressing need
far health care reform in Maryland and throughout our nation. In my comments today I
would like to focus on the one specific area of health care policy which impacts most
dramatically on older persons—the lack of effective long-term care financing for disabled
people of all ages.

In Maryland an estimated 1 13,000 persons over the age of sixty are moderately to severely
disabled (15% of the 60* population). Of these, we estimate that there are over 46,000
low-income, disabled seniors who need publicly funded home care and are not receiving
it This represents and increase of about 11% over our estimate a year ago.

Maryland has been a leader in the development of health care for the indigent and
community-based care for the disabled. Prior to the passage of federal legislation which
established the Medicaid program, Maryland had in place a state-funded health care
program for the poor. In the 1970% Maryland established a community home care
program for the disabled. The "Senior Assisted Housing Program", originally known as
"Sheltered Housing", became a national model for providing assisted living to frail elderly
in independent living arrangements.

During the period of the 1980's, when the "Channeling" demonstration projects were
being tested across the country, Maryland established its own pilot program to provide
comprehensive community-based care, then called "Gateway IT*. Our "Senior Care"
sync:.*. :*« it k now known, provides a comprehensive assessment of needs, case

management, and for low-income seniors, the use of "gap-filling" funds to purchase

needed goods and services unavailable through other government administered programs.

Maryland's Senior Assisted Housing Program and the Senior Care system have proven

themselves cost-effective 2nd humane alternatives to nursing home placement, where

Medicaid ultimately ends up paying the bill for 60% of nursing home residents. While it

was never intended to be the primary payer of long-term care, Medicaid is in fact the only

government long-term care financing vehicle in place. The proven experiences of

Maryland and other states in administering cost-effective, community-based alternatives

to Medicaid should be supported by the federal government as one component in any

comprehensive health care reform action.

Senior citizens sent that message to Congress three years ago when the revolt against the

now repealed Medicare Catastrophic Care legislation took place. The real catastrophe

against which seniors needed insurance is for the astronomical costs associated with long-

term care.

While die Office on Aging does not support any specific legislative proposal at this time,

access to long-term care is the single most important priority of the elderly. As a first step

in implementing health care reform in this nation, a comprehensive long-term care

program, fimnrwi along the lines of Medicare should be established for disabled people

of all ages. This program should provide for both community-based and institutional care.
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Thank you.

arc/washington county

April 23, 1992

Senator Barbara A. Mikulski
Suite 320
Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Hikulski:

Thank you for your invitation to attend the public hearing on
health insurance and health care reform. Although, I was not
able to attend the hearing, enclosed are my thoughts on the
subject for inclusion in your record.

The cost should be the same for each person. If an employee
works for an organisation employing five persons or an
organization employing five hundred persons; the premium charged
for each individual should be the same dollar amount.

The benefits should l>e the same for everyone.
-

Tf an individual
lives in Hagerstown , Maryland or Oakland, California; the benefit
should be the same.

All employees must contribute a percentage of the premium amount.
Whether that percentage be ten percent, twenty percent or thirty
percent; the employer should not be required to provide the
benefit without cost to the employee.

The last point is that rates for services should be set and must
be accepted by all physicians with out exception.

Thank you for the opportunity to express my opinions on the
matter.

Sincerely,
Washington County Association
For Retarded Citizens

Washteflton Co«aty Association for Retarded Citizens

827 Manon Street Hagentown. Maryland 2 1 74 (I

(301) 733-3550

Robert E. DeHaven
Executive Director
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TESTIMONY REGARDING HEALTH CARE HEARING
Labor and Human Resources Committee

United States Senate

The Epilepsy Association of Maryland has been extremely
concerned about the health care financing needs of
people who have chronic health conditions such as
epilepsy, diabetes, cerebral palsy, or multiple
sclerosis. We believe that all citizens have a right to
adequate and affordable health care. Our current
patchwork of private, employer supported health
insurance and public "safety nets" does not meet the
needs of more than 34 million Americans. Our criteria
for a universal, affordable and adequate health care
financing system include the following:

Health care plans must all offer comprehensive benefits
without an excessive financial burden.
We can demonstrate, based on extensive experience, that,
if the coverage isn't comprehensive, it simply isn't
adequate. Basic or minimum benefit health care plans
may be acceptable for a few people who aren't likely to
need medical care. Even people who see themselves as
healthy, however, would do well to utilize preventive
services, and anyone can have an accident, or need
surgery, or give birth to a child with ongoing health
care needs.

Adequate health care coverage must be comprehensive.
This is particularly important to people who have a
diagnosed, long term health problem with predictable and
costly medical needs. They must see their managing
physician routinely - and that physician may need to be
a specialist. Periodic diagnostic or status assessments
are often needed, as well as daily medication.

It is important that we not relegate the issue of
predictable, specialized medical expenses to a proolem
for—an—unfortunate few. For epilepsy alone, for
example, it is estimated that at least one in every
hundred people recaive medical care regularly. That
adds up to about 40,000 people in Maryland.

Health care cost coverage must be available to all
people without underwriting or exclusions for
preexisting conditions.
No private insurance company will sell an individual
policy to cover the health care needs of a person who
has had even one convulsive seizure within the past five
years. Epilepsy is one of several common "pre-existing
conditions" which health insurance companies
systematically exclude from coverage. Our system is
built on a foundation of private, for-profit health
insurance, and one of the key mechanisms to ensure
profitability is underwriting. All too often, people
who hove a diagnosis which indicates a need for medical
care cannot get individual health insurance, or they
find that they cannot afford the premiums charged to
counter their predictable need for care. Even those who
are fortunate enough to be able to access group coverage
may find that their preexisting condition is excluded,
or that the insurance carrier puts pressure on the
employer to withdraw coverage from someone who has
predictable high health care costs.
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The cost of financing an equitable, universal health
care system must be shared by the entire population, and
not directed only toward those with identified health
care needs.
At the Epilepsy Association, we are often asked to
assist people with epilepsy to obtain coverage for their
health care costs. We urge individuals to find the
cheapest bulk mail purchase service for obtaining their
medication, and we try to help them to find employment
with a firm which has a group policy available to all
employees without medical *underwriting" and the option
to exclude them because of their epilepsy.

we have assisted many, far too many people to apply for
Medical Assistance and Pharmacy Assistance. The cost of
treatment is so high that many people without access to
private health insurance become impoverished enough to
be eligible for public programs. We talk with people
who see their pay checks going to cover the cost of
their treatment. We talk with others who don't work, so
that they will at least have access to Medical
Assistance. Many marginally employed people with
epilepsy must weekly juggle their rent and their fuel
payments and their food budgets, with the pressure to
pay their medical bills. Sometimes that gets resolved
when they get expensive, last resort treatment in a
hospital emergency room. Emergency rooms in Maryland
are not allowed to turn people with no health insurance
away, and so health care gets postponed until it becomes
an emergency, and then the costs for "uncompensated
care" are shifted back into the payers in the system.

The time has come for us to develop a health care cost
coverage system which is universal, affordable, and
comprehensive

:

. No one should be excluded from access to adequate
health care - no one should be penalized - because of
the extensiveness of their health care needs.
. No one should be told that they have health_care__cost

—

coverage, only to learn when they try to use it, that it
doesn't cover treatment that they need.
. Health care should not be dependent upon employment
status, or upon the variations in coverage plans to
which a family has access.

The financing of a universal system must be shared by
all citizens, without a disproportionate burden on any
individual or group. The health care available must be
comprehensive, covering more than basic or catastrophic
costs. It should cover the special needs of persons
with chronic illnesses, and it should cover primary and
preventive care.

We must do more than just tinker with, and add costly
layers to our current fragmented inequitable system. We
must assure that all Marylanders can access health care
which is affordable and comprehensive. We urge Senator
Mikulski to continue the leadership she has begun to
develop and gain acceptance for a Universal Health Care
system. Those affected by the health care crisis need
assistance now!
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Children

first...

IN THE

MOVEMENT

TOWARD

UNIVERSAL

ACCESS TO

HEALTH CARE

As
America approaches the

21st century, it is painfully

dear that despite our best

efforts, there remains more pro-

mise than progress in maternal

and child health programs.

Although health care costs

exceed 11 percent of our gross

national product, the health

status of American children is

declining This comes at a time

when the problems confronting

children have become increas-

ingty complex.

Pediatricians know these prob-

lems all too well Over the years,

members of the American

Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) have

expressed their concerns and

advocated necessary policy

changes. These problems have

been the subject of countless

studies, commissions and con-

gressional hearings. Rhetoric by

national policymakers is laudable,

but the statistics argue for

immediate action.

The percentage of fully

immunized two-year-olds is

decreasing. One in four American

children is not immunized against

diseases including measles,

whooping cough, mumps and

polio Outbreaks of these pre-

ventable diseases are increasing.

The United States surpasses

almost all other developed

nations in adolescent pregnancy,

school failure, adolescent suicide

and sexually transmitted diseases.

One in six children in the

United States lacks health

insurance coverage.

One of every four pregnant-

women is not insured for

maternity care, and an equal

percentage do not receive any

prenatal care during the first

trimester.

The United States ranks 21st

among industrialized nations in

infant mortality. For black

children, the U.S. ranks far lower.

Americas health care system is

failing to meet the needs of

children and pregnant women.

Moreover, the gap is widening

between Americans who can

avail themselves of the best

medical services in the world and

those who cannot obtain even

basic acute illness and preventive

care.
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Lack of health insurance is the

most significant barrier to access

to health care in our country. Of

the more than 30 million

Americans without health

insurance, a disproportionate

number are children and pregnant

women. Contrary to popular

belief, the typical uninsured child

is white, has a working parent

and lives in a two-parent family

with an income above the federal

poverty level. Even more children

are under-insured: their common

and relatively inexpensive needs

— preventive care and out-

patient care for acute illness —
are covered poorly, if at all. In

addition, many children are

declared uninsurable because of

chronic illnesses, handicapping

disorders or other preexisting

conditions.

Insurance problems affect

children even before they are

bom Today. 14 million women of

childbearing age have no

maternity care insurance. This

often results in delay or absence

of prenatal care, and it is clearly

linked to high rates of low

liirthweigm and infant mortalitv.

The major reason for the growing

number of uninsured is the

decline in dependent coverage by

employers. As recently as 10

years ago. 40 percent of

employers paid for dependent

coverage in full; today only 33

percent do.

This situation is likely to

disintegrate even further. As

health care costs continue to rise,

the proportion of dependents

with job-based hearth insurance

coverage will continue to shrink.

Small employers face increas-

ingly prohibitive costs in the

private insurance market, and

large employers are reducing

benefits and dropping coverage in

an effort to curb costs. Because

of limitations on age. family

income and availability of

services, public programs fail to

cover millions of children living in

poverty.

When children and pregnant

women do not receive the health

care they need, who pays? We
all pay.

O Children 0-1 7 years of age

33%— 11.6 million

€> 18-24 years of age

24%—8.3 million

€> 25-34 years of age

18%— 6.2 million

O 35-44 years of age

I ©%- -34 million

© 45-54 years of age

8%— 2.7 million

• 55-64 years of age

8%—2.9 million

AGE DISTRIBUTION OF THE UNINSURED
POPULATION UNDER THE AGE OF 65, 1984
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^ CLIMATE FOR
CHANGE

An
increasing awareness of

the problems of the

uninsured and the soaring

cost of health care has created a

strong impetus for broad reforms

in the American health care

system

Employers, insurers, health care

providers and labor unions

derailed the movement toward

compulsory health insurance in

this country after World War I.

These major players have taken

different positions over the years,

but today they are joining forces

undei the banner of reform.

Spurred on by increasing need

and a frustrated public, these

disparate groups are working to

find solutions. The status quo is

no longer an option; change 's

coring in this decada.

Pediatricians, who are taking the

lead to ensure that children and

pregnant women are treated

fairly, know that providing

coverage to children first is

logical, humane and economical.

Paying for the preventive and

acute illness care children and

adolescents need now will save

money in the long run. To this

end, the Academy has launched

an arnbrbous. long-term initiative

to ensure access to affordable

comprehensive health care for all

children through age 21 and all

pregnant women. The Academy

is concentrating its efforts in

three areas: federal legislation,

community-based projects

providing health care for children,

and public education to increase

awareness of access problems

and to promote utilization of

appropriate preventive services.

This document provides details of

the AAP legislative proposal

developed with the technical

assistance of Lewin/ICF. a

Washington-based health policy

research firm.

O Female Head

— 4,46' .OOP

© Male H°ad

6% —659.000

• Married Couple

S6%—6.498.000

TYPE OF FAMILY WHICH UNINSURED ,v< q r
CHILDRENmE^^^j^^^^^^^^Ml
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KEY CONCEPTS
All children up through age 21

and all pregnant women will be

guaranteed financial access to

necessary, appropriate and

effective health care services,

regardless of family income,

employment status, ethnic origin,

geographical location or health

status.

A one-class system oi medical

care will be established by

replacing, with private insurance,

the portion of the Medicaid

program currently serving

children and pregnant women,

and by requiring uniform benefits.

« All segments of society —
individuals, the private sector and

government — will have a

shared responsibility for funding

the system.

The patient will choose an

insurance plan and his or her

physicians; similarly, physicians

will choose acceptable plans and

caseloads.

* Administrative procedures will

make this system user friendly.

»• Compensation for services will

be set by the marketplace, not

tr« federal government

« Costs will be contained

through increased use of

preventive services, use of case

managers and cost shanng.

The
American Academy of

Pediatrics plan is designed

to be the cornerstone of a

national health plan for all

Americans, building on the

current free enterprise system of

hearth insurance and the shared

financial responsibilities of the

public and private sectors. It will

provide prenatal, preventive,

acute, chronic and rehabilitative

services to all children and

pregnant women, regardless of

level or source of income.

All children and pregnant women

will have access to private health

insurance through either an

employer or a state administered

insurance fund (SAIF). Employers

will be given the option of

providing insurance for depen-

dents or paying a lax to the SAIF.

Whether children and pregnant

wome^ receive private insurance

through an employer or the SAIF.

they will receive the same

comprehensive package of

benefits. The AAP model will

rebuild the foundation of the

American health care system,

starting with children and

pregnant women.

GUARANTEED
FINANCIAL
ACCESS
Under the Academy proposal, all

children and pregnant women will

be covered by private health

insurance, removing any financial

barrier to the receipt of necessary

care. Each child or pregnant

woman will receive an insurance

card entitling him or Iter to private

insurance from an employer or

from a state administered

insurance fund.

ONE-CLASS
SYSTEM
While the Academy is supportive

of Medicaid expansions as a

short-term solution to access

problems of low-income mothers

and children, clearly it is not the

moot! on which to base a national

plan. Under Medicaid, access to

appropriate care is severely

compromised by inequities in

eligibility, restricted benefits, and

limited availability of services due

to declining provider participation.

Administrative barriers and the

program's welfare stigma are

additional problems.

The Academy's proposal is de-

signed to revamp the current

system that promotes inequities in

access to care. Central to the AAP

proposal is the transfer of federal

and state Medicaid dollars cur-

rently expended for children and

pregrtant women to the ne\*<
r rate

administered insurance tunc".
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TABLE 1—BASIC BENEFIT PACKAGESTATE ADMINISTERED

INSURANCE FUND

The AAP plan will require a state

office totally separate from the

existing Medicaid and welfare

systems to contract with multiple

insurers for private insurance for

all children and pregnant women

who do not receive employer-

based insurance. AH children and

pregnant women not covered

through the employer-based

system will be covered by the

SAIF.

UNIFORM BENEFITS

The Academy's proposal includes

federally specified benefits.

Insurers, whether contracting

with the state or with an

employer, will be required to

provide a standard benefit

package. (See table 1.) Benefits

for children will include

preventive health care in

accordance with the Academy's

recommenced schedule, care for

acute and chronic illness,

rehabilitative services and care

requiring coordination of services.

In addition to th-i American

College of Obstetricians and

gynecologists' prescribed

schedule of prenatal visits,

oregnant women will receive

care for any acute or chronic

illness that might affect their

health or the health of the* fetus.

O Preventive Care Benefit Basket

Specific benefits for which no cost-

sharing applies. All preventive

services should be covered

according to the AAP periodicity

schedule:

Child preventive care, induing:

~ Routine oftce visits

— Routine tmmurezations

—Routine laboratory tests

— Preventive dental care

Prenatal care, including:

—Care of ail complications

—Familyplanning

Care of newborn infants. nducSng:

—AtwvJance at high-risk deliveries

—Ncrmal newborn care inpatient)

Ovid abuse assessment

© Pranery/M j or Medical Benefit

Hospital services

— All inpatient care fa acute and

chronic conditions

— Emergency room care

— Transport to hospital or

hearth facility

— Treatment for injury to normal

gums and teeth

— Acute home hearth care on a

short-term basis

— Surgery and anesthesia services

— Therapeutic radiology services

— Nursing care

* Physi_ian services

— li raueii. srxi outpatien:

physician care for acui° and

chronic conditions

— Subspecialty consultations

.

andteatment

Diagnostic services

— Diagnostic radiology services

— Laboratory tests

— Diagnose of devekipmental and

leam<ng disorders

Acute dental care

Medical and surgical supplies

Corrective eyeglasses or lenses

Hearingaids

MeocaJ eoupnient

Prescnpoon drugs, rehiring

rtitntjonal supplements

• Extewded/Maior Misled Beaa-

frt Basket Specific benefits far

whence sharing applies. Criteria

will be established ta trigger the

Services mdadac

Care coordraoon for chroricaHy HI

and other 'at-risk children'

Ontodornia not covered above

(other than cosmetic)

r Treatment of oevetopmentai and

teaming disabilities

* Mental health services

* Substance abuse services

» Speech therapy

* Occupational therapy

1 nysical therapy

* HospK•^iCi.,,-

Respite care

Recuperative stays in long-term

care facilities

Nutr.rionai assessment

and counselmr
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TABLE 2-COST-SHARING STRUCTURE STATE FUND

(Expressed as a
|

of te federal Poverty Level)

Cteftyt CmjmjZ CHeftryX

Prewentwe Prinwy/Major Extended/Major

Benefits

200% orMom

15D%-200%

133%- 150%

sUpto

25% of Cost of

Plan Motto

BceedS4SB*

$200
No Deductible or

20% 30%

$150 15% 225%

bum Leva
10% 15%

No insurer will be allowed to

exclude coverage of any

preexisting condition. States will

enact rules for insurance

companies based on federal

regulations. The Secretary of

Health and Human Services will

guide development of these

federal regulations

SHARED FUNDING
Individuals, the private sector,

and state and federal

governments will share in

funding the system. The federal

government will apportion funds

from these sources to the states

on the basis of the projected

number and age of the

beneficiaries enrolled in the state

plan. Employers will be required

to provide an insurance package

with specified benefits for

dependents and pregnant

employees, a pay a 117 percent

tax" on the wages of all

employees, up to the Social

Security wage base. This

requirement will apply equally to

employers who currently offer

limited coverage for dependents,

who offer no dependent coverage

or who offer no employee health

insurance.

The above requirement may

present a hardship to small

employers who have been unaole

to purchase group insurance

either because of cost or

unavailability. Health insurance

reforms will be required to

guarantee the availability of

insurance to all small groups and

to set equitable premium rates

for all purchasers within the

same geographic area. Tax

deductions and tax credits are

also viable options.

The share of a dependent's

premium paid by the employee

must be no more than the share

that the employee pays for his or

her own premium, and in any

case, may not exceed 25 percent

of the total premium. Payroll

taxes and premium rates will be

adjusted to ensure that adequate

funds arel o^neraterj[ to purchase

private hearth insurance. Federal

and state contributions, payroll

taxes and premiums can be

adjusted for inflation.
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The state administered insurance

fund will be financed from three

sources:

• federal and state Medicaid

funds currently allocated to

children and pregnant women,

• employer payroll taxes; and

• premiums.

Family premiums and cost

sharing for some services will be

determined by family income.

COST SHARING

Cost sharing includes deductibles

and coinsurance which is a fixed

percentage of the total cost of

care. Cost sharing will not apply

for preventive care, regardless of

ncome of participants.

Families participating in the

SAIFs. with incomes below 133

percent of the federal poverty

level, will be exempt from

premiums. The annual premium

for state-contracted private

insurance for a family with

income over 200 percent of the

federal poverty level will be $458

per family*. Families with

incomes between 133 and 200

percent of the poverty level will

have their coinsurance and

deductibles determined on a

sliding scale. Coinsurance for

primary/major medical services

will be 20 percent and for

extended/major medical (care

crjorrJrated) services will be 30

percent for families with ncomes

above 200 percent of the poverty

level (See table 2.)

Based on national standards,

states will determine eligibility

for subsidies for state fund

participants. Provisions are

included for timely review of

income status should family

income change substantially

during the year.

Families whose dependents

receive insurance through an

employer will pay a $200

deductible. Coinsurance for

primary/major medical will be 20

percent and 30 percent for

extended/major medical services.

(See table 3.)

TABLE 3—COST-SHARING STRUCTURE EMPLOYER BASED INSURANCE

Category!:

Pnmary/Major

Category 3:

Extended/Map

Medical

Benefits

Variable

Up 10 2*%
~

of Cost of Plan

Q00 No Deductible or 20% 30%

Income Level

Note. Acw...;.: c&9«ftt%aft MlSUmpmt^tmtimpmi
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TABLE 4—CHANGE IN SOURCES OF PAYMENT FOR
HEALTH CARE UNDER THE AAP PROPOSAL IN 1 990
(IN BILLIONS)

Total family out-of-pocket

expenditures for health care will

not exceed 10 percent of income,

up to a maximum of $1000 per

year for an irrirvidual and $3000

per year for a family. This applies

to dependents insured through

either an employer or the SAIF.

Above these amounts, catastro-

phic coveragewi apply for both.

TOTAL COST
The Academy plan wiH add $1Z6

billion to the $988 btton spent in

1990 on health services for

mothers and children. This

amount represents about two

percent of all health care

expenditures for 1990. The

majority of these monies wtf be

generated by the system itself.

(See table 44

FREEDOM OF
CHOICE
Patients will choose providers

and insurance plans that best suit

their needs. Physicians will

determine their own participation

in various insurance plans.

Insurance plans will have to

include enough services and

providers to be attractive to the

insured and offer sufficient

reimbursement to assure ade-

quate participation by physicians

and other providers.

Scare* af Correal

Systore

AAP
Plan

Family Out-of-Pocket $275 $152 *-$123

42LD 575 15.6

Nofr&tthp Ptdns 25 00 • -25

OtwPtwm 4.7 09 •35

0.1 01 OO

15.1 OO -15.1

QttMPUS and Mfitary 11 11 15

OtarPubic Aopjnm 47 07 -45

NA 316 335

$985 $111.4 $125

USER FRIENDLY
The Academy's proposal is

designed to ensure that decisions

about the health care of children

and pregnant women will be

based on the needs of the patient

rather than being driven by the

complexities of obtaining

finanong for that care. Necessary

services wii! be readily accessible

without the complex procedural

barriers that currently exist.

Payment systems and explan-

ations of benefits will be

urcornplicated and uniform.

Insurers will be required to

develop simple, standardized

forms and systems that quickly

determine deductibles and

coinsurance. For example, a

"credit card" system could

indicate the patient's share of

charges using "on line" con-

nections to insurance company

computers.

To help address nonfinancial

barriers to health care, states wilt

be required to develop mech-

anisms to overcome geographic,

language, educational, cultural

and other roadblocks to health

care. Case management of

children with special health care

needs will help assure that they

receive necessary services.
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COMPENSATION
Physicians should be able to

devote appropriate time to the

diagnosis and management of

complex health problems, and

they should be reimbursed com-

mensurate with their training,

responsibilities and commitment

of time. Under the Academy plan,

physician reimbursement for

services will be determined by the

free market system. Provider

reimbursement through the SAJF

and the employer based system

will be comparable because the

state and employers will have the

same choices of private insurance

plans.

COST
CONTAINMENT
The Academy plan will control

costs by covering only necessary

and effective services. Savings

will be realized by the wide-

spread utilization of compre-

hensive preventive health

services, simplified billing pro-

cedures to reduce administrative

costs, and the use of coinsurance

and deductibles.

The AAP plan is designed to

provide comprehensive, continu-

ous health care. Having patients

linked to providers will decrease

the need to use the emergency

room as a source of primary care.

The availability of a constant

caregiver will enhance the use of

preventive services, such as

immunizations, which save ten

dollars in health costs for each

dollar spent Such caregivers can

frequently provide cost efficient,

care coordination for chronically

ill patients whose complex needs

require careful management

The cost benefits of prenatal care

go far beyond the three dollars

saved for each dollar spent five

hundred dollars spent on prenatal

care can save an average of X20-

30 thousand on a low birth-

weight infant who spends a rela-

tively brief time in an intensive

care nursery. Costs for longer

stays can be staggering. Edu-

cation and counseling provided to

pregnant women may prevent the

tragedy as well as the heavy

financial burden of babies born

with fetal-alcohol syndrome,

cocaine addiction and the

damaging effects of brain hemor-

» Stage or respiratory distress.

PHYSICIAN COMPENSATION

T
tanm tanUnl «MM>i>«*rt toMP a natod tat tort Mp issue nue

HMO's nuntaid ntato ««ue ate (HBRVS) fat is brad an toe. toning and

togi ram 4 iapteratoan ottoWwVS witato toft Madore itottoraam «dwite
ptato««nTtwiaarstagtain>«^

btoitatoltaOj«igsfc'«toytoto^

HjdBWf imjbuU wuiuy kofon to Cawum m0> to Womwq ncownendnons to to

inrntotototaioteaa ii My,WW:

m Ctotalinpaeltofc»Jstor«fp^

fajntorearee9D*af«JB.cussnar

Altaian.Ml route oftoWWMdy

?HMnrton ntatos feumMW and Moon* it is mapad tat toy wi «

~*sanaitoitasta>6to£offij^ yflifc-
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1930 the Academy I

the first national medical

organization to recommend the

use of public funds to provide

maternal and child welfare ad to

those groups unable to pay lor

medical services. In formal

testimony, the Academy admon-

ished the Congress to avail itself

of the expert counsel of

physicians and professional

organizations when drafting

legislation affecting the hearth

and welfare of children. These

forceful remarks firmly positioned

the Academy as a leading voce

for children, and established

principles which continue to

guide the Academy today. For 80

years, pediatricians have fought

fiercely to develop and protect

programs for children. The

Academy has never wavered

from the dedication and

commitment of its members and

staff toward the development of

a national policy that places our

children frrsi

Today 40.000 Academy members

are working to ensure that

children's needs are met at every

level. As America i

ensuring access to quality health

care, the American Academy of

Pediatrics offers a plan that

care they need to grow into

"As the leadership of this great

body, ive sense an emerging

sentiment that it is time to

make a promise to our most

precious resource. As human

beings, children matter In their

own right, and as future

contributing citizens, leaders,

consumers, employers, and

taxpayers, they deserve the

best that ive can otter to them.

We most commit ourselves to

this end,"

It is time for all Americans to

demand that their elected

representatives honor their

! to the needs of our

children It is ume tor the United

States to become a nation that

ii the of its children its hjghest (•u%.
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Care. American Academy of
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AAP Special Report Solutions
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imBkGfMVaege,!

Academy's federal legislative

eflorts to assure universalaccess

to hearth care fvaH children and

pregnant women, or id be put in

touch with an;

AAP.

Liaison. 1331 Pennsylvania

Avenue. NW . Suite 721 North,

Washrngton,DC 20004. or cal

202/662-7460 or 800/336-5475.

Senator Mikulski. The Committee is actfoumed.
IWnereupon, at 4:40 p.m., the committee adjourned.]
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